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Abstract
In this thesis we study the flavour problem in the context of String Theory. In particular,
we analyse how to generate hierarchical Yukawa couplings in F-theory models of grand
unification by including non-perturbative effects. We construct realistic local models that
are able to reproduce the observed pattern of masses for quarks and charged leptons which
justifies the initial motivation for considering F-theory models.
Furthermore, we explore the possibility of having non-abelian discrete symmetries
acting on the flavour degrees of freedom in Type II D-brane models, both intersecting and
magnetised. By means of simple examples we see how geometrical symmetries in higher
dimensions may descend to this kind of discrete symmetries in 4d and wether these are
exact or approximate. We construct explicit models based on intersecting D-branes on
toroidal orbifolds that show how these symmetries constrain the Yukawa operators.
Finally, we study the kinetic mixing between different U(1) gauge groups in Type
II D-brane models. We explore an alternative way of computing the mixing by analysing
the space of magnetic monopoles and using the Witten effect. Following this procedure
we propose a supergravity formula for the open-open kinetic mixing that accounts for the
one-loop correction in the open string channel. Also, using generalised complex geometry
we compute the kinetic mixing of the hypercharge U(1) with the closed string U(1) sector
in F-theory SU(5) GUTs.
Resumen
En esta tesis se estudia el problema del sabor en el contexto de la Teor´ıa de Cuerdas.
En particular, se analiza co´mo generar acoplos de Yukawa jera´rquicos en modelos de
gran unificacio´n en Teor´ıa F al incluir efectos no perturbativos. Se construyen modelos
locales realistas que son capaces de reproducir el patro´n de masas observado para quarks y
leptones cargados, lo que justifica la motivacio´n inicial para considerar modelos en Teor´ıa
F.
Adema´s, se explora la posibilidad de tener simetr´ıas discretas no abelianas que
actu´an sobre los grados de libertad de sabor en modelos de D-branas en la Tipo II, tanto
intersecantes como magnetizadas. A trave´s de ejemplos sencillos se ve co´mo las simetr´ıas
geome´tricas en dimensiones superiores pueden descender a este tipo de simetr´ıas en 4d
y si e´stas son exactas o aproximadas. Se construyen modelos expl´ıcitos basados en D-
branas intersecantes en orbifolds toroidales que muestran co´mo dichas simetr´ıas afectan a
los operadores de Yukawa.
Finalmente, se estudia la mezcla cine´tica entre diferentes grupos gauge U(1) en
modelos de D-branas en la Tipo II. Se explora una forma alternativa de calcular dichas
mezclas al estudiar el espacio de monopolos magne´ticos y el efecto Witten. Siguiendo este
procedimiento se propone una fo´rmula en supergravedad para la mezcla abierta-abierta
que incorpora las correciones a un loop en el canal de cuerda abierta. Adema´s, utilizando
geometr´ıa compleja generalizada se calcula la mezcla del U(1) de hipercarga con el sector
de U(1)s de cuerda cerrada en modelos de Teor´ıa F de gran unificacio´n SU(5).
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1
Introduction
Our current understanding of the fundamental laws of nature is based on Quantum Me-
chanics. This is not a theory but rather a framework where we should formulate the theory
that accounts for the experimental observations. As of today, every interaction except for
gravity is well understood in terms of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, a
quantum field theory (QFT) that has been tested experimentally with remarkable accu-
racy.
At the classical level, gravity is described by General Relativity (GR) which is a
classical field theory whose dynamical field is the metric and can be seen to arise as the
low energy limit of a massless spin two particle, the graviton. The naive way to proceed is
to quantise GR but it seems, however, that gravity refuses to fit into this scheme and new
ideas are needed to formulate a consistent theory of quantum gravity. This suggests that
maybe the geometrical nature of gravity is just an effective description at large distances
while at short distances the correct degrees of freedom could have nothing to do with the
metric. It is perhaps not surprising that gravity cannot be formulated in terms of QFT
since it is actually the physics of spacetime itself which makes it a completely different
subject from the rest of interactions that are understood as occurring in an underlying
spacetime.1
String theory (ST) provides the most promising candidate of a theory of quantum
gravity. Quantum field theory can be thought of as a quantum theory of particles that is
relativistic and similarly, ST is the relativistic quantum theory of strings. This might look
like an innocent generalisation but it actually has profound consequences. For instance,
there are an infinite number of different quantum field theories but only a few consistent
string theories and the dimension of spacetime where they can be formulated is dictated
by consistency. A remarkable feature of such string theories is that they inevitably contain
a spin two massless particle so they automatically include gravity.
It was realised in the mid 90s that all the consistent STs are not independent from
each other but rather fit together into a richer structure that goes by the name of M-
theory. It is fair to say that M-theory is still not a well-defined theory, it is a (yet to
formulate2) physical theory that reduces to the known string theories in certain limits. It
was also noticed that these contain higher-dimensional dynamical objects so M-theory can
be though of as the correct way to describe relativistic quantum extended objects.
In addition to that, these naturally include gauge interactions that, in principle,
allow to incorporate the SM of particle physics into the same description. Thus, string/M-
1The recently discovered B-modes of the CMB give the first experimental hint that gravity must be
quantised although this has been acknowledged for much longer for other reasons.
2Or discover, depending on one’s taste.
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theory provides a unified structure that can be used to model all the necessary ingredients
to describe nature at the fundamental level in a logically consistent way. It is, however,
highly non-trivial to go from the ST to experimental predictions that can be tested to
confirm or rule out the theory.
1.1 String landscape
In order to test ST we should compute its predictions and then compare them to exper-
iment. However, when trying to test ST in practice there is a previous stage that has to
be addressed, one has to choose a particular vacuum.
The characteristic scale of the theory is set by the length of the string ls which is
supposed to be very small, ls ∼ 10−33 cm. Thus, in order to test it directly one should
perform experiments with a centre of mass energy of that order, namely, around 1019
GeV. However, due to technological limitations this seems to be out of reach and probably
will be in the near future. This means that we are only able to probe the low energy
limit of the theory and if we want to rule it out we have to compute all the possible low
energy predictions and check wether any of them match with observations. This is a very
complicated task since these are not unique as we explain in the following.
In general, a quantum theory may have many stable solutions known as vacua3 and
it is necessary to identify which is the correct one for a given physical situation. These are
characterised by the vacuum expectation values (vev) of the quantum fields in the theory
and, depending on the vacuum, the physics may look completely different.
String theory is formulated in ten spacetime dimensions and since our universe
appears to have only four, it means that we must be living in a non-trivial vacuum of the
theory. Depending on which vacuum we pick, we end up with a universe that superficially,
i.e. at low energies, looks one way or another. This does not mean that the basic laws
that govern all of them are fundamentally different, it is only at low energies that they
may look different.
The space of all string/M-theory vacua is usually called the string landscape and,
as of today, there is no known vacuum that precisely describes our universe. Much effort
is being devoted to understand the landscape which has led to remarkable results in
physics beyond the SM, string theory itself and pure mathematics. However, it is still
poorly understood for various reasons, namely, our understanding of string/M-theory is
incomplete, the necessary mathematical tools are not yet developed or simply for technical
reasons (the calculations are too complicated).
To summarise, in order to test ST experimentally one could try to probe distances
of the order of the string length ls to obtain ‘vacuum-independent’ data but this is not
likely to happen in the near future due to our technological limitations. Alternatively,
given low energy experimental data, in order to rule out ST one should check that there is
no vacuum compatible with observations which, for theoretical limitations, will probably
not happen soon. So far, as our knowledge of the landscape increases, we are able to
construct models that describe our universe more precisely. Also, ST has proved to be
a very rich and interesting mathematical structure that provides non-trivial connections
3This definition of vacuum only requires it to be stable so in general it will not correspond to having
‘empty’ space which we refer to as the true vacuum. Actually, one should require a weaker condition, the
vacuum may be metastable as long as its lifetime is much larger than the age of the universe.
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between different physical theories.
At a more fundamental level, given the vast landscape (and therefore possible uni-
verses), a natural question is what is the dynamical mechanism that selects a particular
vacuum. This opens the possibility of realising the anthropic principle which might be the
solution to some puzzles that seem to lack a conventional explanation (e.g. cosmological
constant problem). It could very well be so, however, there is still no good proposal for
a vacuum selection mechanism and even if there was it is not clear that it could ever be
tested experimentally.
1.2 The Standard Model within String Theory
In this thesis we study some aspects of a small corner of the landscape that looks phe-
nomenologically promising (from our limited perspective). In particular, we focus on the
embedding of the SM or its minimally supersymmetric extension (MSSM) in string theory.
Ultimately one should worry about other issues such as inflation and cosmology, however,
it is still soon to address everything at once.
The SM has several features (gauge group and matter content) and parameters
(couplings, etc.) for which there is no deep explanation and are simply measured experi-
mentally. From the ST perspective though, these must be related to the particular vacuum
we pick and, at least in principle, given a vacuum one should be able to compute such
low-energy data.
Let us briefly mention the most important aspects of the SM. It is a four-dimensional
gauge theory with gauge group SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) with charged chiral fermions, see
table 1.1. It also contains a complex scalar charged under SU(2) × U(1), the Higgs field
H, which triggers electroweak symmetry breaking since it has a non-zero vev, 〈|H|2〉 =
(246 GeV)2.
Field # of copies Spin SU(3) SU(2) U(1)
Gluons 1 1 8 1 0
W±, W 0 1 1 1 3 0
B 1 1 1 1 0
H 1 0 1 2 −12
l 3 12 1 2 −12
e¯ 3 12 1 1 1
q 3 12 3 2
1
6
u¯ 3 12 3¯ 1 −23
d¯ 3 12 3¯ 1
1
3
Table 1.1: Field content of the Standard Model. The fermions correspond to left-handed Weyl
spinors.
The Higgs mechanism makes the W± bosons massive (MW = 80 GeV) as well as the
3
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Z boson (MZ = 91 GeV) that corresponds to the combination Z = − sin θWB+cos θWW 0,
where θW is the weak angle (sin
2 θW = 0.23 at MZ). The orthogonal combination remains
massless and is identified with the photon γ. The interaction of the fermions with the
vacuum of the Higgs field, via the Yukawa operators, generates masses for all the quarks
and charged leptons, see figure 1.1. Finally, the Higgs boson acquires a mass mH ' 126
GeV.
Electron neutrino
1− 100 meV
Muon neutrino Tau neutrino
Electron
5.11 · 10−4 GeV
Muon
0.106 GeV
Tau
1.777 GeV
1− 100 meV 1− 100 meV
Down
8 · 10−3 GeV
Strange
0.16 GeV
Bottom
4.25 GeV
Top
180 GeV
Charm
1.5 GeV
Up
5 · 10−3 GeV
LEPTONS
QUARKS
Figure 1.1: Masses of leptons and quarks.
As it stands, the SM is in very good agreement with experiments up to the TeV
scale. However, even ignoring gravity, there are some experimental results that are not
correctly described by the SM which include neutrino masses and dark matter. There are
several extensions of the SM that allow to explain them but these have not been confirmed
by experiment yet.4 One of the extensions that has received much attention is the MSSM
in which the fields are promoted to superfields that contain particles of spins differing by
one half.
This means that we should find a string vacuum that reduces to the SM (or some
extension) at the TeV scale. The most important step towards this is to reduce the number
of ‘visible’ dimensions from ten to four which is usually achieved by considering that six of
4We emphasise that the deep reason to consider ST is gravity. There is no reason to believe that these
problems cannot be solved within conventional QFT.
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the spatial dimensions form a compact space. If such compact space is sufficiently small we
need a large energy to resolve it and at the typical energies of the SM the theory becomes
effectively four-dimensional. The scale at which the extra dimensions are visible is called
the compactification scale Mc and is believed to be larger that 10
16 GeV although models
with much lower scale have also been considered. Then, the low-energy features depend
on this compact space as well as in the vevs of the stringy fields in them.
For instance, in chapters 2 and 3 we construct MSSM-like vacua focusing on mech-
anisms that lead to a pattern of Yukawa couplings that reproduces the masses in figure
1.1.
1.3 Plan of the thesis
This thesis is organised as follows. In chapter 2 we start by considering the idea of grand
unification in both field and string theory by means of simple examples. In particular,
we introduce a class of models based on intersecting/magnetised D7-branes in type IIB
ST and show that, for phenomenological reasons, it is convenient to reconsider them
within F-theory. After, a brief overview of F-theory we rephrase these D-brane models
in those terms and discuss some generalities about model building. The effective theory
of exceptional 7-branes is discussed, especially the computation of Yukawa couplings in
local models which is explained in detail and how to build such models. We provide a
non-perturbative mechanism to generate a hierarchical pattern of Yukawa couplings in
qualitative agreement with experimental data. Then, we explicitly build two different
local models to describe both of the Yukawa operators in SU(5) unification, the SO(12)
and E6 models. In appendix A we collect all the relevant wavefunctions and normalisation
factors for the SO(12) and E6 models.
In chapter 3 we explore an alternative mechanism to generate textures in Yukawa
matrices based on discrete symmetries. We start with a general discussion about discrete
symmetries distinguishing between global and gauge. Then we consider a compactification
on a manifold with discrete isometries which yields a theory with non-abelian discrete
gauge symmetries in lower dimensions. We show that it is closely related to magnetised
D-branes in which the non-abelian symmetry acts on the flavour degrees of freedom which
allows to constrain Yukawa couplings. Taking this example as starting point, we study
non-abelian flavour symmetries in both intersecting D6- and magnetised D9-branes. In
order to make the discussion concrete we consider the Z2×Z′2 toroidal orientifold. We also
present a couple of Pati-Salam models which enjoy non-abelian flavour symmetries and
we discuss how the Yukawa couplings get constrained. Appendix B contains a brief review
of the relevant facts about the Z2 × Z′2 orbifold and appendix C includes the dimensional
reduction of the D6-branes at angles and magnetised D9-branes that shows the appearance
of discrete gauge symmetries.
In chapter 4 we study the kinetic mixing between different U(1) gauge groups in Type
II D-brane models. We start computing the open-closed mixing for D6-branes in Type IIA
by performing the dimensional reduction of the effective action for the D-branes. Then,
we show that this mixing can be understood in terms of the Witten effect by looking at the
space of magnetic monopoles of the compactification which allows to arrive at a general
expression for the mixing. Also, this point of view provides a formula that resembles the
closed-closed mixing and, according to this idea, we propose a supergravity formula for the
5
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mixing between open string U(1)s that corresponds to the one-loop corrected expression
in the open string channel. Furthermore, we analyse the same problem in the context
of magnetised D7-branes which is particularly interesting for F-theory model building.
This case, although more involved, works very much in the same way when expressed in
terms of generalised complex geometry, that seems to be a convenient tool to describe
D-branes with worldvolume fluxes. Using this method we compute the kinetic mixing
of the hypercharge U(1) with the closed string sector U(1)s in F-theory SU(5) GUTs.
Finally, we propose a formula for the open-open kinetic mixing in ‘closed string variables’
that includes one-loop corrections for this case too. Appendix D reviews the concept of
gerbe associated with a cycle and its role in the definition of linear equivalence. The
next appendix contains the M-theory lift of parallel D6-branes and the origin of the forms
$ that appear in the formula for the kinetic mixing from this perspective. Some basic
definitions of generalised homology are given in appendix F which are useful in section
4.2. The last appendix contains some technical details about the derivation of the formula
4.90.
6
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Flavour in F-theory local GUTs
In this chapter we study the pattern of Yukawa couplings within local F-theory grand
unified theories (GUTs). We start with an overview of grand unification both in field
and string theory and, in particular, we present a class of models based on magnetised
D7-branes. We discuss why it is convenient to reconsider them in terms of F-theory which
we review briefly and discuss some phenomenological aspects of these models. Moreover,
we explain in detail how to build ultra-local models using the 7-brane effective action and
to compute wavefunctions and Yukawa couplings, both holomorphic and physical. We also
explore in this context the concept of T-brane which is useful in order to generate up-type
Yukawa couplings. Since generically these Yukawa couplings have rank one, we review
the necessary non-perturbative effects that allow to go beyond rank one and generate
hierarchical masses for the lighter generations. In the last two sections we build two
local models that correctly reproduce the observed hierarchies for down-type particles and
up-type quarks which we call SO(12) and E6 models respectively.
2.1 Grand unified theories
The idea of grand unification is a vast subject both in field and string theory so we will
only touch upon some aspects by means of simple examples. Hopefully this will give an
idea of the similarities and differences between the two approaches as well as the successes
and challenges of each of the constructions.
2.1.1 Grand unification in field theory
There are some intriguing features of the parameters of the Standard Model at low energies
(∼MW = 80 GeV) that hint a remarkable structure at high energies. Indeed, consider the
gauge coupling constants α1, α2 , α3 (αi = g
2
i /4pi) and extrapolate their value to higher
energies Q using the renormalisation group equations (assuming no new physics), namely
1
αi(Q)
=
1
αi(MW )
− bi
4pi
log
(
Q2
M2W
)
, (2.1)
where bi are the one-loop β-function coefficients which for the SM read (b1, b2, b3) =
(4110 ,−196 ,−7). As can be seen in Figure 2.1 the coupling constants tend to unify at a
scale of the order 1015 GeV. Of course, the agreement is far from being perfect but our
assumption of no new physics is very strong (and unjustified) so this plot should be taken
with a grain of salt.
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Figure 2.1: Running of the SM coupling constants at one loop assuming no new physics.
One can however consider the possibility that the coupling constants do meet at some
energy MGUT because beyond that scale there is a unified gauge theory with gauge group
G that is broken down to the SM group by virtue of a Higgs mechanism [2] (see e.g. [3]
for a review). The group G should be big enough to contain SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) as a
subgroup and should admit complex representations to allow for chirality. One can check
that the minimal possibility is SU(5) although SO(10) and E6 have also been extensively
studied. We will focus on the first possibility for concreteness and because it is the case
we will explore in subsequent sections.
Let us see how the field content in the SM fits in representations of SU(5). The
gauge bosons can be accommodated in the adjoint representation, namely
SU(5) −→ SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) (2.2)
24 −→ (8,1)0 ⊕ (1,3)0 ⊕ (1,1)0 ⊕ (3,2)− 5
6
⊕ (3¯,2) 5
6
.
The first two entries in each term denote the representations under SU(3) and SU(2)
respectively while the subscript corresponds to the charge under the hypercharge U(1)
which is defined as
QY =
1
6
diag(−2,−2,−2, 3, 3) (2.3)
and satisfies QY = Q− T 3, where Q and T 3 are respectively the electric charge and third
component of weak isospin. The canonical hypercharge generator Q˜Y , defined such that
Tr (Q˜2Y ) =
1
2 , is related to QY by Q˜Y =
√
3
5QY . From the unfolding (2.2) we see that
we obtain the gauge bosons for the SM group as well as some additional bosons in the
representation (3,2)− 5
6
⊕ c.c. dubbed X, Y bosons.1 If the SU(5) group is broken at the
scale MGUT ∼ 1015 GeV by a Higgs mechanism the mass of the X, Y bosons is of the
order of MGUT which is the reason why we do not observe them at the weak scale.
The matter content of the SM also fits nicely in SU(5) representations [2], as follows.
A family of left-handed leptons and quarks corresponds to the representation 5¯M ⊕ 10M
1More precisely one should write X±i , Y
±
i with i = 1, 2, 3 a colour index, X and Y label the different
components of an SU(2) doublet and the ± distinguish conjugate representations.
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as can be checked from the decomposition of these representations under the higgsing of
the gauge group. More explicitly,
SU(5) −→ SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) (2.4)
5¯M −→ (3¯,1) 1
3
⊕ (1,2)− 1
2
10M −→ (3¯,1)− 2
3
⊕ (3,2) 1
6
⊕ (1,1)1.
Comparing this with the table 1.1 one can check that indeed, the matter content is that of
a generation of the SM. It is quite amusing to notice that 5¯⊕10 is the simplest anomaly-
free combination of chiral fermions that one can include in this gauge theory. However, the
fact that there are exactly three families remains unexplained in this construction. It is
also interesting to notice that since the electric charge generator Q belongs to SU(5), it is
traceless which implies that the sum of the charges of the fermions in a given representation
should vanish. For instance, from the 5¯ one finds that the charge of the quark d is one
third of that of the electron. This kind of relations can be used to see that the charge of
the proton is (minus) the charge of the electron and that all electric charges are multiples
of a basic unit of charge.
The SM Higgs doublet sits in a 5H of SU(5) which forces us to introduce additional
matter in the representation (3,1)− 1
3
, usually referred to as colour triplets. Since these
particles have not been observed one should construct a model in which the triplets are
much heavier that the doublets, known as doublet-triplet splitting, which typically involves
fine-tuning.
There is another remarkable prediction of this simple model which is the weak angle.
At the unification scale MGUT the three coupling constants satisfy
g23 = g
2
2 =
5
3
g21 (2.5)
where the factor 53 comes from the relative normalisation of QY and Q˜Y discussed above.
Thus, the weak angle satisfies
sin2 θW =
g21
g21 + g
2
2
=
3
8
(2.6)
at energies where the SU(5) gauge symmetry remains unbroken. However, at lower en-
ergies each coupling runs independently according to eq.(2.1) so the weak angle can be
extrapolated to the weak scale (again, assuming no new physics) and compared to the
measured value. This yields sin2 θW (MW ) ≈ 0.21 in good agreement with the experimen-
tal value [4] sin2 θW (MW ) = 0.23, given the strong assumptions we made to arrive at such
number. Notice that in the SM the weak angle is a free parameter that is fixed by obser-
vation and the fact that it is so close to the value predicted by this simple grand unified
theory is rather impressive and provides further evidence in favour of this proposal.
There are, however, serious drawbacks to this model. For example, due to the
existence of the X, Y bosons charged under both SU(3) and SU(2) one can convert quarks
into leptons and quarks into anti-quarks. These processes are responsible for proton decay
with a lifetime [3] τp ∼ 1030 yr in contradiction with the Super-Kamiokande experimental
bounds [5] τp > 5 · 1033 yr.
Another serious problem with this model is the pattern of Yukawa couplings. As
explained in the introduction the Yukawa couplings in the SM are completely unrelated
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for the leptons, down and up quarks but in GUTs the Yukawa operators for leptons and
down-type quarks have a common origin. Indeed, there are two different Yukawa terms in
the Lagrangian, one for the 5¯M and another one for the 10M , schematically
Y ijU : 10
i
M × 10jM × 5H (2.7)
Y ijD,L : 5¯
i
M × 10jM × 5¯H .
Thus, at the GUT scale we have YD = YL which gives boundary conditions for the renor-
malisation group equations. In particular, one finds that [6] mbmτ ≈ 3.0, msmµ ≈ 4.0 in
reasonably good agreement with experiment, however the analogous prediction for the
first generation fails by an order of magnitude.
Now one can try to fix the problems that have been pointed out, retaining the
desirable properties, within field theory by constructing more involved models. In fact,
this has been subject of extensive work since the paper by Georgi and Glashow in the
mid-1970s which we will not discuss further.
Let us just mention that including low scale supersymmetry in the model makes
some of the predictions (e.g. gauge coupling unification and weak angle) in better agree-
ment with observations but generically still suffers from unacceptable flaws such as rapid
proton decay2 or fermion mass relations. In the minimal supersymmetric case (MSSM)
one needs to include two Higgs doublets, up-Higgs 5U and down-Higgs 5¯D, in order to
cancel anomalies and to generate masses for all the SM fermions. The Yukawa couplings
read
Y ijU : 10
i
M × 10jM × 5U (2.8)
Y ijD,L : 5¯
i
M × 10jM × 5¯D.
This concludes our brief overview of GUTs in field theory and we turn to the embedding
of this idea in the context of string theory in the next section.
2.1.2 Grand unification in string theory
Let us discuss qualitatively the idea of grand unification in the realm of ST. We will
focus on the two main constructions in perturbative ST: heterotic and type II D-brane
models by means of simple examples that illustrate some of the general features. As we
will see there are a number of differences compared with the field theory models which
stem from the fact that ST provides new ingredients such as extra dimensions and higher
dimensional dynamical objects. We will omit many technical details in order to get to the
phenomenological implications as soon as possible. The details can be found in e.g. [1]
and references therein.
Heterotic models
The most straightforward route to achieve non-abelian gauge symmetries in 4d is by
compactifying the HE, HO or type I string theories since these contain large gauge groups
2In these models the scale of unification is about ten times higher which reduces the rate of proton
decay. However, due to the new particles there are additional decay channels which generically make the
proton lifetime smaller than the experimental bound.
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already in 10d. Remarkably enough, one of the first attempts to build realistic models
in ST, known as ‘standard embedding’, yields an N = 1, E6 GUT without much effort
(see [7] for a nice discussion on the subject).
Consider the HO theory on M4 × X where M4 is 4d Minkowski and X is a 6d
manifold. The conditions to have unbroken N = 1 SUSY in 4d amount to taking X a
manifold with SU(3)-structure (to lowest order in α′). The simplest realisation is to take
vanishing H-flux and constant dilation, H = dφ = 0, which makes X a manifold of SU(3)
holonomy (i.e. Calabi Yau 3-fold). The only condition that has to be met is the Bianchi
identity which reads
TrF 2 = TrR2 (2.9)
where F is the E8 × E8 field strength and R is the Ricci form. The so-called ‘standard
embedding’ takes the gauge field to be equal to the spin connection so (2.9) is immediately
satisfied. This triggers the breaking E8 × E8 → E8 × E6. The dynamics of E8 and E6
decouple so we may focus on the latter which is a good candidate to be a grand unification
group (admits complex representations unlike the former). One can check that upon this
breaking we get fields that are charged under E6 in the 27 representation which has room
to accommodate all the particles in the SM. Namely, the decomposition of the adjoint of
E8 is
E8 −→ SU(3)× E6
248 −→ (3,27)⊕ (3¯, 2¯7)⊕ (8,1)⊕ (1,78). (2.10)
In this construction the net number of chiral families is related to the Euler number
of the internal manifold X which gives a nice geometrical interpretation to a property that
is completely obscure in field theory (although it does not explain why there are three and
not any other number).3 It is not straightforward to find a model in which we have three
generations but, given the number of simplifying assumptions, this still looks like a rather
promising starting point to building a GUT in ST.
In order to break the GUT group down to the SM group one has to use a new
mechanism, absent in conventional field theory, so as to preserve the nice properties of the
previous solution. The reason for this is that the only field available (in this approximation)
to break the GUT symmetry below the string scale is the E6 gauge field, but giving
a vacuum expectation value to such a field would generically generate a flux that breaks
supersymmetry. However, the extra dimensions allow to give a vev to the gauge field while
keeping the equations of motion unchanged, as follows. Consider an internal manifold X
which is not simply connected, pi1(X) 6= 0, and imagine giving a vev to the gauge fields A
such that the field strength vanishes but
W (Γ) = P exp
[
i
∮
Γ
A
]
6= 1 (2.11)
where Γ is a non-contractible loop in X. Notice that this quantity is gauge-invariant so it
cannot be set to one by a gauge transformation. The kinetic term for the E6 gauge bosons
F 2, when expanded around this vacuum, will give masses to the generators that do not
3The net number of chiral families is counted by the index of the Dirac operator [7] in the representations
3 and 3¯ since the massless fermions must satisfy the Dirac equation. In general, this depends on the gauge
flux but since in this case the flux is related to the geometry through the embedding of the spin connection
one finds that the number of generations is related to the geometry of the internal manifold.
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commute with W (Γ) so one can engineer models in which the Wilson lines (2.11) are such
that the remaining gauge group is that of the SM. Notice that since the Wilson lines are
a global property, the equations of motion remain unaffected and the previous solution is
still valid.
This example illustrates an amusing difference between QFT in 4d and ST. On the
one hand, in QFT one has much more freedom to add additional fields into the game while
ST is more restrictive in that respect. On the other, ST is a richer structure that often
provides new mechanisms that are unavailable in QFT in 4d.
Let us discuss now some phenomenological implications of these models. Calabi-Yau
manifolds X have a finite fundamental group F and there exists a simply connected finite
cover X˜ such that X = X˜/F so X˜ admits the action of F .4 It is convenient to formulate
the physics in X˜ and impose certain constraints on the fields to obtain the spectrum in X.
The Wilson lines W (Γ) may be regarded as a homomorphism f →W (Γ) from F into E6
which yields the breaking E6 → GSM×Fˆ where Fˆ is the image of such homomorphism and
GSM is the remaining part of the commutant (which should be the SM group). Therefore
we have the following unfolding
E6 −→ GSM × Fˆ (2.12)
27 −→
⊕
i
Ri ⊕ Ti
where Ri is a representation of GSM and Ti of Fˆ . The charges that can be measured in
4d are those corresponding to Ri however, Ti is still important indirectly as we explain in
the following.
Let ψ(x) be a matter field in X˜ transforming in the 27 under E6. Since this is a
charged field it will feel the Wilson lines introduced to break the GUT group and the field
that actually survives in the quotient X must satisfy ψ(fx) = W (Γ)ψ(x). The fact that
this condition is met depends on the representation of ψ(x) under Fˆ so only part of the
27 is well defined on X and is part of the theory. This has profound phenomenological
consequences since, as opposed with the field theory models, different SM particles come
from different 27 multiplets. For example, the down-type quarks and charged leptons will
originate from different 27s in X.
At the end of the day this means that there is no relation among the Yukawa
couplings of the different particles of the SM which, as we saw in the previous section, is
often troublesome to fit with observations. On the other hand, there is a single gauge field
in X˜ so the different gauge bosons in 4d have a common origin meaning that the gauge
coupling unification and sin2 θW GUT predictions remain true. Moreover, this provides
an elegant way to achieve doublet-triplet splitting that does not introduce fine-tuning.
The computation of Yukawa couplings in heterotic models is somewhat similar to
the method used in F-theory in the field theory approximation that will be explained in
subsequent sections. For that reason we refrain from discussing it here and refer the reader
to section 16.6 in [7] for an excellent account of the subject.
As usual, the simplest realisation does not quite work quantitatively (see e.g. [1]) so
one can take this example as the starting point to building more realistic models (see [8]
for an extensive review). This is, however, quite a challenging task since in the heterotic
4We will assume this action to be free in order to avoid orbifold singularities in X which would force
us to introduce additional degrees of freedom at the singularities.
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string both gauge and gravitational interactions have a common origin and therefore the
GUT coupling and Newton’s constant are related. It has been noticed [8] that typically
the prediction for Newton’s constant is about 400 times larger than what it should. In [9]
it was suggested that one may overcome this problem by going into the strong coupling
regime of the heterotic string, meaning M-theory compactified on S1/Z2 or type I string
theory.
There is another issue concerning the heterotic models, namely, moduli stabilisation.
In supersymmetric compactifications of string theories one typically finds a large number
of massless scalars in 4d, dubbed moduli, which is certainly not desirable.5 Indeed, these
fields must couple at least gravitationally to matter and appear as long range forces that
have not been observed. Of course, upon SUSY breaking these fields generically acquire
a mass of the order of the SUSY breaking scale due to quantum corrections so it appears
that it is not such a big threat. However, having a minimum in the potential that is
generated for the moduli typically requires having higher-order quantum correction being
more important than the lower-order ones meaning that we are in a non-perturbative
regime.6
To sum up, GUT models seem quite natural in the context of heterotic strings. One
can retain some of the nice properties of field theory unification such as gauge coupling
unification and a reasonable prediction for the weak angle while avoiding the problematic
fermion mass relations. On the down side, perturbative models tend to predict a too large
Newton’s constant and moduli stabilisation is poorly understood in this context.
D-brane models
Let us change gears and turn our attention towards another corner of the string landscape:
D-brane models. We will follow the same approach as before and describe very briefly
a simple realisation of a GUT model within this setup which illustrates some general
properties of these constructions. There are plenty of models that one can build and we
will choose the one that is closely related to the F-theory model that will be discussed in
the following sections which is based on intersecting and magnetised D7-branes.
Type II string theories contain non-perturbative extended objects, known as D-
branes, that are of utmost importance for various reasons. Namely, they proved to be
essential tools that triggered the second superstring revolution, they were central in the
formulation of Maldacena’s correspondence, have provided a microscopic understanding of
the entropy of certain black holes, etc. For our present purposes D-branes are interesting
due to the fact that they carry gauge interactions in their worldvolumes which can be used
to construct SM-like solutions of ST that are significantly different from their heterotic
counterparts. A review of this vast subject is beyond the scope of this work so we refer
the reader to [12] for a pedagogical introduction.
Let us start with a similar solution to the one we encountered in the heterotic theory
in the context of type IIB. Consider type IIB on M4 ×X where X is a CY 3-fold which
can be seen to yield an N = 2 theory in 4d with no non-abelian gauge interactions.
In order to incorporate gauge interactions we may include a stack of five D7-branes
5Examples include the string coupling constant gs and the volume of the CY 3-fold. In general there
may be as much as thousands of these moduli.
6This is usually referred to as the Dine-Seiberg problem [10]. See e.g. chapter 2 of [11] for a clear
discussion.
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on M4 × SGUT with SGUT a holomorphic divisor in X. For consistency reasons (tadpole
cancelation) we should take an orientifold projection which amounts to finding a Z2 action
that is well-defined on the theory and truncating it to the invariant sector.7
This yields a U(5) gauge theory8 on its worldvolume that descends to a gauge theory
in 4d and can be arranged in such a way that preserves N = 1 supersymmetry.9
A crucial difference with the previous example is that in this case the origin of the
gravitational and gauge interactions is different and the respective coupling constants are
not related. Roughly, these scale as [1]
G4dN ∝ (Vol(X))−1, (g4dYM )2 ∝ (Vol(S))−1 (2.13)
which makes the models more flexible since both quantities can be, in principle, tuned
at will. This is starting to look like a good candidate to being a SU(5) GUT model so
let us proceed and see how far one can get. Thus far, we lack chiral matter transforming
in the desired representations under U(5) which means that we must include additional
ingredients in our construction.
Consider adding an extra spacetime filling D7-brane on S′ ⊂ X that intersects the
original stack in a complex curve Σ = SGUT ∩ S′, dubbed matter curve, which introduces
an additional U(1)′ gauge group. At the intersection one finds new degrees of freedom
whose microscopic description are open strings stretched between the two D-branes. These
new fields have two important properties, namely, they are massless since the length of the
open string is zero (so they live at the intersection M4×Σ) and transform in the 5−1⊕ 5¯1
of U(5) × U(1)′. This seems a reasonable way to obtain the 5s that accommodate the
down-type quarks, charged leptons and Higgs bosons, however, as it stands the model is
non-chiral. Therefore we have to break parity in the internal directions somehow in order
to generate a net number of chiral generations in M4, as follows.
In principle, nothing prevents us from including a gauge flux in the U(1)′ of the brane
at S′ (as long as it preserves Poincare´ invariance in 4d) usually referred to as magnetic
flux, which breaks parity as desired. For consistency this flux F ′ has to satisfy certain
quantisation conditions, meaning that its integral over any 2-cycle σ ⊂ S′ must be an
integer, more precisely,
∫
σ F ∈ 2piZ. In particular, this holds for the intersection cycle Σ
so
∫
Σ F = 2pin. When compactifying to 4d [7] we have to solve Dirac’s equation on Σ
for the charged matter which couples to the said flux restricted to Σ. The net number of
families in M4 is given by the Dirac index which, in this case, is precisely n.
10 We may
use this mechanism three times, one that generates the three copies of 5¯M living in Σ5,
another that generates the up-Higgs 5U in ΣU and finally another to get the down-Higgs
5¯D at ΣD.
7At this point we are not explicit about these technicalities since we want to arrive at the phenomeno-
logical implications of the models as soon as possible. These constructions have been extensively studied,
see e.g. [1] and references therein.
8This group can be decomposed as U(5) = (SU(5) × U(1))/Z5 where the Z5 is the center of SU(5).
One refers to this extra U(1) factor as the center of mass group. As we will see in the following it has very
negative phenomenological implications.
9The D-branes contribute to the energy-momentum tensor and necessarily modify the Calabi-Yau con-
dition. One can see that near the D7-branes their effect on the metric can be consistently neglected. Far
away, however, this is not possible but let us not worry about that for the moment, we will reconsider this
in the next section.
10This is a different avatar of the same mechanism that appeared in the heterotic model of the previous
section. See footnote 3.
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This was relatively simple since generically the endpoints of an open string transform
in the (anti)fundamental representation of the gauge group living in the corresponding D-
brane. However, it is not obvious how one can manage to include the 10 representation of
SU(5) needed to incorporate the up-type quarks. In the following we briefly discuss how
this representation can be generated.
As was mentioned earlier this model is obtained by taking an orientifold projection of
a CY compactification which amounts to taking a Z2 quotient of the theory. This action
acts both in the worldsheet and in spacetime and it typically leaves 8d submanifolds
invariant of the form M4 × SO7 with SO7 a holomorphic divisor in X. At such fixed loci
one finds the so-called orientifold 7-planes (or O7-planes). In perturbative ST these are
non-dynamical objects with negative tension and electric charge under the RR potential
C8.
11 It can be shown [1] that when a stack of N D7-branes intersects an O7-plane,
the orientifold projection produces charged matter at the intersection transforming in the
antisymmetric representation of SU(N) with charge +2 under the center of mass U(1).
Luckily enough, the 10 of SU(5) is precisely the antisymmetric representation. Notice
that had we needed a different representation, say the spinorial one, this construction
would be impossible in perturbative type IIB.12 This is the reason why SO(10) unification
cannot be realised since matter comes from the 16.
In order to generate chirality for the 10s one has to introduce fluxes as in the
previous case. Let Σ10 be the intersection of SGUT with SO7 such that the restriction of
a magnetic flux along the center of mass U(1) ⊂ U(5) has the appropriate first Chern
class, i.e.
∫
Σ10
F . This produces a net number of chiral fermions in M4 in the 10 which
completes the minimal spectrum to achieve SU(5) unification.
Let us discuss Yukawa couplings in this construction. The down-type Yukawa cou-
pling comes from 5M ×10M ×5D which should be invariant under the full gauge group in
order to be non-zero. One can convince himself that this requires that the matter curve
ΣD comes from the intersection of SGUT with the orientifold image of the D7-brane that
contains U(1)′ and produces the 5¯M when intersecting SGUT . Thus, including the relevant
U(1) charges the coupling reads
Y ijD,L : 5¯
i
M,−1,+1 × 10jM,+2,0 × 5¯D,−1,−1 (2.14)
which indeed contains a gauge invariant combination. Here the first subscript denotes the
charge under the center of mass U(1) while the second is the charge under U(1)′. This
does not mean that the Yukawa coupling is necessarily non-vanishing, it just means that
it is allowed by the symmetries.
As for the up-type Yukawa coupling, one can see that it is impossible to generate a
coupling that is invariant under the overall U(1) ⊂ U(5) since the 10M has charge +2 and
there are two of these fields that enter in the Yukawa operator. Thus, it seems that this
is as far as we can get since a vanishing Yukawa matrix for the up quarks is completely
unacceptable. Let us take a closer look at the source of the problem to see if it can be
fixed somehow.
11Negative tension objects are unstable under perturbations in General Relativity which is why they
have to be non-dynamical in perturbation theory. At strong coupling one can see that they are dynamical
objects that microscopically correspond to bound states of several objects with positive mass such that
the binding energy accounts for the apparent negative tension [12].
12This stems from the fact that open strings in perturbation theory have two endpoints which is where
the gauge charge is supported. Thus, only classical Lie groups may appear as gauge symmetries and
charged matter is in bifundamentals, rank-2 symmetric or antisymmetric.
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This D-brane construction produces a U(5) gauge theory which is more than we
need and the extra U(1) is in fact what ruins the model so one may wonder if it is possible
to get rid of it. In string theory U(1) factors are typically massive due to interactions with
closed string modes, known as Stu¨ckelberg mechanism. Indeed, in this example there is
a term in the D7-brane effective action of the form (we neglect the contribution coming
from the image branes for simplicity)
SD7 ⊃
∫
M4×SGUT
C4 ∧ tr〈F 〉 ∧ trF (2.15)
where C4 is a RR potential, trF corresponds to the center of mass U(1) and tr〈F 〉 denotes
the vev needed to generate chiral matter in the 10M . Upon compactification this produces
a term in 4d which makes this U(1) massive, namely13
S4d ⊃
∫
M4
B ∧ trF (2.16)
with B a 2-form that comes from reducing C4 on a harmonic 2-cycle in X. However,
this U(1) remains as a global symmetry in perturbation theory and is only violated by
non-perturbative corrections to the superpotential coming from instantons [1]. This means
that it is not impossible to generate a Yukawa coupling for the up-type quarks but it will
be exponentially suppressed which does not look very promising since the top Yukawa is
of order one.
There is an alternative way of thinking of this Yukawa which explains why it is
not generated in perturbation theory. The down-type Yukawa includes a 10 and two 5s
so it corresponds to the triple intersection of an O7-plane and two D7-branes which are
mapped into each other by the orientifold action. This situation is well described by open
string perturbation theory. On the other hand, the up-type Yukawa includes two copies
of the 10 meaning that it arises from the intersection of two orientifold planes which lacks
a perturbative description.
Similarly to the field theory and heterotic cases, the simplest example does not quite
work so it is necessary to improve the model in order to overcome the problems that arise.
Let us summarise what we have learned from this example. In perturbative type
II models it is possible to engineer SU(5) models with the correct particle content but
other grand unification groups such as E6 or SO(10) are directly impossible to implement.
On the other hand, the localisation of the gauge dynamics on a submanifold (SGUT ) of
the internal space leads to the conclusion that much of the physics related to the SM is
insensitive to what happens far away and one can ignore gravitational effects in a first
stage. Indeed, much of what we described did not depend on the particular CY 3-fold
unlike in the heterotic constructions in which everything comes from closed strings so
gauge interactions and gravity necessarily have to be addressed at once. Moreover, as
opposed to the heterotic models moduli stabilisation is under better control in type IIB
string theory. Although we did not mention it explicitly it is worth stressing that the
field theory prediction for the weak angle is still valid while one has to worry (as usual in
GUTs) about keeping the proton sufficiently stable.
13See section 3.1.1 for a detailed explanation of why this actually gives a mass to the corresponding
gauge boson.
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The main issue in these models is that the top Yukawa has to be generated by
non-perturbative effects. This suggests that a non-perturbative version of these models
may work since the U(1) that forbids such coupling is generically a global symmetry in
perturbation theory. Luckily enough, F-theory provides a strong coupling description of
type IIB so it opens the door to a refined version of this kind of constructions.
2.2 Some aspects of F-theory SU(5) GUTs
In this section we give an overview of F-theory which allows to rephrase to D7-brane model
of the last section in a different language and we discuss model building in this context.
Moreover, we introduce the 7-brane effective action and explain in some detail how to
build local models.
2.2.1 F-theory
F-theory [14] can be regarded as a convenient way of thinking about type IIB string theory
at the non-perturbative level in the string coupling gs (but tree level in α
′ = l
2
s
4pi2
). There
is, however, no microscopic description of the theory, unlike for the perturbative strings,
so a deep understanding of what F-theory really is remains unknown. The best way to
give a concrete definition is via duality with M-theory for which we also lack a microscopic
definition but before doing so, let us study type IIB supergravity. See [11, 16, 17] for
reviews on constructing F-theory vacua and model building.
F-theory via type IIB supergravity
The supergravity description of a string theory is a 10-dimensional field theory where the
fundamental degrees of freedom correspond to the massless modes that one obtains from
quantising the string. Since it treats the strings as point-like objects this corresponds to
the zeroth-order term in an expansion in powers of α′ that measures the length of the
string. Alternatively, it can be regarded as a low energy approximation where the typical
energies involved are too small to resolve the spatial extension of the string. It is, however,
non-perturbative in the string coupling so one can obtain information about the theory
that is unreachable in perturbation theory.
Type IIB has N = 2 supersymmetry in 10d and the field content consists of two
sectors, NS and RR. The NS sector contains a metric gµν , a 2-form B2 and a scalar φ known
as the dilation. In perturbation theory the dilaton yields the string coupling through the
relation gs = e
φ. In the RR sector we find several p-forms, namely, C0 (RR axion), C2 and
C4 with the associated field strengths Fp = dCp. It is convenient to arrange these fields
as follows
τ = C0 + ie
−φ
G3 = F3 − τH3 (2.17)
F˜5 = F5 − 1
2
C2 ∧H3 + 1
2
B2 ∧F3
where we defined H3 = dB2. It is troublesome to write down an action for this theory
since the field strength F˜5 is self-dual. However, one may produce an action that yields
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the correct equations of motion and after one imposes the self-duality condition by hand.
The bosonic part of the action is
SIIB =
2pi
l8s
(∫
d10x
√−gR (2.18)
−1
2
∫
1
(Im τ)2
dτ ∧ ∗ dτ¯ + 1
Im τ
G3 ∧ ∗G3 + 1
2
F˜5 ∧ ∗ F˜5 + C4 ∧H3 ∧F3
)
.
One can check that (2.18) enjoys a SL(2,R) symmetry that, in order to preserve the charge
quantisation condition, is broken to SL(2,Z) acting on the fields as
τ −→ aτ + b
cτ + d
,
(
F3
H3
)
−→
(
a b
c d
)(
F3
H3
)
(2.19)
with a, b, c, d ∈ Z, ad − bc = 1 and leaving the metric and F˜5 invariant. This discrete
symmetry is known to be exact in perturbation theory and it is believed to survive at the
non-perturbative level too (see e.g. [15]).
Consider the particular case of this transformation with a = d = 0 and b = −c = 1
and take C0 = 0 for simplicity. This has the following effect
gs −→ 1/gs, F3 ←→ −H3 (2.20)
so it corresponds to a weak-strong transformation meaning that type IIB at very strong
coupling is described by another type IIB theory related to the original one by field redef-
initions. Moreover, since the fundamental string F1 couples to B2 and the D1-brane to
C2 this shows that at strong coupling the fundamental degrees of freedom correspond to
D1-branes while the F1 becomes a non-perturbative state.
More generally, this symmetry implies that the spectrum of BPS states must arrange
in SL(2,Z) multiplets. For instance, the F1 and D1 are particular examples of a more
general object charged under both B2 and C2, namely (p, q)-strings. Here p and q denote
the charges under B2 and C2 respectively. The magnetic duals of these are (p, q)-5-branes,
bound states of D5- and NS5-branes. Similarly, one finds that the D7 is a particular
instance of a more general kind of object, dubbed (p, q)-7-branes, magnetically charged
under the axiodilation τ , and where (p, q)-strings can end. Finally, since F˜5 is self-dual the
D3-brane is not in a SL(2,Z) orbit, rather, this group acts on it realising the Montonen-
Olive duality.14
Notice that a single (p, q)-brane can always be brought to a (1, 0)- or (0, 1)-brane
by choosing an appropriate SL(2,Z) frame. However, for a state with a (p, q)- and a
(p′, q′)-brane such that pq′ − p′q 6= 0 (mutually non-local) this is not possible so there is
no description in open string perturbation theory. Ultimately, this is what will allow us to
construct a model very similar to the one introduced in the last section that allows a large
top Yukawa. It is, however, not at all obvious how to describe these mutually non-local
branes. Before moving into that let us take a closer look at the supergravity description
of a Dp-brane.
The BPS solution of a Dp-brane for p < 7 along x0, . . . , xp is
ds2 = H
− 1
2
p ηµνdx
µdxν +H
1
2
p δij dx
idxj , e2φ = e2φ0H
3−p
2
p
Cp+1 = e
−φ0(H−1p − 1) dx0 ∧ . . . ∧ dxp, Hp = 1 +
(rp
r
)7−p
(2.21)
14The theory describing the dynamics of the D3-brane is N = 4 SYM in 4d which is known to have a
SL(2,Z) weak-strong duality.
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with r7−pp ∝ eφ0 and φ0 the value of the dilaton asymptotically far away from the brane.
This solution shows that the backreaction of the Dp-brane decays more rapidly the bigger
the normal space is, as one might have expected. In particular, this means that we can
analyse this configuration as follows. Far away from the D-brane we can choose the dilaton
φ0 such that the string coupling is small and do closed string perturbation theory on such
background15 and near the D-brane one can use open string perturbation theory.
On the contrary, for a D7-brane the normal space is two-dimensional and, intuitively,
it is not sufficiently large to account for the backreaction. More explicitly, the axiodilaton
in the vicinity of a D7-brane behaves logarithmically since it satisfies Poisson’s equation
in 2d, namely
τ =
1
2pii
log
(
z
z0
)
+ . . . (2.22)
where z = x8 + ix9 is the complex coordinate in the normal space and the dots include
regular terms in z. The first thing one learns from this solution is that when encircling
the D7-brane (z → e2pii z) the field τ undergoes a monodromy
τ −→ τ + 1, (2.23)
consistent with the fact that the D7-brane has magnetic charge under C0, i.e.
∮
S1 dC0 = 1.
Notice that this monodromy corresponds to a SL(2,Z) transformation, namely
T =
(
1 1
0 1
)
, (2.24)
making the solution univalued. For general (p, q)-7-branes the monodromy can be com-
puted and one can check that the associated SL(2,Z) elements for two different 7-branes
commute if and only if these are mutually local.
Near the D7-brane (|z| < |z0|) this solution makes perfect sense, however, far away
from it (|z| > |z0|) the imaginary part becomes negative (making the string coupling
negative). Moreover, by looking at Einstein’s equations [12] one can see that this solution
becomes locally flat at infinity but produces a deficit angle. All this means that having
a single D7-brane sitting in infinite space is inconsistent so it is not at all clear that the
model we presented in the last section is in fact consistent. More generally, it is non-trivial
to know if a particular set of 7-branes defines a consistent vacuum.
A consistent configuration entails finding a solution to the equations of motion such
that the metric is well-defined (except at the location of the 7-branes) and is modular
invariant. The axiodilaton has to be a holomorphic function (to preserve N = 1 SUSY)
satisfying Im τ > 0 everywhere and covariant with respect to SL(2,Z). By analysing the
monodromies of τ one can give an interpretation in terms of 7-branes which, in general, are
mutually non-local. This implies that it is not possible to tune the value of the dilaton to
have a small string coupling all over the space unlike what happens with lower dimensional
branes.
F-theory is a clever way of formulating type IIB supergravity that allows to con-
struct and study such solutions with 7-branes which is why it is often referred to as a
15Notice that as far as the background is concerned we need not take the string coupling small. It is
only when we want to compute, say, string amplitudes on it that we have to restrict ourselves to the
perturbative regime.
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non-perturbative approach to type IIB. However, a truly non-perturbative microscopic
description of type IIB string theory is still lacking.16
The key idea of F-theory is to regard the axiodilaton as the complex structure of an
elliptic curve17 fibered over the ten-dimensional spacetime. Roughly speaking, this means
that we attach a 2-torus at every point in spacetime such that its shape (i.e. complex
structure) varies as we move along the base. For a globally well-defined elliptic fibration
the (position-dependent) shape of the fibre is given by a complex function τ such that
Im τ > 0 and is covariant under the modular group of the fibre which are precisely the
consistency condition that the axiodilaton must satisfy in type IIB.18 We should stress that
the elliptic fibre is not part of the physical spacetime, it is introduced just for convenience
to encode the information about the axiodilaton and hence the 7-branes.
Let us be more concrete. An elliptic curve can be defined by the following equation
W = y2 − x3 − fx− g = 0 (2.25)
with x, y ∈ C and f, g complex constants, usually referred to as Weierstaß equation.19 The
condition to have a smooth elliptic curve, meaning that W = dW = 0 has no solution, is
equivalent to asking that the discriminant ∆ = 27g2 + 4f3 6= 0.20
One can show that the shape τ of this curve is given in terms of f and g via the
j-function
j(τ) ≡ (ϑ
8
3(τ) + ϑ
8
4(τ) + ϑ
8
2(τ))
3
8η24(τ)
=
4(24f)3
∆
(2.26)
where ϑn(τ) are Jacobi theta functions and η(τ) is the Dedekind eta function.
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An elliptic fibration over spacetime (with coordinates z) is simply given by taking
the Weierstraß form (2.25) and making the constants f, g depend on z. In this case the
equation (2.26) defines τ as a function of z which should be interpreted as the axiodilaton.
A natural question is how the presence of 7-branes is encoded in the fibration. In
order to see how this comes about let us look again at the solution associated to a D7-
brane (2.22). One can check that at the location of the D7, z = 0, the axiodilaton diverges
τ → i∞. From the geometrical perspective, an elliptic curve such that τ = i∞ is singular
so we are led to considering singular elliptic fibres as the geometrisation of 7-branes. From
the type IIB point of view one can have different kinds of (p, q)-7-branes intersecting at
angles in many possible ways. This is mapped to the structure of singularities associated
to the corresponding fibration which is just as intricate.
The analysis of singular elliptic fibres started in the mathematical context by Ko-
daira around thirty years before the birth of string theory. In recent years this subject
16We should say that F-theory is not just type IIB supergravity since it includes the contributions coming
from small instantons.
17In this context an elliptic curve is a complex curve of genus one.
18The condition of having a holomorphic axiodilaton translates into having a special kind of elliptic
fibration to be discussed in the next section.
19One should define the Weierstraß model as a hypersurface in a weighted projective space if we want
to have a compact curve. However, these technicalities are not essential at this level of discussion so we
will avoid them for the sake of clarity.
20When ∆ = 0 the elliptic curve is singular and the corresponding singularity can be studied using
techniques of algebraic geometry.
21In fact we should also choose two independent cycles α and β in the fibre and the axiodilaton is given
by τ =
∫
β
λ/
∫
α
λ where λ is the only holomorphic 1-form in the fibre.
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has been revisited precisely because of its applications to F-theory and much progress has
been made although there is still work to do in that direction. This is a very technical
subject that we will not discuss in any detail since we will not really need it in subsequent
sections. Let us just mention that from looking at the singular fibres one can read off
both the gauge group associated with the system of 7-branes as well as the light matter.
We will come back to this in the next section when we discuss F-theory in the light of
M-theory.
F-theory via M-theory
We have seen that F-theory is formulated not in the physical spacetime but rather in an
elliptic fibration over it. Thus far this is simply a mathematical trick that is convenient
to encode the relevant information about the background, however, one can gain a deeper
understanding of why this trick works by defining type IIB via duality with M-theory.
This duality consists of two steps: first one relates M-theory to type IIA by compact-
ifying on a circle and then performs a T-duality transformation on another circle to get
to type IIB on a dual circle. Thus, let us consider M-theory compactified on a two-torus
S1A × S1B with radii RA and RB respectively and follow the dualities.
• Upon dimensional reduction along S1A one obtains type IIA on S1B with gIIAs = RA√α′ .
• T-duality along S1B yields type IIB on S˜1B with gIIBs =
√
α′
RB
gIIAs =
RA
RB
.
Here S˜1B is a circle of radius
α′
RB
. In order to get type IIB on flat space one must take
the so-called F-theory limit that corresponds to RB → 0 keeping the ratio RARB fixed. This
shows that the string coupling in type IIB is related to the complex structure of the M-
theory torus as 1/gIIBs = Im τ . This is precisely the same relation with the elliptic fibre
we introduced above. A detailed derivation can be found in [11] showing that indeed all
the properties of the elliptic fibre match those of the M-theory torus.
This construction explains the appearance of an elliptic curve in type IIB super-
gravity and why it is not part of the physical space. Indeed, from the M-theory side the
elliptic curve is part of spacetime and is no different from the other dimensions. However,
when taking the F-theory limit only the complex structure of the fibre survives so there is
no metric defined on it which is why it cannot possibly be a part of spacetime. In addition
to that, it shows that the SL(2,Z) invariance has a geometric origin since it corresponds
to the large diffeomorphisms of T2 in M-theory.
One can now perform this chain of dualities fibrewise to obtain 4d vacua as follows.
Consider M-theory compactified on an elliptically fibered 8-dimensional space Y with base
X which yields a 3d vacuum. Dimensionally reducing along one of the circles in the fibre
and T-dualising along the other one we obtain type IIB on M3 × S1 ×X. Taking the F-
theory limit we decompactify the circle and obtain a solution with 4d Poincare´ invariance.
This allows, among other things, to obtain a low energy effective action for F-theory
compactifications starting with the M-theory action in 3d [18]. From this perspective one
can show that in order to obtain a supersymmetric configuration the space Y must preserve
the Calabi-Yau condition meaning that from the type IIB point of view the axiodilaton
is holomorphic. Notice that in general the base which corresponds to the physical space
is not Calabi-Yau. This is because the derivatives of the axiodilaton contribute to the
energy-momentum tensor making X a manifold with positive curvature.
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Let us revisit the issue of gauge symmetries using this M-theory perspective. From
our previous discussion we know that gauge symmetries are related to singularities in the
elliptic fibrations so we should consider singular CY 4-folds Y . In order to study the
physics on such singular spaces one often takes a continuous family of CYs such that Y
belongs to it and the nearby spaces are smooth. One then studies the physics in the
smooth spaces and eventually takes the limit to the original singular CY.
In the following we discuss qualitatively one of such methods that gives a physical
interpretation of the appearance of gauge symmetries at singularities. Consider a singular
point in Y such that replacing it by a 2-sphere (blow-up) defines a family of smooth CY
parametrised by the volume of the sphere E (so Y belongs to it for the special case of
vanishing volume). On the modified space Y˜ one can reduce the M-theory 3-form C3 along
the new 2-cycle which gives a gauge boson in 3d. In the limit Y˜ → Y the gauge boson is
still there so one finds a U(1) gauge symmetry in the singular space too.22
More generally, one must introduce several spheres Ei to make the resulting space
smooth so by the same argument we find a U(1)r gauge group where r is the number
of 2-cycles needed. However, there is more to it than that, since the spheres intersect
among themselves in a very particular way. This is characterised by a matrix of pairwise
intersections which coincides with the Cartan matrix of a Lie algebra g of rank r, something
that was noticed by mathematicians before string theory existed and had no apparent
explanation. M-theory provides a beautiful explanation of this mathematical fact showing
that the actual gauge algebra associated with the singularity is g. Indeed, an M2-brane
wrapped along the chains Ei∪Ei+1∪· · ·∪Ej gives additional massive bosons in 3d charged
under the original U(1)r and which become massless in the limit of vanishing volumes.
Thus, these states correspond to the charged bosons that are needed to account for a
non-abelian gauge symmetry g.
An important feature about this mechanism is that it does not always give classical
gauge groups as it happens in the perturbative regime. In particular, one can get excep-
tional groups, whose microscopic description is given in terms of (p, q)-strings associated
to mutually non-local 7-branes [19]. These are especially important for phenomenological
reasons as we will see in subsequent sections. For practical purposes the important point
is that there is an algebraic algorithm that tells you the gauge groups given the Weierstraß
form [20].
One might wonder why take the trouble of compactifying M-theory on a 4-fold Y
and taking the F-theory limit to produce a 4d vacuum instead of directly considering it
on a G2 manifold with singularities. This may yield an N = 1 4d solution with non-
abelian gauge symmetry which corresponds to intersecting D6-branes in the perturbative
limit. The reason is that real manifolds, unlike complex ones, are poorly understood so
for technical reasons it is possible to go much further using this F-theory route.23
This concludes our brief overview of F-theory which hopefully gives a flavour of the
22This method corresponds to studying the supersymmetric theory by moving in the Coulomb branch
which is identified with performing a small resolution of the space. On the other hand, one can also study
it in the Higgs branch by deforming the space which yields a complementary description that is often useful
and insightful.
23The M in M-theory is supposed to stand for mother implying that it is the mother of all theories. In
the early days of F-theory it was believed to be a 12d theory that could be thought of as the father of all
theories, hence the F. However, given the current understanding it would probably be more accurate to
think of F-theory as a (holomorphic) son of M-theory.
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subject. In the following we rephrase the D-brane model we introduced in the last section
in terms of F-theory and discuss some further phenomenological issues.
2.2.2 Model building with 7-branes
In F-theory, the D7-brane model that was explained in section 2.1.2 can be regarded as
a compactification on an elliptically fibered space Y with base X and the appropriate
singularities. See [22–24,155] for the original references.
For instance, the D7-branes wrapped along the divisor SGUT ⊂ X correspond to a
codimension one24 singularity such that it yields a SU(5) gauge group. Notice that in this
setup it is natural to have SU(5) rather than U(5) as a gauge group for the reasons already
explained. Along some curves in SGUT the type of singularity may get worse which means
that another D7-brane is intersecting the GUT branes. In particular, if there is a U(1)
7-brane intersecting the GUT branes the enhancement of the gauge group associated to
the singular fibre should be of rank one. At such codimension one loci Σ in SGUT the
extra degrees of freedom that account for the enhancement of the gauge group correspond
to charged matter living at the intersection of the branes.
Thus, one should construct an elliptically fibered CY 4-fold that has a SU(5) singu-
larity at SGUT and within SGUT the singularity should enhance so as to produce matter
in the 10 and 5.25 Let us see this point in more detail. Consider, for example the en-
hancement SU(5)→ SO(6) along Σ or, by regarding it the other way around one gets
SU(6) −→ SU(5)× U(1) (2.27)
35 −→ 240 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 5−1 ⊕ 5¯1
which gives matter localised along Σ in the 5 of SU(5). Moreover, the enhancement to
SO(10)
SO(10) −→ SU(5)× U(1) (2.28)
45 −→ 240 ⊕ 10 ⊕ 102 ⊕ 10−2
gives matter in the 10 of SU(5). Notice that these two are the only possibilities that
enhance SU(5) by rank one and yield exactly the required representations for a minimal
GUT.26
This construction gives hypermultiplets in M4 × Σ and one has to dimensionally
reduce along Σ to obtain the matter content in 4d. As explained in section 2.1.2 we have
to introduce magnetic fluxes over the branes to get chirality in M4 and these have to be
such that there are three generations, etc. In F-theory all the fluxes have a common origin,
namely, they come from the G4-flux in M-theory. In particular, brane fluxes are related
to G4-fluxes along the collapsed cycles Ei that were introduced earlier. Thus, from this
point of view one needs to consider a G4-flux such that its restriction to the matter curves
accounts for the correct chirality and number of families.
24We mean complex codimension in the base X.
25There can also be matter that is not localised along a codimension one loci in the GUT divisor.
However, in the minimal scenario one can show [23] that the MSSM matter is indeed localised along
matter curves.
26From the analysis of the singularity one can check that the U(1) factors are massive and do not play
any role.
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In order to include Yukawa couplings among these modes the associated matter
curves should meet at a point meaning that the gauge group is further enhanced since
we find several colliding singularities.27 One can show [25] that the down-type Yukawa is
generated in a SO(12) enhancement point which as we move away from it we find that
generically it breaks down to the GUT group but along two complex curves it breaks only
to SU(6) which support the 5M and 5D. Along another curve one finds the higgsing to
SO(10) that carries the 10M .
Thus far only classical groups have appeared in our discussion which matches the
fact that we have not achieved nothing we could not do in perturbation theory. The
reason to use F-theory is manifest when we try to engineer a non-vanishing Yukawa for
the up-type quarks which was troublesome in perturbative type IIB. Indeed, one can see
that in order to find a phenomenologically viable Yukawa it is necessary to include a
codimension three singularity with associated gauge group E6. Away from such a point
the gauge group is SU(5) except at the curve supporting the 10M that has SO(10) and
the 5U curve with SU(6). Both of these Yukawa coupling will be computed in sections
2.4 and 2.5 respectively where there are more details on how this construction works.
There is yet another possible rank two enhancement SU(5) → SU(7) that can be
seen to correspond to the coupling 5¯ × 5 × 1. This term generates a supersymmetric
mass to the Higgs bosons so when building a model it should be arranged such that this
coupling is of the order of the weak and not the GUT scale.
Before going into the details of Yukawa couplings let us discuss some more gener-
alities of these kinds of models such as the breaking of the GUT group, gauge coupling
unification and proton decay.
GUT breaking and doublet-triplet splitting
Up to now we have not discussed the mechanism responsible for the breaking of the
GUT group down to the SM group in F-theory models so let us explore the different
possibilities [17,23,24].
We have seen that in standard field theories one implements this breaking via a
Higgs mechanism as in the model introduced in section 2.1.1 for which we need to have
a field in the adjoint of SU(5). In this case the fact that we have or not such a field
depends on the geometrical properties of the divisor wrapped by the GUT branes. Indeed,
normal deformations28 of such divisor are parametrised by a complex scalar in the adjoint
representation which in 4d yields precisely the desired field. In principle one can consider
SGUT such that this mechanism is available, however, one should worry about producing a
potential to the adjoint Higgs in order to trigger this breaking dynamically. This is quite
challenging and one finds difficulties in achieving doublet-triplet splitting naturally. There
are more convenient ways of breaking SU(5) to which we turn our attention.
The breaking induced by Wilson lines that was discussed in the heterotic context in
section 2.1.2 is also a possibility in F-theory models. In this case the availability of this
mechanism is also linked to geometrical properties of the divisor SGUT . Indeed, the Wilson
lines require to have a non-simply connected divisor as was explained for the heterotic case.
27We will explain this in greater detail in the following sections by means of the effective action that
governs the dynamics of the 7-branes.
28Actually, it is not the normal sections that matter as it happens with lower dimensional D-branes but
sections of the canonical bundle. We will come back to this point in section 2.2.3.
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There may well be models in which this is the reason behind the breaking of the GUT
symmetry. In order to avoid having matter in the adjoint representation one typically
wraps the GUT branes on a divisor that has at most discrete fundamental group. Turning
on discrete Wilson lines in these models leads to exotic matter in minimal models and is
not necessarily the best mechanism available in general.
F-theory models allow for yet another way of breaking SU(5)→ SU(3)× SU(2)×
U(1) that is not possible in heterotic models. Consider turning on a flux along the hyper-
charge generator (2.3) over some 2-cycles in SGUT . Similarly to Wilson lines this breaks
the gauge group to the commutant of such flux which in this case is precisely the SM
group. Naively, this can also be done in the heterotic model of section 2.1.2, however,
the hypercharge generator then gets massive by a Stu¨ckelberg mechanism which is not
phenomenologically desirable. For D-brane models this can be avoided because of the
localisation of the gauge dynamics to a submanifold. More explicitly, the potential source
of a mass to the hypercharge generator comes from
∫
M4×SGUT
C4 ∧Tr(F ∧F ) −→
∫
SGUT
ωi2 ∧ 〈FY 〉
∫
M4
Bi2 ∧FY (2.29)
which is part of the Chern-Simons action of the D-branes. Here 〈FY 〉 ∈ H2(SGUT ,Z) is
the hypercharge flux over the 7-branes and we have expanded the 4-form C4 = B
i
2 ∧ωi2 in
harmonic 2-forms ωi2 of the base. When this term is non-zero the hypercharge generator
is massive so for this to work we must find a way to make it vanish while keeping the flux
non-zero.
This can be done by taking the hypercharge flux to be different from zero in
H2(SGUT ,Z) but to correspond to the zero class in the cohomology of the base H2(X,Z).
Notice that this condition depends on the global geometry and not only on the information
in the vicinity of the GUT branes.
As usual, GUT breaking is related to the doublet-triplet splitting and this mechanism
provides a natural explanation for this. As was mentioned earlier, chirality is linked to the
Dirac index over the matter curves and since the hypercharge flux distinguishes between
different SM particles within the same multiplet we can arrange the flux to achieve doublet-
triplet splitting. Indeed, the hypercharge flux should be such that the Higgs doublets are
chiral while the triplets are non-chiral and therefore have a mass of the order of the GUT
scale generically. This is because unification takes place in 8d rather than in 4d so there
is no need to have full GUT multiplets in M4 similarly to the Wilson line breaking in
heterotic models.
There is, however, an important difference between breaking the GUT group with
Wilson lines and hypercharge flux which is the unification of gauge constants.
Gauge coupling unification
Let us discuss briefly the issue of gauge coupling unification and the effect of the hyper-
charge flux [24, 26, 54]. The gauge kinetic function fSU(5) =
4pi
g2GUT
+ iθ can be computed
by dimensionally reducing the action for the 7-branes wrapped over SGUT . If we only care
about the GUT branes we may take a frame in which these are D7-branes and use the
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usual DBI+CS action which leads to
f0SU(5) =
1
gs l4s
Vol(SGUT ) + i
∫
SGUT
C4. (2.30)
Including the contributions coming from the hypercharge flux in
∫
C0 ∧ tr(F 4) one finds
that the usual relation among the SM gauge couplings (2.5) is modified [26], namely
fSU(3) = fSU(2) +
τ
2
∫
SGUT
〈FY 〉2 = 3
5
fU(1) + τ2
∫
SGUT
〈FY 〉2
 . (2.31)
At this level of approximation it looks like we do not recover gauge coupling unification
in 4d at the GUT scale which goes against the main motivation to consider GUTs in the
first place. However, one expects that this result receives several corrections coming from
KK modes, winding modes, etc. Also, this derivation has been done in perturbative type
IIB and a fully F-theoretic analysis has not been developed yet.
In general it is difficult to have control over all these effects and as of today there is
no final agreement in the literature. A concrete model that is in quantitative agreement
with both the gauge coupling constants and weak angle has not appeared yet. However,
precisely because of the several different contributions it seems plausible that there exists
a region in the parameter space where these conditions are met.
Proton decay
As we mentioned in section 2.1.1 in generic SU(5) GUTs the predicted lifetime of the
proton is extremely small, in contradiction with experiment. There are dangerous dimen-
sion 4 operators such as 5¯M × 5¯M × 10M that induce rapid proton decay and should be
absent from the low energy action. In conventional field theories this can be achieved by
declaring that there is a discrete Z2 symmetry, dubbed R-parity, such that it forbids the
unwanted couplings (see chapter 3 for a discussion about discrete symmetries).
In F-theory models these are generated in a very similar fashion as Yukawa couplings
so, as we will see, they can be avoided by demanding there is no enhancement point which
depends on geometrical properties of the model.
The lifetime of the proton is so large that getting rid of dimension 4 operators is
not enough and one should also build the model such that dimension 5 operators that
induce proton decay are absent. These typically induce the decay p → K+ν¯ and, even
though they are naturally suppressed by a factor 1/MGUT , one finds that the prediction
for the lifetime of the proton is too small. As we will see in the next section, dimensional
reduction of the 7-brane effective theory only yields cubic terms in the superpotential
so any dimension 5 operator must be generated by integrating out massive modes. For
example, the couplings dθ2QQQL and dθ2UDUE are generated by integrating out massive
higgsino triplets. Notice that, using the hypercharge flux we may eliminate the triplets
in the 5s that contain the Higgses, however, massive states with those quantum numbers
are still present in the theory. The existence of a down-type Yukawa implies that the
couplings
QLTD, U D TD (2.32)
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are present. Here TD are fields with the quantum numbers of the down-type coloured
Higgs. Similarly, if the up-type Yukawa is non-vanishing we may have the operators
QQTU , U E TU (2.33)
with TU the up-type triplets. Now we see that, since TD and TU are localised on differ-
ent matter curves the coupling TUTD vanishes whenever these do not intersect and the
offending dimension 5 operators are not generated.29
Finally, dimension 6 operators open a window into GUT physics since the typical
prediction for the lifetime of the proton associated to them is of the order of the current
experimental bound. It is interesting to notice that measuring proton decay would give
us information about physics at a scale 1016 GeV, many orders of magnitude above the
LHC energy. See e.g. [23, 24,29] for more details on proton decay in F-theory.
Other phenomenological issues
We conclude this section with some general remarks about the phenomenology of these
constructions. We should stress that, although the technical part related to F-theory
model building has received a lot of attention, at the phenomenological level there are still
many challenges that have not been addressed in detail.
One of the first things one has to worry about when constructing a model is moduli
stabilisation. In F-theory this is believed to work very much like in perturbative type IIB.
The complex structure moduli of the CY four-fold (which include the position of the 7-
branes) are, in principle, stabilised at tree level by a suitable G4 flux. The Ka¨hler moduli,
on the other hand, cannot be stabilised at tree level which is troublesome because of the
Dine-Seiberg problem that was mentioned earlier. There is, however, a scenario where this
can be achieved in a controlled way known as KKLT [30,31]. In this framework the Ka¨hler
moduli are stabilised by including the non-perturbative effect of euclidean D3-branes or
strong gauge dynamics on the worldvolume of a D7-brane wrapping a holomorphic divisor
in the base. This produces a fully stabilised AdS solution that has to be uplifted to a de
Sitter space which is done by including additional sources of tension in the compactifi-
cation. There is a generalisation of this procedure that is more flexible known as Large
Volume Scenario (LVS) in which the leading α′ corrections to the Ka¨hler potential are
included [32–34]. These compete with the non-perturbative terms in the superpotential
and lead generically to large volume moduli stabilisation. These mechanisms should be
regarded as a road map towards moduli stabilisation but their implementation in detail is
highly non-trivial.
Another important point that has not been mentioned at all is supersymmetry break-
ing. It is clear that our universe is not supersymmetric at low energies (below the weak
scale) so in these models it must be broken at some scale between MEW and MGUT . Hav-
ing supersymmetry breaking near the weak scale has the advantage that it gives a natural
explanation as to why the Higgs mass is so low which is why is it has received so much
attention in the past. However, the fact that the LHC has not found any evidence for low
scale SUSY so far and the measured Higgs mass has motivated considering an intermediate
SUSY breaking scale in the context of F-theory [35–37].
29It is not necessary that the curves ΣD and ΣU do not intersect but it is sufficient. It could happen
that they do intersect but still the coupling TDTU is not generated. Also, one could engineer additional
U(1) symmetries to forbid the couplings [24].
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There are mainly two scenarios for SUSY breaking: moduli dominated and gauge
mediation. In the former one considers the coupling between the Ka¨hler modulus associ-
ated with the overall volume of the GUT divisor with the MSSM fields. Giving a vev to
the F-term of such modulus generates soft SUSY breaking masses which have been studied
in detail in [38, 39]. The latter assumes that the volume is stabilised due to high energy
dynamics and breaks SUSY by giving a vev to a gauge singlet that couples to vector-like
pair messengers [23, 40]. Then gauge and messenger loops generate soft masses for the
MSSM particles.
It is fair to say that GUTs in F-theory are still in a rather early stage and, although
it is a field that is developing quickly, there is not yet a clear global picture that takes into
account all the phenomenology at once.
2.2.3 Local models
A powerful tool to analyse these models is the low energy effective theory of the 7-branes.
This approach is fundamentally local since it focuses only on the physics in the vicinity of
the GUT divisor SGUT so one can proceed from a bottom-up perspective [41]. In a first
stage one tries to use this local approach to match the low energy data as much as possible
and then embeds the model in a global setup. This is particularly fruitful for studying
Yukawa couplings since these are essentially insensitive to what happens far away from
the GUT branes.
In perturbative type II the effective theory that governs the dynamics of the D-
branes is the DBI + CS action. However, for our purposes we need a theory capable of
describing exceptional 7-branes which was derived in [22] and we briefly summarise in the
following.
7-brane effective action
The effective worldvolume description of a seven-brane wrappingM4×S, with S a holomor-
phic divisor of the base X, can be determined starting with a maximally supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory in ten dimensions. The field content consists of a gauge field and an
adjoint-valued Majorana-Weyl fermion.
Dimensionally reducing toM4×S leads to a theory with a gauge boson and a complex
scalar that describes the transverse position of the 7-brane plus fermionic partners, all of
them transforming in the adjoint representation of the gauge group. In order to preserve
N = 1 SUSY in 4d we need to embed S in X in a supersymmetric way. This means
that the field theory that describes the massless modes must be topologically twisted and
since S is Ka¨hler the twist turns out to be unique. Due to this twist the scalars and
fermions transform as forms on S. Table 2.1 shows the field content together with their
transformation properties.30 The details of the computation of the action can be found
in [22].
For our purposes, the most interesting part of the 4d effective action is the super-
30Notice that the embedding of the 7-brane is given by a field in the canonical bundle rather than in the
normal bundle. This can be seen from another point of view by considering deformations of the complex
structure Ω(4,0) of the four-fold. Namely, along a singular point δΩ(4,0) = Φ
(2,0)
i ∧ωi where ωi are the
Poincare´ duals of the the 2-cycles needed to resolve the singularity.
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Field N = 1 multiplet Forms on S
(Aµ, ηα) Gauge (0, 0)-form
(Am¯, ψm¯) Chiral (0, 1)-form
(Φmn, χαmn) Chiral (2, 0)-form
Table 2.1: Field content and their transformation properties. m,n take values in S so
if we take complex coordinates x, y we have m,n = x, y. µ is a vector index and α a
left-handed spinor index in 4d.
potential
WS = m
4
∗
∫
M4×S
d2θTr (F∧Φ) (2.34)
where m∗ is the F-theory characteristic mass scale31 and F = dA − iA∧A is the field
strength of the gauge field Am¯. Also, the superfields decompose as
Am¯ = Am¯ +
√
2θψm¯ + . . .
Φxy = Φxy +
√
2θχxy + . . . (2.35)
V = −θσµθ¯Aµ + iθθθ¯η¯ − iθ¯θθη + . . .
where the dots include the auxiliary fields and m¯ = x¯, y¯. The superpotential (2.34) yields
the following equations of motion (F-term equations) for the bosonic fields
∂¯AΦ = 0 (2.36a)
F 0,2 = 0 (2.36b)
with ∂¯A = ∂¯−i[A, ·]∧ and the superscript denotes the Hodge type. From the 4d viewpoint,
these equations follow from the requirement that the potential is F-flat. The D-flatness
condition is given by the vanishing of the following D-term
D =
∫
M4×S
d2θ d2θ¯
(
ω ∧F + 1
2
[Φ,Φ†]
)
(2.37)
from where we obtain the so-called D-term equation
ω ∧F + 1
2
[Φ,Φ†] = 0 (2.38)
where ω stands for the fundamental form on S. Equations (2.36-2.38) determine the
bosonic internal wavefunctions and are usually referred to as the Hitchin system [42].
The action also determines the equations of motion for the massless fermionic degrees
of freedom. Namely, the part of the action bilinear in fermions without kinetic terms is
S ⊃ m4∗
∫
M4×S
Tr
(
χ∧ ∂Aψ + 2i
√
2ω ∧ ∂Aη ∧ψ + 1
2
ψ ∧ [Φ, ψ] +
√
2 η [Φ†, χ] + h.c.
)
(2.39)
31This is the scale at which the effective theory is no longer valid which from the type IIB perspective
corresponds to the string scale.
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which gives the following equations of motion
∂¯Aχ+ i[Φ, ψ]− 2i
√
2ω ∧ ∂Aη = 0
∂¯Aψ − i
√
2 [Φ†, η] = 0 (2.40)
ω ∧ ∂Aψ − 1
2
[Φ†, χ] = 0.
For supersymmetric configurations one can simply focus on the bosonic equations since
the fermionic wavefunctions are the same as the bosonic ones.
The Hitchin system describes, in principle, the dynamics of an isolated 7-brane which
from the geometrical point of view corresponds to the degrees of freedom associated to
an irreducible singularity over a smooth, compact, complex surface. However, we would
like to handle more general situations in which several singularities collide to model the
intersection of additional 7-branes with the GUT 7-branes. As explained earlier this is
necessary to include charged matter in the model. Let us see how this can be arranged.
Intersecting and magnetised branes
We want to include additional branes intersecting the GUT divisor SGUT by means of the
Hitchin system. In the spirit of our local approach we consider these other branes to be
wrapping a non-compact divisor S′ which effectively decouples their dynamics.32
There are basically two ways to proceed at first order in the scale m∗ depending on
whether the angles between SGUT and S
′ are large or small. At the intersection between
the branes Σ there are charged hypermultiplets that are microscopically open strings or,
more generally, (p, q)-strings. The fact that these degrees of freedom are confined at the
intersection is quite intuitive. Indeed, such an open string has an endpoint in each of the
7-branes so when it tries to go away from the intersection its length necessarily increases
meaning that there is a potential driving the string towards Σ. Quantum mechanically
the open strings are not exactly localised along Σ, one expects rather that they are in a
tubular neighbourhood of Σ.
When the angles are large, the region around Σ where the open strings localise is
of the order of the string length ls ∼ 1/m∗. This means that we cannot resolve its spatial
extension using our effective theory since it does not include higher order terms in m∗.
Thus, one can describe the interaction between the brane and the charged matter by
treating it as a topological defect. This is encoded in the following form of the Hitchin
system [22]
∂¯AΦ = δΣ〈〈σc, σ〉〉
F 0,2 = 0 (2.41)
ω ∧ F + 1
2
[Φ,Φ†] = − i
2
ω ∧ δΣ [µ(σ¯, σ)− µ(σ¯c, σc)] .
Here (σ, σc) is the hypermultiplet living at the intersection and δΣ is a two-form with delta-
function support along Σ. Locally, the outer product looks like 〈〈σc, σ〉〉 = σca(T I)abσb with
(T I)ab the generators of the gauge group on SGUT . Moreover, the moment map is given
locally by µ(σ¯, σ) = σ¯a¯(T I)a¯bσ
b.
32Recall that the gauge coupling constant is given by (2.13) so it is zero for infinite volume.
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Equations (2.41) describe the wavefunction of the charged matter using a Dirac
delta function in agreement with the fact that the effective theory is unable to resolve
it. Although useful in some cases33 this approach is not particularly satisfactory for our
purposes since we want to study the properties of the hypermultiplets themselves that
ultimately yield the SM particles.
This brings us to the case in which the angles are small. To see what happens in
this situation imagine that we start with both branes parallel and wrapping SGUT = S
′.
In such situation the gauge group enhances to GΣ and the charged matter corresponds to
the extra degrees of freedom of the vector multiplet whose wavefunction is spread all over
SGUT . As we start deforming the branes such that they intersect the gauge group breaks
GΣ → SU(5) × U(1) and these fields start localising along Σ. As long as the angles are
small enough this process can be described in field theory as we explain in the following.
Consider the Hitchin system with gauge group GΣ. Recall that the field Φ is valued
in the adjoint of GΣ and describes the embedding of the 7-branes in the base. Thus, by
giving a vev to Φ we can describe intersecting branes which is known in mathematics as
a Higgs bundle [43]. This vev breaks the gauge symmetry GΣ down to the commutant of
Φ. So Φ has to be valued in the U(1) ⊂ GΣ such that the commutant is SU(5) × U(1),
the gauge symmetry that the intersecting branes preserve.
From the elliptic fibration point of view what we are doing is taking a Weierstraß
model that has a GΣ singularity and we are deforming it such that it describes two colliding
singularities. Indeed, one can see that the deformation parameters are the gauge invariant
polynomials of the Higgs field Φ in the Hitchin system [43].34 These polynomials are the
spectral data associated to the Higgs bundle, i.e. eigenvalues and eigenvectors, which (for
unitary groups) are the coefficients of the polynomial
det(sI − Φ) = 0 (2.42)
where s is a coordinate on the canonical bundle of SGUT . This equation can be regarded
as a multiple cover of the GUT brane known as the spectral cover. From the geometric
perspective this equation is obtained by restricting the discriminant locus ∆, defined
in section 2.2.1, to the vicinity of the the SU(5) singularity SGUT . The coordinate s
corresponds then to the normal coordinate to the GUT branes.
In order to include more 7-branes and matter curves into the game the idea is
basically the same. Consider a Yukawa point, meaning a codimension 3 singularity where
the gauge group has a rank two enhancement to Gp. Then, the idea is to take the Hitchin
system with gauge group Gp such that an appropriate Higgs field breaks it down to SU(5)
generically. At the matter curves there is a partial enhancement to GΣ ⊂ Gp. If we want
to include another Yukawa point p′ then the gauge group G of our Hitchin system should
be such that it contains Gp and Gp′ with the corresponding matter curves, etc.
35
As already explained, we have in to include gauge fluxes that restrict non-trivially
to the matter curves in order to generate chirality. In the Hitchin system it is clear how
to include these fluxes, simply giving a vev to the abelian generators in G that are not in
SU(5). These correspond to fluxes turned along the U(1) branes that intersect the GUT
33This equations can be used to describe the recombination of the branes on SGUT and S
′ when the
fields σ, σc have a non-vanishing expectation value [22].
34This is only true for bundles satisfying [Φ, Φ¯] = 0. We will relax this condition in section 2.3.3.
35We should say that these enhanced gauge groups are always broken by the intersections so they do
not lead to symmetries in 4d.
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7-branes. Also, there must be a flux in the hypercharge direction to break the GUT group
and achieve doublet-triplet splitting. From the spectral cover point of view this is done by
specifying a line bundle on the spectral curve (2.42). At this level in m∗ we should require
that the flux densities are small compared with the cut-off scale.
The spectral cover construction has been widely used in this context to build local
models (see e.g. [44–46]). However, we will not need it in the following and since it is fairly
technical we will not explain it in any detail. Let us just mention that this construction
appears naturally in heterotic models where the internal space is elliptically fibered since it
allows to construct gauge bundles in a neat way [47,48]. Both spectral covers are mapped
to each other in models which have both an F-theoretic and heterotic description.
Since we are ultimately interested in computing Yukawa couplings we will take an
even more local and simple approach. Indeed, Yukawa couplings are localised at triple
intersections of matter curves and are not sensitive to what happens far away from such a
point. Thus, under certain assumptions that we will explain in the next section, we may
compute such Yukawa couplings by taking our gauge theory to live in an open flat patch
that contains such point. We illustrate this idea with a simple toy model in the following.
Toy model: U(3) point
Let us construct a toy model that will clarify many of the statements that were made in
the last section. We want to describe three matter curves meeting at a point p ∈ X where
the singularity type is U(3) [49].
Let us take an open neighbourhood of p ∈ X with local coordinates x, y, z ∈ C3.
If the GUT brane is located at z = 0 then the fields in the Hitchin system depend on
x, y and Φ is identified with the normal coordinate z through Φ = m2∗ z. Consider the
following vev for the Higgs field
Φ =
m2
3
 −2x+ y 0 00 x+ y 0
0 0 x− 2y
 dx∧ dy (2.43)
that solves the F- and D-terms (2.36-2.38) since the gauge field is zero and Φ is diagonal
and holomorphic.
The surviving gauge group is given by the commutant of Φ in U(3) which generically
reduces to U(1)3 locally, the group of three intersecting branes. Notice that globally the
surviving group may be trivial. The embedding of the branes in C3 can be read off from
eq.(2.42), namely
S1 :
{
z =
σ
3
(y − 2x)
}
S2 :
{
z =
σ
3
(x+ y)
}
(2.44)
S3 :
{
z =
σ
3
(x− 2y)
}
where we have defined σ = m
2
m2∗
that is related to the intersection angle between the branes.
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This intersection yields the matter curves
Σa = S1 ∩ S2 :
{
z =
σ
3
y, x = 0
}
Σb = S2 ∩ S3 :
{
z =
σ
3
x, y = 0
}
(2.45)
Σc = S3 ∩ S1 :
{
z =
σ
3
x, x = y
}
.
These are the loci at which there is a rank one enhancement and therefore where charged
matter lives. For instance, at x = 0 we find locally U(2) × U(1). The charged matter
comes from the 12 and 21 entries in the 3× 3 matrix representation of U(3).
The three matter curves meet at x = y = z = 0 where the gauge group enhances
to U(3) locally so there is a rank two enhancement. At such a point there is a Yukawa
coupling between the three different modes a, b and c.
One can check that the equations of motion for the modes are obtained from
the Hitchin system by expanding in fluctuations (ax¯, ay¯, ϕxy) around the background
(Ax¯, Ay¯,Φxy). For the curve a we find the following solution for the charged modes
36
−→
Ψa± =
 ax¯ay¯
ϕxy
 =
 ∓i0
1
 e−m2|x|2f(y) (2.46)
where the ± denotes the two possible charges for a given chirality. The first thing we notice
is that the solution is peaked along the matter curve x = 0 as expected. Moreover, we
see that it depends on an arbitrary holomorphic function f(y) of the coordinate along the
curve. In a model that includes the whole matter curve and not just a patch this function
is determined by the boundary conditions on Σa. Actually, for a model without fluxes we
expect to obtain a solution for both charges while including a flux should generate net
chirality. Let us see how this works.
Consider adding a gauge flux of the form
F = i
M
3
(dy ∧ dy¯ − dx∧ dx¯)
 1 0 00 −2 0
0 0 1
 (2.47)
with M a real positive constant. This flux satisfies the equations of motion and modifies
the previous wavefunctions, namely
−→
Ψa± =
 −iλ±m20
1
 e−√(M2 )2+m4|x|2e∓M2 |y|2f(y). (2.48)
Here λ± is a constant that depends on M and m2 (see [49] for more details on this model).
The important point about this solution is that it only converges for one of the charges
depending on the sign of the flux density M . For M < 0 we have that Ψa+ converges while
Ψa− is not normalisable so it should be discarded. Again, the boundary conditions on Σa
determine the function f(y) as well as the number of distinct solutions (see e.g. [50, 51]).
36We will be more explicit in the next chapter where we explain in detail how to solve for the wavefunc-
tions.
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In this ultra-local approach this information is lost so we should choose the functions f(y)
by hand.
Two possible choices are [52]
fj(y) = m
j
∗ y
j (2.49)
fj(y) = e
ajy
for j = 0, 1, 2 and aj complex numbers. In the first case we are just expanding the
functions fj(y) in Taylor series around the Yukawa point and choosing a basis in which
each family is associated to a monomial. In the second possibility the different values of
aj produce a displacement of the peak along the matter curve. Since we are going to work
in a patch around x = y = z = 0 it is more convenient to use the first choice since it keeps
the wavefunctions localised within that patch.
Regarding the curve c, one can readily check that the gauge flux restricts to zero.
This means that at this level the modes that come from reducing along Σc are non-chiral.
Hopefully this example clarifies some of what was said in the previous sections.
In the following we explain how to obtain Yukawa couplings in this construction and
their features. We will keep using this example to illustrate some general statements in
subsequent sections.
2.3 Yukawa couplings in SU(5) F-theory GUTs
In this section we explain in detail how to compute the Yukawa couplings using this
ultra-local approach. We start by reviewing how to obtain supersymmetric backgrounds
as well as the associated matter curves and wavefunctions, both holomorphic and real.
We also introduce the concept of T-brane, necessary to generate a Yukawa coupling for
the top quark. Finally, we analyse the effect of some non-perturbative contributions to
the superpotential that are needed to obtain phenomenologically viable Yukawa patterns.
See [49,53–56] for some of the original references.
2.3.1 Generalities
Let us start by considering the effective field theory introduced in the last section with
gauge group G and living in M4 × S with S a holomorphic divisor of the base X. The
superpotential in 8d reads
WS = m
4
∗
∫
M4×S
d2θTr (F∧Φ) (2.50)
which contains a triple field interaction
WS ⊃ −im4∗
∫
M4×S
d2θTr (A∧A∧Φ) . (2.51)
After expanding in fluctuations around the background this generates Yukawa couplings
in 8d among the modes living on the matter curves. Then, upon dimensional reduction
over S we get Yukawa couplings in 4d. This will be the basic strategy that we will follow
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in the remainder of this chapter. Namely, we solve for the internal wavefunctions of the
chiral matter and plug them in (2.51) to obtain Yukawa couplings after integrating over
S.
Let us be more explicit. Consider expanding the superpotential in fluctuations in
8d which yields37
WS ⊃ −im4∗
∫
M4×S
d2θTr (a∧a∧φ) (2.52)
where the lowercase superfields denote the fluctuations. We want to compute the coupling
between three modes which we label a, b and c so we may expand the fields as follows,
a =
(
aαx¯ dx¯+ a
α
y¯ dy¯
)
Eα
φ = φαxy dx∧ dy Eα (2.53)
where α = a, b, c, Eα is the element in the gauge algebra associated to each mode and x, y
are local coordinates in S.38 We only write down the antiholomorphic piece of the Wilson
lines a since this is the only part that contributes. Substituting this in eq.(2.52) we find
WS ⊃ −im4∗
∫
M4×S
d2θTr ([Ea, Eb]Ec) det
 aax¯ abx¯ acx¯aay¯ aby¯ acy¯
φax¯ φ
b
x¯ φ
c
x¯
 dx∧ dy ∧ dx¯∧ dy¯ (2.54)
Notice that the internal wavefunction associated to a given mode is in general a combina-
tion of ax¯,ay¯ and φxy as it happened in the SU(3) toy model discussed above. Thus, we
may decompose the 8d superfields as ax¯ay¯
φxy
 = K−→Ψ , −→Ψ =
 ax¯ay¯
ϕxy
 (2.55)
where K is the chiral superfield in Minkowski space and
−→
Ψ is a vector of scalar functions
in the internal space S that satisfies the equations of motion, c.f.(2.48). This allows to
write the superpotential as
WS =
∫
M4
d2θ
[
m4∗ fabc
∫
S
det(
−→
Ψa,
−→
Ψ b,
−→
Ψ c) dvolS
]
KaKbKc (2.56)
with fabc = −iTr ([Ea, Eb]Ec) the structure constants ofG and dvolS = 1(2i)2dx∧ dy ∧ dx¯∧ dy¯.
We can now read off the Yukawa coupling, namely
Yabc = m
4
∗ fabc
∫
S
det(
−→
Ψa,
−→
Ψ b,
−→
Ψ c) dvolS . (2.57)
It is also useful to write it as
Y = −im4∗
∫
S
Tr (a∧ a∧ϕ) . (2.58)
37The terms quadratic in fluctuations vanish on shell.
38The three modes a, b, c need not be different. When, say, a = b then Ea should be a linear combination
of different elements in the algebra to get a non-zero contribution. This is what happens for example in
the E6 model in section 2.5.
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Notice that the Yukawa couplings in 4d are the numbers that multiply the fermion-fermion-
Higgs terms in the Lagrangian once the kinetic terms are canonical. In our case this means
that the internal wavefunctions should be appropriately normalised since this is what gives
the kinetic term in 4d. Thus, one often distinguishes between holomorphic and physical
Yukawas. The former are the quantities that one gets when the normalisation is ignored
and the latter are those that correspond to canonically normalised wavefunctions.
In the subsequent sections we explain in detail how to obtain the wavefunctions
−→
Ψ
and elaborate on the properties of the couplings.
2.3.2 Holomorphic gauge and holomorphic Yukawas
Consider the supersymmetry equations which we repeat here for convenience,
∂¯AΦ = 0
F 0,2 = 0 (2.59)
ω ∧F + 1
2
[Φ,Φ†] = 0.
The second equation means that the gauge bundle is holomorphic and the first that the
embedding of the 7-brane is holomorphic with respect to the said bundle. As we will see,
the D-term can be interpreted as an equation for the metric in the fibre.
The gauge group acts on the fields as
A′ = g A g−1 + ig d g−1
Φ′ = gΦ g−1 (2.60)
where g ∈ G so we have that g−1 = g†. For the first two equations, however, we may take
g to be in the complexified gauge group GC, i.e. g
−1 6= g† in general, and they remain
invariant. The D-term involves the field Φ† so it is only invariant under the real group G.
This can be seen directly from the superpotential and D-term respectively. This fact has
important consequences for the following reason. One can show that the space of solutions
to the F- and D-terms modulo the action of G is isomorphic to the space of solutions to
the F-term equations modulo the action of GC.
Let us expand the fields in fluctuations around the background, namely
A = 〈A〉+ a
Φ = 〈Φ〉+ ϕ. (2.61)
Here A denotes the part of the gauge field of Hodge type (0, 1) and since the total gauge
field is real we have that A† = 〈A†〉+ a† is the part of type (1, 0). The F-terms linear in
fluctuations are
∂¯〈A〉ϕ− i[a, 〈Φ〉] = 0
∂¯〈A〉a = 0 (2.62)
while the D-term reads
ω ∧
(
∂〈A〉a+ ∂¯〈A〉a†
)
− 1
2
(
[〈Φ†〉, ϕ] + [ϕ†, 〈Φ〉]
)
= 0. (2.63)
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The infinitesimal gauge transformations acting on the fluctuations are
a′ = a+ ∂¯〈A〉χ
ϕ′ = ϕ− i[〈Φ〉, χ] (2.64)
with χ an arbitrary function such that χ = χ†. However, under a complexified gauge
transformation we may take χ 6= χ†.
Let us solve the equations of motion ignoring the D-term for the moment which
means that at this level we may use the full complexified gauge group to our advantage.
The first thing one can do is take an appropriate class of gauges dubbed holomorphic.
This amounts to choosing a gauge within GC such that A = 0 while A
† 6= 0. This deserves
some explanation. When working with the complexified gauge group the gauge field is not
necessarily real so A0,1† 6= A1,0. Thus, saying that A = 0 but A† 6= 0 is clearly an abuse
of notation and by A† we actually mean the (1, 0) part of the gauge field, even though it
is not the conjugate of the (0, 1) piece. In addition to that, notice that the reason that we
can in fact achieve such a gauge is the equation of motion F 0,2 = 0.
In holomorphic gauge the F-terms simplify,
∂¯ϕ− i[a, 〈Φ〉] = 0
∂¯a = 0. (2.65)
Since we are ultimately interested in Yukawa couplings we restrict ourselves to a patch
U ⊂ S that contains the rank two enhancement point as already explained. Therefore, in
U we may apply Poincare´’s lemma and solve the second equation, namely
a = ∂¯ξ (2.66)
with ξ an arbitrary function in U valued in the adjoint of GC. Using this we readily solve
for ϕ and find
ϕ = h− i[〈Φ〉, ξ] (2.67)
where h is a holomorphic (2, 0)-form also in the adjoint. Now we can take a holomorphic
gauge for the fluctuations too by setting ξ to be a holomorphic function. Therefore,
the space of solutions is given by the possible fields ϕ. These are holomorphic (2, 0)-
forms modulo commutators [〈Φ〉, ξ] with ξ holomorphic. This means that if we are only
interested in the number of solutions the answer is given by solving a simple algebraic
problem as opposed to solving differential equations.
Let us illustrate this with the U(3) toy model that was introduced in the last section.
Take, for instance, the modes along the Cartan of U(3). Since these commute with 〈Φ〉
we find that the solutions are simply ϕ = h(x, y) where x, y are local complex coordinates
on U ⊂ S. Thus, it appears that there are an infinite number of solutions, however, this
is just an artifact of taking a neighbourhood of S. As we will see in section 2.3.4 the
physical wavefunctions, the ones that solve the D-term, are harmonic and there is only
one harmonic function in a compact space. This solution corresponds then to the gauge
multiplet associated with the U(1)3 that is preserved by the background. The important
point about this computation is that ϕ depends on both x, y which means that this mode
in spread all over S.
The situation is different when we look at the charged modes. Consider now the
mode along the element E12 of su(3)C. We have that [〈Φ〉, χ] = −m2x so the space of
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solutions is given by ϕ12 = h(y) since any dependence of h on x can be gauged away
within the class of holomorphic gauges. Again, one finds an infinite number of solutions
due to the local analysis. Typically, we take a basis of solutions given by monomials, i.e.
hj(y) = y
j for j = 0, 1, . . . , but other choices are also possible as mentioned above. The
fact that ϕ only depends on y signals the appearance of a matter curve Σa = {x = 0}
which we already saw in the last section.
In general we have that the Higgs field takes values in a subgroup J of G which
triggers the breaking G→ H × J where H × J is the commutant of J in G. The adjoint
of G decomposes as
G → H × J (2.68)
Adj →
⊕
i
(Ti, Ri).
Given these definitions we can characterise algebraically the existence of charged matter
in a given curve as follows. We find charged matter in the representation R under J
localised in a curve defined by f = 0 when there exists a holomorphic function µ in the
representation R and a positive integer n such that
ϕ = Ψ
(
µ
fn
)
. (2.69)
Here the matrix Ψ is the Higgs field acting in the representation R (not to be confused
with the vector
−→
Ψ). The intuition behind this equation is that away from f = 0 the field
ϕ is gauge equivalent to zero since it is the commutator with the background. On the
other hand, at f = 0 this is not a valid gauge transformation so ϕ is non zero and the
gauge-invariant information is contained in the matter curve.
Going back to our previous example we have that G = U(3), J = U(1)3 and H = 1
so for the element E12 the corresponding representation R is (1,−1, 0) which yields Ψ =
−m2x. Thus, f = m2x, n = 1 and µ = −ϕ so we recover the same result.
Let us consider now the holomorphic Yukawa couplings, i.e. those that are obtained
ignoring the normalisation. In this case the couplings arise just from the superpotential
and nothing else which means that are also invariant under the complexified gauge group.
As we will see this has important phenomenological consequences.
Using the solution to the F-terms we may substitute it in eq.(2.58) and find
Y = −im4∗
∫
U
Tr
(
∂¯ξ ∧ ∂¯ξ ∧ (h− i[〈Φ〉, ξ])) . (2.70)
Notice that if we take a holomorphic gauge in the fluctuations as before, the Yukawa
coupling vanishes. This can only be done in an open patch within S but not globally.
What makes sense when computing Yukawas in a patch U ⊂ S is to restrict to a class of
gauges that preserve the localisation of the wavefunction (see [56] for more details). After
some manipulations the coupling can be written as
Y = −im
4∗
3
∫
U
Tr
(
∂¯ξ ∧ ∂¯ξ ∧h) (2.71)
where we used the fact that a and ϕ are localised to neglect a boundary term. By writing
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ξ in terms of ϕ and h, namely39
ξ = iΨ−1(ϕxy − hxy) (2.72)
we arrive at the following expression for the Yukawa
Y = m4∗ fabc
∫
C
ηaηbhcxy dx∧ dy (2.73)
where C is diffeomorphic to the product of two circles surrounding the Yukawa point and
we defined the quantities
η = −iΨ−1hxy. (2.74)
Finally, this allows to write a residue formula for the Yukawa40
Yabc = m
4
∗pi
2fabc Res(η
aηbhcxy). (2.75)
This formula shows explicitly that the holomorphic Yukawas are independent of the fluxes
and of the metric, they only depend on the complex structure so they are usually said to
be quasi-topological.
Let us compute the Yukawa coupling that arises in the U(3) toy model using the
residue formula. We readily find that
ηia =
i
m2x
mi∗y
i, ηjb = −
i
m2y
mj∗x
j , hkc = m
k
∗(x+ y)
k (2.76)
where the indices i, j, k label the different generations for each mode. If we wanted to do
a toy model of the SM we should take i, j = 0, 1, 2 since the curves a, b support the chiral
matter and k = 0 to have a Higgs boson. This yields
Y ijkabc =
m4∗
m4
pi2 Res(0,0)
(
mi+j+k∗ yixj(x+ y)k
xy
)
=
m4∗
m4
pi2 δi0 δj0 δk0. (2.77)
The absolute value of the Yukawa computed in this way has no physical meaning since,
as we said, we are ignoring the kinetic terms. However, the important fact is that only
a single generation (i = j = 0) gets a non-vanishing coupling. Moreover, given that the
holomorphic couplings are independent of the fluxes and the metric, these will not induce
any corrections that allow to generate a higher rank matrix.
This is a particular instance of a general theorem dubbed rank theorem in [53].
The theorem states that, given the superpotential (2.50), the rank of the Yukawa matrix
Y ijabc (we take only one Higgs boson) associated with a given intersection point p is equal
to or less than the intersection degree (Σa · Σb)p of the matter curves at p. From the
phenomenological point of view this means that we may give a mass to the third generation
generically.
39In this expression ξ is a vector that transforms in the representation R and in (2.71) it is an element
of gC but we use the same symbol since the difference should be clear from the context. Notice that in
order to have a well defined ξ we must impose that at the matter curve (i.e. det Ψ = 0) ϕ|det Ψ=0 = h.
40We divided by (2i)2 since we want to use a canonical volume form dvolS =
ω2
2
. Even though the final
expression does not look symmetric it is in fact symmetric under the permutation of the three modes.
See [53,56–58] for more details on the residue formula.
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In order to enhance the rank of the Yukawa matrix to account for the masses of
the lighter families we have basically three choices. First, we may take the different
generations to live in different matter curves, each of which has intersection number one
with the rest. However, this goes somewhat against the spirit of unification and the
hierarchical pattern of the masses lacks a deep explanation. Keeping all the generations
in the same matter curve such that the intersection number is three does not look very
good either. If the different points are separated from each other it becomes difficult
to compute the physical couplings and, again, the hierarchical structure of the Yukawas
remains unexplained. Finally, we may modify the superpotential such that the theorem
no longer holds. This is the approach we will take in section 2.3.6 where we include
non-perturbative corrections to the superpotential that allow to go beyond rank one and
naturally lead to a hierarchy for the fermion masses.
Before discussing extra contributions to the superpotential and physical wavefunc-
tions we make a short digression into the concept of T-brane [56] that will be used to
generate a Yukawa coupling for the top quarks in section 2.5.
2.3.3 T-branes
The U(3) toy model that has been discussed up to now describes qualitatively how the
down-type quarks and charged leptons get Yukawa couplings. The reason for this is that
this coupling comes from the interaction between three different kinds of fields, namely,
the 5M , 10M and 5D. Thus, one can model this by taking three different curves meeting
at a point, just like in the U(3) example.
For the up-type Yukawa the situation is rather different. Indeed, in this case the
coupling arises from the interaction of only two different modes, i.e. 10M and 5U , with
the former appearing twice. This means that the model that describes this situation has
to be qualitatively different if we want to keep all the families in the 10M reside in the
same matter curve. We could take them to be located at different curves but this, as
explained earlier, does not give any satisfactory explanation to the hierarchy of masses
for the up-type quarks. Actually, in such situation one gets two massive generations and
another very light [23], in contradiction with the data.
It was suggested in [23] that one can keep all the 10s in the same curve and engineer
the model such that the corresponding matter curve self-intersects at the 5U curve in
order to obtain a rank one Yukawa matrix. This proposal seems intuitive since after all
we want the 10M to contribute twice to the coupling. It was realised in [25] that this may
be achieved locally by taking two intersecting 10M curves that look different but that are
identified due to 7-brane monodromy.
To illustrate this idea consider the following Higgs field in SU(2)
〈Φ〉 =
(
m
√
mx 0
0 −m√mx
)
dx∧ dy. (2.78)
with m a mass scale, which we will refer to as ‘branched’ intersecting branes. This seems
to correspond to two different 7-branes with embeddings S1 = {m2∗z = m
√
mx} and
S2 = {m2∗z = −m
√
mx} that intersect each other at x = 0. However, when encircling the
intersection point x→ xe2pii we find that
〈Φ(xe2pii)〉 =
( −m√mx 0
0 m
√
mx
)
dx∧ dy, (2.79)
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so it looks like we have interchanged the branes. This corresponds to a gauge transfor-
mation that lives in the Weyl group of SU(3) and tells us that both branes are really the
same. Intuitively this is what we want but this description is not the most suited one.
Actually, the embedding (2.78) does not satisfy the equations of motion at x = 0 since
the square root is not holomorphic there.
It was realised in [56] that there is an alternative way to describe this situation that,
although less intuitive, is well defined and satisfactory. The key idea is to allow for Higgs
fields that are not diagonalisable, called T-branes. Thus, we distinguish between two kinds
of Higgs bundles, those that satisfy [Φ,Φ†] = 0 which we call intersecting branes and those
with [Φ,Φ†] 6= 0.41 For instance, the U(3) toy model is an example of intersecting branes.
When a matrix is diagonalisable all the information it contains is encoded in its
eigenvalues or, alternatively, in its symmetric invariant polynomials. This means that for
intersecting branes all the relevant information is in the spectral polynomial
PΦ(z) = det(zI − Φ). (2.80)
However, a non-diagonalisable matrix is not characterised by its eigenvalues since the
correspondence is not one-to-one. Thus, for T-branes there is gauge invariant information
that is not contained in the spectral polynomial.
Let us introduce an example to make the discussion more concrete. Consider the
following SU(2) T-brane,
〈Φ〉 =
(
0 m
m2x 0
)
dx∧ dy. (2.81)
Clearly, at x = 0 this matrix is nilpotent so it is not diagonalisable. What is not so clear is
that this configuration is actually a solution to the Hitchin system. It is homolorphic and
we have not introduced any gauge bundle so the F-terms are trivially satisfied. However,
the D-term is not since
[〈Φ〉, 〈Φ†〉] = m2(1−m2|x|2)P dx∧ dy ∧ dx¯∧ dy¯, P =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (2.82)
In order to find a supersymmetric solution we follow the following strategy. We know that
the F-terms are satisfied and these are invariant under complex gauge transformations.
On the other hand, the D-term is not invariant under such transformations so we may take
a configuration that is related to the original one (that solves the F-terms) by a complex
transformation and impose the D-term to find a solution. This procedure is guaranteed
to produce a unique solution up to real gauge transformations. More explicitly, consider
g = e
f
2
P ∈ SU(2)C and, according to (2.60)
〈A〉 = i
2
(∂ − ∂¯)f P
〈Φ〉 = m(efE+ +mxE−) dx∧ dy. (2.83)
Here A denotes the full gauge field and E± are the step generators of su(2) with [P,E±] =
±2E±. Also, we may take f to be a real function by means of a real gauge transformation.
Plugging this into the D-term we find an equation for f , namely
(∂x∂x¯ + ∂y∂y¯) f = m
2
(
e2f −m2|x|2e−2f
)
(2.84)
41The fact that a complex matrix M is not diagonalisable is equivalent to having [M,M†] 6= 0 as can be
seen by taking it to its Jordan canonical form.
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where we used the Ka¨hler form
ω =
i
2
(dx∧ dx¯+ dy ∧ dy¯). (2.85)
Taking the ansatz f = f(r) with r the radial coordinate in the x, x¯ plane we may write
the equation as (
d2
dr2
+
1
r
d
dr
)
f = 4m2
(
e2f −m2r2e−2f
)
(2.86)
which is a particular case of the Painleve´ III differential equation. There is no analytic
solution to this equation but, in the spirit of the local approach, we may solve it near the
origin r = 0 which yields
f(r) = log c+m2c2r2 +m4r4
(
c4
2
− 1
4c2
)
+O(r6) (2.87)
where c is a number that is fixed by demanding the solution to be well-defined everywhere
(and gives c ∼ 0.73). However, from this local point of view it is not possible to fix it.
This shows that the supersymmetric solution of a T-brane must include a non-
primitive flux to satisfy the D-term, as opposed to the intersecting branes where the
configuration is much simpler. By looking at the behaviour of f(r) for large r one can
check that this non-primitive flux is concentrated in a neighbourhood of r = 0 which
decays as ∼ e− 83 r3/2 [56].
Let us intersect this T-brane with another brane to see if there is charged matter
living at the intersection. Thus, consider the following holomorphic background
〈Φ〉 =
 0 m 0m2x 0 0
0 0 0
 dx∧ dy. (2.88)
The Higgs field is valued in SU(2) and we want to study the fluctuations that arise in the
13 and 23 entries that correspond to the representation R = 2 of su(2). In order to do so
we may apply the recipe that was given in the last section around eq.(2.69). We have that
ϕ =
(
h+
h−
)
, Ψ =
(
0 m
m2x 0
)
(2.89)
with h± arbitrary holomorphic functions of x, y and Ψ the Higgs field acting in the 2. We
see that there is indeed a matter curve that hosts charged modes since the equation (2.69)
can be met by taking
µ =
(
h−
mxh+
)
and f = m2x. (2.90)
Moreover, by means of complex gauge transformations we readily check that the fluctua-
tions can be brought to the form
ϕ =
(
0
h−(y)
)
. (2.91)
In section 2.5 we will use this kind of construction to generate a Yukawa coupling in which
this doublet appears twice in the coupling as needed to generate the 10M × 10M × 5U in
SU(5) GUTs.
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Let us look at the spectral polynomial associated to this T-brane. We have that
PΦ(z) = z
2 −m3x (2.92)
which is precisely the same as the one of the ‘branched’ Higgs discussed earlier. Actually,
one can check [56] that by taking a singular gauge transformation we may take the SU(2)
T-brane to the ‘branched’ intersecting branes which means that the correct way to describe
the situation we had in mind at the beginning is precisely using this non-commutative
background. Also, the pathologies that the ‘branched’ branes suffered from are simply
due to a singular gauge transformation starting from a consistent configuration. Both
descriptions are very different at the point x = 0 since from the ‘branched’ perspective the
Higgs field vanishes and we get an enhancement to SU(2). On the other hand, at x = 0
the background (2.83) does not vanish and there is no enhancement at all.
Let us conclude this short section with some comments about the embedding of the
T-brane in spacetime. In perturbative string theory, the embedding of the branes is given
by diagonalising the matrices Φn with n an index that labels the normal directions to the
brane and then reading it off from the eigenvalues. However, it may happen that Φn and
Φm do not commute for n 6= m as in the Myers effect [59]. This is precisely what happens
with the T-branes, the embedding is non-commutative. One may be tempted to identify
the equation PΦ(z) = 0 as the embedding since for intersecting branes this is indeed the
case. However, the spectral polynomial is invariant under the complexified gauge group
while the physical embedding of the branes should care about more than just holomorphic
data. Thus, one may think of PΦ(z) = 0 as containing part of the information about the
embedding but not all.
This kind of nilpotent Higgs vevs were first considered in a topological context
in [60] and further analysed in [61]. An interpretation of these configurations in terms of
the global geometry in F-theory has been recently studied in [62–64].
2.3.4 Physical wavefunctions and physical Yukawas
After this short digression let us go back to the analysis of the fluctuations for a given
background. Thus far we have only worried about fluctuations that satisfy the F-terms
equations so the discussion has been mainly algebraic. However, the physical fields have
to solve also the D-term constraint.
In order to find a solution to the D-term we will use the same strategy that was
used in the last section to compute the T-brane background. Namely, we start with a
solution to the F-terms and perform a complex gauge transformation that is determined
upon imposing the D-term. Recall that the solution to the F-terms in holomorphic gauge
for the background is given by
a = ∂¯ξ
ϕ = h− iΨξ. (2.93)
where we are taking a given representation R under the subgroup where 〈Φ〉 is valued.42
The next step is to go into real gauge for the background. This can be done by simply
multiplying these wavefunctions by the corresponding gauge transformation g ∈ GC in the
42Recall that Ψ is the Higgs field in the representation R in holomorphic gauge.
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representation R, namely
a = g ∂¯ξ
ϕ = g(h− iΨξ). (2.94)
According to (2.64) the gauge transformations act by changing ξ so in order to find a
physical solution we may substitute these fields in the D-term which yields an equation
for ξ whose solution is unique (up to real gauge transformations). If we define the quantity
U = h− iΨξ (2.95)
then the physical fluctuations can be written as
a = igΨ−1∂¯U
ϕ = gU. (2.96)
Now, we may substitute in the D-term (2.63), where 〈A〉 and 〈Φ〉 correspond to the
background in real gauge, [〈A1,0〉, · ] = −i∂g−1g
[〈Φ〉, · ] = gΨ g−1, (2.97)
and solve for U . The equation for U is
∂x(gΨ
−1∂x¯U)+g−1∂xg gΨ−1∂x¯U+∂y(gΨ−1∂y¯U)+g−1∂yg gΨ−1∂y¯U = g−1Ψ†g2U (2.98)
where we used the fact that we can always take g = g†.
Examples
Let us work out some examples to see how eq.(2.98) behaves in simple cases. For instance,
take the sector a+ (i.e. R = (1,−1, 0)) of the U(3) model without fluxes. In that case we
have that Ψ = −m2x and g = 1 so the equation reduces to
∂x∂x¯U + ∂y∂y¯U − 1
x
∂x¯U −m4|x|2U = 0 (2.99)
whose normalisable solution is U = f(y)e−m2|x|2 with f(y) an arbitrary holomorphic
function that corresponds to the family function. Using the relations (2.96) we find that
this indeed yields the result (2.46).
When we include fluxes as in (2.47) the only change is that g = exp
[
M
2 (|x|2 − |y|2)
]
so the equation for U is modified to
∂x∂x¯U − 1
x
∂x¯U −Mx¯∂x¯U −m4|x|2U = 0 (2.100)
where we assumed U does not depend on y¯. The solution is given by
U = f(y) e−
√
(M2 )
2
+m4|x|2e−
M
2
|x|2 (2.101)
in agreement with (2.48) with λ+ = −M2 −
√
M2
4 +m
4.
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These examples correspond to intersecting branes so the representation R is abelian.
However, when dealing with T-branes we typically find non-abelian representations as we
saw in the last section. Let us reconsider the modes (2.91) and find the corresponding
physical fluctuations. In this case we have
g =
(
e
f
2 0
0 e−
f
2
)
, Ψ =
(
0 m
m2x 0
)
, U =
(
U+
U−
)
(2.102)
so the equations for U± are
∂x∂x¯U+ − ∂xf ∂x¯U+ − e2fU+ = 0
∂x∂x¯U− − 1
x
∂x¯U− + ∂xf ∂x¯U− − |x|2e−2fU− = 0 (2.103)
where we assumed once again that U± do not depend on y¯. These equations cannot be
solved analytically since we do not even know the function f . However, following (2.87)
we may take the approximate solution for f near the Yukawa point, i.e.
f(r) = log c+m2c2r2 +O(r4) (2.104)
which allows to find a solution for U . These are
U+ = 0, U− = f(y)eλ|x|
2
(2.105)
with λ = −m2c22 −
√(
m2c2
2
)2
+ m
4
c2
. We take U+ = 0 since we do not find localised solutions
(see [58] for more details). We see that the equations for U+ and U− are decoupled which
is by no means generic. In fact, in the E6 model of section 2.5 we find a similar set of
equations in which this is not the case.
In all of these examples the behaviour of the physical wavefunctions is given by an
exponential damping of the same kind. However, this is no longer true when we have
non-constant fluxes or matter curves that are not straight. In such cases, as one might
guess, an analytic solution is often not possible.
Normalisation and mixing
Now that we have an idea of what the physical fluctuations look like we may compute
the normalisation factors. Given our previous results we may write the wavefunction for
a mode living in a matter curve as
−→
Ψ
i
ρ = γ
i
ρ
 igρΨ−1ρ ∂x¯U iρigρΨ−1ρ ∂x¯U iρ
gρU
i
ρ
 (2.106)
where ρ labels the representation under the gauge group and i is a family index. Also, we
have included a constant factor γiρ that makes sure that the wavefunction is normalised.
The natural scalar product among such modes that corresponds to the kinetic term for
the fields in M4 is
Kijρ ≡ 〈
−→
Ψ
i
ρ ,
−→
Ψ
j
ρ〉 = m4∗γiργjρ T (ρ)
∫
S
−→
Ψ
i†
ρ
−→
Ψ
j
ρ dvolS (2.107)
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where T (ρ) is defined via Tr(EρE
†
κ) = T (ρ)δρκ. The dagger means complex transpose
in the three dimensional vector
−→
Ψ as well as in the components, which are themselves
vectors, and dvolS =
ω2
2 . We take both wavefunctions to correspond to the same curve
since the scalar product of fields living in different curves is automatically zero due to
gauge invariance. Asking for canonical kinetic terms translates into having Kijρ = δij
Let us compute the kinetic mixing for the sector a+ of the U(3) model with fluxes
which yields
〈−→Ψ ia+ ,
−→
Ψ
j
a+〉 = m4∗γia+γja+
(
1 +
λ2+
m4
)∫
C2
e−2
√
(M2 )
2
+m4|x|2e−M |y|
2
mi∗y¯
imj∗y
jdvolC2
where we took S = C2 according to our local analysis. The integral in y, y¯ immediately
shows that it vanishes for i 6= j so there is no mixing between the different families.
Evaluation of the integrals then gives the normalisation factors.
These depend explicitly on the fluxes and metric since the normalisation condition
involves taking the complex conjugate and is therefore not holomorphic. It is important
to notice that for the fluxless case, M = 0, the integral in y, y¯ diverges which signals no
chirality in that sector. For a negative flux density M < 0 the integral also diverges but
the mode with opposite charge has a finite normalisation factor. This is closely related to
the notion of local chirality that will be introduced in the next section.
Physical Yukawa couplings
Finally, we have all the ingredients we need to compute the physical Yukawa couplings.
We can arrive at the result by taking the physical zero modes, plugging them in eq.(2.57),
namely,
Yabc = m
4
∗ fabc
∫
S
det(
−→
Ψa,
−→
Ψ b,
−→
Ψ c) dvolS (2.108)
and performing the integral. Alternatively, we can take the holomorphic couplings that we
found earlier by means of the residue formula (2.109) and simply add the normalisation
factors,
Yabc = m
4
∗pi
2γaγbγcfabc Res(η
aηbhcxy). (2.109)
Both methods will give the same result. The nice thing about the second approach is
that it shows manifestly that the only dependence of the couplings on the Ka¨hler data is
through the normalisation factors.
In the following we briefly discuss how to engineer ultra-local models with the ap-
propriate chirality and doublet-triplet splitting.
2.3.5 Chirality and doublet-triplet splitting
When building a local model we have to include fluxes to generate chirality and achieve
doublet-triplet splitting. As discussed earlier this amounts to a topological condition on
SGUT so it seems that this will not be visible in an ultra-local model.
More explicitly, to have a chiral spectrum in the sector ρ living at Σρ we must ensure
that ∫
Σρ
TrR 〈F 〉 6= 0 (2.110)
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where R is the representation of the subgroup generated by 〈Φ〉 and 〈F 〉 under which
fermions in the sector ρ transform. This condition requires a global knowledge of the
matter curve Σρ along SGUT and the flux along it. However, we cannot impose (2.110)
in practice since we do not know the geometry or fluxes away from the Yukawa point
so we need an alternative characterisation of chirality suited to our local approach. The
notion of local chirality was discussed in [52] and it boils down to demanding that matter
wavefunctions of a certain 4d chirality are localised near the Yukawa point p. Indeed,
when gauge fluxes are included such that the wavefunction for a given sector ρ is localised
in the region around p, its conjugate sector ρ¯ will not contain any localised mode in that
same region, and this signals a net local chirality.
For instance, take the physical modes of the sector a of the U(3) toy model, namely,
−→
Ψa± =
 −iλ±m20
1
 e−√(M2 )2+m4|x|2e∓M2 |y|2f(y). (2.111)
The first thing we notice is that, regardless of the flux, the wavefunction is localised in the
curve x = 0 due to the intersection. However, the localisation along the matter curve is
determined by the exponential factor e∓
M
2
|y|2 which depends only on the flux density M .
For M = 0 there is no localised mode so, in particular, the normalisation factor vanishes.
On the other hand, for ±M > 0 we have that a± is localised while a∓ is not.
If this local analysis is to be trusted we must make sure that the wavefunctions have
support in the vicinity of the Yukawa point. If this is not the case it means that it is not
possible to describe such mode in this way. Thus, we say that we have a local chiral mode
whenever the corresponding physical wavefunction is localised around the Yukawa point.
As the example shows this is directly related to the flux density on the matter curve. We
can sharpen this connection by studying a local version of the chiral index as we show in
the following.
A simple way to obtain a condition on the fluxes to have local chirality is to first
T-dualise in the z, z¯ directions to a system of magnetised D9 branes and look at the index
theorem in 6d. As explained in appendix A of [49], under T-duality we get a gauge field
along z¯, 〈Az¯〉 = 〈Φxy〉, so we end up with magnetic fluxes Fxz¯ = DxΦxy and Fyz¯ = DyΦxy.
For T-brane backgrounds we also have a flux along the zz¯ direction, Fzz¯ = i[Φxy,Φ
†
xy].
The Dirac index for a given representation R in 6d reads
indexR /D =
1
48(2pi)2
∫ (
TrR F ∧ F ∧ F − 1
8
TrR F ∧ TrR ∧ R
)
(2.112)
where F is the gauge flux and R is the Riemann tensor. The notion of local chirality in
this setup translates into asking that the integrand is different from zero at the Yukawa
point. Since the second term in (2.112) vanishes for flat spaces we should look at the
quantity43
IR ≡ i
6
TrR (F ∧ F ∧ F )xx¯yy¯zz¯ = iTrR
(
Fxx¯{Fyy¯, Fzz¯}+ Fxz¯{Fyx¯, Fzy¯}+ (2.113)
Fxy¯{Fyz¯, Fzx¯} − {Fxx¯, Fyz¯}Fzy¯ − {Fxy¯, Fyx¯}Fzz¯ − {Fxz¯, Fyy¯}Fzx¯
)
.
43We take F = Fαβ¯ dx
α ∧ dx¯β¯ so we include a factor of i to make TrRF 3xx¯yy¯zz¯ a real number. In our
conventions {A,B} = 1
2
(AB +BA).
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The condition to have local chirality in a given sector ρ is that IR < 0 for such sector in
a given region. For the case of intersecting branes the flux Fzz¯ vanishes and the repre-
sentation R is abelian so IR reduces to the criterion for local chirality discussed in [52]
and [57].
This shows the connection between the flux density and localisation of the wavefunc-
tion without having to actually compute the physical wavefunction which becomes useful
when building a concrete model. Let us reconsider the a± case in which R = ±(1,−1, 0)
of U(1)3 and the only non-vanishing fluxes are Fxx¯ = −Fyy¯ = −iM and Fxz¯ = −m2 so
I±(1,−1,0) = ∓m4M, (2.114)
in agreement with our previous result.
Thus far we have not discussed much the hypercharge flux or doublet-triplet splitting
in this ultra-local analysis so let us comment on this briefly. As explained earlier, the
standard way of breaking the GUT group down to the SM group is via a hypercharge flux.
From this perspective this amounts to including a flux that has the following form
〈FY 〉 = i [R(dx∧ dx¯− dy ∧ dy¯) +N(dx∧ dy¯ + dy ∧ dx¯)] QY (2.115)
with R,M real constants that parametrise the flux density and QY the hypercharge gen-
erator in SU(5). The different SM particles within the same GUT multiplet have different
hypercharge so they feel this flux differently. In particular, the local index (2.113) is dif-
ferent for each of them so the condition to have doublet-triplet splitting can be rephrased
as a condition for the flux densities. More specifically, a realistic model should be such
that Idoublet 6= 0 while Itriplet = 0.
As we will see in sections 2.4 and 2.5 the hypercharge flux is an important ingredient
from the model-building perspective. Indeed, this flux appears in the normalisation factors
and hence in the physical Yukawa couplings. Thus, this allows to explain, for instance,
the difference between the masses of the down-type quarks and charged leptons.
Up to now we have explained how to construct ultra-local models and how to com-
pute physical Yukawa couplings. However, as we saw in section 2.3.2 these are typically
rank one which means that only the third generation gets a mass. In the following we
introduce extra ingredients to the game that allow to go beyond rank one.
2.3.6 Non-perturbative effects on Yukawa couplings
Non-perturbative superpotential
As shown in section 2.3.2 the holomorphic Yukawa couplings have rank one if we insist on
generating them from a single intersection point. This looks like a good starting point to
describe the observed fermion masses of the SM since the third family is much heavier than
the rest. However, in a realistic model one should be able to generate masses for all the
generations and, given the assumptions we made, the only way to modify the structure of
Yukawas is to deform the superpotential. In a supersymmetric theory the superpotential
is not modified in perturbation theory so we should consider the effect of non-perturbative
corrections [65].
Typically, in a specific model there will be additional branes to those that are re-
sponsible for generating the SM gauge group and matter content. For instance, there may
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be euclidean D3-branes wrapping a holomorphic divisor Snp ⊂ X or extra 7-branes that
develop a gaugino condensate. These will induce a non-perturbative superpotential that
may modify the Yukawa couplings as we briefly explain in the following (see [65] for more
details).
Consider a perturbative type IIB vacuum with O3/O7-planes and a D7-brane wrap-
ping Snp such that it undergoes gaugino condensation. If there is a spacetime-filling
D3-brane at z0 in the internal space then it feels a superpotential of the form [66,67,152]
WD3 = µ3A e−T f(z0). (2.116)
Here µ3 is the tension of the D3-brane, A is a holomorphic function of the closed string
complex structure moduli, T is the complexified Ka¨hler modulus of the D7-brane and
f(z0) = 0 is the equation of the divisor Snp. If there is a complex structure moduli-
stabilising G-flux the function A can be taken to be a constant. This superpotential is the
same as the one generated by an euclidean D3-brane wrapping Snp with the appropriate
number of zero modes.
This shows the non-perturbative contributions to a D3-brane but we are interested
in what happens to a D7-brane. Since the seven-branes we are using to construct the
model are magnetised they will have, in general, induced D3-brane charge, i.e. ND3 =
1
8pi2
∫
SGUT
TrF ∧F . Thus, for our present purposes one can think of the D7-branes as
smeared D3-branes. This means that euclidean D3-branes will induce a similar non-
perturbative superpotential to our model. More specifically, we have that [65]
WD7 = µ3A e−T exp
(
1
8pi2
∫
SGUT
Str(log fF ∧F )
)
(2.117)
where Str denotes the symmetric trace. The key point about his superpotential is that it
depends on the D7-brane moduli so it will necessarily modify their equations of motion. In
order to see this one can Taylor expand (2.117) near the GUT branes which yields [57,65]
WD7 = m
4
∗
 ∫
SGUT
Tr (ΦxyF )∧ dx∧ dy + 
2
∑
n≥0
∫
SGUT
θnStr(Φ
n
xyF ∧F )
 . (2.118)
We have defined
 = A e−ThND30 , θn =
g
−n
2
s µ3
(2pi)2+
3n
2 m4+2n∗
[∂nz log(h/h0)]z=0 (2.119)
and h0 =
∫
SGUT
h is the mean value of h in SGUT and µ ∼ m∗ is the fundamental scale of
the non-perturbative effect.
The first term in (2.118) is the tree-level contribution that was found previously
which gets corrected by a sum of terms of decreasing importance as n increases. Also, the
overall factor  is small when the volume of the instanton is big which allows to treat this
deformation in perturbation theory.
Let us take a closer look at this new superpotential to see what are the relevant
terms for our purposes. The first term in the expansion is proportional to
∫
SGUT
θ0TrF ∧F
which is topological in the case where θ0 is constant but non-trivial otherwise. There is a
geometric interpretation for these two possibilities, as follows. In order to avoid instanton
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zero modes charged under the SM group the instanton should not intersect the GUT
branes so we assume SGUT ∩Snp = 0. However, following the analysis of [69] the instanton
must intersect some other 7-brane on S ⊂ X to have the right structure of zero modes to
generate a superpotential.44 One should then distinguish two different cases:
• The D3-instanton intersects a 7-brane that does not intersect the GUT brane,
namely, Snp ∩ S 6= 0 and SGUT ∩ S = 0.
• The D3-instanton intersects a 7-brane that in turn intersects the GUT brane so
Snp ∩ S 6= 0 but SGUT ∩ S 6= 0.
In the first scenario the function h restricted to the GUT brane is constant so θ0
vanishes.45 Thus, we should consider the next term in the expansion (2.118). However,
for many interesting gauge groups this terms also vanishes since it is proportional to the
symmetric trace Str(TaTbTc). Indeed, for the two groups that will be considered in the
following sections, SO(12) and E6, this contribution vanishes so it is the term proportional
to θ2 that gives the leading correction to the superpotential. As shown in [57] this term
produces a hierarchical structure of the form (1,O(2),O(2)) for the SO(12) model which
is rather unsatisfactory from the phenomenological point of view.
The second scenario corresponds to a non-constant holomorphic function θ0 so its
effect in the equations of motion is non-trivial. As we will show in the next sections this
yields a hierarchical pattern (1,O(),O(2)) which looks better. Thus, in order to keep
the discussion as clear as possible we will restrict to this case in the following, namely
Wnp = m
4
∗
[ ∫
SGUT
Tr (Φ∧F ) + 
2
∫
SGUT
θ0Tr(F ∧F )
]
. (2.120)
See [49,57] for a more complete discussion.
The strategy now is basically the same as the one we have been following but with the
new superpotential (2.120). Namely, we may compute the holomorphic Yukawa couplings
by means of a residue formula and the normalisation factors by solving the corresponding
D-terms which, as shown in appendix C of [57], are not modified by the D3-instanton.
In what follows we compute the correction to the conditions for supersymmetry
which allows to generalise the residue formula.
Generalised residue formula
The equations of motion that follow from the superpotential (2.120) are
∂¯AΦ + ∂θ0 ∧F = 0
F 0,2 = 0 (2.121)
which together with the D-term, ω ∧F + 12 [Φ,Φ†] = 0, give a deformed Hitchin system.
Expanding in fluctuations we obtain the F-term equations of motion for the zero modes,
44In a perturbative limit this corresponds to the intersection with an orientifold plane to have an O(1)
D3-instanton that indeed generates a superpotential.
45If the intersection of two divisors S1∩S2 is homologically trivial, then the restriction of the line bundle
LS1 to S2 is trivial and vice versa. Hence, since the divisor function h1 of S1 is a section of L1 we can
always take h1|S2 as a constant section of the trivial bundle L1|S2 .
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namely
∂¯〈A〉ϕ− i[α, 〈Φ〉] + ∂θ0 ∧ (∂〈A〉a+ ∂¯〈A〉a†) = 0
∂¯〈A〉a = 0 (2.122)
Notice that the gauge bundle is still holomorphic so we may take a holomorphic gauge for
the background and solve the F-terms similarly to the original equations which yields
a = ∂ξ
ϕ = h− i[〈Φ〉, ξ] + ∂θ0 ∧ (a† − ∂ξ). (2.123)
Notice there is a dependence of ϕ on the conjugate field a†, however, as shown in appendix
D of [57] the terms proportional to it in the Yukawa coupling arrange in total derivatives
and vanish upon integration. Thus, we may simply set a† = 0 in the expression above
when computing holomorphic Yukawa couplings.
We may now substitute these solutions in the formula for the Yukawa coupling (2.58)
and find
Y = −im
4∗
3
∫
SGUT
Tr(h∧ ∂¯ξ ∧ ∂¯ξ). (2.124)
This is the same expression we found for the tree-level superpotential, however, the func-
tion ξ receives  corrections so the Yukawas get corrected too. This means that the
correction to the Yukawa coupling comes simply from the correction to the wavefunction,
the extra term in the superpotential does not yield any contribution. Setting a† = 0 in
(2.123) we have that ξ satisfies
Ψξdx∧ dy = i(ϕ− h+ ∂θ0 ∧ ∂ξ). (2.125)
This equation can be solved iteratively and, to first order in , one finds
ξ = ξ(0) + iΨ−1(∂xθ0∂yξ(0) − ∂yθ0∂xξ(0)) +O(2)
ξ(0) = iΨ(ϕxy − hxy). (2.126)
Plugging this expression in (2.124) we find, similarly to the tree-level case, a residue
formula for the holomorphic Yukawa coupling that reads
Yabc = m
4
∗pi
2fabc Res(η
aηbhcxy) (2.127)
with
η = −iΨ−1hxy + Ψ−1(∂xθ0∂y(Ψ−1hxy)− ∂yθ0∂x(Ψ−1hxy)) +O(2). (2.128)
This concludes the introduction to F-theory local GUTs. In the next two sections
we build partial local models that describe the 5M × 10M × 5D and 10M × 10M × 5U
Yukawa couplings in SU(5) GUTs which shows that this approach to generating higher
rank couplings provides the correct hierarchical structure in agreement with experimental
data.
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2.4 Down-type Yukawas
2.4.1 The SO(12) model
In this section we describe in detail the SO(12) local model which we will analyse in the
following. According our previous discussion we will first specify the structure of 7-brane
intersections and matter curves that breaks the SO(12) symmetry down to SU(5)×U(1)2,
and then add the worldvolume flux that induces 4d chirality and breaks the SU(5) GUT
spectrum down to the MSSM.
Matter curves
Following the general framework described earlier, let us consider a local model where
the symmetry group at the intersection point of three matter curves is Gp = SO(12).
Away from this point, this group is broken to a subgroup because 〈Φ〉 6= 0. One can then
engineer a 〈Φ〉 such that generically SO(12) is broken to SU(5)× U(1)2, except for some
complex curves where there is an enhancement to either SO(10)×U(1) or SU(6)×U(1). In
this way, we can identify GSGUT = SU(5) as the GUT gauge group and the enhancement
curves as matter curves where chiral matter wavefunctions are localised.
In order to make the above picture more precise let us consider the generators of
SO(12), in terms of which we can express the particle spectrum of our local GUT model.
These generators can be decomposed as {Hi, Eρ}, where the Hi, i = 1, · · · , 6, belong to
the Cartan subalgebra of SO(12) and the Eρ are step generators.
46 Recall that
[Hi, Eρ] = ρiEρ (2.129)
where ρi is the i-th component of the root ρ. The 60 non-trivial roots are given by
(±1,±1, 0, 0, 0, 0) (2.130)
where the underlying means all possible permutations of the vector entries.
Let us now choose the vev of the transverse position field Φ = Φxydx ∧ dy to be
〈Φxy〉 = m2 (xQx + yQy) (2.131)
where m2 is related to the intersection slope between 7-branes as explained earlier, and
the charge operators Qx and Qy are the following combinations of generators of elements
of the SO(12) Cartan subalgebra
Qx = −H1 ; Qy = 1
2
(H1 +H2 +H3 +H4 +H5 +H6) (2.132)
This choice of 〈Φ〉 describes a SO(12) local model that is similar to the U(3) toy model
in several aspects. This will allow us to apply several useful results already encountered
to the more realistic case at hand.
Given (2.131) one can understand the SO(12) symmetry breaking pattern described
above as follows. In general the step generators Eρ satisfy
[〈Φxy〉, Eρ] = m2qΦ(ρ)Eρ (2.133)
46Throughout this work we use the standard form of the SO(2N) generators in the fundamental repre-
sentation.
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with qΦ a holomorphic function of the complex coordinates x, y of the 4-cycle S. The
subgroup of SO(12) not broken by the presence of this vev corresponds to those generators
that commute with 〈Φ〉 at any point in SGUT . This set is given by the Cartan subalgebra
of SO(12) and to those step generators Eρ such that qΦ(ρ) = 0 for all x, y. It is easy to
see that such unbroken roots are given by
(0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0) (2.134)
together with the Cartan generators. Therefore, from the symmetry group SO(12) only the
subgroup SU(5)×U(1)2 remains as a gauge symmetry, and we can identifyGSGUT = SU(5)
as our GUT gauge group.
On the other hand, the broken generators of SO(12), that have qΦ 6= 0 for generic
x, y, allow us to understand the pattern of matter curves and to classify the charged matter
localised therein. Such broken roots and their charges qΦ are displayed in table 2.2.
ρ root qΦ SU(5)
a+ (1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0) −x 5
a− (−1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) x 5
b+ (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) y 10
b− (0,−1,−1, 0, 0, 0) −y 10
c+ (−1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0) x− y 5
c− (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) −(x− y) 5
Table 2.2: Data of broken generators
From this table we see that there are three complex curves within SGUT where the
bulk symmetry SU(5)×U(1)2 is enhanced, in the sense that there qΦ = 0 for an additional
set of roots. Concretely, for x = 0 there are 10 additional roots that together with those
in (2.134) complete the SU(6) root system. We have labeled such matter curve as Σa, so
we would have that GΣa = SU(6) × U(1). These extra set of roots whose qΦ vanishes at
Σa can be split into subsets that have different qΦ away from Σa. It is easy to convince
oneself that each of these subsectors must fall into complete weight representations of
SU(5), which in turn correspond to the matter localised at the curve. In the case of Σa,
there are two sectors a+ and a− that correspond to the representations 5 and 5¯ of SU(5),
respectively, as shown in table 2.2.
Similarly to Σa, at the curve Σb = {y = 0} there are 20 extra unbroken roots and
SU(5) × U(1)2 is enhanced to SO(10) × U(1), giving rise to the representations 10 and
10. The third matter curve is given by Σc = {x = y}, where there is also an enhancement
to SU(6)× U(1).
Worldvolume flux
To obtain a 4d chiral model the above pattern of matter curves is not enough, and it
is necessary to add a non-trivial background worldvolume flux 〈F 〉 to our local F-theory
model. Just like the position field, such flux is usually chosen along the Cartan subalgebra
of SO(12), so that it commutes with 〈Φxy〉 and the equations of motion of our system are
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simplified. Moreover, considering a component of 〈F 〉 along the hypercharge generator
QY allows to break the GUT gauge group SU(5) down to SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)Y , as
explained earlier.
In order to construct a worldvolume flux with the desired properties we proceed
in three steps. First we add a flux 〈F1〉 that creates chirality on the curves Σa and Σb,
selecting the sectors a+ and b+ as the ones that contain the chiral matter of the model,
as opposed to a− and b−. Then we add an extra piece 〈F2〉 such that the matter curve
Σc also contains a chiral spectrum, a typical requirement to achieve an acceptable Higgs
sector. None of these previous fluxes further break the gauge group SU(5) × U(1)2 so,
finally, we include a flux 〈FY 〉 along the hypercharge generator QY that breaks SU(5)
down to SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)Y .
To proceed we then consider the flux
〈F1〉 = i (Mx dx ∧ dx¯+My dy ∧ dy¯) QF (2.135)
where
QF =
1
2
(H1 −H2 −H3 −H4 −H5 −H6) = −Qx −Qy. (2.136)
To analyse the effect of this flux it is convenient to define the QF -charge of the roots Eρ
according to
[QF , Eρ] = qF (ρ)Eρ (2.137)
The roots in (2.134) are clearly neutral under this flux component 〈F1〉, and so the gauge
symmetry SU(5) is not broken further by its presence. The roots in the sectors a and b are
however not neutral. Hence, if the integral of (2.135) over each of these curves does not
vanish, they will each host a chiral sector of the theory. In the following we will assume
that this is the case and that 〈F1〉 induces a net chiral spectrum of three 5¯’s in the curve
Σa and three 10’s in the curve Σb. If this chiral spectrum can be understood in terms of
local zero modes in the sense of [52], then such chiral modes should arise in the sectors
a+ and b+ of table 2.2, respectively, and using the local chiral index (2.113) one should
choose Mx < 0 < My to describe them locally (see also appendix B of [57]).
Notice that the roots belonging to the c sector are neutral under (2.136), and so the
spectrum arising from the curve Σc is unaffected by the presence of 〈F1〉. As the SO(12)
triple intersection point is where down-like Yukawa couplings arise from, we do need one
5¯ in such curve, but however no 5 so that no undesired 5¯5 mass terms appear. This
chiral spectrum on the sector c can be achieved by adding the following extra piece of
worldvolume flux
〈F2〉 = i (dx ∧ dy¯ + dy ∧ dx¯) (NaQx +NbQy) (2.138)
It is easy to check that the particles localised at the matter curve Σc are now non-trivially
charged under the flux background, and that a local chiral spectrum can be achieved if we
choose Na 6= Nb. In particular, for Na > Nb one obtains net local chirality in the sector
c+, yielding the desired 5¯ which is the SU(5) down Higgs. Notice that those particles
at the curves Σa and Σb are also charged under (2.138). However, by construction the
number of (local) families in such curves is independent of the flux 〈F2〉, as can be seen
from (2.113).
Let us finally add a third piece of worldvolume flux which, unlike (2.135) and (2.138),
will break the SU(5) gauge group down to the MSSM. As usual, such flux should be turned
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along the hypercharge generator QY , and a rather general choice is given by
〈FY 〉 = i
[
(dx ∧ dy¯ + dy ∧ dx¯)NY + (dy ∧ dy¯ − dx ∧ dx¯) N˜Y
]
QY (2.139)
where
QY =
1
3
(H2 +H3 +H4)− 1
2
(H5 +H6) (2.140)
We have chosen the hypercharge flux to be a primitive (1, 1)-form, so that it satisfies
automatically the equations of motion for the background. Note that (2.139) has two
components that are easily comparable with the previous flux components (2.135) and
(2.138). The first component, proportional to the flux density NY , is quite similar to
〈F2〉. Indeed, as it happens for (2.138) its pullback vanishes over the matter curves Σa
and Σb, and so it does not contribute to the (local) index that computes the number of
chiral families in the sectors a and b. The second component, proportional to N˜Y , may
in principle affect the chiral index over the curves Σa and Σb but, following the common
practice in the GUT F-theory literature, we will assume that this is not the case. Globally
one requires that ∫
Σa
〈FY 〉 =
∫
Σb
〈FY 〉 = 0 (2.141)
so that three complete families of quarks and leptons remain at the curves Σa and Σb after
introducing the hypercharge flux. Locally, we demand that the local zero modes still arise
from the sectors a+ and b+, and this amounts to requiring flux densities such that
Mx + qY N˜Y < 0 < My + qY N˜Y (2.142)
for every possible hypercharge value qY in the sectors a
+ and b+, see table 2.3 below.
While innocuous for the matter spectrum at the curves Σa, Σb, the hypercharge
flux is supposed to modify the chiral spectrum of curve Σc, in order to avoid the doublet-
triplet splitting problem of SU(5) GUT models [23]. Indeed, one typically assumes that∫
c〈FY 〉 6= 0, and since (2.139) couples differently to particles with different hypercharge,
this implies a different chiral index for the doublet and for the triplet of 5¯. Locally, we
have that the total flux seen near the Yukawa point by the doublets on the sector c+ is
Ftot,2 = NY + 2(Na −Nb) (2.143)
while the flux seen by the triplets is
Ftot,3 = −2
3
NY + 2(Na −Nb) (2.144)
Hence, in order to have a vector-like sector of triplets in the local model we can set
NY = 3(Na −Nb) (2.145)
and then assume that such vector-like spectrum is massive. Notice that this condition still
yields a chiral sector for the doublets and so forbids a µ-term for them. Indeed, imposing
(2.145) we have that
Ftot,2 =
5
3
NY (2.146)
which in general will induce a net chiral spectrum of doublets in the curve Σc. Hence,
imposing (2.145) the combined effect of 〈F2〉 and 〈FY 〉 is such that doublets of 5¯ in the
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sector c feel a net flux, while triplets do not. One may then choose the flux density NY
such that it yields a single pair of MSSM down Higgses at the curve Σc.
To summarise, the total worldvolume flux on this local SO(12) model is given by
〈F 〉 = i(dy ∧ dy¯ − dx ∧ dx¯)QP + i(dx ∧ dy¯ + dy ∧ dx¯)QS (2.147)
+ i(dy ∧ dy¯ + dx ∧ dx¯)MxyQF
where we have defined
QP = MQF + N˜YQY (2.148)
QS = NaQx +NbQy +NYQY (2.149)
and
M ≡ 1
2
(My −Mx) Mxy ≡ 1
2
(My +Mx). (2.150)
Note that the combination of flux densities Mxy corresponds to an FI-term, which will be
set to vanish whenever supersymmetry is imposed.
The combined effect of the background 〈Φ〉 and 〈A〉 breaks SO(12) to SU(3) ×
SU(2)×U(1)3, and as a result the sectors a, b and c split into further subsectors compared
to table 2.2. The content of charged particles under the surviving gauge group is shown
in table 2.3, where we have also displayed the charges of each sector under the operators
QF , Qx, Qy and QY . We have also included the values of qS and qP , which are defined as
[QS , Eρ] = qS(ρ)Eρ [QP , Eρ] = qP (ρ)Eρ (2.151)
and which, unlike the other charges, depend on the flux densities of the model. As discussed
in section 2.3.2, each of these sectors obeys a different zero mode equation, and so it is
described by a different wavefunction.
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Sector Root SU(3) SU(2) qY qF qx qy qS qP
a+1 (1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0) 3¯ 1 − 13 1 −1 0 −Na − 13NY M − 13 N˜Y
a−1 (−1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) 3 1 13 −1 1 0 Na + 13NY −M + 13 N˜Y
a+2 (1, 0, 0, 0,−1, 0) 1 2 12 1 −1 0 −Na + 12NY M + 12 N˜Y
a−2 (−1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) 1 2 − 12 −1 1 0 Na − 12NY −M − 13 N˜Y
b+1 (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) 3¯ 1
2
3
−1 0 1 Nb + 23NY −M + 23 N˜Y
b−1 (0,−1,−1, 0, 0, 0) 3 1 − 23 1 0 −1 −Nb − 23NY M − 23 N˜Y
b+2 (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0) 3 2 − 16 −1 0 1 Nb − 16NY −M − 16 N˜Y
b−2 (0,−1, 0, 0,−1, 0) 3¯ 2 16 1 0 −1 −Nb − 16NY M + 16 N˜Y
b+3 (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) 1 1 −1 −1 0 1 Nb −NY −M − N˜Y
b−3 (0, 0, 0, 0,−1,−1) 1 1 1 1 0 −1 −Nb +NY M + N˜Y
c+1 (−1,−1, 0, 0, 0, 0) 3¯ 1 − 13 0 1 −1 Na −Nb − 13NY − 13 N˜Y
c−1 (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) 3 1
1
3
0 −1 1 −Na +Nb + 13NY 13 N˜Y
c+2 (−1, 0, 0, 0,−1, 0) 1 2 12 0 1 −1 Na −Nb + 12NY 12 N˜Y
c−2 (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) 1 2 − 12 0 −1 1 −Na +Nb − 12NY − 12 N˜Y
X+,Y+ (0, 1, 0, 0,−1, 0) 3 2 5
6
0 0 0 5
6
NY
5
6
N˜Y
X−,Y− (0,−1, 0, 0, 1, 0) 3¯ 2 − 5
6
0 0 0 − 5
6
NY − 56 N˜Y
Table 2.3: Different sectors and charges for the SO(12) model.
Perturbative zero modes
Given the above background, and ignoring for the time being non-perturbative effects,
one may solve for the zero mode wavefunctions on each of the sectors of table 2.3. One
obtains in this way the internal profile for each of the 4d N = 1 chiral multiplets that
arise from the matter curves Σa, Σb and Σc, and in particular for the 4d chiral fermions
of the MSSM.
Following our discussion on physical zero modes in section 2.3.4 one may find all the
wavefunctions which boil down to solving essentially the same equation as the one in the
SU(3) toy model (2.100). One finds that these are given by
−→
Ψρ =

− iλx¯
m2
iλy¯
m2
1
χiρEρ, χiρ = e−qΦ(λx¯x¯−λy¯ y¯)eiΩρfi(λx¯y + λy¯x) (2.152)
where we have defined
Ωρ =
i
2
[
(|y|2 − |x|2)qP + (xy¯ + x¯y)qS
]
(2.153)
assuming the BPS condition Mxy = 0. Also fi are holomorphic functions of the variable
λx¯y + λy¯x, with λx¯, λy¯ constants that depend on the flux densities qP , qS and the mass
scale m2, and which are different for each sector ρ. The index i runs over the different
holomorphic functions that are present on each sector, or in other words over the families
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of zero modes localised in the same curve. Finally, recall that qΦ is a holomorphic function
of the 4-cycle coordinates x, y. We have summarised the values of these quantities for each
sector of our model in table 2.4. For the sectors a+p , b
+
q and c
+
r , λ+ is defined as the lowest
ρ qΦ λx¯ λy¯ SU(5)
a+p −x λ+ −qS λ+λ+−qP 5
a−p x λ− qS
λ−
λ−+qP 5
b+q y −qS λ+λ++qP λ+ 10
b−q −y qS λ−λ−−qP λ− 10
c+r x− y qSλ+−m
4
λ++qP−qS −λ+ −
qSλ+−m4
λ++qP−qS 5
c−r −(x− y) − qSλ−+m
4
λ−−qP+qS −λ− +
qSλ−+m4
λ−−qP+qS 5
Table 2.4: Wavefunction parameters.
(negative) eigenvalue of the flux matrix
mρ =
 −qP qS im2qxqS qP im2qy
−im2qx −im2qy 0
 (2.154)
and one can check that the three lower entries of the vector in (2.152) are the corresponding
eigenvector of this matrix. The same definition applies to λ− for the sectors a−p , b−q and
c−r .47 In general, ±λ± satisfy a complicated cubic equation which depends on the flux
densities qS and qP . Since these two quantities contain the hypercharge flux, λ± will be
different for each of the subsectors a±p , b±q and c±r . Indeed, it is precisely in the value of the
flux densities qP and qS that the wavefunctions within the same SU(5) multiplet but with
different hypercharge differ. See appendix A for a list of all the relevant wavefunctions.
Sector Chiral mult. SU(3)× SU(2) qY qx qy
a+1 DR 3(3¯,1) −13 −1 0
a+2 L 3(1,2)
1
2 −1 0
b+1 UR 3(3¯,1)
2
3 0 1
b+2 QL 3(3,2) −16 0 1
b+3 ER 3(1,1) −1 0 1
c+1 Dd (3¯,1) −13 1 −1
c+2 Hd (1,2)
1
2 1 −1
Table 2.5: Dictionary SO(12)-MSSM
47Although they have a similar definition, λ± have different values. Indeed, since mα+ = −mα− we
have that −λ−(α−) is the highest positive eigenvalue of mα+ .
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Finally, one may solve the wavefunctions for the bulk sector (X,Y )±, which is only
sensitive to the presence of the hypercharge flux. Although the global properties of 〈FY 〉
can be chosen so that no chiral matter arises from this sector [23], there will always be
massive modes which we can be identified with the X±, Y ± bosons of 4d SU(5) GUTs.
As shown in appendix A such massive modes will have a Gaussian profile, a fact that can
be used to suppress operators mediating proton decay [36].
Yukawa couplings
Let us compute the Yukawa couplings between the chiral zero modes of this model, before
any non-perturbative effect is taken into account. As explained in section 2.3.1 such
couplings can be written in terms of the wavefunctions above as
Y ijkρστ = m
4
∗fρστ
∫
S
det (
−→
Ψ
i
ρ,
−→
Ψ
j
σ ,
−→
Ψ
k
τ ) dvolS (2.155)
where fρστ = −iTr ([Eρ, Eσ]Eτ ), dvolS = ω2/2 and the vectors −→ψ
i
ρ are given by the three
lower entries of Ψ. From the last subsection and the results of appendix A we have that
these vectors read
−→
Ψ
i
a+p =

− iλap
m2
ζap
iλap
m2
1
χiap −→Ψ jb+q =

−ζbq
iλbq
m2
iλbq
m2
1
χjbq −→Ψ c+r =

iζcr
m2
i(ζcr − λcr)
m2
1
χcr
(2.156)
where the λ’s and ζ’s are real constants defined in appendix A. The scalar wavefunctions
χ are given by
χiap = e
λapx(x¯−ζap y¯)eiΩapfi(y + ζapx) χ
j
bq
= eλbqy(y¯−ζbq x¯)eiΩbq gj(x+ ζbqy)
χcr = γcre
(x−y)(ζcr x¯−(λcr−ζcr )y¯)eiΩcr (2.157)
and the holomorphic factor can be chosen as
fi = γ
i
apm
3−i
∗ (y + ζapx)
3−i gj = γ
j
bq
m3−j∗ (x+ ζbqy)
3−j i, j = 1, 2, 3 (2.158)
with the normalisation factors γiap , γ
j
bq
and γcr to be fixed later.
We then see that the structure of wavefunctions and Yukawas is quite similar to the
one in the U(3) toy model analysed in [49]. One difference is the more involved sector
structure, which as illustrated in table 2.5 is necessary to accommodate the MSSM chiral
spectrum. Notice also that, due to the extra components of 〈F 〉 that we have introduced,
the holomorphic factors in the wavefunctions not only depend on the complex coordinate
along the matter curve, but also on the transverse one. This however does not affect
the general result of [53], in the sense that the Yukawa matrices are of rank one. Indeed,
substituting in (2.155) shows that the integrand is the product of figj times an exponential
whose argument is invariant under a diagonal U(1) rotation of x and y. Since dvolS is also
invariant under such rotation, the integral can be non-vanishing only when fi and gj are
constants, which happens for i = j = 3. Computing the integral yields the only non-zero
coupling
Y 33
a+p b
+
q c
+
r
= pi2
(m∗
m
)4
γ3apγ
3
bqγcrfa+p b+q c+r (2.159)
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where fa+p b+q c+r are the structure constants of SO(12) in the fundamental representation.
Except for the normalisation factors this coupling does not depend on the fluxes.
2.4.2 Non-perturbative zero modes at the SO(12) point
Let us now apply the non-perturbative scheme of section 2.3.6 to the Yukawa point of
SO(12) enhancement. More precisely, we would like to consider the superpotential (2.120)
for the local SO(12) model described in the last section and see how this new superpotential
affects the wavefunction profile for the matter fields and the Yukawa couplings. The aim
of this section is to solve for the zero mode wavefunctions in the presence of the non-
perturbative piece of the superpotential, leaving the computation of Yukawa couplings for
the next section.
As shown in section 2.3.6, the new zero mode wavefunctions can be written as a
perturbative expansion in the small parameter  that measures the strength of the non-
perturbative effect. More precisely we have that
−→
Ψρ =
−→
Ψ
(0)
ρ + 
−→
Ψ
(1)
ρ,θ0 +O(2) (2.160)
where
−→
Ψ
(0)
ρ are the tree-level wavefunctions (2.156)-(2.158) for the sector ρ = a
+
p , b
+
q , c
+
r
and
−→
Ψ
(1)
ρ,θ0 is the O() correction to this sector when all θ2n vanish except θ0. We refer
the reader to [57] for a detailed discussion on the corrections due to θ2 which we will not
consider here.
In the remaining of this section we will solve for the first order corrections
−→
Ψ
(1)
ρ,θ0 to
the wavefunctions (2.156)-(2.158).
Zero modes for θ0 6= 0
Let us then consider the wavefunction corrections for the case where θ0 6= 0 but θn = 0 for
all n > 0. Notice that in [49] θ0 was also present but assumed to be constant, and shown
that Yukawa couplings are independent of it. As discussed earlier we may now relax this
condition and take θ0 to be non-constant and holomorphic on x, y. For simplicity let us
take it to be
θ0 = im
2 (θ00 + x θ0x + y θ0y) (2.161)
where θ00, θ0x, θ0y are complex constants, and the factor im
2 has been added for later
convenience. We will now see that the corrected wavefunctions do depend on θ0x and θ0y,
and in the next section that they also enter into the corrected Yukawa couplings.
The corrected equations of motion for the fluctuations were derived in section 2.3.6,
and they can be conveniently rewritten by using the notation
−→
Ψ (ρ) =
−→
ΨρEρ =
 aρx¯aρy¯
ϕρxy
 Eρ. (2.162)
Recall that because of supersymmetry the bosonic fluctuations (aρm¯, ϕρxy) pair up with
fermionic fluctuations (ψρm¯, χρ) analysed in section 2.4.1, and so in the absence of non-
perturbative effects the components of
−→
ψρ match those of the vectors in eq. (2.156). Using
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the above notation we can express the corrected F-term equations as
∂x¯aρy¯ − ∂y¯aρx¯ = 0
∂m¯ϕρxy + im
2qΦ(ρ)aρm¯ = im
2 [θ0y∂xaρm¯ − θ0x∂yaρm¯] +O(2) (2.163)
which, in the holomorphic gauge that we are considering, do not depend on the world-
volume flux densities Mxy, qP and qS . By the results of [53, 55] this implies that the
holomorphic Yukawa couplings cannot depend on these quantities either.
On the other hand, the D-term translates into48
{∂x + x¯[qP (ρ)−MxyqF (ρ)]− y¯qS(ρ)} aρx¯
+ {∂y − y¯[qP (ρ) +MxyqF (ρ)]− x¯qS(ρ)} aρy¯ − im2q¯Φ(ρ)ϕρxy (2.164)
= im2θ¯0x {y[MxyqF (ρ) + qP (ρ)] + xqS(ρ)}ϕρxy
− im2θ¯0y {x[MxyqF (ρ)− qP (ρ)] + yqS(ρ)}ϕρxy
where the specific values of the charges qΦ, qF , qP , and qS , for each sector ρ are given in
tables 2.2 and 2.3. Notice that as usual the D-term equation depends on the flux densities,
and in particular on the hypercharge fluxes contained in qP and qS . Hence, just like in [49],
the holomorphic Yukawa couplings will not depend on the hypercharge but the physical
Yukawas will, as we show in the next section.
As already mentioned, the zero modes to zeroth order in  are given by eq.(2.156).
To find the corrected zero modes the strategy is to start with an ansatz motivated by
the zeroth order solutions and then proceed perturbatively in . Notice that the zeroth
order solutions consist of a fixed vector −→v ρ multiplying a scalar wavefunction χρ = ϕρxy,
that has a simple dependence on the complex variables λx¯y + λy¯x and λx¯x − λy¯y. We
find that the first order solutions are also of this form, but now with a corrected scalar
wavefunction, namely
ϕρxy = ϕ
(0)
ρxy + ϕ
(1)
ρxy +O(2) (2.165)
where ϕ
(0)
ρxy are given by the scalar wavefunctions χρ in eq. (2.157). In the following we
report the results for the correction ϕ
(1)
ρxy in the different sectors, dropping the subscripts
xy to avoid cluttering the equations. While we will keep the worldvolume flux dependence
in the zero mode equations, for simplicity we will set Mxy = 0. Our solutions are however
easily generalised for non-vanishing Mxy.
• Sector a+
Let us first define the complex variables
ua = x− ζay va = y + ζax (2.166)
that come from a rescaling of λx¯y+λy¯x and λx¯x−λy¯y for this sector. To simplify notation
we have suppressed the subindex p = 1, 2, for each sector ρ = a+p , that labels elements of
the 5¯ representation with different hypercharge, and therefore with different values of λa
and ζa. Notice that the variables ua and va are different for each of these subsectors.
48This D-term equation is written in holomorphic gauge which, in principle, does not make sense since
the D-term in not invariant under complexified gauge transformations. However, for abelian backgrounds
one can safely go to holomorphic gauge even at the level of D-terms and switch to real gauge at the end
of the computation by multiplying by eiΩ.
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The correction to the wavefunctions ϕia+ can be conveniently written in terms of
(ua, va). Concretely,
ϕ
i(1)
a+
= m∗e−qΦλau¯a
(
Ai(va) + Υ
i
a+
)
(2.167)
where qΦ(a
+) = −x for these sectors, Ai is a holomorphic function of va and
Υia+ =
1
2
θ0yλ
2
au¯
2
afi(va) + λau¯a(ζaθ0y − θ0x)f ′i(va) +
[α1
2
x2 + α2xva
]
fi(va) (2.168)
The last two terms are in fact only necessary to fulfill the D-term equation (2.164). In
particular, we obtain that the coefficients α1 and α2 must take the following values
α1 = −m
4
λa
{
θ¯0x (q
a
S − ζaqaP ) + θ¯0y (qaP + ζaqaS)
}
α2 = −m
4
λa
{
θ¯0xq
a
P − θ¯0yqaS
}
(2.169)
To sum up, taking into account the zeroth order solution in eq.(2.157) the final result
for ϕia+ can be cast as
ϕia+ = m∗e
−qΦλau¯a (fi(va) + Ai(va) + Υia+)+O(2) (2.170)
Naively the functions Ai remain unfixed by the above equations of motion. This is because
we could think of them as a O() correction to the holomorphic functions fi, which are also
not fixed. However, given the choice (2.158) of fi, the Ai are fixed as follows. Notice that
the F-term equation (2.163) implies aρm¯ = ∂m¯ξρ, where ξρ is a regular function [53]. As
shown in appendix D of [57], this function can be found by integrating (2.163). Imposing
that ξρ is regular at the loci qΦ(ρ) = 0 where the zero modes are localised implies nontrivial
constraints for the wavefunctions. In particular, for the a+ sector requiring ξia+ to be free
of poles at x = 0 fixes the Ai, which read
A2 = A3 = 0 ; A1 = γ
1
aa0 ; a0 = m
2
∗ζa(ζaθ0y − 2θ0x) (2.171)
Interestingly, this form of A1 guarantees that the Yukawa couplings computed via overlap
of zero modes will be flux independent up to normalisation factors, as we comment on the
next section.
• Sector b+
The sectors b+ and a+ are quite similar, so let us first define the variables
ub = y − ζbx vb = x+ ζby (2.172)
that again are different for each subsector ρ = b+q , q = 1, 2, 3. As in (2.167) we obtain
χ
j(1)
b+
= m∗eqΦλbu¯b
(
Bj(vb) + Υ
j
b
)
(2.173)
where now qΦ(b
+) = y, Bj is a holomorphic function of vb and
Υib =
1
2
θ0xλ
2
b u¯
2
bgj(vb) + λbu¯b(ζbθ0x − θ0y)g′j(vb) +
[
β1
2
y2 + β2yvb
]
gj(vb) (2.174)
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Again, the terms proportional to β1, β2 are required to satisfy the D-term equation. These
coefficients can be obtained from (2.169) by replacing θ¯0x ↔ θ¯0y, qaP → −qbP , qaS → qbS ,
and consistently λa → λb, ζa → ζb.
Including the zeroth order solution from eq.(2.157) yields the full result
ϕj
b+
= m∗eqΦλbu¯b
(
gj(vb) + Bj(vb) + Υ
j
b
)
+O(2) (2.175)
The functions Bi are determined demanding that ξ
j
b+
be free of singularities. In this way
we find
B2 = B3 = 0 ; B1 = γ
1
b b0 ; b0 = m
2
∗ζb(ζbθ0x − 2θ0y) (2.176)
• Sector c+
In this case it is helpful to introduce the variables
uc = x− τcy vc = y + τcx (2.177)
with τc = (λc − ζc)/ζc. The quantities λc and ζc, defined in appendix A, actually depend
on the subsector c+r , r = 1, 2. The correction to the wavefunction is found to be
ϕ
(1)
c+
= m∗γceqΦζcu¯c
(
C(vc) + Υ
(1)
c+
)
(2.178)
where now qΦ = (x− y), C is a function of vc, and
Υ
(1)
c+
= −1
2
ζ2c u¯
2
c(θ0x + θ0y) +
δ1
2
(x− y)2 + δ2(x− y)vc (2.179)
The constants δ1 and δ2 are given by
δ1 =
m4
ζc(1 + τc)2
{
θ¯0x (q
c
S − τcqcP ) + θ¯0y (qcP + τcqcS)
}
δ2 =
m4
ζc(1 + τc)2
{
θ¯0x (q
c
P + q
c
S) + θ¯0y (q
c
P − qcS)
}
(2.180)
The holomorphic terms in Υ
(1)
c+
, which depend on θ¯0x and θ¯0y through δ1 and δ2, are needed
to satisfy the corrected D-term equation. In appendix D of [57] it is shown that C = 0.
2.4.3 Normalisation and mixings of corrected zero modes
Given the corrected zero mode wavefunction one must compute their normalisation factors,
since it is through these factors that the physical Yukawa couplings depend on worldvolume
fluxes. The computation of normalisation factors for perturbative zero modes is explained
in section 2.3.4 and the results can be found in appendix A, where the following norms
are computed explicitly
Kijρ = 〈
−→
Ψρ i|−→Ψρ j〉 = m4∗
∫
S
Tr (
−→
Ψ
†
ρ i ·
−→
Ψρ j) dvolS = 2 ||−→v ρ||2Xijρ (2.181)
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with −→v ρ the constant vector in −→Ψ in eq.(2.152) and the scalar wavefunction metrics
Xijρ = m
4
∗
(
χi realρ , χ
j real
ρ
)
= m4∗
∫
S
(
χi realρ
)∗
χj realρ dvolS (2.182)
are calculated by extending the local patch to C2. Here the superscript ‘real’ stands for the
zero mode wavefunction expressed in a real gauge rather than in the holomorphic gauge
that we have used in the previous section. One may switch from wavefunctions in the
holomorphic to the real gauge by multiplying them by an appropriate sector dependent
prefactor. For instance, in the sector a+ we have
χi reala+ = e
qaP
2
(|x|2−|y|2)−qaS Re(xy¯)χia+ (2.183)
where χia+ is the zero mode computed in the holomorphic gauge. As we are now dealing
with non-perturbative zero modes, we should take χia+ to be the corrected scalar wave-
function ϕia+ given in (2.170).
For the perturbative zero modes, Xijρ = 0 for i 6= j, since the integrand needs to
be invariant under the U(1) diagonal rotation (x, y)→ eiα(x, y). However, this no longer
needs to be true at order . Indeed, let us consider the sector a+ and the corrected zero
modes in this sector when θ0 is present. Due to the correction Υ
i
a+ given in (2.168), one
can in principle have non-diagonal metrics. In fact, to order  one finds that only X31a+
and its conjugate are different from zero.
Substituting the corrected zero modes and computing the Gaussian integrals we find
Kij
a+
=
2pi2m4∗
∆aqaP
||−→v a||2γi∗a γja xija +O(2) (2.184)
where ∆a = −(2λa + qaP (1 + ζ2a)) and the matrix xa is
xa =

2 m
4∗
(qaP )
2 0 
[
m2∗(2raθ¯0x + r2aθ¯0y)
]
0 m
2∗
qaP
0

[
m2∗(2raθ0x + r2aθ0y)
]
0 1
 , (2.185)
ra = − q
a
S
qaP
. (2.186)
The quantity ra is the quotient between the off-diagonal and diagonal worldvolume fluxes
felt by this sector. Hence, when off-diagonal fluxes are turned on K31a+ is non-zero. Finally,
notice that the diagonal terms Kiia+ do not get corrections to order .
As the metric for the zero-modes is non-trivial, the Yukawas computed from them
do not yet correspond to the physical couplings. From the 4d effective theory viewpoint,
to obtain physical Yukawas one performs a field redefinition such that the 4d chiral fields
have canonical kinetic terms. The higher dimensional counterpart of this field redefinition
is to take a linear combination of zero modes such that the matrix Ka+ becomes the
identity. In the absence of non-perturbative effects  = 0 and such redefinitions are rather
easy to perform, since Ka+ is diagonal and one only needs to choose the normalisation
factors to have Ka+ = I3. The same applies to order O() whenever qaS = 0.
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In general we will have 4d fields Φmρ whose metric Kρ has off-diagonal terms, and so
a wavefunction rescaling is not enough to have canonically normalised fields. However, as
the field metric Kρ must be hermitian and definite positive, we can always write it as
Kρ = P
†
ρPρ (2.187)
and describe the fields with canonical kinetic terms and the physical Yukawa couplings as
Φiphys = (Pρ)
i
mΦ
m Y physijk = (P
−1
ρ )
m
i (P
−1
ρ′ )
n
j (P
−1
ρ′′ )
p
k Ymnp (2.188)
where Ymnp stand for the initial set of Yukawa couplings. Finally, the set of internal
wavefunctions Ψm associated to these fields will transform under this change of basis as
Ψphysi = (P
−1 t)mi Ψm. (2.189)
In the case of Ka+ one can easily find a matrix Pa+ such that (2.187) is satisfied
Pa+ =
√
2pim2∗||−→v a||√
∆aqaP

√
2m
2∗
qaP
µ¯a
m∗
(qaP )
1/2
1

 γ1a γ2a
γ3a
+O(2) (2.190)
µa =
qaP√
2
(2raθ0x + r
2
aθ0y) (2.191)
Upon choosing the normalisation factors γia as in appendix A this matrix simplifies to
Pa+ →
 1 µ¯a1
1
+O(2) (2.192)
Hence, in order to have canonically normalised fields we not only need to choose appro-
priate normalisation factors, but also perform a rotation among the families of this sector.
One can express such rotation in terms of the holomorphic representatives fi that describe
each of our families as
f˜1 = f1 f˜2 = f2 f˜3 = f3 − µ¯af1, (2.193)
f˜i being the holomorphic representatives that describe canonically normalised 4d fields.
The analysis of the metrics in the b+ sector proceeds along the same lines. Again
considering the case where only θ0 6= 0, the non-zero off-diagonal entries of the mixing
matrix amount to X31b+ and its conjugate X
13
b+ . Similarly to the sector a
+ there are no O()
corrections to the diagonal termsXiib+ , and obtaining canonically normalised fields amounts
to appropriately choosing the normalisation factors γjb and performing a redefinition of
chiral representatives. More precisely, we must choose γjb as in appendix A and perform
the redefinition
g˜1 = g1 g˜2 = g2 g˜3 = g3 − µ¯bg1 (2.194)
where now
µb =
qbP√
2
(2rbθ0y + r
2
bθ0x) rb =
qbS
qbP
. (2.195)
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To summarise, in the presence of non-diagonal fluxes of the form (2.138) non-trivial
corrections appear at first order in  for the wavefunction metrics. The corrections appear
in the off-diagonal metrics Kijρ , i 6= j that vanish at zeroth order in . One can perform
a change of basis of the families of zero modes in order to set the off-diagonal entries
of Kρ to vanish, and choose the appropriate wavefunction factors γ
i
ρ to have canonically
normalised 4d kinetic terms. Notice that such factors are the ones found in appendix A,
namely the normalisation factors at the perturbative level, and that the only effect of O()
corrections to the field metrics is encoded in the redefinitions (2.193) and (2.195). These
redefinitions have however no effect for the physical Yukawa couplings, at least at the level
of approximation that we are working.
Indeed, the above redefinitions are only nontrivial in the cases f3 → f˜3 and g3 → g˜3,
and amount to saying that in this new basis the third families of both sectors a+ and b+
have a contamination of O() from the first family. In principle this contamination will
modify the Yukawa couplings Y3j and Yi3. However, as the Yukawa couplings involving
the first family are already of order , the modification will be O(2). The same result
is obtained by directly applying (2.188) to the Yukawa couplings computed in the next
section.
We then find that, although non-perturbative effects modify the metrics for the 4d
matter fields, this modification can be neglected at the level of approximation that we
are working, at least for the purpose of computing fermion masses. The whole effect
of wavefunction normalisation is already captured by tree-level wavefunctions. This fact
is quite relevant in the present scheme because holomorphic Yukawas do not depend on
worldvolume fluxes. Hence, the only place where the hypercharge flux will enter into
the expression for the physical Yukawa couplings will be via the normalisation factors of
perturbative zero modes.
2.4.4 Yukawa couplings
As already explained in section 2.3.6, for θ0 6= 0 the non-perturbative contribution to the
Yukawa couplings comes only from the correction to the wavefunctions but the extra term
in the superpotential does not give any further contribution.
The corrected Yukawas implied by θ0 are easy to compute by substituting the zero
modes of section 2.4.2 in (2.155) and evaluating the integrals or by applying the generalised
residue formula. The only non-vanishing couplings turn out to be
Y 22a+b+c+ =
pi2m6∗
m4
fa+b+c+γ
2
aγ
2
b γc(θ0x + θ0y) (2.196a)
Y 31a+b+c+ =
pi2m6∗
m4
fa+b+c+γ
3
aγ
1
b γcθ0y (2.196b)
Y 13a+b+c+ =
pi2m6∗
m4
fa+b+c+γ
1
aγ
3
b γcθ0x. (2.196c)
To obtain these couplings we have used the functions Ai and Bj given in (2.171) and
(2.176) respectively. In particular, the constants a0 and b0 are such that the couplings
Y 13 and Y 31 do not depend on the fluxes, up to normalisation factors. For instance, before
substituting the value of a0 we find that
Y 13a+b+c+ =
pi2m4∗
m4
fa+b+c+γ
1
aγ
3
b γc
[
(1 + 2ζa)m
2
∗θ0x − ζ2am2∗θ0y + a0
]
. (2.197)
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We see that taking a0 = m
2∗(ζ2aθ0y − 2ζaθ0x) indeed leads to (2.196c). In appendix D
of [57] it is shown in detail how the couplings (2.196) can also be deduced from the residue
formula.
To conclude, we have derived a set of Yukawa couplings that are flux independent
up to the O(0) normalisation factors γiρ, similarly to the structure obtained in [49].
2.4.5 Quark-lepton mass hierarchies and hypercharge flux
Gathering the results of eqs.(2.159-2.196) one obtains that the physical Yukawa mass
matrix has a structure of the form
YD/L = 2pi
2%−2γc
 O(2) O(2) %−1γ1aγ3b θ˜0xO(2) %−1γ2aγ2b (θ˜0x + θ˜0y) O(2)
%−1γ1b γ
3
a θ˜0y O(2) γ3aγ3b
 (2.198)
where the coefficients
θ˜0x = m
2θ0x θ˜0y = m
2θ0y (2.199)
are adimensional, and we have defined the quotient of scales
% =
(
m
m∗
)2
= (2pi)3/2g1/2s σ. (2.200)
The second expression for % can be derived in the type IIB orientifold limit of the SO(12)
model. There, σ = (m/mst)
2 describes the intersection slope of the 7-branes in units of
the string scale m−2st = 2piα′. In this limit we also obtain the relation m4st = gs(2pi)3m4∗,
and combining both results the second equality of (2.200) follows.
As already explained, the holomorphic Yukawa couplings are independent from
fluxes, this dependence only appearing in the normalisation factors γia,b,c. In particular
the dependence on hypercharge fluxes is the only possible source of distinction between D-
quark and charged lepton Yukawas which are equal before this flux is turned on. In what
follows we will be using the uncorrected normalisation factors appendix A, since these
corrections would only induce terms of order 2 in the physical Yukawa couplings. The
same happens with the mixing discussed in section 2.4.3, which only affects the physical
Yukawa couplings at higher order.
Our expressions for Yukawa couplings apply at the unification-string scale, presum-
ably of order 1016 GeV, so that in order to compare with experimental fermion masses
one needs to run the data up to the unification scale. An updated two-loop analysis for
this running within the MSSM has been performed in ref. [70] from which we will take the
data below. Here we will only discuss fermion masses for charged leptons and D-quarks,
which are the ones relevant for the SO(12) case studied here. Table 2.6 shows the relevant
fermion mass ratios evaluated at the unification scale for various values of tanβ (the ratio
of the two Higgs vevs in the MSSM). We also show for reference the Yukawa couplings
of the τ lepton and b and t quarks. Recall that mτ,b = Yτ,bV cosβ, mt = YtV sinβ, with
V =
√
V 2u + V
2
d ' 174 GeV. As emphasised e.g. in ref. [70], the Yukawa couplings ob-
tained at the GUT scale seem to depart from the predictions from the minimal SU(5)
GUT, which yield Yτ,µ,e = Yb,s,d. This happens not only, as is well known, for the first two
generations but also for the third for which one has a sizeable departure from unification,
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tanβ 10 38 50
md/ms 5.1± 0.7× 10−2 5.1± 0.7× 10−2 5.1± 0.7× 10−2
ms/mb 1.9± 0.2× 10−2 1.7± 0.2× 10−2 1.6± 0.2× 10−2
me/mµ 4.8± 0.2× 10−3 4.8± 0.2× 10−3 4.8± 0.2× 10−3
mµ/mτ 5.9± 0.2× 10−2 5.4± 0.2× 10−2 5.0± 0.2× 10−2
mb/mτ 0.73± 0.03 0.73± 0.03 0.73± 0.04
Yτ 0.070± 0.003 0.32± 0.02 0.51± 0.04
Yb 0.051± 0.002 0.23± 0.01 0.37± 0.02
Yt 0.48± 0.02 0.49± 0.02 0.51± 0.04
Table 2.6: Running mass ratios of leptons and D-quarks at the unification scale from ref. [70].
The Yukawa couplings Yτ,b,t at the unification scale are also shown.
see table 2.6. On the other hand, for large tanβ, which is going to be our case as we will
see momentarily, there are additional large threshold corrections to Yb from the low-energy
SUSY thresholds. In particular the leading such corrections in the MSSM are given by
δYb = − g
2
3
12pi2
µM3
mb˜
tanβ − Y
2
t
32pi2
µAt
mt˜
tanβ (2.201)
where M3, mb˜, mt˜ are the gluino, sbottom and stop masses and µ, At are the higgsino
mass and top trilinear parameter. These corrections may easily be of order 20% (see
e.g. [70, 71]) and the sign depends on the relative signs of the soft terms. So from table
2.6 and taking into account these corrections we will take for the third generation ratio
Yτ
Yb
= 1.37± 0.1± 0.2 (2.202)
at the unification scale. The low energy threshold corrections may render b/τ unification
[70,71] but only for particular choices of parameters, particularly of signs.
Since we do not know the corrections of order 2 in the matrix (2.198) we will
not attempt to describe the first generation masses but will only require that one of the
eigenvalues should be much smaller than the other two. We will thus only try to describe
the hierarchies between the third and second generation. From the table one gets for the
mass ratios
mµ
mτ
= 4.8− 6.1× 10−2 , ms
mb
= (1.4− 2.1)× 10−2 (2.203)
for tanβ = 10− 50. One then has for the (lepton/quark) ratio
mµ/mτ
ms/mb
' 3.3± 1 (2.204)
We would like to see whether such hierarchies arise in our scheme.
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The third generation Yukawa couplings
In order to compute the physical Yukawa couplings we need to compute the normalisation
factors γia,b,c. In principle this requires full knowledge of the matter wavefunctions along
the matter curves. If however we assume that the relevant wavefunctions are localised
close to the (unique) intersection point of the three matter curves, one can use the locally
convergent expressions for these normalisation factors given in appendix A. As we said,
we will be using the uncorrected normalisation factors shown in that appendix, since the
corrections would only induce terms of order 2 in the physical Yukawa couplings. Then
the leading contribution to the third generation Yukawa couplings is given by the 33 entry
of the above matrix. Using (2.159) we obtain
Yb,τ = (4pigs)
1/2 σ
(
−q
a1,2
P (2λa1,2 + q
a1,2
P (1 + ζ
2
a1,2))
m4 + λ2a1,2(1 + ζ
2
a1,2)
)1/2−qb2,3P (−2λb2,3 + qb2,3P (1 + ζ2b2,3))
m4 + λ2b2,3(1 + ζ
2
b2,3
)
1/2
(
−(2ζc + q
c
P )(q
c
P + 2ζc − 2λc) + (qcS + λc)2
m4 + ζ2c + (ζc − λc)2
)1/2
(2.205)
where the qP , λ’s and ζ’s are defined in appendix A and all fluxes, as in previous sections,
have been taken constant in the vicinity of the intersection point.
To estimate the value of the couplings we assume that the fluxes are such that
qaS ' 0, qbS ' 0, and qcS  qcP , as we will indeed find in our numerical fits. Using the
results in appendix A, we then find the approximate result
Yb/τ '
(
8pigsσ
2 q
a1,2
P q
b2,3
P q
c
S
λaλbλc
)1/2
(2.206)
The eigenvalues λ are expected to be generically of the order of the charges qP ' M .
Taking qcS  qcP then shows that Yb/τ is proportional to σg1/2s with a small coefficient
O(1). The intersection slope σ is assumed to be small whereas gs is constrained as we
now explain. Flux quantisation requires
∫
Σ2
〈F 〉 ' 2pi, so that taking VΣ2 ' V 1/2S implies
M ' NY ' N˜Y ' (2pi)/V 1/2S . Next, the volume of the 7-brane surface S enters in the
perturbative equality for the unification coupling (see e.g. [1])
αG =
2pi2gs
m4stVS
(2.207)
Setting αG ' 1/24 leads to the estimate for the fluxes
M
m2st
=
(
2αG
gs
)1/2
' 0.29
g
1/2
s
(2.208)
Having diluted fluxes imposes M < m2st. We then conclude that g
1/2
s cannot be arbitrarily
small. The conditions of small intersection slope and fluxes are needed to justify the
effective description of the 7-brane theory as explained earlier.
Although (2.206) is just an approximation, it indicates that in the present scheme
with the wavefunctions localised at the matter curve intersection point the third generation
Yukawa couplings are large, of the same order of the Yukawa coupling of the top quark
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which we know on phenomenological grounds is of that order (see table 2.6). So e.g. in a
MSSM scheme one expects a large tanβ ' mt/mb ' 20− 50. In the computations below
we show that the above qualitative statements remain true in our F-theory scheme.
Hierarchies of fermion masses
We have discussed above the Yukawa couplings for the third generation. The corrections
discussed in previous sections are in principle able to generate Yukawa couplings and
masses also for the first two generations. We would like to explore now to what extent the
above results could be able to describe the observed structure of hierarchical lepton and
D-quark masses. We will be interested now on the relative hierarchies among different
D-quarks or different charged leptons, so that we will study the matrix
Y
Y 33
=

O(2) O(2) %−1 γ1a
γ3a
θ˜0x
O(2) %−1 γ2aγ2b
γ3aγ
3
b
(θ˜0x + θ˜0y) O(2)
%−1 γ
1
b
γ3b
θ˜0y O(2) 1
 (2.209)
where we have divided the matrix (2.198) by the largest Y33 entry. It is easy to check that
this matrix has eigenvalues
λ1 = 1 +O(2)
λ2 = %
−1γ
2
aγ
2
b
γ3aγ
3
b
(θ˜0x + θ˜0y) +O(2)
λ3 = O(2).
This is interesting since we automatically get a hierarchy of masses of order (1, , 2) from
the start, without any further assumption. As shown in [57] if we had θ0 = 0 and we were
left only with the corrections from θ2, the matrix would be still rank one up to order 
2
and the non-perturbative corrections would be unable to create the desired hierarchies.
So in order to obtain hierarchies it turns out to be crucial the presence of a non-constant
θ0 as studied in the previous sections.
Identifying the first and second eigenvalues with the third and second generations
one gets to leading order in  at the unification scale
ms
mb
=
(
−q
a1
P q
b2
P
m4∗
)1/2
 %−1(θ˜0x + θ˜0y) (2.210)
mµ
mτ
=
(
−q
a2
P q
b3
P
m4∗
)1/2
 %−1(θ˜0x + θ˜0y) (2.211)
where we have used γ2a/γ
3
a =
(
qaP /m
2∗
)1/2
and γ2b /γ
3
b =
(−qbP /m2∗)1/2. Using the expressions
above together with the charges in table 2.3 we get for the ratio of ratios
mµ/mτ
ms/mb
=
(
(M + 12N˜Y )(M + N˜Y )
(M − 13N˜Y )(M + 16N˜Y )
)1/2
. (2.212)
This ratio is interesting because the dependence on the non-perturbative correction and
extra flux-dependent factors cancel out yielding a result which only depends on the ratio
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Figure 2.2:
mµ/mτ
ms/mb
at the unification scale as a function of N˜Y /M . The band shows the
region consistent with the running of the low energy data up to the unification scale taken
from ref. [70]. The dashed line is the Georgi-Jarlskog value [72].
N˜Y /M . Experimentally one has from table 2.6 that
mµ/mτ
ms/mb
= 3.3± 1 so that one has the
constraint (
(1 + N˜Y2M )(1 +
N˜Y
M )
(1− N˜Y3M )(1 + N˜Y6M )
)1/2
= 3.3± 1 . (2.213)
This condition is displayed in figure 2.2. One observes that agreement with experiment may
be obtained with a ratio of fluxes N˜Y /M = 1.8± 0.6, independently from the value of the
rest of the parameters. Note that conditions for consistent local chirality areMy+q
a+
Y N˜Y >
0 and Mx + q
b+
Y N˜Y < 0 which are satisfied as long as −1 < N˜Y /M < 3. To reproduce
the particular D-quark and charged lepton hierarchies we can substitute the last result in
(2.210) and (2.211) which can be rewritten as
ms
mb
=
[(
1− N˜Y
3M
)(
1 +
N˜Y
6M
)]1/2
M
m2∗
 %−1(θ˜0x + θ˜0y) (2.214)
mµ
mτ
=
[(
1 +
N˜Y
2M
)(
1 +
N˜Y
M
)]1/2
M
m2∗
 %−1(θ˜0x + θ˜0y) (2.215)
From table 2.6 we see that
mµ
mτ
= 5.4± 0.6× 10−2 so that we get an estimate
M
m2
 (θ˜0x + θ˜0y) ' (2.3± 0.2)× 10−2 (2.216)
where we have used the central value N˜Y /M = 1.8 and the definition of %. Thus taking
N˜Y /M ' 1.8 and the non-perturbative correction of the size given by eq.(2.216) one
obtains values consistent with the experimental mµ/mτ and ms/mb ratios. Note that the
number in eq.(2.216) is quite small, consistent with a non-perturbative origin.
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b− τ (non)-unification
Hypercharge fluxes also violate the equality of the τ and b-quark Yukawas at unification.
Indeed, using eq.(2.159) one gets
Yτ
Yb
=
γ3a2γ
3
b3
γ3a1γ
3
b2
. (2.217)
with the expressions for the γ’s given in appendix A. We would like to see now whether
one can obtain the result YτYb = 1.37 ± 0.1 ± 0.2 discussed above for some choice of fluxes
consistent with the equations for the Yukawa hierarchies of second to third generation
discussed above. Recall that the latter require N˜Y /M ' 1.2 − 2.4. We have as free flux
parameters M,NY , Na, since Nb is determined by eq.(2.145) which sets NY = 3(Na−Nb).
In figure 2.3 we show the value obtained for Yτ/Yb as a function of the fluxes M and
NY and for values Na = ±1, which is sufficient to show the general behavior. This is
done for N˜Y /M = 1.8 (upper plots) and 1.3 (lower plots), which correspond in turn to
mµ/mτ
ms/mb
= 3, 2.2 respectively, yielding consistent 2nd to 3rd generation mass hierarchies. A
first conclusion is that correctly yielding the latter hierarchy requires in turn Yτ/Yb > 1,
as observed. One can easily have flux choices with YτYb = 1.37± 0.1± 0.2, particularly for
Na = −1 and N˜Y /M = 1.3 (lower left figure).
An example of consistent parameter choices is (the fluxes are given in m2 units)
(M,Na, NY , N˜Y ; ˜) = (2, 0, 0.1, 3.6; 7.5× 10−4) (2.218)
where ˜ = g
1/2
s  (θ˜0x + θ˜0y). One obtains(
Yτ
Yb
,
ms
mb
,
mµ
mτ
, Yb
)
= (1.38, 1.7× 10−2, 5.4× 10−2, 0.66g1/2s σ) (2.219)
in very good agreement with the experimental results in table 2.6. Note that the value
for Yb at the unification scale is consistent with those in table 2.6 for gsσ
2 ' 0.1 which
suggest indeed a large value of tanβ in the MSSM context. This is generally the case for
all examples able to appropriately describe the mass ratios. Let us finally comment that
the condition of diluted fluxes corresponds to e.g. M/m2st = (σM)/m
2 < O(1), and the
same for the rest of the fluxes. This may be achieved in the above example and also for
the examples in figure 2.3 by considering an appropriately small value for σ.
One can repeat the analysis in this chapter for the case of the non-SUSY Standard
Model remaining below the string scale. Indeed, although we made our discussion in
terms of superpotentials, the Yukawa coupling sector remains essentially unchanged in
the presence of terms breaking SUSY below the string scale. In the case of the SM,
extrapolating the low-energy masses up to the unification scale the ratios of the second
to third generation masses remain similar to those shown in eq.(2.203), see e.g. ref. [73].
Concerning the b/τ ratio one gets around the unification scale Yτ/Yb = 1.73, with no
relevant low-energy thresholds giving additional contributions. The flux analysis above
would equally apply to this non-SUSY case and there are wide ranges of fluxes consistent
with the fermion hierarchies and τ/b ratio. The required fluxes tend to be however more
diluted in this non-SUSY case.
We conclude that instanton effects are able to generate the observed second to third
generation hierarchies of charged leptons and D-quarks, via the superpotential deforma-
tion (2.120). The hierarchies between second and third generations can then be easily
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Figure 2.3: Yτ/Yb as a function of M,NY for Na = −1(1) left(right). Flux choices are consistent
with
mµ/mτ
ms/mb
= 3(2.2) for upper(lower) plots.
understood in this scheme. One can reproduce the values (Yµ/Yτ )/(Ys/Yb) = 3.3 ± 1.0
at the unification scale, consistent with the low-energy data and, at the same time, the
b/τ ratio with Yukawa couplings Yτ/Yb(mst) ' 1.37 ± 0.1 ± 0.2, as obtained from the
RGE in the MSSM. These two attractive features are purely due to the hypercharge flux
which explicitly breaks the underlying SU(5) symmetry, which otherwise predicts equal
masses for D-quarks and leptons of each generation at the unification scale. The Yukawa
couplings of the third generation are large, corresponding to large values of tanβ (for not
too small gsσ
2) within the context of the MSSM. In order to compute the masses for the
first generation we would need to know the corrections to the Yukawa couplings at order
2 which, although feasible, is a more involved task.
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2.5 Up-type Yukawas
2.5.1 The E6 model
In the following we describe the E6 local F-theory model which will serve to compute
up-type quark Yukawa couplings. Similarly to the SO(12) model, one may first consider
the 7-brane Higgs background that defines the structure of matter curves and breaks the
E6 symmetry down to SU(5), and then describe the background 7-brane flux that induces
4d chirality and breaks the GUT spectrum down to the MSSM.
Unlike in the SO(12) case the Higgs background will be in part specified by a T-brane
configuration and, as mentioned above, this implies that the Higgs and flux backgrounds
are related by the equations of motion. As we will see in section 2.5.3 this feature of
T-branes will have a direct impact on the zero mode wavefunctions localised at the matter
curves, and this will in turn affect the physical Yukawa couplings computed in section
2.5.4.
Matter curves near the E6 point
In the standard framework of SU(5) local F-theory models, 10M × 10M × 5U Yukawa
couplings are developed at points p where an enhanced E6 symmetry occurs. This implies
that in order to compute such Yukawas we must consider a 7-brane action where the fields
Φ and A take values in the adjoint of E6. Both Φ and A will have non-trivial background
profiles along the 4-cycle SGUT , and so the gauge symmetry group will not be E6 but a
subgroup that commutes with both 〈Φ〉 and 〈A〉 at any point of SGUT .
A local SU(5) model with E6 enhancement, dubbed E6 model in the following,
can be described by specifying the profiles 〈Φ〉 and 〈A〉 in the vicinity of a 10 × 10 × 5
Yukawa point. By construction, 〈Φ〉 and 〈A〉 are functions of SGUT valued in the Lie
algebra of E6, and 〈Φ〉 is such that at a generic point of this neighborhood it breaks the
E6 symmetry down to SU(5)× U(1)n, with n = 0, 1, 2. Then, by neglecting the effect of
the worldvolume flux 〈A〉, we can identify GSGUT = SU(5) as the GUT gauge group of
this model. In addition, the profile 〈Φ〉 will describe the different matter curves, that is
the curves of SGUT at which chiral modes in the representations 5 or 10 are localised.
This picture can be understood in more detail by expressing the local model data
in terms of hermitian generators Qα of E6. These generators can be decomposed as
{Qα} = {Hi, Eρ}, where Hi generate the Cartan subalgebra of E6 and Eρ correspond to
the roots of E6. More precisely we have the usual relation
[Hi, Eρ] = ρiEρ (2.220)
where ρi is the i-th component of the root ρ. The 72 non-trivial roots are given by
(0,±1,±1, 0, 0, 0) (2.221)
where we should consider all possible permutation of the underlined vector entries, and
1
2
(±
√
3,±1,±1,±1,±1,±1) with even number of +′ s. (2.222)
Near the up-type Yukawa point one can decompose the background profile of Φ as a
linear combination of the above generators, with arbitrary functions of the 4-cycle SGUT
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as coefficients. If we parametrise the complex coordinates of SGUT as (x, y) then we have
that Φ = Φxy dx ∧ dy and so in general
〈Φxy〉 =
∑
i
gαQα (2.223)
with gα ≡ gα(x, x¯, y, y¯) functions in the vicinity of the Yukawa point and Qi ∈ {Hi, Eρ}.
For simplicity, the generators Qα are often chosen to lie within the Cartan subalgebra
of E6, because then one can understand the background (2.223) as a configuration of
intersecting 7-branes. For instance, one may consider the following background
〈Φxy〉 = m3/2
√
xP + µ2 (bx− y)Q (2.224)
where m and µ are real parameters with the dimension of mass, b is a complex adimensional
parameter and P and Q are the following combinations of Cartan generators
P =
1
2
(
√
3H1 +H2 +H3 +H4 +H5 +H6) (2.225)
Q =
1
2
( 5√
3
H1 −H2 −H3 −H4 −H5 −H6
)
(2.226)
Given a background (2.223) one can analyse the symmetry breaking pattern of the
local model and understand the structure of its matter curves [22,23]. The basic quantity
to look at is [〈Φxy〉, Eρ], which will be a function valued on the Lie algebra of E6 and tells
us to which subgroup the initial E6 group is broken. For instance, for the background
(2.224) the set of generators that commute with 〈Φxy〉 for all points of SGUT is the set of
roots
(0, 1,−1, 0, 0, 0) (2.227)
as well as the Cartan generators. This implies that the subgroup of E6 that remains as
a gauge symmetry group is given by SU(5) × U(1)2, and the GUT gauge group can be
identified with GSGUT = SU(5).
At particular submanifolds of SGUT there will be extra sets of roots that commute
with 〈Φxy〉, implying an enhancement of the bulk symmetry group. In particular we have
that there is such enhancement for two different holomorphic curves, namely
Σ5 = {bx− y = 0} → ±1
2
(
√
3, 1,−1,−1,−1,−1) (2.228)
Σ10 = {µ4(bx− y)2 = m3x} → ±(0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) (2.229)
or ±1
2
(−
√
3, 1, 1,−1,−1,−1)
where at the lhs we have displayed the matter curve or curve of enhancement and at the
rhs the extra roots that commute with 〈Φxy〉 at such curve. At the curve (2.228) there are
ten additional roots that together with (2.227) and the Cartan subalgebra generate the
group SU(6) × U(1). These extra roots transform as either a 5 or a 5¯ representation of
SU(5), and so will the zero modes that are localised there [22,23]. Following the common
practice one then dubs bx − y = 0 as the 5 matter curve Σ5 of the local model. At the
curve (2.229) there are 20 extra unbroken roots transforming in the representations 10
and 10 of SU(5), enhancing the bulk symmetry group to SO(10)×U(1) and giving rise to
a 10 matter curve Σ10. Finally, at the intersection point pup = {x = y = 0} of both curves
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〈Φxy〉 = 0, and so the full E6 symmetry remains unbroken. It is at this point where a
Yukawa 10M×10M×5U must be generated via triple overlap of zero mode wavefunctions.
The 10 curve (2.229) requires some further explanation, as the roots that enhance
the symmetry are not the same all over it. Indeed, at the branch
√
x = bx − y we have
that the roots in the first line of (2.229) are the ones that commute with the background,
while for −√x = bx− y the roots of the second line are the ones commuting with 〈Φxy〉.
While this make look puzzling, it was realised in [25] that the zero modes of the two
branches of the 10 curve (2.229) are identified by the phenomenon of 7-brane monodromy
as explained in section 2.3.3. In fact, it was also pointed out in [25] that such monodromy
is necessary in order to achieve precisely one heavy generation of up-type quarks whenever
〈Φxy〉 takes values in the Cartan of E6, and a background similar to (2.224) was proposed
as a candidate to obtain realistic up-like Yukawas. However, the analysis in [25,74] shows
that it is not obvious to find non-singular solutions for the zero mode wavefunctions near
the intersection point of matter curves in such monodromic 7-brane configurations. As
this is the region of larger wavefunction overlap and the one that contributes most to the
value of the Yukawa couplings, this complicates the computational and predictive power
of such local model.
One can however consider an alternative background for the transverse position field
Φ, based on the proposal made in [53] of describing up-like Yukawa couplings via T-branes.
Indeed, let us consider the background
〈Φxy〉 = m(E+ +mxE−) + µ2(bx− y)Q (2.230)
where all quantities are as in (2.224) except for the generators E± whose corresponding
roots, also denoted E±, are defined as
E± = ±1
2
(
√
3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) (2.231)
and satisfy the relation [E+, E−] = P . More precisely, the triplet {E+, E−, P} generates
the su(2) factor of a su(5) ⊕ su(2) ⊕ u(1) maximal Lie subalgebra of e6, under which the
E6 adjoint decomposes as
78→ (24,1)0 ⊕ (1,3)0 ⊕ (1,1)0 ⊕ (10,2)−1 ⊕ (10,2)1 ⊕ (5,1)2 ⊕ (5,1)−2. (2.232)
From this decomposition it is manifest that the pair of 10’s described above transform as
a doublet of the SU(2) generated by {E+, E−, P}. In particular if we define
E10+ = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) E10− =
1
2(−
√
3, 1, 1,−1,−1,−1)
E
10
+ = −(0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) E
10
− = −12(−
√
3, 1, 1,−1,−1,−1) (2.233)
we have the relations
[E±, E10∓ ] = E10± , [E
±, E10± ] = 0, [P,E10± ] = ±E10± . (2.234)
Let us analyse the gauge symmetry group of this background and the structure of
matter curves. Just as in the previous case we have to look at the commutant of 〈Φ〉 as
a function of the coordinates x, y. The gauge group is the commutant at generic points
while the matter curves are identified by finding jumps in its rank [53]. For the background
(2.230) one can easily check that the set of roots of the subalgebra su(5) ⊕ u(1) ⊂ e6 do
commute at generic points in S and so we can identify the GUT gauge group with SU(5).
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Regarding the matter curves, we find that at Σ5 = {bx− y = 0} the roots (5,1)2 =
1
2(
√
3, 1,−1,−1,−1,−1) = E5 and (5¯,1)−2 = 12(−
√
3,−1, 1, 1, 1, 1) = E5¯ commute with
〈Φ〉, since
[〈Φ〉, E5] = 2µ2(bx− y)E5 (2.235)
[〈Φ〉, E5¯] = −2µ2(bx− y)E5¯ (2.236)
and so at Σ5 the symmetry group enhances to SU(6)×U(1). Similarly, the action of 〈Φ〉
on the sector (10,2)−1 is given by
[〈Φ〉, R+E10+ +R−E10− ] =
( −µ2(bx− y) m
m2x −µ2(bx− y)
)(
R+E10+
R−E10−
)
(2.237)
while for the conjugate sector (10,2)1 we have
[〈Φ〉, R′+E10+ +R′−E10− ] =
(
µ2(bx− y) −m2x
−m µ2(bx− y)
)(
R′+E10+
R′−E10−
)
(2.238)
where R±, R′± are functions on SGUT . At Σ10 = {µ4(bx − y)2 = m3x} the matrices in
(2.237) and (2.238) have vanishing determinant so there are additional roots commuting
with 〈Φ〉, and therefore a jump in the rank of the symmetry group.49 We therefore
identify Σ10 with the 10 curve of this T-brane background. Notice that we arrive to the
same matter curves Σ5, Σ10 if we consider the action [〈Φ¯〉, ·], and that as before they both
meet at the Yukawa point pup = {x = y = 0}.50
Finally, using the results of section 2.3.3 the above T-brane background is written,
in real gauge as
〈Φxy〉 = m(efE+ +mxe−fE−) + µ2(bx− y)Q (2.239)
with f ≡ f(x, x¯, y, y¯) the Painleve´ transcendent that appeared in 2.3.3. It is easy to check
that everything works as before, and that we recover the same two matter curves Σ5 and
Σ10.
Primitive worldvolume fluxes
On top of the non-primitive flux associated with the T-brane, the above model admits
additional contributions to the background worldvolume flux 〈F 〉 if they do not spoil
the F-term and D-term conditions. The simplest way to introduce them is to consider
primitive (1, 1) fluxes 〈F 〉 in the Cartan of E6. Considering such fluxes is important to
complete the local F-theory model, not just because they will be generically there, but
also because they play an important role for the phenomenology of the model. On the one
hand they will generate 4d chirality for the SU(5) spectrum, and on the other they will
break the SU(5) gauge group down to SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)Y .
49At Σ10 both roots R ≡ E10+ + µ
2
m
(bx− y)E10− and R′ ≡ µ
2
m
(bx− y)E
10+
+E
10− commute with 〈Φ〉
but since these are not conjugate to each other the enhanced algebra is a complex subalgebra of eC6 that
is not the complexification of a real algebra. Thus, we cannot associate a real gauge group to the matter
curve Σ10 in agreement with the discussion in section 4.1 of [53].
50Note that for this local model 〈Φxy〉 6= 0 at pup, and so the symmetry group is no longer E6 at the
Yukawa point. As discussed in [53] this is a general feature of T-brane configurations, see also Appendix
C of [58]. By abuse of terminology, we will still refer to this point as the E6 point of the local model.
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More precisely, let us consider the worldvolume flux
〈FQ〉 = i [M(dx ∧ dx¯− dy ∧ dy¯) +N(dx ∧ dy¯ + dy ∧ dx¯)]Q (2.240)
where the generator Q is given by (2.226), and M and N are flux densities near the Yukawa
point that we will approximate by constants. It is easy to check that adding such flux
will not spoil the equations of motion for any value of M , N , which will be considered
as real parameters of the model in the following. The presence of such worldvolume flux
will induce 4d chirality in the matter curves. Indeed, the modes of opposite chirality 5,
5¯ and 10, 10 feel the T-brane background in a similar way, and so whenever there is a
zero mode solution for one chirality there will be a solution for the opposite chirality as
well. This is no longer true for the background flux (2.240), that will select locally modes
of one chirality or the other depending on the sign of M and N .
Besides inducing 4d chirality, worldvolume fluxes break the SU(5) gauge group when
switched on along the hypercharge generator. In general realistic GUT F-theory models
will have such worldvolume flux, which we can represent locally as
〈FY 〉 = i
[
N˜Y (dy ∧ dy¯ − dx ∧ dx¯) +NY (dx ∧ dy¯ + dy ∧ dx¯)
]
QY (2.241)
where NY , N˜Y are local flux densities and
QY =
1
3
(H2 +H3 +H4)− 1
2
(H5 +H6) (2.242)
is the hypercharge generator. This flux will enter into the Dirac equation for the zero modes
and, just as in the local SO(12) model, it will be the only quantity that distinguishes
between particles within the same SU(5) multiplet but with different hypercharge, c.f.
table 2.7 below.
Summary
Let us summarise the details of the E6 model which we will use to compute up-like Yukawa
couplings. If we parametrise the four-cycle SGUT by the complex coordinates x, y, the
Higgs background that breaks E6 → SU(5)× U(1) is given by
〈Φxy〉 = m(efE+ +mxe−fE−) + µ2(bx− y)Q (2.243)
where m and µ are real parameters with the dimensions of mass, a, b are adimensional
parameters and E± and Q are the E6 roots given respectively by (2.231) and (2.226). The
real function f ≡ f(x, x¯) solves the equation (2.296) and can be approximated locally by
(2.104). Finally, one may choose different values for the parameter b. For the sake of
concreteness when computing physical Yukawas we will restrict to the case
b = 1 (2.244)
although our discussion can be easily generalised to other values of b.
The worldvolume flux of this model will be given by
〈F 〉 = 〈Fp〉+ 〈Fnp〉 (2.245)
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where 〈Fnp〉 is the non-primitive flux that is necessary to compensate the contribution of
[〈Φxy〉, 〈Φ¯x¯y¯〉] to the D-term equation, and reads
〈Fnp〉 = −i∂∂¯fP (2.246)
with the E6 generator P given by (2.225). In addition we have that
〈Fp〉 = iQR(dy ∧ dy¯ − dx ∧ dx¯) + iQS(dx ∧ dy¯ + dy ∧ dx¯) (2.247)
is the primitive flux needed to generate chirality and further break the gauge group as
SU(5)→ SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)Y . Here we have defined
QR = −MQ+ N˜YQY , QS = NQ+NYQY (2.248)
with QY the hypercharge generator (2.242) and M , N , NY , N˜Y real flux densities. Because
of the presence of the hypercharge generator, zero modes within the same SU(5) multiplet
but with different hypercharge will feel a different worldvolume flux, and this will translate
into a different internal wavefunction profile for each of them. We have summarised in
table 2.7 the different sectors that arise in the E6 model together with their charges under
the MSSM gauge group and the worldvolume flux operators (2.248). The latter charges
are defined as
[QR, Eρ] = qREρ, [QS , Eρ] = qS Eρ (2.249)
and so are given by a linear combination of flux densities.
Sector Root GMSSM qR qS
101 (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)⊕ 12(−
√
3, 1, 1,−1,−1,−1) (3¯,1) 2
3
M + 23N˜Y −N + 23NY
102 (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0)⊕ 12(−
√
3, 1,−1,−1, 1,−1) (3,2)− 1
6
M − 16N˜Y −N − 16NY
103 (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)⊕ 12(−
√
3,−1,−1,−1, 1, 1) (1,1)−1 M − N˜Y −N −NY
51
1
2(
√
3,−1,−1,−1, 1,−1) (1,2)− 1
2
−2M − 12N˜Y 2N − 12NY
52
1
2(
√
3, 1,−1,−1,−1,−1) (3,1) 1
3
−2M + 13N˜Y 2N + 13NY
101 (0,−1,−1, 0, 0, 0)⊕ 12(
√
3,−1,−1, 1, 1, 1) (3,1)− 2
3
−M − 23N˜Y N − 23NY
102 (0,−1, 0, 0,−1, 0)⊕ 12(
√
3,−1, 1, 1,−1, 1) (3¯,2) 1
6
−M + 16N˜Y N + 16NY
103 (0, 0, 0, 0,−1,−1)⊕ 12(
√
3, 1, 1, 1,−1,−1) (1,1)1 −M + N˜Y N +NY
51
1
2(−
√
3, 1, 1, 1,−1, 1) (1,2) 1
2
2M + 12N˜Y −2N + 12NY
5¯2
1
2(−
√
3,−1, 1, 1, 1, 1) (3¯,1)− 1
3
2M − 13N˜Y −2N − 13NY
X+,Y+ (0, 1, 0, 0,−1, 0) (3,2) 5
6
5
6N˜Y
5
6NY
X−,Y− (0,−1, 0, 0, 1, 0) (3¯,2)− 5
6
−56N˜Y −56NY
Table 2.7: Different sectors and charges for the E6 model.
As we will see in section 2.5.3, the quantities qR, qS enter into the expressions for the
internal wavefunctions of the MSSM chiral zero modes. In fact, these charges determine
which sectors of those in table 2.7 have localised zero modes near the Yukawa point.
In order to construct a local model with the MSSM chiral spectrum we need to impose
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that chiral modes only arise from the four first rows of table 2.7. This will impose some
constraints on qR and qS , which will in turn impose constraints in the values of the flux
densities M , N , NY , N˜Y , as we briefly describe below. We refer the reader to appendix
B of [58] where the local index formula (2.113) is applied to every sector.
One important constraint comes from avoiding the doublet-triplet splitting problem
of 4d SU(5) GUT models. Following [23], one can do so by adjusting the fluxes so that the
sector of triplets 52, 52 does not feel any net flux and it is then a non-chiral sector without
any localised 4d modes. This condition amounts to imposing that qS(52) = qS(5¯2) = 0 or
in other words that
NY + 6N = 0. (2.250)
On the other hand, we would like to have a localised chiral mode in the sector 51 but not
in 51. This amounts to requiring that qS(51) > 0 which, using (2.250) translates into
N > 0. (2.251)
In addition, we should require that there are localised chiral modes in the sector 10i but
not in 10i for i = 1, 2, 3. This can be understood in terms of the condition qR(10i) > 0
with is achieved by imposing
M + qY N˜Y > 0 for qY =
2
3
,−1
6
,−1 ⇒ −3
2
<
N˜Y
M
< 6. (2.252)
Non-perturbative effects
Finally, an essential piece of the model are the non-perturbative effects whose source is
located at a 4-cycle Snp ⊂ X defined by a holomorphic divisor function h(x, y, z). As
discussed in section 2.3.6 such effects will shift the tree-level superpotential to (2.120),
where θ0 = (4pi
2m∗)−1[log h]z=0. As the specific value for θ0 depends on Snp and hence on
the global completion of the local model, we will assume θ0 to be a general holomorphic
function on x, y that near the Yukawa point can be approximated by
θ0 = i(θ00 + θxx+ θyy). (2.253)
In general, the presence of such non-perturbative effects will modify the local E6
model described above, in the sense that the shift in the 7-brane superpotential modifies
the F-term equations. These non-perturbative corrections to the 7-brane background for
the E6 model will be computed in subsection 2.5.3. Nevertheless, as shown in [57] such
corrections to the background cancel each other out in the computation of holomorphic
Yukawa couplings, and so one may still consider (2.243) and (2.245) for such purpose.
Using this fact, in the next section we will show that the effect of (2.120) is to generate a
hierarchical rank 3 matrix of up-type holomorphic Yukawa couplings.
2.5.2 Holomorphic Yukawas via residues
The purpose of this section is to compute the holomorphic piece of the 10×10×5 Yukawa
couplings for the E6 model above, and to show that the effect of the non-perturbative
superpotential in (2.120) is to increase the rank of this Yukawa matrix from one to three.
As pointed out in [53] and reviewed in section 2.3.2, holomorphic Yukawas in intersecting
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7-brane models can be computed via an elegant residue formula that only depends on the
7-brane background data around the Yukawa point. Such residue formula was generalised
to include the effect of the non-perturbative superpotential (2.120) in section 2.3.6.
In order to apply the residue formula (2.127) to the E6 model let us first gather
the information which is relevant for computing the residue. Clearly, in order to compute
the residue we only need to know the details of the model around the Yukawa point
pup = {x = y = 0}, and so the local description of the E6 model that was given in section
2.5.1 is justified. Moreover, from all the parameters that are involved in the local E6
model only a few of them are relevant for computing (2.127). In fact, as can be deduced
from our previous discussion in section 2.3.6 there are basically only two quantities which
are relevant in the computation of the residue: the Higgs background 〈Φhol〉 that solves
the equations of motion in the holomorphic gauge and in the absence of non-perturbative
effects, and the holomorphic function θ0 that encodes the information of such effects in
the vicinity of the Yukawa point. For the reader’s convenience we repeat both quantities
here,
〈Φholxy 〉(0) = m(E+ +mxE−) + µ2(bx− y)Q, (2.254)
θ0 = i(θ00 + θxx+ θyy). (2.255)
As discussed in section 2.5.1 the Higgs vev (2.254) specifies the two matter curves Σ5 and
Σ10 where the chiral modes of the 5-plets and 10-plets are localised. For each of these two
sectors we need to specify the pair (h, η) that will enter into the residue formula (2.127),
and will couple to each other via the structure constants fabc of E6.
Sector 5
In this case the matter curve is given by Σ5 = {bx − y = 0} and there the localised
zero modes may arise in two possible sectors: along E5 =
1
2(
√
3, 1,−1,−1,−1,−1) and
along E5¯ =
1
2(−
√
3,−1, 1, 1, 1, 1). We will consider the case where, due to the presence of
worldvolume fluxes, we have a chiral spectrum and a single zero mode in the sector 5 and
none in 5¯.51 The action of (2.254) in this zero mode sector is such that
Ψ = 2µ2(bx− y). (2.256)
It then only remains to specify the value of h for this sector. While in principle h = h(x, y)
may be any holomorphic function in the vicinity of x = y = 0, one may follow the
philosophy in section 2.3.2 and apply a gauge transformation to remove any dependence
of h on the complex coordinate bx − y. We then have that in this sector h can be taken
to be an arbitrary holomorphic function of the orthogonal coordinate x+ by. Because by
assumption we only have one zero mode we will take it to be a constant, following the
51For vanishing hypercharge flux, and for the choice (2.244) the condition that chiral modes localised
near the Yukawa point arise from the 5 sector is implemented by (2.251), while the fact that this is the only
zero mode at this curve depends on the global aspects of the model, and we will take it as an assumption.
When introducing the hypercharge flux NY and imposing the condition (2.250) the SU(5) spectrum will be
broken and there will only be a localised mode in the sector 51, namely the MSSM Higgs doublet Hu. The
holomorphic Yukawas computed in this section will also be valid for the case, with the only replacement
5→ 51. See sections 2.5.3 and 2.5.4 for more details.
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standard practice in the literature. We then have that
h5/γ5 = 1 (2.257)
iη5/γ5 =
1
2µ2(bx− y) − 
θx + bθy
4µ4(bx− y)3 +O(
2) (2.258)
with γ5 a real constant to be computed via wavefunction normalisation in the next section.
Sector 10
In this case the curve is given by Σ10 = {µ4(bx − y)2 = m3x} and the localised modes
live in the root subspace spanned by (2.233). As before, we will assume that worldvolume
fluxes are such there are exactly three chiral zero modes within the subspace spanned by
E10+ = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) and E10− =
1
2(−
√
3, 1, 1,−1,−1,−1) (see appendix B of [58] for
more details) and that these will be our three families of 10-plets in our SU(5) GUT
model.
The action of (2.254) in this sector is such that
Ψ
(
E10+
E10−
)
=
( −µ2(bx− y) m
m2x −µ2(bx− y)
)(
E10+
E10−
)
(2.259)
as can be read from (2.237). As before we need to specify h10, which now will be an
SU(2) doublet of arbitrary holomorphic functions. Again, by performing an appropriate
holomorphic gauge transformation we can restrict ourselves to a very particular form for
h10 since [53]
h10 =
(
h+(x, y)
h−(x, y)
)
− iΨ
(
χ+(x, y)
χ−(x, y)
)
=
(
0
h(bx− y)
)
(2.260)
for arbitrary h± and appropriate choices of χ±. While h can be any holomorphic function
on the coordinate bx−y, under the assumption that we have three zero modes in this sector
we can take them to be the monomials γi10m
3−i∗ (bx− y)3−i, with γi10 some normalisation
factors to be fixed in the next section. We finally have that
hi10/γ
i
10 =
(
0
m3−i∗ (bx− y)3−i
)
(2.261)
iηi10/γ
i
10 = −
[
m3−i∗ (bx− y)3−i
µ4(bx− y)2 −m3x
](
m
µ2(bx− y)
)
+O(2) (2.262)
+ 
2µ4(θx + bθy)(bx− y) +m3θy
(µ4(bx− y)2 −m3x)3 m
3−i
∗ (bx− y)3−i
(
2mµ2(bx− y)
(m3x+ µ4(bx− y)2)
)
+ 
(θx + bθy)
(µ4(bx− y)2 −m3x)2m
3−i
∗ (bx− y)2−i
(
2mµ2(bx− y)(6− i)
m3x(3− i) + (4− i)µ4(bx− y)2
)
which has a rather complicated O() correction to ηi10. Nevertheless, the result that one
obtains from applying the residue formula is still quite simple, as we will now see.
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10M × 10M × 5U Yukawas
Let us now apply the explicit expressions for (h5, η5) and (h10, η10) to the residue formula
(2.127) for the Yukawa couplings. An important simplifications arises from the fact that
the structure constants of E6 satisfy
Tr([E5 i, E
M
10 jk ]E
N
10 lm) = ijklm
MN (2.263)
where i, j, k, l,m are su(5) indices and M,N = ± are su(2) indices. As a result the
non-trivial contributions to the 10M × 10M × 5U Yukawa will be of the form
Y = m4∗pi
2Res (0,0)
(
MNη5η
M
10h
N
10
)
= m∗pi2Res (0,0)
(
η5η
+
10h
−
10
)
(2.264)
where the contractions of the SU(5) indices have been left implicit. In the first equality we
have used that any other contribution will contain a term of the form MNη
M
10η
N
10 and so it
will vanish identically, and in the second equality we have used that in our solution (2.261)
h+10 = 0. Hence, even if (2.262) has a complicated expression only the terms proportional
to E10+ will be relevant when computing up-like Yukawa couplings.
Let us proceed by computing (2.264) explicitly. At zeroth order in  we have a
contribution of the form
Y ijtree = m
4
∗pi
2γ5γ
i
10γ
j
10 Res (0,0)
[
m(m∗(bx− y))6−i−j
2µ2(bx− y)(µ4(bx− y)2 −m3x)
]
(2.265)
= − m
4∗pi2
2m2µ2
γ5γ
i
10γ
j
10 δi3δj3
and so at this level only Y 33 is non-zero. At order O() we get a contribution of the form
Y ijnp = 
m6∗pi2
4m2µ4
[bθy + θx] γ5γ
i
10γ
j
10 δ(i+j)4 (2.266)
from the O() correction to η5. In fact, one can check that the O() correction to η10 do
not contribute to (2.264) and that we are left with the following 10M ×10M ×5U Yukawa
couplings,
Y ij =
pi2γ5
4ρµρm
 0 0 ˜ρ−1µ γ110γ3100 ˜ρ−1µ γ210γ210 0
˜ρ−1µ γ110γ310 0 −2γ310γ310
+O(2) (2.267)
where we have defined the slope densities
ρµ =
µ2
m2∗
ρm =
m2
m2∗
(2.268)
as well as the non-perturbative parameter
˜ =  (θx + bθy). (2.269)
As claimed, we obtain a Yukawa matrix such that in the absence of non-perturbative
effects has rank one, but when taking them into account it increases its rank to three.52
52More precisely, the condition for rank enhancement is that ˜ 6= 0, which seems to indicate that the
pull-back of θ0 along Σ5 must be non-trivial.
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Note that the eigenvalues of this matrix display a hierarchical structure (O(1),O(˜),O(˜2)),
as we will discuss in more detail in section 2.5.4.
An interesting feature of this Yukawa matrix it that its entries depend on very few
parameters of the model, most notably ˜, ρµ and γ
i
10. In fact the last set of parameters
can be understood as wavefunction normalisation constants that cannot be determined
from the analysis of this section. Instead, they can be calculated by computing zero mode
fluctuations in a physical background and demanding that their 4d kinetic terms are
canonically normalised, which is the task that we will endeavor in the next section. As we
will see, γi10 will depend on the worldvolume flux densities of the model, and in particular
in the hypercharge flux densities in (2.241). As U-quarks with different hypercharge feel
FY differently, γ
i
10 will take different values for each of them, and this will give rise to a
rich structure of physical Yukawa couplings to be analysed in section 2.5.4.
2.5.3 Zero mode wavefunctions at the E6 point
An remarkable aspect of the computations of the last section is that, in order to arrive
at the Yukawa matrix (2.267), we did not have to fully solve for the chiral zero mode
wavefunctions. Instead, we solved for the F-term equations and used the invariance of the
superpotential under complexified gauge transformations. The price to pay for using that
trick is that we do not have any physical criterium to fix the constants γ5, γ
i
10 that appear
in the Yukawa matrix because the wavefunctions that we are using are not in a physical
gauge. As pointed out in [53] this is because via our previous computation we are only
computing the holomorphic piece of the Yukawa couplings, and not their actual physical
values. In order to compute physical Yukawa couplings we also need to solve the D-term
equations for the zero mode wavefunctions and the demand that their corresponding 4d
fluctuations have canonically normalised kinetic terms. This will fix the constants γ5, γ
i
10
in terms of the data of the local model and provide us with the physical Yukawa matrix
to be analysed in the next section.
As we will see, solving analytically for the zero mode D-term equations is a rather
involved task, mainly because they involve the Painleve´ transcendent f found in subsection
2.3.3. Nevertheless, we will be able to do so for a certain region of parameters of our local
model, and we expect that our general conclusions are valid for other regions as well.
We will first compute these physical wavefunctions in the absence of non-perturbative
effects, which will already allow us to compute the normalisation factors γ5, γ
i
10 to a good
approximation. We will then include the corrections induced by non-perturbative effects,
in the spirit of [49, 57], as explained earlier. As a cross-check of our results, we will use
the corrected wavefunctions to rederive the Yukawa matrix (2.267), now with the factors
γ5, γ
i
10 fixed.
Perturbative zero-modes
In the absence of non-perturbative effects (i.e.,  = 0) the zero mode equations reduce to
(2.62-2.63) which can be solved in real gauge as explained in section 2.3.4. In fact, while
the above equations are written for bosonic fluctuations, the same equations apply for the
7-brane fermionic zero modes, pairing up into 4d N = 1 chiral multiplets (am¯, ψm¯) and
(ϕxy, χxy) with the same internal profile. In the following we will display the solutions
to these equations for both the 5 and 10 sectors of the E6 model. The details of the
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computation can be found in appendix A of [58].
• Sector 5U
Following the results of section 2.3.4 one can easily solve the equations of motion,
obtaining
−→
Ψ5 = γ5
 i
ζ5
2µ2
i (ζ5−λ5)
2µ2
1
 χ5, χ5 = e qR2 (|x|2−|y|2)−qS(xy¯+yx¯)+(x−y)(ζ5x¯−(λ5−ζ5)y¯))
(2.270)
with λ5 the lowest solution to
λ35 − (8µ4 + (qR)2 + (qS)2)λ5 + 8µ4qS = 0 (2.271)
and ζ5 =
λ5(λ5−qR−qS)
2(λ5−qS) , see appendix A for further details.
Notice that, because they depend on the hypercharge flux, qR and qS take different
values for the two subsectors 51 and 52 of table 2.7, and so the same is true for λ5, ζ5. In
particular, imposing (2.250) we find that qS(52) = 0 and that the wavefunction for this
sector is not localised along Σ5, as we briefly comment below.
• Sector 10M
This sector is more involved because the zero modes lie along the root subspace
spanned by E10+ = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) and E10− =
1
2(−
√
3, 1, 1,−1,−1,−1) and so the appro-
priate ansatz is  ax¯ay¯
ϕxy
 = −→Ψ10+E10+ +−→Ψ10−E10− . (2.272)
Because E10± transform as a doublet of the SU(2) generated by {E+, E−, P}, c.f.(2.234),
it is useful to represent these wavefunction components with the following doublet notation
a =
(
a+
a−
)
ϕ =
(
ϕ+
ϕ−
)
(2.273)
where a±x¯ , a
±
y¯ , ϕ
±
xy belong respectively to
−→
Ψ10± . Then, following the strategy in section
2.3.4, we use the solution for the F-terms equations (2.62) to write a in terms of ϕ, and
then substitute in the D-term equation (2.63) to find an equation for Ψ.
It is instructive to first consider the case where the primitive flux 〈Fp〉 in (2.247) is
absent. The solution to the F-term equations is in fact quite similar to the one found in
the previous section in the holomorphic gauge and reads
a = efP/2∂¯ξ (2.274a)
ϕ = efP/2 (h− iΨξ) (2.274b)
where ξ and h are also doublets with components ξ± and h± and
P =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
Ψ =
( −µ2(x− y) m
m2x −µ2(x− y).
)
(2.275)
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In particular, notice that Ψ is the same matrix as in (2.259) after taking the choice (2.244).
From (2.274b) we obtain
ξ = iΨ−1
(
e−fP/2ϕ− h
)
. (2.276)
Finally, the D-term equation for the fluctuations (2.63) reads
∂xax¯ + ∂yay¯ +
1
2
∂xfPax¯ − ie−fP/2Ψ†efP/2ϕ = 0 (2.277)
which by using (2.274a), and recalling that f only depends on x, x¯, we find
∂x∂x¯ξ + ∂y∂y¯ξ + ∂xfP∂x¯ξ − iΛ† (h− iΨξ) = 0 (2.278)
where we have defined
Λ = efPΨe−fP =
( −µ2(x− y) me2f
m2xe−2f −µ2(x− y)
)
. (2.279)
To proceed it is convenient to make the following change of variables
U = e−fP/2ϕ ⇒ ξ = iΨ−1 (U − h) (2.280)
and express (2.278) entirely in terms of the doublet U
∂x∂x¯U + ∂y∂y¯U − (∂xΨ)Ψ−1∂x¯U + (∂yΨ)Ψ−1∂y¯U + ∂xfΨPΨ−1∂x¯U −ΨΛ†U = 0 (2.281)
so that the dependence on h drops completely. However, the D-term equation gives a
coupled system of equations for U+ and U− that are quite involved to solve. Nevertheless,
in the limit m  µ they decouple and one can prove that there is no localised mode for
U+, which we henceforth set to zero. Moreover, near the Yukawa point pup = {x = y = 0}
one can approximate f = log c + c2m2xx¯ + . . . and solve analytically for U−, finding
U− = exp(λ10xx¯)h with λ10 the negative solution to c2λ310 + 4c4m2λ210 −m4λ10 = 0. At
the end one finds the solution
−→
Ψ
j
10+ = γ
j
10
 iλ10m20
0
 ef/2χj10 −→Ψ j10− = γj10
 00
1
 e−f/2χj10 (2.282)
where ef/2 =
√
c em
2c2xx¯/2 and χj10 = e
λ10xx¯ gj(y), with gj holomorphic functions of y.
Switching on the primitive worldvolume fluxes amounts to replacing ∂x,y → Dx,y in
the D-term equation, with Dx,y the covariant derivatives corresponding to this flux, and
similarly for ∂¯ in the F-term equations. Still, in the limit m µ and near the origin one
finds a localised solution for U− and the wavefunctions read
−→
Ψ
j
10+ = γ
j
10
 iλ10m2− iλ10ζ10
m2
0
 ef/2χj10 −→Ψ j10− = γj10
 00
1
 e−f/2χj10 (2.283)
where λ10 is the negative solution to
m4(λ10 − qR) + λc2
(
c2m2(qR − λ10)− λ210 + q2R + q2S
)
= 0 (2.284)
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and ζ10 = −qS/(λ10 − qR). The scalar wavefunctions χ10 read
χj10 = e
qR
2
(|x|2−|y|2)−qS(xy¯+yx¯)+λ10x(x¯−ζ10y¯) gj(y + ζ10x) (2.285)
where gj holomorphic functions of y + ζ10x, and j = 1, 2, 3 label the different zero mode
families. As usual, we choose such holomorphic representatives to be
gj = m
3−j
∗ (y + ζ10x)
3−j . (2.286)
Finally, notice that within each family the wavefunctions differ for each of the sectors
101,2,3 of table 2.7 because they have different hypercharges and so qR and qS take different
values for each. From the results of the previous sections we expect that this difference
will only appear in the physical Yukawa couplings via different normalisation factors γj10,
which we now proceed to discuss.
Normalisation factors
Having obtained explicit expressions for the zero mode wavefunctions one may now require
that the 4d chiral modes have canonically normalised kinetic terms. The 4d kinetic terms
for the wavefunctions of a sector ρ that one obtains via dimensional reduction are
Kijρ = 〈−→ϕ iρ|−→ϕ jρ〉 = m4∗
∫
S
Tr (−→ϕ iρ† · −→ϕ jρ) dvolS (2.287)
where i, j are family indices. To have canonically normalised kinetic terms we need to
impose that Kijρ = δij . In the case of the sector ρ = 5 there is only one family and we can
easily achieve canonical kinetic terms by adjusting the value of the constant γ5. In this
case the integral (2.287) reads
K5 = m
4
∗|γ5|2||−→v 5||2
∫
S
χ∗5χ5 dvolS (2.288)
with χ5 given by (2.270), and
−→v 5 = 12µ2 (iζ5, i(ζ5 − λ5), 2µ2)t. Due to the convergence
properties of χ5 we can compute the above integral by extending the patch in which we
define our local model to C2. We find that the required value for γ5 is
|γ5|2 = − 4
pi2
(
µ
m∗
)4 (2ζ5 + qR)(qR + 2ζ5 − 2λ5) + (qS + λ5)2
4µ4 + ζ25 + (ζ5 − λ5)2
. (2.289)
Here λ5 and ζ5 are defined as in (2.270) and so depend on the worldvolume flux densities
qR and qS , which are given in table 2.7 for both sectors 51 and 52. Hence in general
both members of the 5-plet have different normalisation factors. In fact, for the sector
52 = (3,1)1/3 that could contain a Higgs triplet we find that γ52 = 0 after we impose the
condition (2.250).53 That is because the integrand in (2.287) is not localised along the
curve {x = y} ⊂ C2, which is turn related to the fact that this is a non-chiral sector of
the model and one may assume that it only contains massive modes.
53For qS = 0 the parameter ζ5 defined below eq.(2.270) reduces to ζ5 =
1
2
(λ5 − qR) which upon substi-
tuting in (2.289) shows that γ52 = 0.
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Notice that for the 10 sector (2.287) reads
Kij10 = m
4
∗
∫
S
Tr(−→ϕ i10+†−→ϕ j10+ +−→ϕ
i
10−
†−→ϕ j
10−)dvolS (2.290)
= m4∗(γ
i
10)
∗γj10
∑
κ=±
||−→v 10κ ||2
∫
S
eκf (χi10)
∗χj10 dvolS
with the vectors −→v 10± defined in (2.283). Because the integrand needs to be invariant
under the rotation (x, y)→ eiα(x, y) to have a non-vanishing result we deduce thatKij10 = 0
for i 6= j, and so we only need to adjust the constants γj10 in order to have canonical kinetic
terms in this sector. In particular we obtain that the required result is
|γj10|2 = −
c
m2∗pi2(3− j)!
1
1
2λ10+qR(1+ζ
2
10)−m2c2
+
c2λ210
m4
1
2λ10+qR(1+ζ
2
10)+m
2c2
(
qR
m2∗
)4−j
(2.291)
which not only depends on the family index j, but also on the sectors 101,2,3 of table 2.7,
again via the flux densities qR and qS and the quantities λ10, ζ10 that depend on them.
Finally, notice that the effects of the non-primitive flux (2.247) in this sector appear
through the dependence on the constant c.
Non-perturbative corrections
Let us now see how the presence of non-perturbative effects modifies the above wavefunc-
tion profile. As stated before, at the level of approximation that we are working these
effects amount to adding the term proportional to  in the F-term equation. This will
modify the 7-brane background 〈Φ〉 and 〈A〉 as well as the wavefunction profiles that were
just computed for  = 0. These deformations are particularly involved for the T-brane
sector of our background and as a consequence for the wavefunctions of the 10 matter
curve. Nevertheless, as we will see the O() corrections to the 10-plet wavefunctions only
affect the Yukawa couplings at O(2), and so they can be neglected to the level of approx-
imation of (2.267). In the next section we will see that we can reproduce (2.267) via the
triple overlap of the O() corrected wavefunctions, now with explicit expressions for the
normalisation factors γ5, γ
i
10.
• Corrections to the background
Following section 2.5.2, we can solve the equations of motion for the background for
 6= 0 in the holomorphic gauge if we take 〈A0,1〉 = 0. Then, the Higgs background reads
〈Φ〉 = 〈Φ〉(0) + ∂θ0 ∧ 〈A1,0〉(0) (2.292)
with 〈Φ〉(0) and 〈A1,0〉(0) the solutions to the equations of motion when  = 0 in holo-
morphic gauge, so in particular 〈A1,0〉(0) = i∂f P if we assume vanishing primitive fluxes.
Thus, in our case,
〈Φxy〉 = m(E+ +mxE−) +  θy∂xf P + µ2(x− y)Q (2.293)
where we have used that f = f(x, x¯) and taken the choice (2.244). One may now perform
a complexified gauge transformation in order to go to a real gauge that satisfies the D-term
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up to O(2). For this we try the ansatz
g = e
f
2
P e

2
(kE++k∗E−) = e
f
2
P +

2
(k ef/2E+ + k∗e−f/2E−) +O(2) (2.294)
with f as above and k a complex function of x, x¯. From this transformation we obtain the
physical background
〈Φxy〉 = m(efE+ +mxe−fE−) + 
[
θy∂xf +
m
2
(mxk − k∗)
]
P + µ2(x− y)Q+O(2)
〈A0,1〉 = − i
2
∂¯fP − i 
2
(
∂¯k efE+ + ∂¯k∗ e−fE−
)
+O(2) (2.295)
Inserting (2.295) into the D-term equation we recover that f has to satisfy the Painleve´
equation while k satisfies a more complicated differential equation, namely
cosh f ∂x∂x¯k + ∂xf∂x¯k e
f − ∂xk∂x¯f e−f +mef (m2x¯k∗ −mk + 2θ¯y∂x¯f)
−m2x¯e−f (m2xk −mk∗ + 2θy∂xf) = 0. (2.296)
Using that near the origin f = log c+m2c2xx¯+ . . . we find the solution
k = θ¯y c
2mx+ θy
1− c2
2c2 − 1m
2x¯2 + . . . (2.297)
where the dots stand for higher powers of x, x¯.
Finally, let us restore the presence of primitive fluxes (2.247). As these fluxes com-
mute with all the other elements of the background their presence does not modify the
discussion above, and we can add their contribution to the corrected background indepen-
dently. At the ends one finds
〈Φxy〉 = m(E+ +mxE−) + 
[
θy∂xf +
m
2
(mxk − k∗)
]
P (2.298)
+µ2(x− y)Q+  [θy(x¯QR − y¯QS) + θx(x¯QS + y¯QR)] +O(2)
〈A0,1〉 = 〈A0,1p 〉 −
i
2
∂¯fP − i 
2
(
∂¯k efE+ + ∂¯k∗ e−fE−
)
+O(2) (2.299)
where 〈A0,1p 〉 stands for the potential of the primitive flux (2.247) in a physical gauge.
Notice that the O() corrections to the worldvolume flux lie along the non-commuting
generators E±, while for the Higgs background they lie along the Cartan of E6.
In the following we solve for the wavefunctions for the pair (a, ϕ) and at first order in
the non-perturbative parameter . That is, we will be looking for solutions to the system
∂¯〈A〉a = O(2) (2.300a)
∂¯〈A〉ϕ− i[a, 〈Φ〉] + ∂θ0 ∧ ∂〈A〉a = O(2) (2.300b)
ω ∧ ∂〈A〉a−
1
2
[〈Φ¯〉, ϕ] = O(2) (2.300c)
where 〈A〉 and 〈Φ〉 are respectively specified by (2.298) and (2.299).
• Sector 5
The sector 5 is relatively simple due to the fact that its zero modes are not charged
under the generators of the su(2) algebra {E±, P}. More precisely, for this sector 〈A0,1〉
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reduces to 〈A0,1p 〉, and 〈Φxy〉 to the second line of (2.298). As a result, solving the zero
mode equations (2.300) for this sector is very similar to the analogous problem for the
SO(12) local model. Hence in the following we simply present the final result.
The solution to the non-perturbative zero mode equations is given by
−→
Ψ5 = γ5
 i
ζ5
2µ2
i (ζ5−λ5)
2µ2
1
 χnp5 , χnp5 = e qR2 (|x|2−|y|2)−qS(xy¯+yx¯)+(x−y)(ζ5x¯−(λ5−ζ5)y¯))(1+Υ5)
(2.301)
with λ5, ζ5 defined as in (2.270). The O() non-perturbative correction is
Υ5 = − 1
4µ2
(ζ5x¯−(λ5−ζ5)y¯)2(θx+θy)+ δ1
2
(x−y)2 + δ2
ζ5
(x−y)(ζ5y+(λ5−ζ5)x) (2.302)
with the constants δ1, δ2 given by
δ1 =
2µ2
λ25
{θ¯x(qR(ζ5 − λ5) + qSζ5) + θ¯y(qRζ5 − qS(ζ5 − λ5))} (2.303)
δ2 =
2µ2ζ5
λ25
{θ¯x(qR + qS) + θ¯y(qR − qS)}. (2.304)
As in the SO(12) model one can check that the corrections to the norm (2.289)
only appear at O(2), because O() terms that appear in the integrand of (2.288) are not
invariant under the rotation (x, y)→ eiα(x, y).
• Sector 10
Similarly to the case of perturbative zero modes, finding the non-perturbative cor-
rections to the wavefunctions of the sector 10 is in general rather involved. Nevertheless,
taking the same approximations as in the perturbative case, one may understand how this
corrections look like and argue that they will not be relevant for computing the matrix of
physical Yukawa couplings.
The first step is to switch off the primitive fluxes and realise that, in the same
way that a = ∂¯ξ and ϕ = (h− iΨξ − ∂θ0 ∧ ∂ξ) solve the F-term equations (2.300a) and
(2.300b) in the holomorphic gauge, in the real gauge they are satisfied by
a = g ∂¯ξ (2.305a)
ϕ = g (h− iΨξ − ∂θ0 ∧ ∂ξ) = g U dx ∧ dy (2.305b)
with g given by (2.294) and Ψ given by (2.259). Here a, ϕ, χ are SU(2) doublets as in
eq.(2.274). The same applies to U , which can be expanded in powers of  as
U = U (0) +  U (1) + O(2) (2.306)
where U (0) corresponds to solution found for  = 0, namely
U
(0)
− = e
λ10xx¯h(y) U
(0)
+ = 0 (2.307)
Then, one may solve for ξ as
ξ = ξ(0) + iΨ−1
[
U (1) + ∂xθ0∂yξ
(0) − ∂yθ0∂xξ(0)
]
+O(2)
ξ(0) = iΨ−1(U (0) − h) (2.308)
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and then solve for U (1) by inserting this expression into the D-term equation (2.300c). As
in the perturbative case this problem can be easily solved in the limit µ → 0, obtaining
that U
(1)
− = 0. As a result, in this limit we have the structure
ξ+ = ξ
(0)
+ + 0 +O(2) ξ− = 0 +  ξ(1)− +O(2), (2.309)
that is, the O() corrections to ξ are contained in the opposite doublet as the tree-level
contribution. The same statement applies to a and ϕ. Indeed, we have that
ϕxy = g
(0)U (0) + 
(
g(0)U (1) + g(1)U (0)
)
+O(2) (2.310)
where we have decomposed g = g(0) + g(1) +O(2) as in (2.294). Then, because g(0) only
involves P and g(1) involves E± we have
ϕ+ = 0 +  ϕ
(1)
+ +O(2) ϕ− = ϕ(0)− + 0 +O(2) (2.311)
Finally, a similar argument shows that a+ = a
(0)
+ + O(2) and a− = a(1)− + O(2) and so
the wavefunctions (2.283) have a correction of the form
−→
Ψ10+ =
 ••
0
+ 
 00
•
+O(2) −→Ψ10− =
 00
•
+ 
 ••
0
+O(2) (2.312)
One can check that this structure remains even after we restore the presence of non-
primitive fluxes. Then, since the O() correction vector is orthogonal to the 0th-order
solution, it is easy to see that no O() correction to the normalisation factors γj10 arises
by plugging these corrected wavefunctions into (2.291).
2.5.4 Physical Yukawas and mass hierarchies
Given the above solutions for the non-perturbative wavefunctions one can insert them into
(2.57) and compute their triple overlap to obtain the matrix of physical Yukawa couplings,
i.e. the Yukawas in a basis where 4d kinetic terms are canonically normalised.
As we will see below the final result for the U-quark Yukawa matrix is
YU =
pi2γ5
4ρµρm
 0 0 ˜ρ−1µ γ1Lγ3R0 ˜ρ−1µ γ2Lγ2R 0
˜ρ−1µ γ3Lγ
1
R 0 −2γ3Lγ3R
+O(˜2) (2.313)
where
ρµ =
µ2
m2∗
ρm =
m2
m2∗
˜ =  (θx + θy) (2.314)
are all flux-independent parameters. The worldvolume flux dependence (and in particular
the hypercharge dependence) is encoded in the normalisation factors γ5 and γ
i
R,L, where
γ5 is given by (2.289) with the values of qR, qS for the sector 51 of table 2.7. Finally, γ
i
R
is given by (2.291) using the values of qR and qS in the first row of table 2.7, and similarly
for γiL with the values in the second row.
We would like to see if this structure for Yukawa couplings allows to fit experimental
fermion masses. Since our expressions apply at the GUT scale, presumably of order 1016
GeV, the data needs to be run up to this scale. Table 2.8 shows the result of doing so for
the MSSM quark mass ratios, for different values of tanβ as taken from ref. [70]. In the
following we will analyse if this spectrum can be accommodated in our scheme.
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tanβ 10 38 50
mu/mc 2.7± 0.6× 10−3 2.7± 0.6× 10−3 2.7± 0.6× 10−3
mc/mt 2.5± 0.2× 10−3 2.4± 0.2× 10−3 2.3± 0.2× 10−3
md/ms 5.1± 0.7× 10−2 5.1± 0.7× 10−2 5.1± 0.7× 10−2
ms/mb 1.9± 0.2× 10−2 1.7± 0.2× 10−2 1.6± 0.2× 10−2
Yt 0.48± 0.02 0.49± 0.02 0.51± 0.04
Yb 0.051± 0.002 0.23± 0.01 0.37± 0.02
Table 2.8: Running mass ratios of quarks at the unification scale and for different values of tan
β, as taken from ref. [70]. The Yukawa couplings Yt,b at the unification scale are also shown.
The physical Yukawa matrix
Let us first perform the computation of the physical Yukawa matrix. Inserting the zero-
mode wavefunctions for the 5 and 10 sector into the cubic coupling (2.57) and applying
the E6 group theory relations we obtain
Y ijU = m
4
∗
∫
S
det
(−→
Ψ5,
−→
Ψ
i
10M ,
−→
Ψ
j
10N
)
MN dvolS (2.315)
with M,N = ± and MN the su(2) antisymmetric tensor. To obtain the Yukawas at zeroth
order in  we just need to plug into (2.315) the perturbative wavefunctions computed in
subsection 2.5.3. One then finds the expression
Y
(0)
U
ij = 2m4∗ γ5γ
i
10γ
j
10 det
(−→v 5,−→v i10+ ,−→v j10−)∫
S
χ5χ
i
10χ
j
10 dvolS (2.316)
where χρ are the perturbative scalar wavefunctions of (2.270) and (2.285). As the product
of these three wavefunctions is sharply localised around the origin one can replace the
domain of integration by C2. Taking the holomorphic representatives for each family as
in (2.286) one obtains
Y
(0)
U
33 = − pi
2
2ρµρm
γ5γ
3
Lγ
3
R Y
(0)
U
ij = 0 for i 6= 3 6= j (2.317)
where the slope densities ρm,µ are defined as in (2.314), γ5 is the normalisation factor
(2.289) evaluated for the sector 51 of table 2.7 and γ
i
R,L are the normalisation factors
(2.291) evaluated for the sectors 101,2 of the same table. Then, as expected from our
construction, we obtain a rank 1 Yukawa matrix at the perturbative level, which moreover
is in perfect agreement with the result of the residue computation of section 2.5.2.
The O() contribution to (2.315) can be written as
Y
(1)
U
ij = 2m4∗
∫
S
[
det
(−→
Ψ
(1)
5 ,
−→
Ψ
(0) i
10+ ,
−→
Ψ
(0) j
10−
)
+ det
(−→
Ψ
(0)
5 ,
−→
Ψ
(1) i
10+ ,
−→
Ψ
(0) j
10−
)
+ det
(−→
Ψ
(0)
5 ,
−→
Ψ
(0) i
10+ ,
−→
Ψ
(1) j
10−
)]
dvolS (2.318)
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where we have split the corrected wavefunction (2.301) as
−→
Ψ5 =
−→
Ψ
(0)
5 +
−→
Ψ
(1)
5 and similarly
for the wavefunctions
−→
Ψ
i
10± =
−→
Ψ
(0) i
10± + 
−→
Ψ
(1) i
10± in the sector 10.
Performing the integral of the first term in (2.318) one obtains
Y
(1)
U =
pi2γ5
4ρ2µρm
 0 0 γ1Lγ3R0 γ2Lγ2R 0
γ3Lγ
1
R 0 0
 (θx + θy) (2.319)
matching the result (2.267) for the case (2.244) that we are considering. Recall that in the
computations of Section 2.5.2 the O() corrections to the Yukawa matrix came entirely
from the corrections to the wavefunction in the 5 sector, while the corrections to the 10
sector did not contribute to the Yukawas. One can argue that the same will happen here
as follows. First notice that due to the zero mode structure (2.312), −→ϕ (0) j
10− and
−→ϕ (1) i
10+
are proportional to each other up to multiplication by a complex function, and so the
determinant in the second term of (2.318) vanishes identically. Second, for ζ10 = 0 the
tree-level wavefunctions −→ϕ (0) i
10+
only have one non-vanishing component (c.f.(2.283)), and
one can then see that the same applies to −→ϕ (1) i
10− , so that the third determinant in (2.318)
vanishes as well. For ζ10 6= 0 such determinant may not vanish identically, but its integral
should vanish because ζ10 is proportional to the flux qS and the integral (2.315) should
not depend explicitly on background worldvolume fluxes. Indeed, recall that (2.315) is
equivalent to (2.57), which is invariant under complexified gauge transformations. Such
transformations can be used to gauge away any dependence on the worldvolume flux,
and so the result obtained for qS = 0 should be true in general. In fact, one can use a
complexified gauge transformation to take the wavefunctions computed in the previous
section to the ones used in Section 2.5.2 in the residue formula, which is why both results
match.54
Finally, adding up these two results as
YU = Y
(0)
U +  Y
(1)
U +O(2) (2.320)
we obtain (2.313), as claimed above. In the following we will analyse if given these up-like
Yukawas we can reproduce the data in table 2.8.
The top quark Yukawa
The Yukawa for the top quark is given by the 33 entry of (2.313). To analyse its value it
is useful to express the quantities ρµ and ρm as
ρµ =
(
µ
m∗
)2
= (2pi)3/2g1/2s σµ ρm =
(
m
m∗
)2
= (2pi)3/2g1/2s σm (2.321)
where σµ = (µ/mst)
2 and σm = (m/mst)
2 are the 7-brane intersection slopes measured in
units of mst, the scale that in the type IIB limit reduces to the string scale mst = 2piα
′
and which is related to the F-theory scale as m4st = gs(2pi)
3m4∗. We then have that
|Yt| = (8pigs)1/2σmc γ˜51 γ˜101 γ˜102 (2.322)
54In relating wavefunctions by a complexified gauge transformation we assume that the definition of
families in terms of monomials is preserved. That is, we assume that the choice of family representative
(2.286) is mapped to (2.261) by a complexified gauge transformation that removes the flux dependence
from the wavefunction.
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where
γ˜51 =
(
−(2ζ51 + q
51
R )(q
51
R + 2ζ51 − 2λ51) + (q51S + λ51)2
4µ4 + ζ251 + (ζ51 − λ51)2
)1/2
(2.323)
γ˜10i =
− q10iR
m4
2λ10i+q
10i
R (1+ζ
2
10i
)−m2c2 +
c2λ210i
2λ10i+q
10i
R (1+ζ
2
10i
)+m2c2

1/2
i = 1, 2
with q10iR,s , i = 1, 2 the values of qR,S in the i
th row of table 2.7, q51R,S the ones in the fourth
row, etc. Notice that this expression is quite similar to the one obtained for the third
generation of down-like Yukawas in the SO(12) model, except for an extra factor of
√
2c
which for the value (c ∼ 0.7) is very close to 1. Hence in principle one expects that the
Yukawa of the top and of the bottom are of the same order of magnitude, which in the
scheme of the MSSM would favour a large tanβ.
From (2.322) one may proceed as in the SO(12) model and estimate that primitive
worldvolume flux densities are of the order
M,N ' 0.29 g1/2s m2st (2.324)
with gs not too small. In fact, the diluted flux approximation is one of the requirements
that we need to impose in order to be able to trust the 7-brane effective action that led to
the zero mode equations of Section 2.5.3. A further self-consistency restriction comes from
the fact that the non-primitive flux (2.246) must be slowly varying in the region where
wavefunctions are localised. As discussed in appendix A of [58], this leads to the condition
−
(
qR
2
λ10 +
m2c2
2
)
4c4
|2c4 − 1|m2  1. (2.325)
Finally, recall that in order to simplify the 10-plet zero mode equations restricted ourselves
to the region of the parameter space such that m  µ. All these approximations are
only important for computing the normalisation factors for the wavefunctions, while the
computation of holomorphic Yukawas in Section 2.5.2 is independent of them.
Given these restrictions one can see that one may accommodate a realistic value for
the Yukawa of the top at the unifications scale. Indeed, if one for instance takes the values
(in units of mst)
M = 0.3 , N = 0.03 , N˜Y = 0.6 , NY = −0.18 , m = 0.5 , µ = 0.1 , (2.326)
with gs = 1 and c = 0.7 one obtains
Yt = 0.5 (2.327)
in quite good agreement with the values of table 2.8. One can also check that the wave-
functions are sufficiently localised in a region where the first two terms of (2.87) are a
good approximation for the Painleve´ transcendent.
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Up-type quarks mass hierarchies
In order to analyse the flavour hierarchies among different U-quarks let us consider the
matrix
YU
Y 33
=

0 0 −12 ˜ρ−1µ
γ1L
γ3L
0 −12 ˜ρ−1µ
γ2Lγ
2
R
γ3Lγ
3
R
0
−12 ˜ρ−1µ
γ1R
γ3L
0 1
+O(˜2) (2.328)
whose eigenvalues are
λ1 = 1 +O(2)
λ2 = − 1
2ρµ
γ2Lγ
2
R
γ3Lγ
3
R
(θx + θy) +O(2)
λ3 = O(2),
where we have used the expression for ˜ in (2.314). This yields automatically a hierarchy
of U-quark masses of the form (1, , 2) in fact quite similar to the one found in the SO(12)
model for the D-quarks and leptons. As in there, the quotient of quark masses of different
families is rather simple. Namely identifying the first and second eigenvalues with the
third and second generations of U-quarks we have
mc
mt
=
1
2
(
q101R q
102
R
µ4
)1/2
 (θx + θy) (2.329)
=
1
2
M
µ2
(
1 +
2N˜Y
3M
)1/2(
1− N˜Y
6M
)1/2
 (θx + θy)
where we have used that q101R = M +
2
3N˜Y and q
102
R = M − 16N˜Y . Hence it is quite easy
to accommodate the hierarchy between the charm and the top quark with a small non-
perturbative parameter . In fact, one may consider the ratio of flux densities N˜Y /M ∼ 1.8
obtained in the SO(12) model for the down-like Yukawa point pdown and apply it to this
expression, since, if the two Yukawa points pup and pdown are not far away the flux densities
should be alike. One then obtains that a realistic mass ratio requires
M
µ2
 (θx + θy) ' 4× 10−3 (2.330)
which can be achieved by taking ˜ =  (θx + θy) ∼ 10−4 as in the SO(12) model and M
and µ as in (2.326). Of course a more detailed analysis would require to embed both
Yukawa points pup and pdown in the same local model, possibly in a region of E7 or E8
enhancement.
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96
3
Discrete flavour symmetries in D-brane models
In this chapter we explore an alternative route to flavour physics within string theory, that
of discrete symmetries. We start by discussing some general aspects of discrete symmetries,
distinguishing between gauge and global symmetries and the role of quantum gravitational
effects. We review in some detail the field theory description of an abelian discrete gauge
theory which gives some results that will be useful in subsequent sections where we explore
non-abelian generalisations.
In section 3.2 we build an explicit example of non-abelian discrete gauge symmetry
by compactifying on a manifold with discrete isometries and we show it is closely re-
lated to magnetised and intersecting D-brane models which are very interesting from the
phenomenological point of view. In 3.3 we explore the possibility of having discrete sym-
metries acting on the flavour degrees of freedom for semi-realistic intersecting D6-brane
models. In the next section we analyse the same problem from the T-dual perspective of
magnetised D9-branes. Finally, we build some models which qualitatively resemble the
MSSM and display non-abelian symmetries that pose strong constraints on the Yukawa
couplings.
3.1 Generalities of discrete symmetries
Discrete symmetries are widely used in phenomenological models to forbid couplings or
generate textures for them. Probably the simplest example is R parity in the MSSM, a
discrete Z2 symmetry proposed ad hoc to forbid dangerous proton decay operators. In
the context of flavour a standard mechanism to generate patterns in Yukawa couplings
or PMNS matrix is to propose that these are somehow constrained by some approximate
discrete symmetry. Depending on the particular group, the way it acts on the SM fields
and how it is broken one can get different textures for the couplings. From this point
of view the microscopic origin of the symmetry is obscure and one does not know if the
symmetry is exact or approximate. In the case of approximate symmetries it can be also
troublesome to compute the scale at which these are broken and the magnitude of the
deviations from the exact case. In the context of string theory one should, in principle,
be able to answer all of these questions for a given vacuum and compute the corrections,
if any.
First of all, let us define what we mean by discrete gauge symmetry. When quantising
a gauge theory, we identify states connected by a gauge transformation that is trivial at
spatial infinity, dubbed local gauge transformations, so it acts trivially in the physical
Hilbert space and we speak of an invariance rather than a symmetry. The so-called global
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gauge group consists of transformations that are constant at spatial infinity and it acts as
a symmetry in the Hilbert space so states arrange in irreducible representations of such
symmetry.1 Applying Noether’s theorem to the global group we get a conserved current
and charge. A crucial feature of this charge is that it can be measured from arbitrarily
far away by looking at the flux it generates. When the gauge symmetry is spontaneously
broken it is the global part of the gauge group that is higgsed2 and the associated charge
is no longer conserved. However, a discrete subgroup may survive this breaking which we
refer to as a discrete gauge symmetry. It acts as a symmetry in the space of states and
the Hamiltonian is invariant under it which yields a conserved charge. Again, this charge
has long-range effects as we will explicitly show in the next section.
Global symmetries, on the other hand, are simply symmetries of the dynamics that
are not associated to any gauge invariance and can be both discrete and continuous. This
means that the corresponding charge cannot be measured from arbitrarily far away due
to the absence of a gauge field. This difference between global and gauge symmetries
has important consequences when including quantum gravitational effects as we briefly
mention in the following.
Indeed, there is a ‘folk theorem’ concerning any theory of quantum gravity that says
that there are no global symmetries (see e.g. [88] for a recent review). The idea of the
argument for continuous symmetries is as follows. Consider a black hole that was made
out of matter charged under a global symmetry. Since there is no gauge field associated to
the global charge it is not possible to measure it from infinity and every black hole of that
kind looks the same, no matter the global charge it had originally. Upon evaporation no
global charge is emitted and we end up with a small black hole. At some point Hawking’s
calculation can no longer be trusted and we really do not know what happens next.
However, the important point is that we arrive at the same small black hole regardless of
the global charge which means that the associated entropy is infinite. This is in conflict
with the Covariant Entropy Bound that sets a limit on the amount of entropy there can
be in a causal diamond [76]. Thus, global charges are not conserved, only gauge charges
are.
This statement is expected to hold also for discrete symmetries although there is
not such a clean argument. For perturbative string theory there is plenty of evidence
that supports this claim, for instance, the SL(2,Z) symmetry in Type IIB corresponds to
large diffeomorphisms of M-theory on T2 as we saw in section 2.2.1 and the T-duality Z2
enhances to a SU(2) gauge group at self-radius.
This means that if, for example, we embed the MSSM within string theory in such
a way that R parity is a discrete gauge symmetry the proton will be stable. All the
loop corrections, non-perturbative or any UV effects will respect the Z2 symmetry. This
is clearly a good feature for certain phenomenological issues but it is unacceptable for
others. For instance, if there is a discrete symmetry behind the structure of masses and
mixings in the SM it should correspond to an approximate global symmetry since these do
not seem to follow from an exact symmetry. The scale at which a given global symmetry
is broken is model dependent and should be computed in a case by case basis.
1If the space has no boundary then the global gauge group is trivial which matches the fact that there
can be no net charge is such spaces due to Gauss’s law.
2Elitzur’s theorem [75] states that only gauge invariant operators may acquire a vev so the local part
of the gauge group is always preserved. The local gauge group may appear to be broken due to a choice
of gauge.
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3.1.1 Low energy description of a Zp gauge theory
Let us analyse in some detail a simple theory that has an abelian discrete gauge symmetry
which will hopefully clarify some of the features mentioned in the last section. Also, it
will be useful when we go to the more involved case of non-abelian symmetries.
Consider a U(1) gauge theory in 4d spontaneously broken by a scalar field Φ of
charge p times the fundamental charge. The Lagrangian for such theory is
L = − 1
2g2
F ∧ ∗F + (d− ipA)Φ ∧ ∗(d+ ipA)Φ¯− V (|Φ|) (3.1)
with g the coupling constant, V (|Φ|) such that 〈|Φ|2〉 = v2 and the normalizations are
such that the gauge group acts on the fields as
A′ = A+ dχ, Φ′ = Φ eipχ. (3.2)
The space of vacua is given by
〈Φ〉 = v eiφ0 (3.3)
with φ0 ∈ [0, 2pi) and φ0 ∼ φ0+2pi. Notice that in general two different vacua are connected
by a gauge transformation that is non-trivial at spatial infinity so they correspond to
different states. More explicitly, a constant gauge transformation acts on the vacuum as
φ′0 = φ0 + pχ and for generic values of χ we have that φ′0 6= φ0. However, since Φ has
charge p there is a discrete set of values for χ that leaves the vacuum invariant. Namely,
χ = 2pi np with n ∈ Z which corresponds to a Zp subgroup of the original U(1). Thus, there
is a Zp gauge symmetry acting on the Hilbert space of the theory.
Let us compute the action for V (|Φ|) = λ(|Φ|2−v2)2. We expand the field Φ around
the vacuum φ0, Φ = (v+ρ)e
i(φ0+φ), where ρ and φ are real scalars such that φ takes values
on a circle of radius 2pi. The Lagrangian is
L = − 1
2g2
F ∧∗F +dρ∧∗dρ+(v+ρ)2(dφ−pA)∧∗(dφ−pA)+λ(4v2ρ2 +4vρ3 +ρ4). (3.4)
We recognise v2(dφ− pA)2 as a Stu¨ckelberg term which can be interpreted as a mass for
the gauge boson (for a gauge where φ is constant) and signals a spontaneous breaking
of the gauge symmetry. Also, the relative coefficient between the axion φ and the gauge
field gives the charge of the axion under the U(1) and therefore, the surviving discrete
gauge group. Thus, we learn that a Stu¨ckelberg term of this kind is a distinctive feature
for discrete gauge symmetries. Indeed, if we restrict to a theory that only contains the
gauge field and an axion coupled via a Stu¨ckelberg term, the different vacua correspond
to A = 0 and φ = φ0. For the same reason as before a given vacuum is only invariant
under Zp which triggers the spontaneous breaking of the symmetry.
We now compute the deep IR limit of this theory in which we can analyse the objects
that are charged under Zp. The IR corresponds to restricting to energies well below the
symmetry breaking scale v so we should take the limit v → ∞. The lightest excitations
of this theory are those of the massive gauge field with mA ∼ gv and the Higgs field ρ
with mρ ∼ λv so when v → ∞ we do not expect to have any local degrees of freedom.
Indeed, in this limit the equations of motion reduce to the constraint dφ−pA = 0 and the
theory becomes topological. Taking the limit v → ∞ on (3.6) we arrive at the so-called
BF Lagrangian
L = − p
2pi
B ∧ dA (3.5)
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that has a discrete gauge symmetry Zp. Let us take the Lagrangian (3.4) and dualise the
axion into a 2-form B using 4piv2dφ = ∗dB = ∗H, namely
L = − 1
2g2
F ∧ ∗F − 1
(4pi)2v2
H ∧ ∗H − p
2pi
B ∧ dA+ · · · (3.6)
where the dots represent terms that are irrelevant in the IR. We can further dualise the
gauge field A using 2pidA = g2 ∗ dV
L = − 1
(4pi)2v2
H ∧ ∗H + g
2
8pi2
(dV − pB) ∧ ∗(dV − pB) + · · · . (3.7)
The Stu¨ckelberg term is now (dV −pB)2 and has a dual interpretation to the one in (3.4).
The field B is the potential of a U(1) gauge theory that is higgsed down to Zp due to the
matter field V .
Thus, we have a theory with two different U(1) gauge groups broken down to Zp,
one corresponding to the original gauge field A and another one associated to the 2-form
potential B. This allows us to find the charged objects in this theory. We know that a
gauge field couples to particles via
∫
ΓA where Γ is the worldline of such particle and a 2-
form potential naturally couples to strings by integration on the worldsheet Σ,
∫
ΣB. The
irreducible representations of Zp are labeled simply by k mod(p) which gives the possible
charges of these objects. This means that the consistent charged objects this theory can
contain are particles and strings with charges k mod(p).
In the IR limit the only observables of the theory correspond to the holonomies
that particles and strings induce among themselves. These are captured by the Wilson
operators
Wparticle(Γ, nA) = exp
[
inA
∮
Γ
A
]
(3.8a)
Wstring(Σ, nB) = exp
[
inB
∮
Σ
B
]
(3.8b)
which can be interpreted as the phase that the wavefunction of particles and strings pick up
when moving in a background with A and B fields, respectively. To compute the holonomy
we can consider a probe particle of charge nA moving in the background created by a string
of charge nB. The presence of a string of charge nB with worldsheet Σ produces an extra
term in the action nB
∫
ΣB that modifies the equations of motion which now read
dA = 2pi
nB
p
δ(Σ) (3.9)
where δ(Σ) is a delta 2-form with support in Σ and all its legs conormal to Σ. The
Aharonov-Bohm phase that a particle of charge nA picks when moving along a closed loop
Γ = ∂D is3
exp
[
inA
∫
Γ
A
]
= exp
[
inA
∫
D
dA
]
= exp
[
2pii
nAnB
p
∫
D
δ(Σ)
]
= exp
[
2pii
nAnB
p
L(Γ,Σ)
]
(3.10)
3For theories on topologically non-trivial spaces the path Γ need not be trivial in homology which gives
an extra contribution to the phase. We neglect this observable since it is not distinctive of discrete gauge
symmetries.
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where L(Γ,Σ) is the so-called linking number of Γ and Σ, a topological invariant that
measures how many times the particle winds around the string. Of course, one can arrive
at the same result by considering a string moving in the background created by a particle.
We end this section considering the operators that are dual to the Wilson loops
(3.8), the ’t Hooft operators. Naively, one would think these are given by eiφ(P ) and ei
∫
Γ V
but these operators are not invariant under the U(1)s associated to A and B respectively.
In order to make them gauge invariant we need to attach particles ending on P and strings
ending on Γ. More precisely, the ’t Hooft operators are given by
Tinstanton(P,mB) = exp
[
imB
(
φ(P ) +
p∑
i=1
∫
γi
A
)]
(3.11a)
Tmonopole(Γ,mA) = exp
[
imA
(∮
Γ
V +
p∑
i=1
∫
σi
B
)]
(3.11b)
where γi are paths that go from P to other instantons or extend to infinity and the
surfaces σi go from Γ to other magnetic monopoles or infinity. The operator (3.11a) can
be interpreted as a process in which a set of p particles come together in P and annihilate
(or the time reversed process in which p particles are created at P ). Similarly for (3.11a)
we have that p strings can be created or destroyed.
In this section we have seen that there are several ways to characterise a field theory
with an abelian discrete gauge symmetry. It can be regarded as a U(1) theory sponta-
neously broken by a field of non-minimal charge p, a Stu¨ckelberg or BF theory proportional
to p and a theory that contains particles and string with charges conserved modulo p that
induce Aharonov-Bohm phases to each other.
3.1.2 Non-abelian generalisation
Since we are ultimately interested in having non-abelian discrete gauge symmetries let us
generalise the previous section to the non-abelian case. A general analysis is beyond our
scope so we just present some aspects that will be particularly useful for our purposes.
As a warm up example of a yet abelian case consider a U(1)N gauge theory that
contains N axions φa ∼ φa + 2pi coupled via Stu¨ckelberg terms, namely4
L ⊃ (∂µφa − kacAcµ)(∂νφb − kbcAcν) ηµνδab. (3.12)
with kba integer numbers. We ignored the kinetic terms for the gauge bosons since they do
not play any role in our discussion. We know from our previous example that the vacua
of this theory correspond to having constant axions. Thus, a given vacuum is a point in
the space spanned by the axions (dubbed ‘axionic manifold’) which, in this case is TN .
The action of the global gauge group on the axions is given by
φa → φa +
∑
a
kab χ
b (3.13)
where χa is a constant in [0, 2pi) and corresponds to the element eiχ
a
in U(1)a. Again, the
symmetry that survives is given by the set of χa that leaves the vacuum invariant. This
4We consider the same number of gauge fields and axions for simplicity since this does not affect the
idea we try to convey.
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means that we should solve the equations
φa → φa +
∑
b
kab χ
b = φa mod 2pi (3.14)
for a = 1, . . . , N . For det k 6= 0 we find that χb = 2pi(k−1)ba na with na ∈ Z. In order to
get only the inequivalent values of χa we must quotient these by χa ∼ χa+ 2pi which gives
the surviving discrete symmetry P, namely
P =
Γ
Γ˜
(3.15)
where we defined Γ as the lattice generated by the allowed values of χa and Γ˜ = 2piZN .
The key observation that allows to generalise this construction to non-abelian sym-
metries is to think of the Stu¨ckelberg terms in (3.12) as the gauging of the isometries of
the axionic manifold TN . Since these isometries are abelian the potential discrete gauge
symmetry that one may get is always abelian. On the other hand, one can consider ax-
ionic manifolds with non-abelian isometries which may yield non-abelian discrete gauge
symmetries upon gauging, as follows.
Let M be an axionic manifold of dimension N and coordinates φa equipped with
a metric Gab with non-abelian isometries. We denote the Killing vectors by XA = X
a
A∂a
with A running over A = 1, . . . , N where here N is the dimension of the Lie group of
isometries Iso(M) (which coincides with the dimension of M itself since it is an axionic
manifold). These satisfy the Lie algebra
[XA, XB] = f
C
AB XC (3.16)
where [ , ] is the Lie bracket and f CAB the structure constants. Notice that the group
Iso(M) has a natural transitive action on M via the flow of the Killing vectors. More
precisely, consider the integral curves of the Killing vectors
CA(λA, p) : [0, 2pi]×M −→M (3.17)
that satisfy ∂λAC
A(λA, p) = XA(p) and C
A(0, p) = CA(2pi, p) = p where p is an arbitrary
point in M. Thus, for a given λA this map takes the point p to CA(λA, p) ∈ M. The
group law translates into composition of maps and since it is non-abelian we have that, in
general, CB(λB, CA(λA, p)) 6= CA(λA, CB(λB, p)).
The kinetic term for the axions φa reads
L ⊃ Gab(φ)∂µφa∂µφb (3.18)
and is invariant under the isometries generated by XA if these are indeed Killing vectors,
namely, LXAG = 0.
Consider now adding a set of N non-commuting U(1) gauge symmetries with gen-
erators TA satisfying
[TA, TB] = ig
C
AB TC (3.19)
such that they gauge the isometries ofM leading to a Stu¨ckelberg Lagrangian of the form
L ⊃ Gab(φ)(∂µφa − kaAAAµ )(∂νφb − kbBABν ) ηµν (3.20)
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where kaA are functions of φ
a that relate the generators of the isometry and the generators
in the gauge algebra. More precisely, demanding (3.20) to be invariant under the U(1)s
yields TA ↔ kaA∂a so the functions kaA tell you how the gauge group acts on M which,
in general, is position dependent. Thus, consider another set of integral curves C˜A(χA, p)
associated to kaA rather than X
a
A that satisfy ∂χAC˜
A(χA, p) = kaA(p)∂a with C˜
A(0, p) =
C˜A(2pi, p) = p. Under a global gauge transformation U = exp(iχATA) (no sum in A) a
point p ∈M transforms as
p −→ C˜A(χA, p) (3.21)
which is different from p for generic values of χA. Since a given point in M corresponds
to a particular vacuum in the field theory the gauging indeed breaks the gauge group.
However, it may happen that CA(χA, p) = p for a discrete set of values of χA in which
case there is a residual discrete gauge symmetry. Since the composition of the integral
curves does not commute we arrive at a non-abelian gauge symmetry.
In the following sections we present some examples of theories with non-abelian
discrete gauge symmetries which are particular examples of this construction. In section
3.2 we consider a compactification on a manifold with discrete isometries whose lower-
dimensional description is that of a compactification on a space with continuous isometries
broken by metric fluxes. By performing a dimensional reduction one arrives precisely to a
Lagrangian that contains a set of axions that span a manifold with non-abelian isometries
together with the appropriate gaugings that yield a discrete gauge symmetry. In section
3.3.2 we study Type IIA toroidal orientifolds with intersecting D6-branes that also exhibit
non-abelian discrete symmetries coming from these kind of gaugings.
Let us conclude this section with some remarks. For the abelian Zp gauge theory we
have seen that there are always charged particles and strings that induce Aharonov-Bohm
phases among themselves. For a non-abelian discrete gauge symmetry the situation is
somewhat similar, there are also particles and strings that affect each other for arbitrarily
large distances. However, the situation is much more involved since their charges corre-
spond to non-abelian representations of the discrete symmetry which makes their study
quite complicated. An analysis of the charged states and their interactions is completely
beyond our scope so we refer the reader to [77] for a detailed discussion on the subject.
3.2 Non-abelian discrete gauge symmetries from discrete
isometries
In this section we consider a compactification in a manifold with discrete non-abelian
isometries. We also discuss the lower-dimensional description in terms of gaugings as ex-
plained before as well as the relation to compactifications with magnetised and intersecting
D-branes.
3.2.1 Compactification on twisted torus
In Kaluza-Klein compactification, isometries of the compactification manifold produce
global symmetries in the worldsheet which correspond to gauge symmetries in the lower
dimensional theory in the bulk. This is familiar for continuous isometries, but also holds for
discrete isometries, suggesting a natural source for (possibly non-abelian) discrete gauge
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symmetries. We analyse a particular example that produces such non-abelian symmetries
and that is closely related to the flavour symmetries studied in the subsequent sections.
Prototypical examples of compactification spaces with discrete isometries are twisted
tori. For simplicity we focus on the case of a twisted torus (T3)M (where M denotes the
first Chern class of the S1 fibration over the base T2). This space is a group manifold so
it can be neatly displayed by the following coset construction (see e.g. [78, 79]). Consider
the set H3(R) of upper triangular matrices
g(x, y, z) =
1 x z + xy20 1 y
0 0 1
 , x, y, z ∈ R (3.22)
which forms a non-compact Heisenberg group under multiplication
g(x, y, z)g(x′, y′, z′) = g(x+ x′, y + y′, z + z′ +
1
2
(xy′ − x′y)). (3.23)
A basis of e.g. right-invariant forms ηx = dx, ηy = dy, ηz = dz − 12(ydx − xdy) allows
the introduction of a metric ds2 = (ηx)2 + (ηy)2 + (ηz)2 with an isometry group defined
by right multiplication, and therefore given by H3(R) itself. More precisely, we have that
the Killing vectors of this metric are given by the left-invariant vectors of H3(R), a simple
basis for them being
XxL = ∂x − 12y∂z g(x, y, z)→ g(x+ λx, y, z − 12yλx) (3.24a)
XyL = ∂y +
1
2x∂z g(x, y, z)→ g(x, y + λy, z + 12xλy) (3.24b)
XzL = ∂z g(x, y, z)→ g(x, y, z + λz) (3.24c)
where we have also specified the continuous isometries generated upon exponentiation of
such Lie algebra elements.
The twisted torus is obtained as a left coset (T3)M = H3(R)/H3(M) of the non-
compact space H3(R) by the infinite discrete subgroup H3(M) with elements of the form1 Mnx Mnz0 1 Mny
0 0 1
 , nx, ny, nz ∈ Z. (3.25)
In other words, by imposing the identifications
g(x, y, z) ∼ g(x+M,y, z − M2 y) ∼ g(x, y +M, z + M2 x) ∼ g(x, y, z +M). (3.26)
As the metric is made of right-invariant forms, (T3)M has a well-defined quotient metric.
On the other hand, some of the isometries of the parent space H3(M) are broken in
(T3)M . The quotient enjoys a continuous U(1) isometry along the S
1 fiber, generated by
the invariant Killing vector XzL = X
z
R = ∂z. However, the other two vectors X
x
L and X
y
L
are not right-invariant, and so the corresponding continuous isometries disappear. Indeed,
one can see that the action of XxL and X
y
L is in general different for different points of
H3(R) which are identified under (3.26). For instance,
eλxX
x
L : g(x, y, z)→ g(x+ λx, y, z − 12yλx) (3.27)
eλxX
x
L : g(x, y +M, z + M2 x)→ g(x+ λx, y +M, z + M2 x− 12(y +M)λx)
∼ g(x+ λx, y, z − 12yλx +Mλx)
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and so these two actions are the same only if λx ∈ Z. A similar statement holds for the
parameter λy in (3.24b). Hence, one finds that the identifications (3.26) break two of the
continuous isometries of the parent H3(R), preserving only the discrete order-M actions
generated by
eX
x
L : g(x, y, z)→ g(x+ 1, y, z − 12y) , eX
y
L : g(x, y, z)→ g(x, y + 1, z + 12x). (3.28)
Just like XxL and X
y
L, these generators do not commute, but rather produce an element of
the U(1) generated by XzL, and realise a discrete Heisenberg group P = HM = H3(M =
1)/H3(M). This discrete non-abelian isometry group produces a discrete non-abelian
gauge symmetry HM in the lower-dimensional theory.
The above construction is a particular case of a more general setup (see e.g. [80,81]).
Given a non-compact group G, the metric constructed with right-invariant forms has G
itself as its isometry group (by right multiplication). In taking the coset G/H by a
subgroup H, some of these isometries may survive (in continuous or discrete versions).
In general, H is not a normal subgroup of G, so G/H is not a group, and cannot be the
isometry group. To identify the correct isometry group, note that a point g1 in G/H is,
at the level of G, an equivalence class of points of the form g2 = g1γ, with γ ∈ H. An
isometry R in G, mapping such g1 and g2 to g1R and g2R, is an isometry in G/H if the
images are in the same equivalence class, namely if g2R = g1Rγ
′ for some γ′ ∈ H. This
requires R to satisfy R−1γR = γ′, namely conjugation by R should leave H invariant
(although not necessarily pointwise). Those transformations form the so-called normaliser
group NH of H, and define the maximal subgroup of G such that H is normal in NH .
Since H acts trivially on G/H, the actual isometry group of G/H is NH/H. It is easy to
show that in the twisted torus the group NH3(M)/H3(M) corresponds to the one identified
above, namely HM × U(1).
It is natural to ask if, besides the above higher-dimensional description, there is
a lower-dimensional description of the discrete gauge symmetry in terms of gauging of
suitable scalars. Indeed, it is familiar that compactification on a twisted torus can alter-
natively be viewed as a compactification on T3 with metric fluxes, which can be described
in terms of gauging a Heisenberg algebra [82]. The qualitative structure of the gauging
is already manifest in the twisted torus metric, with gxz ∼ y and gyz ∼ x, as follows. A
gauge transformation of the KK gauge boson V xµ ∼ gxµ along the circle parametrised by
y (i.e. a translation in y) shifts the vev of the scalar φ ∼ gxz, and similarly for the KK
gauge boson along x and the scalar gyz. The integer M arises as the ratio of winding
numbers of the map between full translations in the geometric circles, and the induced
shifts in the scalar manifold. The non-abelian structure of the isometries of the scalar
manifold makes the resulting discrete gauge symmetry non-abelian. This qualitative de-
scription can be fleshed out by performing the dimensional reduction explicitly; this was
carried out in detail in the related but more interesting case of Type I magnetised toroidal
compactification in [91]. See appendix C for a dimensional reduction of the T-dual setup
of intersecting D6-branes.
3.2.2 Relation to magnetised D-branes and flavour symmetries
As described above, the twisted torus (T3)M can be regarded as an S
1 fibration over a
two-torus with first Chern class M2pidx∧ dy. Thus, instead of thinking about it as part of
the physical space where we compactify we can look at it as the total space of a U(1)
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bundle over T2 with M units of magnetic flux F . Namely, performing a dimensional
reduction on the fibre we arrive at a flat two-torus together with a gauge field with some
flux. This is realised in string theory by having a magnetised D-brane wrapped along T2
so we expect to have a non-abelian discrete gauge symmetry in this case too.
In the following we show that there is indeed a discrete symmetry by brute force,
meaning that we compute the wavefunctions for massless fermions that are charged under
such U(1) and explicitly check that they arrange into a representation of the Heisenberg
group identified above. Of course, this does not prove that such symmetry is gauge, this
will be done in subsequent sections when we revisit this system. However, the advantage
of this procedure is that in magnetised D-brane models these wavefunctions correspond to
different flavours so we can already see the symmetry acting non-trivially on the flavour
degrees of freedom.
Consider a toy model of a magnetised T2 with F = 2piMdx∧ dy, (M > 0). The
Dirac equation for a massless Dirac fermion with charge +1 under U(1) reads Γµ(∂µ −
iAµ)Ψ = 0 so if we restrict to a left-handed fermion ψ and introduce the complex coordi-
nate z = x+ τy with τ the complex structure of the torus it reduces to(
∂¯ − ipiM
Im τ
Im z
)
ψ = 0 (3.29)
whose solutions are given in terms of Jacobi theta functions (see e.g. [50])
ψj,M (z, z¯) = eipiMzIm z/Im τϑ
[
j
M
0
]
(Mz,Mτ), j = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1. (3.30)
We defined the ϑ-functions as
ϑ
[
a
b
]
(ν, τ) =
∑
l∈Z
eipi(l+a)
2τe2pii(r+l)(ν+b). (3.31)
Let us check that this set of functions furnishes an irreducible representation of the Heisen-
berg group. Take the operators
A =
1
M
(∂x − ipiMy), B = 1
M
(∂y + ipiMx), C =
2pii
M
(3.32)
which satisfy the Heisenberg algebra [A,B] = C and therefore generate the discrete Heisen-
berg group upon integer exponentiation, i.e. f(na, nb, nc) = exp(naA + nbB + ncC) with
na, nb, nc ∈ Z. Acting with these operators on the wavefunctions one can check that
f(na, nb, nc)ψ
j,M (z, z¯) = e
2pii
M (nc+
nany
2M )e
2pii
M
najψj+nb,M (z, z¯) (3.33)
so they indeed arrange in an irrep of HM . Let us stress that the index j labels different
copies of left-handed fermions with the same charge so it is a flavour index upon which
the discrete symmetry acts.
Upon T-duality on one of the circles in T2 the magnetised D-branes turn into branes
at angles where the units of flux are translated into the number of times the D-branes
winds around one of the circles. This provides the starting point of the next section where
we study intersecting brane models that exhibit such discrete non-abelian symmetry.
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3.3 Intersecting branes
In this section we discuss the appearance of non-abelian flavour discrete symmetries in
intersecting D6-brane models (see e.g. [1, 115]).
In order to make our discussion concrete we focus on intersecting D6-branes in the
Z2 × Z′2 orbifold which we review in the following and in appendix B, however, the main
ideas can be generalised to other kinds of compactifications. Then, we analyse discrete
gauge symmetries for intersecting D6-branes in the torus which will allow us to develop a
geometrical intuition that is useful when dealing with orbifolds. We also discuss in some
detail the distinction between exact and approximate symmetries. In the next section we
consider the same problem from the T-dual perspective of magnetised D9-branes.
3.3.1 Intersecting branes and the Z2 × Z′2 orbifold
Our examples of D-brane models with discrete flavour symmetries will be based on the
toroidal Z2×Z′2 orientifold background analysed in [98] (see also [99,100,106]). As pointed
out in there, in this background one can reproduce the main features of realistic D-brane
models in Calabi-Yau compactifications, obtaining N = 1 chiral vacua made up of rigid
D-branes. In the following we will briefly review the construction of this class of models,
emphasising those features which are more relevant for the analysis of discrete flavour
symmetries. In doing so we will follow the notation and formalism of [98], which was
mainly developed for models of intersecting D6-branes. Nevertheless, such models have a
well-known T-dual description in terms of magnetised D-branes, a fact that we will exploit
in section 3.4 to understand discrete flavour symmetries from an alternative viewpoint
closer to the analysis of [91].
Branes at angles in the Z2 × Z′2 orbifold
As emphasised in the literature (see [1, 97] for reviews on the subject) a quite successful
approach to construct particle physics models from string theory is by considering models
of intersecting D6-branes in type IIA Calabi-Yau compactifications. The simplest setup in
which this approach can be implemented is by taking the compactification space to be a
factorised six-torus T6 = (T2)1×(T2)2×(T2)3 and adding sets of D6-branes that fill up 4d
Minkowski space and wrap different three-dimensional slices of these six extra dimensions.
Typically one considers that each D6-brane wraps a product of three one-cycles on the
factorised T6, namely
[Πα] =
3⊗
i=1
(
niα [a
i] +miα [b
i]
)
niα,m
i
α ∈ Z and coprime (3.34)
where [ai], [bi] correspond to the two fundamental one-cycles of (T2)i. We show in figure
3.1.i) an example of two of these D6-branes a and b wrapping the three-cycles Πa and Πb
respectively. If we now wrap Na D6-branes on top of the three-cycle Πa and Nb on top
of Πb we will have a 4d U(Na) × U(Nb) gauge group upon dimensional reduction, with
a 4d chiral fermion in the (Na, N¯b) representation at each intersection point. Hence, by
considering several sets of D6-branes one can construct 4d effective theories similar to the
Standard Model or extensions thereof [108–112].
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x1
y1
x2
y2
x3
y3
x1
y1
x2
y2
x3
y3
i)
ii)
Figure 3.1: Branes with wrapping numbers (nia,m
i
a) = (1, 1) ⊗ (1,−1) ⊗ (2,−1) (red) and
(nib,m
i
b) = (−1,−3) ⊗ (−1,−1) ⊗ (2, 1) (green) with i) generic values of the position moduli
and ii) stuck at the fixed points in the Z2 × Z′2 orbifold. The number of chiral families for i) is
IT
6
ab = (−2)× (−2)× 4 = 16 and for ii) is Iab = 4.
In this setup the relative orientation of a pair of D6-branes is specified in terms
of three angles θiab, one per two-torus (T
2)i. One can render these two D6-branes mu-
tually BPS by applying certain conditions to these angles [113]. However, in order to
construct a consistent four-dimensional chiral and N = 1 supersymmetric (and hence
stable) model one needs the presence of negative tension objects like O6-planes and to
replace the compactification manifold T6 by a toroidal orbifold of the form T6/Γ, with
Γ a discrete symmetry group [114]. We will leave the effects of adding the O6-planes for
section 3.5 and focus here on the implications of having D6-branes at angles in a toroidal
orbifold rather than on T6.
In particular we will consider type IIA string theory compactified on the background
T6/Z2 × Z′2, the Z2 generators acting as
Θ :
{
z1 → −z1
z2 → −z2
z3 → z3
Θ′ :
{
z1 → z1
z2 → −z2
z3 → −z3
(3.35)
on the three complex coordinates of T6 = (T2)1 × (T2)2 × (T2)3. This is the sort of
background considered in [98] in order to construct semi-realistic models made of rigid
D6-branes. These rigid or fractional D6-branes wrap three-cycles that are left invariant
by (3.35) and so, unlike in the case of T6, it is not possible to displace them transversely.5
As illustrated in figure 3.1.ii) on each (T2)i a fractional D6-brane goes through two fixed
5The fact that fractional D6-branes are fully rigid is a consequence of the choice of discrete torsion in
the Z2×Z′2 orbifold. Such choice implies that this orbifold contains collapsed three-cycles at the fixed loci
of (3.35), see appendix B and ref. [98] for more details. In a Z2 × Z2 orbifold with the opposite choice of
discrete torsion fractional D6-branes are not rigid [114].
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points of the action zi → −zi. One can determine which are these two fixed points in
terms of the wrapping numbers (nia,m
i
a), as indicated in table 3.1. From the effective field
theory viewpoint the fact that a D6-brane a is rigid implies that at low energies there will
be no multiplets in the adjoint representation of U(Na). One can then build chiral N = 1
models where non-abelian gauge groups are asymptotically free [98], a required feature for
realistic models in Calabi-Yau compactifications.
(ni,mi) Fixed points on (T2)i
(odd, odd) {1, 4} or {2, 3}
(odd, even) {1, 3} or {2, 4}
(even, odd) {1, 2} or {3, 4}
Table 3.1: Fixed points of a 1-cycle on a T2/Z2 in terms of its wrapping numbers.
Chirality and the orbifold projection
Let us now consider Na D6-branes wrapping the three-cycle Πa of T
6 and Nb of them
wrapping Πb, with wrapping numbers
Πa : (n
1
a,m
1
a) (n
2
a,m
2
a) (n
3
a,m
3
a)
Πb : (n
1
b ,m
1
b) (n
2
b ,m
2
b) (n
3
b ,m
3
b)
(3.36)
as stated above, this D6-brane sector yields a 4d U(Na) × U(Nb) gauge group at low
energies, together with N = 1 chiral multiplets in the (Na, N¯b) representation, one per
each point of intersection of these two three-cycles. The chirality and multiplicity of these
multiplets is given respectively by the sign and by the absolute value of the topological
intersection number Iab, which in the case of T
6 = (T2)1 × (T2)2 × (T2)3 is given by
IT
6
ab = I
1
abI
2
abI
3
ab =
3∏
i=1
(niam
i
b − nibmia). (3.37)
If we now consider rigid D6-branes in T6/Z2×Z′2 the chiral spectrum will be different,
because the Z2 × Z′2 action relates several of the intersection points of the two D6-branes
and these will no longer be independent degrees of freedom. In particular, one should
project out all those zero modes that are not invariant under the Z2 × Z′2 orbifold action,
as we now describe.
Let us consider the case where IT
6
ab 6= 0, so that in the toroidal case we have a net
number of chiral fermions in the ab sector. Since the D6-branes wrap BPS and factorisable
three-cycles, the massless spectrum in the ab sector is given by |IT6ab | 4d chiral fermions in
the representation (Na, N¯b), whose 4d chirality is given by sign(I
T6
ab ). In fact, by applying
the usual CFT rules for computing the open string spectrum between two intersecting D-
branes [110,113], one can associate to each intersection the piece of 10d massless fermion
whose SO(8) weight representation is given by [115]
rab = (r0; r1, r2, r3) =
1
2
(s1s2s3;−s1,−s2,−s3) (3.38)
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where the first entry indicates the 4d chirality, and the other three correspond to the
compact extra dimensions. Here si = sign(ϑ
i
ab), with ϑ
i
ab the angle of intersection in (T
2)i
measured anti-clockwise. Notice that si = sign(I
i
ab) and so 4d chirality is indeed given by
sign(IT
6
ab ). In our conventions I
T6
ab > 0 corresponds to 4d left-handed fermions.
When introducing the orbifold projection, some of these massless fields will be pro-
jected out. In particular, we must require that the internal fermionic wavefunctions are
invariant under the action of the Z2×Z′2 generators. These act on a fermion with Lorentz
indices (3.38) as
Θ : Ψ(z1, z2, z3) 7→ eipi(r1−r2)Ψ(−z1,−z2, z3) = s1s2Ψ(−z1,−z2, z3)
Θ′ : Ψ(z1, z2, z3) 7→ eipi(r2−r3)Ψ(z1,−z2,−z3) = s2s3Ψ(z1,−z2,−z3). (3.39)
A generic open string wavefunction, which is basically a delta function localised at the
intersection point, will not be invariant under such transformations, and so one must form
linear combinations that transform appropriately under internal coordinate reversal.
x
y
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
x
y
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
z → −z
Figure 3.2: Space inversion in one of the tori and D-branes with wrapping numbers (1, 3) and (3, 1).
Some of the intersection points are invariant while others get exchanged. The even combination of
points are {0, 1 + 7, 2 + 6, 5 + 3, 4} and the odd ones {1−7, 2−6, 5−3}. Notice that the number
of even and odd points is in agreement with (3.40).
In order to describe these combination of wavefunctions let us first consider two D-
branes wrapping 1-cycles of (T2)i going through the origin, and see how their intersection
points transform under the Z2 action generated by z 7→ −z. As shown in figure 3.2, one
can take linear combinations of delta functions at the intersection points, in order to form
wavefunctions which are even or odd under the orbifold action. Such linear combinations
have coefficients ±1 and the number of even and odd points for a given intersection number
Iiab is given by
Iie =
1
2
(
Iiab + siρi
)
Iio =
1
2
(
Iiab − siρi
)
(3.40)
where si = sign(I
i
ab) and
ρi ≡
{
1 for Iiab odd
2 for Iiab even.
(3.41)
Going back to intersecting D6-brane on (T2)1× (T2)2× (T2)3/Z2×Z′2, from (3.39)
it is clear that we need to impose that our wavefunctions satisfy
Ψ(z1, z2, z3) = s1s2Ψ(−z1,−z2, z3) = s2s3Ψ(z1,−z2,−z3) (3.42)
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and so depending on the signs of the two-tori intersection numbers Iiab we will have to
impose different projections. In particular we have that for IBab 6= 0 and
• s1s2 > 0, s2s3 > 0 =⇒ Ψ = ψj1e ψj2e ψj3e or ψj1o ψj2o ψj3o
• s1s2 > 0, s2s3 < 0 =⇒ Ψ = ψj1e ψj2e ψj3o or ψj1o ψj2o ψj3e
• s1s2 < 0, s2s3 > 0 =⇒ Ψ = ψj1o ψj2e ψj3e or ψj1e ψj2o ψj3o
• s1s2 < 0, s2s3 < 0 =⇒ Ψ = ψj1e ψj2o ψj3e or ψj1o ψj2e ψj3o
where ψjie runs over even combinations of intersection points on (T2)i, and ψ
ji
o is an odd
combination of delta-wavefunctions in (T2)i. For the first case above we have that the
number of generations after the orbifold projection is given by Iab = I
1
e I
2
e I
3
e + I
1
o I
2
o I
3
o or
Iab =
1
4
[
I1abI
2
abI
3
ab + s2s3ρ2ρ3I
1
ab + s1s3ρ1ρ3I
2
ab + s1s2ρ1ρ2I
3
ab
]
.
Hence, after imposing that s1s2 > 0 and s2s3 > 0 we recover the result
Iab =
1
4
[
I1abI
2
abI
3
ab + I
1
ab ρ2ρ3 + I
2
ab ρ1ρ3 + I
3
ab ρ1ρ2
]
. (3.43)
A different choice of signs s1, s2, s3 will select different parities for the wavefunctions of
each two-torus, and so a different total number of chiral fermions. Nevertheless, the final
expression for Iab will again be given by (3.43). Notice that this result matches eq.(B.10),
which has been obtained in appendix B by means of the topological techniques of [98].
The same statement holds if we consider the case where the toroidal intersection
number IT
6
ab vanishes, as we now briefly discuss. Let us for instance consider the case
where only I1ab = 0.
6 Then instead of (3.38) we have I2abI
3
ab fermions of the form
rab =
1
2
(s2s3;−,−s2,−s3) and 1
2
(−s2s3; +,−s2,−s3) (3.44)
that is, a non-chiral spectrum. The orbifold action reads
Θ : Ψ(z1, z2, z3) 7→ ±s2Ψ(−z1,−z2, z3)
Θ′ : Ψ(z1, z2, z3) 7→ s2s3Ψ(z1,−z2,−z3) (3.45)
and so we arrive at the following wavefunctions
• s2 > 0, s3 > 0 =⇒ Ψ = ψj2e ψj3e or ψj2o ψj3o =⇒ Iab = I2e I3e − I2o I3o
• s2 > 0, s3 < 0 =⇒ Ψ = ψj2e ψj3o or ψj2o ψj3e =⇒ Iab = I2e I3o − I2o I3e
• s2 < 0, s3 > 0 =⇒ Ψ = ψj2o ψj3e or ψj2e ψj3o =⇒ Iab = I2o I3e − I2e I3o
• s2 < 0, s3 < 0 =⇒ Ψ = ψj2o ψj3o or ψj2e ψj3e =⇒ Iab = I2o I3o − I2e I3e
6The case with two vanishing intersection numbers Iiab does not correspond to D6-branes preserving
N = 1 supersymmetry, and will not be considered here, while the case which all three Iiab = 0 is trivial.
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where the relative minus sign in the expression for Iab comes from the fact that the two
fermions in (3.44) have opposite 4d chirality. Again, in each of the four cases above we
find that the index of net chirality Iab matches the expression (3.43) with I
1
ab = 0.
To summarise, by looking at the action of the orbifold on the open string degrees of
freedom we can recover the chiral index obtained in [98] via topological methods. While
we have focused on the fermionic modes, the same result is obtained by looking at the light
scalars at the D6-brane intersections. The method used here to compute the chiral index
Iab is perhaps more involved that the one in [98], but it also carries more information.
First, for the case where IT
6
ab = 0 not only does it compute the net chiral index (3.43)
but also detects massless particles of opposite chirality that contribute with opposite signs
to the index.7 Second, this method not only gives the 4d massless spectrum, but also
the explicit expression for the open string wavefunctions in the internal dimensions of the
compactification. As we will now see, this will be crucial for studying in detail the discrete
flavour symmetries that appear in this class of models.
3.3.2 Discrete flavour symmetries for intersecting branes
Having reviewed D-brane models on T6/Z2 × Z′2 and how family replication arises for
them, we now turn to show the emergence of discrete flavour symmetries in such models.
More precisely, we will describe how the Dihedral group D4 and products of it arise in
this context, and how the different families transform non-trivially under them.
As discussed in [91], D4 and other non-abelian discrete flavour symmetries naturally
arise in the context of D-brane models, and in particular for models of magnetised D-
branes on T2n. There one can detect discrete gauge flavour symmetries in terms of a 4d
effective Lagrangian obtained via dimensional reduction. As shown in appendix C such
Lagrangian can also be obtained from models of intersecting D-branes on T2n, and so
in principle one can apply the 4d methods of [91] to detect discrete gauge symmetries.
However, it turns out that in models of intersecting D-branes the presence of discrete
flavour symmetries can be detected geometrically as well. This is particularly useful to
describe them in T6/Z2 × Z′2, where applying dimensional reduction is not obvious for
certain sectors. In the following we will apply such geometric approach first for a toroidal
background and then for T6/Z2 × Z′2. Finally, this geometric picture allows to quickly
detect when there is an exact discrete flavour symmetry and when such symmetry is just
approximate, as we briefly discuss.
Flavour symmetries on the torus
Let us consider type IIA string theory compactified on T6 = (T2)1× (T2)2× (T2)3. Such
manifold contains 6 continuous isometries (xi, yi)→ (xi + λxi , yi + λyi), i = 1, 2, 3 which,
upon dimensional reduction of the metric, manifest as a U(1)6 gauge group in the 4d
effective theory. We will represent such 4d gauge bosons respectively as V xiµ and V
yi
µ .
Let us now introduce a D6-brane wrapping a factorisable three-cycle Πa of the form
(3.34). Geometrically, it is clear that the presence of such three-cycle breaks the invari-
ance under translations along the three directions of T6 transverse to the D6-brane world-
7This spectrum is only computed at tree-level in the string coupling gs, so one expects that vector-
like pairs of massless particles will gain a mass by means of quantum corrections, unless some discrete
symmetry forbids such mass term. See section 3.5 for an example.
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volume, while in the three directions parallel to Πa the translational isometries remain
unbroken. From the effective field theory viewpoint three generators of the initial U(1)6
gauge group become massive via a Stu¨ckelberg mechanism, in which the D6-brane scalars
φia that parametrise the transverse displacement of Πa in (T
2)i are eaten by the generators
of the corresponding isometry. Following appendix C, the Stu¨ckelberg Lagrangian reads
LSt = −1
2
3∑
i=1
(
∂µφ
i
a −miaV xiµ + niaV yiµ
)2
(3.46)
and so the bulk gauge symmetry U(1)6 is broken down to U(1)3 × Zq1 × Zq2 × Zq3 . The
U(1) factors are generated by the massless combinations niaV
xi
µ +m
i
aV
yi
µ , while the factors
Zqi are the discrete remnants of the broken U(1) symmetries generated by niaV
yi
µ −miaV xiµ .
This symmetry breaking pattern is similar to the one studied in [92], section 2.5, from
where one deduces that qi = (n
i
a)
2 + (mia)
2.
Needless to say, adding more D6-branes will further break the translational symme-
try. In particular, one would expect that by adding a D6-brane on a three-cycle Πb that
intersects Πa transversally all continuous symmetries are broken. Indeed, one then finds
that the Lagrangian reads
LSt = −1
2
3∑
i=1
(
∂µφ
i
a −miaV xiµ + niaV yiµ
)2
+
(
∂µφ
i
b −mibV xiµ + nibV yiµ
)2
(3.47)
and so if Iiab = n
i
am
i
b − nibmia 6= 0 ∀i then all gauge bosons V xiµ , V yiµ , become massive. In
fact, as discussed in appendix C the remaining discrete gauge symmetry is given by
T abT6 = ZI1ab × ZI2ab × ZI3ab . (3.48)
Finally, additional D6-branes on three-cycles Πc, Πd, etc may further break this symmetry.
While understanding discrete symmetries from the viewpoint of the effective theory
is quite powerful, it is instructive to develop a more geometrical picture of their meaning.
For this, let us focus on one of the T2 factors of T6. As shown in figure 3.3a, the
absence of D-branes implies a U(1)2 gauge symmetry that corresponds to invariance of
the background upon translation in the x and y coordinates. Adding a D-brane a on a
1-cycle n[a] + m[b] partially breaks this translational symmetry (fig. 3.3b): infinitesimal
translations in the direction −→v ‖ = (n,m) leave the geometry invariant while those along−→v ⊥ = (−m,n) do not. Nevertheless, finite translations along −→v ⊥ do leave the geometry
invariant and these, upon quotienting by the coordinate identifications of T2, generate a
discrete group Zq with q = n2 +m2. One then obtains a gauge group U(1)× Zq. Adding
a second D-brane b that intersects the first one (fig. 3.3c) will totally break the invariance
under infinitesimal translations. Still, a discrete translational symmetry remains, given by
the cyclic permutation of the intersection points of the two D-branes, and this generates
a ZIab gauge symmetry. Applying this result to each (T2)i factor of T6 we obtain (3.48).8
8In general, given a T2n geometry we have a U(1)2n translational symmetry. If we introduce two n-
cycles Πna , Π
n
b that are each a T
n ⊂ T2n and that intersect transversally, then the group of translational
symmetry is broken to T = Γ/Γˆ, where Γ is the lattice generated by the intersection points and Γˆ is the
lattice of coordinate identifications that defines T2n. When T2n is factorisable T is a direct product of
discrete subgroups, as in (3.48).
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Figure 3.3: T2/Z2 with a) no branes b) one brane on the cycle (1,3) c) two branes on (1,3) and
(1,1) d) three branes on (1,3), (1,1) and (1,-1).
From this geometrical perspective one can also see that we are indeed dealing with a
flavour symmetry, that acts on the intersection points of each T2 as the shift generator
gT =

1
1
. . .
1
1
 . (3.49)
Finally, this symmetry is further broken if we include additional D-branes (fig. 3.3d). One
can check that if we add a D-brane c then the fundamental region of T2 will be divided
into d identical regions, with d = g.c.d.(Iab, Ibc, Ica) [116]. The remaining discrete gauge
symmetry is then Zd, which corresponds to the common factor ZIab ∩ ZIbc ∩ ZIca of the
symmetries for each pair of D-branes. Going back to the case of T6 = (T2)1×(T2)2×(T2)3,
we conclude that for a system of three D6-branes the translational symmetry is given by
T abcT6 = Zd1 × Zd2 × Zd3 (3.50)
with d i = g.c.d.(I
i
ab, I
i
bc, I
i
ca). This kind of symmetries will constrain the values of the
Yukawa couplings of this sector, as pointed out in [91,103,116].
In fact, the above is not the complete flavour symmetry of the model, as there are
further bulk symmetries that are broken by the presence of the D6-branes. Besides the 4d
U(1)6 gauge symmetry arising from the metric there will be a 4d U(1)6 gauge symmetry
that comes from the B-field, and is generated by the 4d gauge bosons Bxiµ , B
yi
µ that arise
upon dimensional reduction. From appendix C, the Stu¨ckelberg Lagrangian for a single
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D6-brane reads
LSt = −1
2
3∑
i=1
(
∂µξ
i
a − niaBxiµ −miaByiµ
)2
(3.51)
with ξia the Wilson line modulus of the D6-brane on (T
2)i. This action also has a simple
geometrical interpretation, namely that acting with a B-field gauge generator induces a
Wilson line on the D6-brane via pull-back on its worldvolume Πa. A gauge transformation
along −miaBxiµ + niaByiµ will have vanishing pull-back and will remain a symmetry of the
background, while one along niaB
xi
µ + m
i
aB
yi
µ will be detected by the D6-brane and the
corresponding U(1) symmetry will be broken to a discrete subgroup. One can again see
that the remaining symmetry is given by U(1)3 × Zq1 × Zq2 × Zq3 .
Adding further D6-branes will generalise this Lagrangian to
LSt = −1
2
∑
α
3∑
i=1
(
∂µξ
i
α − niαBxiµ −miαByiµ
)2
(3.52)
with α = a, b, c, . . . . For a system of two D6-branes a and b the symmetry is broken to
WabT6 = ZI1ab × ZI2ab × ZI3ab (3.53)
which in principle looks similar to (3.48) but the action of the generators on the flavour
degrees of freedom is quite different. In this case the generator of the flavour symmetry
acts on the intersection points of each T2 as the clock generator9
gW =

1
e2pii
1
N
e2pii
2
N
. . .
e2pii
N−1
N
 (3.54)
with N = Iiab. As it is easy to check the generators (3.49) and (3.54) do not commute,
and so with their combined action they end up generating the discrete non-abelian group
of the form HN ' (ZN × ZN )o ZN for each T2, or more precisely
PabT6 = HI1ab
×HI2ab ×HI3ab (3.55)
which is the result obtained in the T-dual picture of magnetised D9-branes [91, 103].
Finally, for a triplet of D6-branes this symmetry is reduced to
PabcT6 = Hd1 ×Hd2 ×Hd3 (3.56)
with again d i = g.c.d.(I
i
ab, I
i
bc, I
i
ca)
9The action of Bµ is equivalent to switching on a Wilson line, A
α = dχα = 2pidζα, where ζα ∼ ζα + 1
is the coordinate of the D6-brane α along the corresponding T2. An open string located at ζα = j/N and
with charge qα will have its phase shifted as e
iqαχ
α
= e2piiqαj/N , from where the action (3.54) follows.
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Flavour symmetries on Z2 × Z′2
Let us now consider the case of type IIA string theory compactified on T6/Z2×Z′2. Unlike
the case of T6 the orbifold background does not have any continuous isometry even in the
absence of D-branes. Hence the dimensional reduction that led to effective actions of the
form (3.47) or (3.52) does not apply, and we need to use a different method to determine
which are the discrete flavour symmetries that can arise in this case. Notice that the
same will be true in Calabi-Yau compactifications, as these manifolds do not contain any
continuous isometry either.
Fortunately in our discussion of T6 we have developed an alternative method for
detecting discrete flavour symmetries. For instance, in the case of translational isometries
the flavour symmetry was understood as the group of isometries of the manifold that is
also preserved by the D-brane configuration. This observation can also be applied to the
T6/Z2 × Z′2 orbifold, whose group of translational isometries is discrete and given by Z 62 .
Upon dimensional reduction this will give rise to a 4d discrete Z 62 gauge group that will
be broken to a subgroup by the inclusion of D6-branes, and this subgroup will be part of
the discrete flavour symmetry of the model.
To get an idea of this symmetry breaking let us again consider the toy example
T2/Z2. The Z2 quotient is generated by z 7→ −z and so there are four fixed points that
break the continuous isometry group U(1)2 of T2 down to Z2×Z2. The generators of this
discrete group are the actions z 7→ z+ 1/2 and z 7→ z+ τ/2, with τ the complex structure
of the torus, that interchange the fixed points at {0, 1/2, τ/2, (1 + τ)/2} among them.
x
y
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
x
y
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
z → z + 1+τ2
1
1
4
4
2
2
3
3
Figure 3.4: Translation z → z+ 1+τ2 in a square torus. This is the generator of the shift symmetry
in the intersecting brane picture.
Let us now introduce D-branes in this background. In our toy example fractional D-
branes are represented by 1-cycles that pass through two of the four fixed points of T2/Z2.
It is then clear that the presence of a single D-brane breaks the group of translations Z2×Z2
down to Z2, where this latter Z2 interchanges the two fixed points that the D-brane goes
through. For instance, as shown in figure 3.4 a D-brane whose wrapping numbers (n,m)
are both odd will go through the fixed points {1,4} or {2,3} (see table 3.1). The symmetry
of this system is then the Z2 generated by z → z + 1+τ2 that interchanges the fixed points
as 1 ↔ 4 and 2 ↔ 3. As figure 3.4 also shows, this Z2 symmetry will still be preserved
after we introduce a second D-brane, provided that it also goes through the fixed points
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{1,4} or {2,3} or, in other words, if its wrapping numbers (n,m) are both odd as well. In
general, a pair of fractional 1-cycles on T2/Z2 will preserve a Z2 translational symmetry if
they belong to the same row of table 3.1, which is equivalent to asking that the intersection
number Iab = namb−nbma is even. Finally, three or more 1-cycles will preserve the same
Z2 symmetry if they all belong to the same row of table 3.1, or in other words if all the
pairwise intersection numbers Iab, Ibc, Ica, . . . are even.
One may now generalise these observations to the case of (T2)1×(T2)2×(T2)3/Z2×
Z′2, as each (T2)i factor will behave like our toy example. Instead of our previous result
(3.48) for a pair of D6-branes on T6 we now have that each (T2)i factor contributes at
most with a Z2 symmetry, and only if the intersection number Iiab is even. Hence
T abT6/Z2×Z′2 = Zρ1 × Zρ2 × Zρ3 (3.57)
with ρi defined as in (3.41). Similarly, for a system of three D6-branes we have
T abcT6/Z2×Z′2 = Zd1 × Zd2 × Zd3 (3.58)
where now d i = g.c.d.(2, I
i
ab, I
i
bc, I
i
ca).
Just like in the case of T6, this will not be the whole flavour symmetry group. There
will also be a symmetry group generated by discrete gauge transformations of the B-field,
whose gauge bosons Bxi,yiµ are projected out infinitesimally by the orbifold. Just like for
finite translations, these finite B-field transformations generate a Z 62 group on T6/Z2×Z′2
that is broken to a subgroup when D6-branes are introduced. One can check that this
subgroup WabT6/Z2×Z′2 is isomorphic to (3.57) when two D6-branes are introduced, and
similarly for WabcT6/Z2×Z′2 and (3.58) for a triplet of D6-branes. As in the T
6 case, the two
Z2 subgroups that arise from (T2)i do not commute, but rather generate the non-abelian
group (Z2 × Z2) o Z2 ' H2, which is nothing but the Dihedral group D4. The final
symmetry group for a pair of D6-branes would then be given by
PabT6/Z2×Z′2 = Hρ1 ×Hρ2 ×Hρ3 = D
[ρ1−1]
4 ×D[ρ2−1]4 ×D[ρ3−1]4 (3.59)
where D
[0]
4 is the trivial group and D
[1]
4 = D4, while for a D6-brane triplet we should have
PabcT6/Z2×Z′2 = D
[d1−1]
4 ×D[d2−1]4 ×D[d3−1]4 (3.60)
with d i = g.c.d.(2, I
i
ab, I
i
bc, I
i
ca).
We will rederive this result in the next section, where we will use the T-dual frame-
work of magnetised D-branes to obtain (3.59) and (3.60), as well as to make contact with
the results of [101–104]. In addition to deriving the symmetry group we will use the mag-
netised picture to classify under which representations do the chiral families transform on
each model.
Exact versus approximate symmetries
The previous discussion is quite useful in order to draw a notion of exact and approximate
discrete symmetry for this class of models. By exact symmetry it is meant a discrete
gauge symmetry of the 4d effective field theory, in the sense of [117–124]. The non-abelian
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discrete symmetries discussed in [91] are of this sort, the procedure to detect the gauge
nature of a discrete symmetry being the construction of the effective 4d Lagrangian. For
the case of the Z2 × Z′2 orbifold, the construction of such 4d Lagrangian is beyond the
scope of this paper, and so we will instead adopt a different approach and discuss the
exactness of a discrete flavour symmetry by means of the geometric intuition developed
above.
As pointed out in the last subsection, the Z2 × Z′2 orbifold background has a group
of translational isometries given by TZ2×Z′2 = Z 62 . Coming from isometries of the internal
manifold, this group naturally translates as a Z 62 gauge group in the 4d effective theory.
Adding a fractional D6-brane will break this group down to Z 32 , where each Z2 factor
comes from a different (T2)i. This Z 32 symmetry group can be understood as the group
of translations that leaves both the orbifold background and the D-brane invariant, and
so it is a natural candidate for a 4d discrete gauge symmetry of the orbifold plus D-brane
background. The question is now if the whole set of D-branes in a given model will respect
such symmetry as well, or in other words if the whole orbifold plus D-brane backgrounds
will be invariant under this Z 32 translational symmetry or a subgroup thereof.10
By looking at figure 3.4 it is clear that a group of two or more D-branes will be
invariant under a Z2 shift symmetry of (T2)i if all of them go through the same pair of
fixed points. In fact, the condition for the symmetry to be exact is weaker, and we only
need to require that all the intersection numbers Iiαβ between D-branes in this two-torus
are even. The same is true for the Z2 discrete symmetry that arises from the B-field, and
so for the whole D4 that both Z2 actions generate. Let us denote as D
(i)
4 the dihedral
flavour symmetry that may arise from (T2)i, we then have that
D
(i)
4 is exact ⇐⇒ I(i)αβ is even ∀α, β (3.61)
and so the group (3.60) may become a gauge or exact discrete gauge symmetry of the 4d
effective theory depending on the whole set of D-brane intersection numbers.11
It may seem that the exactness condition (3.61) is kind of restrictive when construct-
ing explicit D-brane models. However, as follows from the results of [98], one typically
needs that D6-branes go through the same fixed points in order to satisfy the RR twisted
tadpole conditions necessary to construct an anomaly-free consistent model. From this
viewpoint, the stringy consistency conditions of the model render natural the appearance
of exact discrete flavour symmetries in the low energy theory, as the examples of section
3.5 illustrate.
To be more precise let us consider a Z2 × Z′2 model with K stacks of fractional
D6-branes, and let us separate them in two subgroups A = {a1, a2, a3, . . . } and B =
{b1, b2, . . . }, wrapping three-cycles Πai ,Πbj of the orbifold. The group A will yield a 4d
gauge group
∏
i U(Nai), whose chiral spectrum will be specified by the intersection num-
bers Iakal . Typically, demanding that this sector of the theory is free of chiral anomalies
by itself will impose cancellation of RR twisted tadpoles within the group A of D6-branes,
10Another important element of a D-brane model is the orientifold planes or O-planes, which we have so
far ignored. One can check that their presence does not further break these discrete symmetries, at least
for the class of models with rectangular (T2)i that we will consider in section 3.5.
11Strictly speaking if (3.61) is true then D
(i)
4 is a global symmetry of the 2d action of the BCFT theory,
which becomes a local symmetry in target space to all orders in string perturbation theory. One should
still check that this symmetry is preserved at the non-perturbative level in the string coupling, something
that here is assumed.
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and this will most likely happen when all the D6-branes in A respect the same D
(i)
4 sym-
metry in (T2)i. There will then be a discrete symmetry group of the form (3.60) acting
on this sector and constraining its couplings in the 4d effective field theory.
We may in particular consider the case where the group A of D6-branes contains the
spectrum of the Standard Model or an extension thereof, while the group B of additional
D6-branes contains an extra (hopefully hidden) sector of the theory. If all the (T2)i
intersection numbers Iiakal are even there will be a flavour symmetry group D
(i)
4 acting
on the visible sector of the theory. However, the extra sector B may not respect such
symmetry, and if there is a single intersection number Iiakbl which is odd then D
(i)
4 will not
be an exact symmetry of the model. Nevertheless, it can still be considered an approximate
symmetry of the sector A, because all the couplings within this sector must still respect this
symmetry at least at tree-level. In particular, in a supersymmetric model the holomorphic
Yukawa couplings of this sector will be constrained by the flavour symmetry at all orders in
perturbation theory. The Ka¨hler potential, on the other hand, may already get symmetry-
breaking corrections at the perturbative level by effects involving the D-branes bl that do
not respect the symmetry (e.g., massive open strings attached to bl running in loops).
It would be interesting to see if the scenarios and techniques that apply to approximate
continuous symmetries, see e.g. [125,126], could also be at work for this case.
3.4 Magnetised branes
An interesting feature of the D-brane models analysed in the previous sections is that
they have a well-known T-dual description in terms of magnetised D-branes, which is a
fruitful arena for understanding flavour symmetries. Indeed, as emphasised in [50], the
framework of magnetised D-branes allows to compute 4d effective couplings by first solving
for the internal wavefunction of the chiral modes, and then calculating their overlap over
the extra dimensions of the compactification. As pointed out in [103], by inspection of
these zero mode wavefunctions one can understand the flavour symmetries present in the
model. Finally, it was shown in [91] how to obtain from this framework a 4d effective
Lagrangian describing such discrete gauge flavour symmetries.
In the following we will rederive our previous results in the dual context of magne-
tised D-brane models, both in T6 and in the Z2×Z2 orbifold. This will allow to perform a
more systematic analysis of the discrete flavour symmetries, and in particular to see under
which representation the different families of chiral multiplets transform.12
3.4.1 Non-abelian flavour symmetries from magnetisation
Let us first consider type IIB string theory compactified on the factorised six-torus T6 =
(T2)1 × (T2)2 × (T2)3 and N D9-branes filling the whole of 10d space-time. We may
add an non-trivial magnetisation 〈F2〉 along the coordinates of T6 without breaking 4d
Poincare´ invariance. In particular, we may choose a U(N) Yang-Mills field strength of the
12Although more systematic, the field theory framework of magnetised D9-branes is less general than
the framework of intersecting D6-branes, because it fails to capture the actual 4d effective theory when the
magnetic fluxes are not diluted and/or when anti-D9-branes or D-branes of lower dimension are present.
In this sense, the results of this section can be seen as complementary to the ones obtained previously in
the context of intersecting D6-branes.
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form
F2 =
3∑
i=1
pii
Im τ i

mia
nia
INa
mib
nib
INb
mic
nic
INc
. . .
 dzi ∧ dz¯i (3.62)
where zi = dxi+τ idyi is the complexified coordinate of (T2)i, Nα = n
1
αn
2
αn
3
α, N =
∑
αNα.
Each block within (3.62) can be seen as a different D9-brane with ‘magnetic numbers’
niα,m
i
α ∈ Z and with gauge group U(d1αd2αd3α), d iα = g.c.d.(niα,miα) [127]. One can then
describe a pair of D9-branes in terms of these magnetic numbers
D9a : (n
1
a,m
1
a) (n
2
a,m
2
a) (n
3
a,m
3
a)
D9b : (n
1
b ,m
1
b) (n
2
b ,m
2
b) (n
3
b ,m
3
b)
(3.63)
in a rather analogous fashion to (3.36). In fact, both configurations are mapped to each
other by performing three T-dualities, as have been used extensively in the literature. In
this correspondence, the matter localised at the D6-brane intersections Πa∩Πb is mapped
to the set of zero modes that arise from a Na × Nb submatrix of the 10d U(N) adjoint
fields (Ψ, AM ) [50]. In the following we will assume that d
i
α = g.c.d.(n
i
α,m
i
α) = 1 and, in
particular, that niα = 1 ∀α, i.13 This greatly simplifies the analysis, since then Nα = 1
and the internal profile of the 4d chiral zero modes is an scalar wavefunctions ψj instead
of a matrix of wavefunctions.
As pointed out in [103], by inspection of such zero mode wavefunctions one can guess
the flavour symmetry of a model of magnetised D-branes. However, as we will now show,
one can directly characterise this flavour symmetry group by looking at the symmetries of
the D-brane configuration, without solving for any zero mode. For simplicity, let us first
consider a T2 and a U(2) gauge sector with a magnetisation
F2 =
pii
Im τ
(
ma
mb
)
dz ∧ dz¯ (3.64)
that breaks the gauge symmetry down to U(1)a × U(1)b. In general this system is inter-
preted as two magnetised D-branes a and b, whose zero modes in the ab sector feel the
relative flux M = ma −mb = −IT2ab . Even if F2 is constant we have a vector potential of
the form
A(x, y) = pi
(
ma
mb
)
(xdy − ydx) (3.65)
which breaks the invariance under translations. More precisely we have that
A(x+ λx, y) = A(x, y) + piλx (maXa +mbXb)dy,
A(x, y + λy) = A(x, y)− piλy (maXa +mbXb)dx (3.66)
where
Xa =
(
1
0
)
and Xb =
(
0
1
)
. (3.67)
13While more involved, one can generalise the analysis for the case niα > 1, along the lines of [50, 105].
The case where some of the niα = 0 also makes sense, and describes a model with D7, D5 or D3-branes.
This case, however, it is difficult to analyse from the field theory viewpoint and it is then more convenient
to analyse the discrete flavour symmetries from the T-dual framework of intersecting D6-branes.
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Eq.(3.66) can be interpreted as the fact that, in the presence of the background flux (3.64),
an arbitrary translation is no longer a symmetry of the theory because 〈A〉 is not invariant
under it. Nevertheless, from (3.66) we see that this variation is equivalent to a linear gauge
transformation, which can in turn be interpreted as a Wilson line. For certain discrete
choices of λx, λy such Wilson line will be trivial, and this will correspond to a discrete
symmetry of the configuration.
To properly see this point let us replace the gauge potential A by a gauge covariant
object such as the covariant derivative iD. In addition, we must take into account that
in a gauge theory translations of the form x→ x+ λx are generated by exp(λxDx). The
gauge covariant version of (3.66) is then
eλjDj iDke
−λjDj = iDk + λjFjk (3.68)
where j, k = x, y, and we have used that [Dj , Dk] = −iFjk. In fact, translations are not
the only possible gauge transformations that we can perform but, just like in the case of
D-branes at angles, there are also the ones generated by the 4d gauge bosons Bx,yµ that
arise from the B-field. These act on the covariant derivative as a diagonal linear gauge
transformation, namely
eµjBj iDke
−µjBj = iDk + µjδjkI2, Bx = 2pii x I2, By = 2pii y I2 (3.69)
Finally, we can write both (3.68) and (3.69) in the form
eλxDx+µyBy iD e−λxDx−µyBy = Ξy iDΞ−1y , Ξy = e2pii(ξy,aXa+ξy,bXb)y
eλyDy+µxBx iD e−λyDy−µxBx = Ξx iDΞ−1x , Ξx = e2pii(ξx,aXa+ξx,bXb)x
(3.70)
where
ξy,a = λxma + µy ξy,b = λxmb + µy (3.71)
ξx,a = −λyma + µx ξx,b = −λymb + µx (3.72)
with ξx,α representing a Wilson line for the gauge group U(1)α along the coordinate x,
and similarly for ξy,α. Notice that no Wilson lines are induced for U(1)a if µy = −λxma
and µx = λyma, and so this gauge sector remains invariant under this particular combined
action of the bulk gauge transformations. In other words, the magnetised D-brane α = a
breaks the original U(1)4 symmetry of the bulk down to (U(1) × Zq)2, similarly to the
previous case of a D-brane wrapping a 1-cycle. A similar statement can be made for the
D-brane b, and it can all be encoded in the 4d effective field theory via the following
Stu¨ckelberg Lagrangian
LSt = −1
2
∑
α=a,b
{(
∂µξx,α +mαV
y
µ −Bxµ
)2
+
(
∂µξy,α −mαV xµ −Byµ
)2}
(3.73)
which is a particular case of (C.16), derived in appendix C from dimensional reduction.
Here ξx,α, ξy,α represent the 4d scalar fluctuations corresponding to the Wilson lines of
U(1)α, V
x,y
µ are the gauge bosons that arise from the metric and B
x,y
µ from the B-field.
One can now interpret (3.70) as advanced before, whenever (ξy,a, ξy,b) ∈ Z2 we have a
trivial Wilson line shift in the rhs of (3.70), and so the corresponding gauge transformation
generated by a V xµ and B
y
µ is a symmetry of the system. One can check that there are
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M = ma−mb inequivalent values of (λx, µy) that correspond to (ξy,a, ξy,b) ∈ Z2, and that
such values generate a residual ZM symmetry. Similarly, there are M values of (λy, µx)
such that (ξx,a, ξx,b) ∈ Z2, and these generate an additional ZM symmetry. Finally, because
of (3.68) these two ZM symmetries do not commute, and we end up with a non-abelian
symmetry group given by HM ' (ZM × ZM )o ZM .
It is instructive to apply this discrete symmetry to the chiral zero mode wavefunc-
tions of this magnetised system, and in particular to those in the bifundamental represen-
tation (+1,−1) of U(1)a × U(1)b, which is where families of chiral matter arise from. On
these modes Bx,y act trivially, so the above discrete symmetry is implemented by
14
e
nx
M
Dx and e
ny
M
Dy nx, ny = 0, . . . ,M − 1 (3.74)
with these operators acting on the zero modes obtained by solving the internal Dirac or
Laplace equations on T2 [50]
ψj,M (z, z¯) =

eipiMzImz/Imτ ϑ
[
j
M
0
]
(Mz,Mτ) if M > 0
eipiMz¯Imz¯/Imτ ϑ
[
j
M
0
]
(Mz¯,Mτ¯) if M < 0
(3.75)
j = 0, 1, . . . , |M | − 1 running over independent zero mode solutions. One can check that
gnxW = e
nx
M
Dxψj,M = e2pii
nxj
M ψj,M g
ny
T = e
ny
M
Dyψj,M = ψj+ny ,M (3.76)
so that if we consider the vector of wavefunctions
Ψ =
 ψ
0,M
...
ψM−1,M
 (3.77)
we have that the group elements gT and gW act as (3.49) and (3.54) respectively, generating
the discrete Heisenberg group HM ' (ZM × ZM )o ZM as mentioned above.
If we now consider the full T6 = (T2)1×(T2)2×(T2)3 magnetised D9-brane system,
we obtain that the zero mode wavefunctions for the D9aD9b sector are [50]
ψj1,j2,j3ab = ψ
j1,−I1ab
ab (z1, z¯1) · ψ
j2,−I2ab
ab (z2, z¯2) · ψ
j3,−I3ab
ab (z3, z¯3) (3.78)
with Iiab = m
i
b −mia and ψj,M as in (3.75). The number of zero modes in the ab sector is
given by |IT6ab | = |I1ab||I2ab||I3ab| , as expected from the T-dual intersecting D6-brane system,
and their 4d chirality is again given by sign(IT
6
ab ). From our discussion on T
2 it follows
that each index ji transforms in the fundamental representation of HIiab
. We then obtain
14In [91] the alternative set of operators was considered
e
nx
M
Xx Xx = ∂x − pii (maXa +mbXb) y
e
ny
M
Xy Xy = ∂y + pii (maXa +mbXb)x
in order to implement the action of the flavour symmetry group on wavefunctions. Both choices are in fact
equivalent as they differ by a trivial Wilson line shift.
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again that the flavour symmetry group of this sector is given by PabT6 = HI1ab
×HI2ab×HI3ab ,
as in (3.55).
Let us now consider magnetised D9-branes in a T6/Z2 × Z2 orbifold background,15
again with the Z2 generators acting as (3.35). Because of the presence of the orbifold fixed
loci, the U(1)6 translational symmetry of T6 is broken down to the discrete subgroup Z62,
and this reduces the set of operators of the form (3.74) that are compatible with the
symmetries of the background.
For our purposes it is instructive to again consider the toy example T2/Z2 with
Z2 action generated by z 7→ −z. As before, this background has four fixed points at
{0, 1/2, τ/2, (1 + τ)/2} that are interchanged by the Z2 × Z2 symmetry group generated
by the discrete translations z 7→ z + 1/2 and z 7→ z + τ/2. Let us now consider the
magnetised U(2) sector (3.64) in this background. The T2/Z2 discrete isometry z 7→
z + 1/2 is implemented by exp(12Dx), while z 7→ z + τ/2 is implemented by exp(12Dy).
From the discussion above, we know that these operators correspond to symmetries of
the magnetised system only if they belong to (3.74), or in other words if M is even. We
then find that a pair of magnetised D-branes respects the orbifold translational Z2 × Z2
symmetry if and only if Iab = even, exactly as we found in the T-dual picture of intersecting
D-branes.
As it is clear from (3.76), for M even the group elements g
M/2
T and g
M/2
W will generate
a discrete flavour symmetry group acting on the zero mode wavefunctions. Because the
group action is non-abelian and in general it describes a discrete Heisenberg group, we
can identify the flavour group with H2 ' (Z2 × Z2)o Z2 ' D4.
It was shown in [107] that the families of wavefunctions indeed arrange themselves
in representations of the dihedral group D4. We summarise the results in the following.
Summary
In general we find that the wavefunctions that correspond to bifundamental fields (Na, N¯b)
are of the form
ψj1,j2,j3ab = ψ
j1
ab · ψj2ab · ψj3ab (3.79)
where ψjiab lives in (T
2)i. Depending on the signs of the intersection numbers I
i
ab these
wavefunctions will be even or odd under the action zi 7→ −zi, as discussed below (3.42).
If ψjiab is even the index ji will run over I
i
e values and if it is odd over I
i
o values, with
Iie and I
i
o defined in (3.40). Moreover, if I
i
ab is even, this index will transform under a
specific representation of the flavour symmetry group D4 of (T
2)i. This representation
will depend on the value of Iiab and the wavefunction parity, as shown in table 3.2.
15More precisely, we consider the type IIB orbifold background mirror symmetric to our previous type
IIA T6/Z2 × Z′2 background. These two backgrounds are quite similar but not exactly the same, because
upon three T-dualities the choice of discrete torsion of a Z2×Z2 orbifold is reversed. As a result, the fixed
points of the type IIB Z2 × Z2 orbifold considered in this section contain collapsed two and four-cycles
instead of collapse three-cycles.
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|Iiab| ψjieven dim = |Iiab|/2 + 1 ψjiodd dim = |Iiab|/2− 1
4s+ 2
s+1⊕ R2
s⊕ R2
8s+ 4
s+1⊕ (+,+) s+1⊕ (+,−) s+1⊕ (−,+) s⊕ (−,−) s⊕ (+,+) s⊕ (+,−) s⊕ (−,+) s+1⊕ (−,−)
8s+ 8
s+2⊕ (+,+) s+1⊕ (+,−) s+1⊕ (−,+) s+1⊕ (−,−) s⊕ (+,+) s+1⊕ (+,−) s+1⊕ (−,+) s+1⊕ (−,−)
Table 3.2: Different family representations under the flavour symmetry group D4 on each (T2)i.
Here R2 stands for the 2-dimensional irreducible representation of the dihedral group D4 while
(±,±′) stands for the one-dimensional representation in which the two generators of D4 act re-
spectively as ±I and ±′I.
3.5 Examples
In this section we illustrate our analysis via a couple of semi-realistic examples. More
precisely, we will consider two intersecting D6-brane models on the Z2×Z′2 orbifold with a
Pati-Salam gauge group. The first example is a four generation model already constructed
in [98], with a D4 × D4 × D4 symmetry group constraining its Yukawa couplings. The
second example is a new, three generation model with a D4 symmetry group.
One important ingredient of these models is the presence of orientifold planes, that
allow to construct consistent and stable D-brane configurations. While the presence of O-
planes does not change the discrete symmetries of a Z2 × Z′2 orbifold background, it does
affect the D-brane content of a model and the associated 4d chiral spectrum. Hence, before
presenting our examples we briefly review the effect of adding an orientifold projection to
the Z2 × Z′2 orbifold.
3.5.1 Orientifolding
In general, in order to build consistent, stable and 4d Poincare´ invariant models based on
intersecting or magnetised D-branes in Calabi-Yau compactifications we need to include
the presence of negative tension objects that cancel the positive tension of the D-branes.
The simplest way to do so is to include the presence of the non-dynamical, negative tension
objects known as orientifold planes. In the case of type IIA string theory compactified on
(T2)1× (T2)2× (T2)3 this is achieved by modding out the theory by ΩR, where Ω stands
for the worldsheet parity operator and R for the anti-holomorphic involution R : zi 7→ z¯i.
For this the D-brane configuration has to be invariant under the action of ΩR, and so for
each D6-brane wrapping the three-cycle (3.34) there must be another D6-brane wrapping
Πα′ = RΠα. If as in [108] we consider that each (T2)i has a rectangular geometry, a
U(Na) gauge group will arise from wrapping Na D6-branes on Πa and also on Πa′ , where
Πa : (n
1
a,m
1
a) (n
2
a,m
2
a) (n
3
a,m
3
a)
Πa′ : (n
1
a,−m1a) (n2a,−m2a) (n3a,−m3a). (3.80)
In order to obtain a gauge group U(Na)×U(Nb) we also need to place Nb D6-branes on Πb
and Πb′ . The spectrum of 4d left-handed chiral fermions in bifundamental representations
is then given by [108]
IT
6
ab (Na, N¯b) + I
T6
ab′ (Na, Nb) (3.81)
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where IT
6
ab′ = I
1
ab′I
2
ab′I
3
ab′ =
∏3
i=1(n
i
am
i
b + n
i
bm
i
a). In addition there are 4d chiral fermions
arising from the intersection of Πa with its orientifold image Πa′ , that transform in the
symmetric and antisymmetric representations of U(Na), namely we have
a
1
2
(IT
6
aa′ − 8m1am2am3a) + a
1
2
(IT
6
aa′ + 8m
1
am
2
am
3
a). (3.82)
The same orientifold projection can be performed for the toroidal orbifold T6/Z2 ×
Z′2, also by modding out the theory by ΩR. Again, a rigid D6-brane wrapping Πa will
have an orientifold image wrapping Πa′ . It is easy to see that Πa and Πa′ will go through
the same fixed points on each (T2)i, and so adding D6-brane orientifold images will not
break the discrete flavour symmetry of the model any further. In order to obtain the chiral
spectrum in this background one must consider (3.81) and (3.82) and project out all the
chiral modes that are not invariant under the orbifold action. Following our discussion of
section 3.3.1, it is easy to see that (3.81) is replaced by
Iab(Na, N¯b) + Iab′(Na, Nb) (3.83)
where Iab is given by (3.43) and similarly for Iab′ with the replacement b→ b′. The orbifold
projection of (3.82) is less straightforward but one can check that it amounts to
a
1
2
(Iaa′ + 4 I
T6
aO6) + a
1
2
(Iaa′ − 4 IT6aO6) (3.84)
where for computing Iaa′ we use again the expression (3.43), but with the wrapping num-
bers of Πa′ instead of Πb. On the other hand, I
T6
aO6 is the T
6 intersection number (3.37)
between Πa and the three-cycle ΠO6, with
[ΠO6] = −2
(
[a1] · [a2] · [a3] + [a1] · [b2] · [b3] + [b1] · [a2] · [b3] + [b1] · [b2] · [a3]) . (3.85)
The three-cycle (3.85) has a geometrical interpretation, namely that the orientifold
projection ΩR introduces a set of O6-planes that are located at the fixed point loci of ΩR,
ΩRΘ, ΩRΘ′ and ΩRΘΘ′, and adding up the homology classes of all these three-cycles we
can associate a total homology class [ΠO6] for the O6-plane. If each (T
2)i has a rectangular
geometry such homology class is given by (3.85). We refer the reader to [98] for other cases
in which some (T2)i is not rectangular, and for a generalisation of eqs.(3.83), (3.84) to
these cases.16
The importance of introducing O6-planes is that they allow to construct consis-
tent and supersymmetric D6-brane models [114]. In general, a D6-brane model will be
consistent only if the RR-tadpole condition∑
α
Nα([Π
F
α ] + [Π
F
α′ ]) = 4[ΠO6] (3.86)
is satisfied. Here the index α runs over each of the D6-branes of the model, ΠFα stands for
the fractional three-cycles described in appendix B and ΠFα′ is the image of Π
F
α under R.
As discussed in appendix B we can describe a D6-brane on ΠFα in terms of T
6 wrapping
16Our conventions are such that a positive intersection number Iab signals a net amount of |Iab| 4d left-
handed chiral fermions in the representation (Na, N¯b), while a negative intersection signals |Iab| fermions
in the same representation but with opposite chirality. In [98] this chirality convention is reversed.
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numbers (niα,m
i
α). One can then see that the condition for a D6-brane model to preserve
the N = 1 supersymmetry of the T6/Z2 × Z′2 × ΩR background is [113]
θ1α + θ
2
α + θ
3
α = 0 mod 2pi, ∀α (3.87)
with θiα = tan
−1miαRyi
niαRxi
. As shown in [98], both conditions (3.85) and (3.87) are equivalent
to simple expressions in terms of the T6 wrapping numbers (niα,m
i
α) and can be satisfied
simultaneously. In the next subsection we will consider a set of D6-branes which are a
Pati-Salam subsector of a D6-brane model built in [98] satisfying both conditions.
3.5.2 A global Pati-Salam four-generation model
As an example of D-brane model with non-trivial flavour symmetry group let us con-
sider the intersecting D6-brane model in table 8 of [98], which is based on the orientifold
background T6/Z2 × Z′2 × ΩR. In particular, we will consider the subsector given by the
D6-branes a1, a2 and a3 in that model, whose wrapping numbers we display in table 3.3.
Nα (n
1
α,m
1
α) (n
2
α,m
2
α) (n
3
α,m
3
α)
Na1 = 4 (1, 0) (0, 1) (0,−1)
Na2 = 2 (1, 0) (2, 1) (4,−1)
Na3 = 2 (−3, 2) (−2, 1) (−4, 1)
Table 3.3: Wrapping numbers for the four-generation Pati-Salam model of [98].
The gauge group that arises from this set of D-branes is given by U(4) × U(2) ×
U(2), and as shown in [98] the chiral spectrum contains four families of left-handed chiral
fermions in the representations (4,2,1) + (4¯,1,2). We then have a four-generation Pati-
Salam model, and because the supersymmetry conditions (3.87) amount to imposing
2U2 = U3
tan−1
(
2U1
3
)
+ tan−1
(
U2
2
)
+ tan−1
(
U3
4
)
= pi
(3.88)
with U i = Ryi/Rxi , we can find a continuum of supersymmetric solutions. The matter
spectrum then contains 4(4,2,1) + 4(4¯,1,2) N = 1 left-handed chiral multiplets.
Flavour group and representations
Let us analyse this Pati-Salam model in light of the results of section 3.3.1. Table 3.4
shows the toroidal intersection numbers Iiαβ for each of the relevant sectors of this model.
Notice that all these numbers are even, and so in (3.60) one has that d1 = d2 = d3 = 2.
That is, the flavour symmetry group of this sector is given by
Pa1a2a3
T6/Z2×Z′2 = D
(1)
4 ×D(2)4 ×D(3)4 (3.89)
where the factor D
(i)
4 arises from the symmetries on the two-torus (T
2)i. While (3.89)
corresponds to a symmetry of the Pati-Salam sector, it does not need to be respected by
the whole D-brane model. Indeed, in order to satisfy the consistency conditions (3.86)
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Sector U(4)× U(2)L × U(2)R I1αβ I2αβ I3αβ Projection Iαβ
a1a2 (4, 2¯,1) 0 -2 4 −I2e I3o 2
a1a
′
2 (4,2,1) 0 -2 4 −I2e I3o 2
a1a3 (4,1, 2¯) 2 2 -4 I
1
e I
2
e I
3
o -4
a1a
′
3 (4,1,2) -2 2 -4 − 0
a2a3 (1,2, 2¯) 2 4 0 I
1
e I
2
e 6
a2a
′
3 (1,2,2) -2 0 -8 −I1e I3e -10
a2a
′
2 (1,1+2,1) 0 -4 8 I
2
o I
3
e − I2e I3o -5+9
a3a
′
3 (1,1,1+2) &(1,1,3) 12 4 8 I
1
e I
2
e I
3
e + I
1
o I
2
o I
3
o 105+15
Table 3.4: Bulk intersection numbers together and the wavefunctions surviving the orbifold action
in the four-generation Pati-Salam model. The last column shows the total intersection number.
A positive intersection number indicates a left-handed N = 1 chiral multiplet, and a negative
one a right-handed chiral multiplet. The a1a
′
1 sector is non-chiral and contains a 4d N = 2
hypermultiplet in the antisymmetric representation of U(4) [98].
we will need to add extra sets of D6-branes to those of table 3.4, and in order for (3.89)
to be an exact symmetry of the model all the intersection numbers Iiαβ involving these
extra D6-branes also need to be even. In general one would not expect this to be the
case and, indeed, by looking at the completion of this model given by table 8 of [98] one
realises that there is always some D6-brane β of this extra set such that Iiajβ = odd for any
given i. The flavour symmetry group (3.89) is then broken by the presence of the other
D-branes of this model, and can only be thought as an approximate symmetry of the Pati-
Salam sector of table 3.4. Nevertheless, even if not exact this symmetry will constrain the
Yukawa couplings of this model at tree-level and, because of N = 1 supersymmetry, at all
orders in perturbation theory. It is then useful to analyse under which representation of
the discrete flavour group (3.89) transform each of the chiral modes of table 3.4.
Let us for instance consider the sector a1a2 of this model, which contains 2 copies
of left-handed multiplets in the representation (4, 2¯,1). In order to see how these two
copies arise we must compute the combination of even or odd points on each two-torus
that survive the orbifold projection. Following our discussion of section 3.3.1 and due to
the particular signs of Iia1a2 for i = 1, 2, 3 one is instructed to keep the wavefunctions of
the form ψj2evenψ
j3
odd or ψ
j2
oddψ
j3
even, counted with the appropriate chirality. More precisely,
the chiral index in this sector is given by I2o I
3
e − I2e I3o = 0 − (−2) = 2, in agreement
with [98]. In fact, because I2a1a2 = −2 there are no odd wavefunctions in (T2)2 and so the
wavefunctions that correspond to this sector are of the form
ψj2a1a2 = ψ
j2
even · ψj3odd j2 = 0, 1, j3 = 0. (3.90)
By looking at table 3.2 one can see how these chiral modes transform under the flavour
group Pa1a2a3 . On the one hand the index j2 transforms in the 2-dimensional representa-
tion R2 of D
(2)
4 , and on the other hand the index j3 only takes one value and transforms
as (−,−) under the flavour subgroup D(3)4 .
Geometrically, one can understand this result by drawing both D6-branes and la-
belling their intersection points as pj2 with j = 0, 1 in (T
2)2 and p
k
3 with k = 0, 1, 2, 3
in (T2)3, see Figure 3.5. Clearly, the two points in the second torus are even under the
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x1
y1
x3
y3
x2
y2
0
1
1
2
3
0
Figure 3.5: Branes a1 (red) and a2 (blue) with labels for the different intersection points.
orbifold action and there are no odd points. In the third torus we find three even points,
namely, p3 = {0, 1 + 3, 2} and an odd one given by p3 = {1 − 3}. Since the orbifold
action selects the points whose parity are (odd,even) or (even,odd), we have that the
surviving points are (p2, p3) = ({0}, {1 − 3}) and (p2, p3) = ({1}, {1 − 3}) which corre-
spond to the two different chiral modes in (3.90). One can now see how the translation
z2 7→ z2 + τ/2 interchanges these two points, while they pick up a minus sign under the
translation z3 7→ z3 + τ/2. Adding up the action of the discrete B-field transformation
(see footnote 9) we indeed recover that these two zero modes transform as R2 ⊗ (−,−)
under D
(2)
4 ×D(3)4 . Finally, it is easy to see that the D6-brane intersections, which are the
line {y1 = 0} in (T2)1, are invariant under the translation z1 7→ z1 +1/2 and in general by
the full action of D
(1)
4 . The final result has been summarised in table 3.5, together with
the representations for the other sectors of the form aiaj and aiaj′ with i 6= j, that can
be treated similarly.
Sector Field D
(1)
4 D
(2)
4 D
(3)
4
a1a2 FL = (4, 2¯,1) 1 R2 (−,−)
a1a
′
2 F
′
L = (4,2,1) 1 (−,−) R2
a1a3 FR = (4¯,1,2) R2 R2 (−,−)
a2a3 H = (1,2, 2¯) R2 1⊕ (+,−)⊕ (−,+) 1
a2a
′
3 H
′ = (1, 2¯, 2¯) R2 1 12 ⊕ (+,−)⊕ (−,+)⊕ (−,−)
Table 3.5: Representations of the Pati-Salam fields under the flavour symmetry group.
Yukawa couplings
Given the above representations under the flavour symmetry group one can now consider
the Yukawa couplings
Y : (a1a2)⊗ (a1a3)⊗ (a2a3) −→ (4, 2¯,1)⊗ (4¯,1,2)⊗ (1,2, 2¯)
Y ′ : (a′1a2)⊗ (a1a3)⊗ (a′2a3) −→ (4,2,1)⊗ (4¯,1,2)⊗ (1, 2¯, 2¯)
(3.91)
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which are allowed by gauge invariance.17 It however happens that several of these couplings
are not allowed by the discrete flavour symmetry (3.89), as we will now see.
Let us first consider the coupling Y in (3.91). In principle, Y has 2×4×6 independent
components since there are 6 different Higgses that appear in this set of Yukawa couplings.
Nevertheless, in general the discrete symmetries in each torus will reduce the number of
independent Yukawas. On the one hand, invariance under D
(1)
4 forces us to choose the
singlet in 1 ⊗ R2 ⊗ R2 = 1 ⊕ (+,−) ⊕ (−,+) ⊕ (−,−) which reduces by a factor 4 the
number of independent Yukawas. On the other hand, under D
(2)
4 the coupling Y behaves
as follows
R2 ⊗R2 ⊗ (1⊕ (+,−)⊕ (−,+)) = (1⊕ (+,−)⊕ (−,+)⊕ (−.−))⊗ (1⊕ (+,−)⊕ (−,+))
= 13 ⊕ (+,−)3 ⊕ (−,+)3 ⊕ (−,−)3
which reduces by another factor of 4 the number of independent Yukawas. Finally, since
D
(3)
4 does not impose further constraints we conclude that there are only
2×4×6
4×4 = 3
independent components in Y . In other words, at tree-level there will only be three
independent Yukawas within this sector. More precisely one obtains the following Yukawa
couplings YijkFL,iFR,jHk where
YijkHk =
(
aH0 + cH2 bH1 aH3 + cH5 bH4
bH1 aH0 − cH2 bH4 aH3 − cH5
)
. (3.92)
The row index i runs over the two families of left-handed multiplets FL in the a1a2 sector,
while the index j runs over the four families of right-handed multiplets FR. For concrete-
ness we have displayed the definition of these multiplets in terms of D-brane intersections
in table 3.6.
FL,i FR,j Hk
(ψ0)2 · (ψ1 − ψ3)3 (ψ0)1 · (ψ0)2 · (ψ1 − ψ3)3 (ψ0)1 · (ψ0 + ψ2)2
(ψ1)2 · (ψ1 − ψ3)3 (ψ0)1 · (ψ1)2 · (ψ1 − ψ3)3 (ψ0)1 · (ψ0 − ψ2)2
(ψ1)1 · (ψ0)2 · (ψ1 − ψ3)3 (ψ0)1 · (ψ1 + ψ3)2
(ψ1)1 · (ψ1)2 · (ψ1 − ψ3)3 (ψ1)1 · (ψ0 + ψ2)2
(ψ1)1 · (ψ0 − ψ2)2
(ψ1)1 · (ψ1 + ψ3)2
Table 3.6: Wavefunctions of the fields in the Yukawa couplings (3.92). Here (ψj)i stands for a
delta-function localised at the jth intersection of the D6-branes a1 and a2 in (T
2)i.
Considering now the Yukawa couplings Y ′ in (3.91), one finds that the effect of the
discrete flavour symmetry is even more dramatic since there is no combination which is
invariant under the factor D
(2)
4 . As a result these Yukawa couplings will vanish and (3.92)
will be the only set of Yukawas at the perturbative level. Hence, this four-generation
Pati-Salam model will in fact have two families whose mass is generated perturbatively. It
would be interesting to see how non-perturbative effects can generate the Yukawa couplings
for the remaining two generations.
17This includes those abelian discrete gauge symmetries that remain after the U(1) factors of the gauge
group are broken by a Stu¨ckelberg mechanism [90].
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Mass terms and net chirality
Besides Yukawa couplings, discrete flavour symmetries may forbid other kinds of couplings
like mass terms between vector-like pairs of of zero modes. In the model at hand such
kind of pairs arise in the sector a2a
′
2, whose total intersection number is given by Ia2a′2 =
4. This signals that we have a net chirality of four left-handed chiral multiplets in the
representation (1,1+2,1), where 1+2 stands for an antisymmetric representation of U(2).
18
However, this net chirality does not signal the actual content of open string zero modes of
this sector. A careful analysis using the rules of subsection 3.3.1 shows that in fact there
are nine left-handed chiral multiplets (the ones arising from the wavefunctions of the form
(even,odd)) and five right-handed chiral multiplets (the ones from the sector (odd,even))
in the representation (1,1+2,1).
Typically, one would not worry about this mismatch between the zero mode content
and the net chiral index, because the ten extra zero modes not accounted by Ia2a′2 naturally
arrange into five vector-like pairs that form singlets under the gauge group U(4)×U(2)L×
U(2)R. Hence, one expects that the presence of loop corrections or extra compactification
ingredients like background fluxes will generate a mass term for these pairs not protected
by gauge invariance.
Nevertheless given a flavour symmetry one needs to check that these pairs of opposite
chirality zero modes also form singlets under the discrete flavour group. For the model
at hand, table 3.7 shows the charges of the different points (or wavefunctions) under the
flavour group (3.89) for the sector a2a
′
2. From there one can see that one cannot form a
Sector D
(1)
4 D
(2)
4 D
(3)
4
(even,odd) 1 1⊕ (+,−)⊕ (−,+) (+,−)⊕ (−,+)⊕ (−,−)
(odd,even) 1 (−,−) 12 ⊕ (+,−)⊕ (−,+)⊕ (−,−)
Table 3.7: Representations under the dihedral groups of the zero modes in a2a′2.
vector-like pair that is a singlet under the factor D
(2)
4 . As a result, a mass term for any
vector-like pair is forbidden by the discrete flavour symmetry. Even if in this particular
case the flavour symmetry is approximate, the effect generating such mass term must also
break the flavour symmetry (like e.g. non-perturbative effects), and so we expect that such
masses for vector-like pairs are smaller that the ones allowed by all sort of symmetries.
The centre of the flavour group
While the flavour symmetry group (3.89) is non-abelian, its centre can be compared with
other discrete abelian groups present in this model. In particular it can be compared with
the ZN discrete gauge symmetries contained in the U(1) factors of U(4)×U(2)L×U(2)R.
These discrete gauge symmetries are discussed in appendix C of [107] following the general
prescription of [90]. The result is that they are trivial in the sense that they reduce to the
centre of the gauge group SU(4)× SU(2)L × SU(2)R, which is generated by the elements
g4 = diag(i, i, i, i), g2,L = diag(−1,−1)L, g2,R = diag(−1,−1)R. (3.93)
18More precisely, one computes the spectrum of this sector by applying eqs.(3.84), with Ia2O6 = 4. Hence
one obtains a net number of four chiral multiplets in the antisymmetric of U(2)L and no matter in the
symmetric representation of U(2)L.
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Let us denote the centre of the gauge group by Z(G) and the centre of D
(1)
4 ×D(2)4 ×
D
(3)
4 by Z(P ). We would like to know if any subgroup of Z(P ) is contained in Z(G) when
acting on the Pati-Salam model. Both groups are finite so they have a finite collection of
subgroups and this can be answered by direct computation. Table 3.8 shows the charges
of the visible sector under every Z2 subgroup of Z(P ) and Z(G).
Sector Z(1)2 Z
(2)
2 Z
(3)
2 Z2,C Z2,L Z2,R
a1a2 + − + − − +
a1a3 − − + − + −
a2a3 − + + + − −
a1a
′
2 + + − − − +
a2a
′
3 − + + + − −
a2a
′
2 + + + + + +
a3a
′
3 + + + + + +
Table 3.8: Charges of the visible sector under Z2 subgroups of Z(P ) and Z(G).
Looking at Table 3.8 we see that Z(1)2 and Z2,R are the same. Also, the Z2 generated
by the product of the generators of Z(3)2 and Z2,C is equivalent to Z
(2)
2 which shows that
Z(2)2 and Z
(3)
2 are not independent but are related by a gauge transformation. We thus
find the discrete flavour group is actually D
(1)
4 × D(2)4 × D(3)4 /(Z(1)2 × Z(3)2 ), and that all
the couplings forbidden by this symmetry should be understood in terms of this quotient.
3.5.3 A local Pati-Salam three-generation model
Besides the four-generation model of [98], one may construct other models in Z2×Z′2 with
semi-realistic spectrum that also display a non-trivial discrete flavour symmetry. In the
following we analyse a simple three-generation Pati-Salam model where families transform
with non-abelian representations under a Dihedral flavour group.
The D6-brane content of the model is shown in table 3.9, where the wrapping num-
bers n, l are arbitrary positive integers. Again, this D6-brane content is not sufficient to
Nα (n
1
α,m
1
α) (n
2
α,m
2
α) (n
3
α,m
3
α)
Na = 4 (1, 0) (1, 1) (1, -1)
Nb = 2 (n, -3) (0, 1) (3, -1)
Nc = 2 (l, -1) (-2, 1) (-1, -1)
Table 3.9: Wrapping numbers for the three-generation Pati-Salam model.
satisfy the RR-tadpole conditions (3.86), and extra D-branes should be added in order to
construct a complete model. We will then consider it as a local Z2 × Z′2 model, whose
discrete flavour symmetry may or may not be broken by the extra D-branes that complete
it.
It is easy to see that the gauge group that arises from this D6-brane content is again
given by U(4)× U(2)L × U(2)R, and that now the supersymmetry conditions amount to
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U2 = U3
tan−1
(
3U1
n
)
+ tan−1
(
U3
3
)
= pi2
tan−1
(
U1
l
)
+ tan−1
(
U2
2
)
− tan−1U3 = 0
(3.94)
where U i = Ryi/Rxi . One can solve these equations by setting n > l > 0, U
1 =
√
n(n−l)
2
and U2 = U3 =
√
2n
n−l , hence finding again a N = 1 Pati-Salam model.
The chiral spectrum of this model can be found by computing the intersection num-
bers on each two-torus and applying the results of subsection 3.3.1. The result is displayed
in table 3.10, from where it is manifest that all the intersection points in the third torus
are even. We then conclude there is a flavour symmetry group of the form
PabcT6/Z2×Z′2 = D4 (3.95)
where D4 is generated by translations and B-field transformations on (T
2)3. The zero
mode spectrum in the bc sector depends on the integer wrapping numbers n > l > 0. In
the table we have considered the choice n = 2, l = 1, which gives a minimal Higgs sector.
Sector U(4)× U(2)L × U(2)R I1αβ I2αβ I3αβ Projection Iαβ
ab (4¯,2,1) -3 1 2 I1o I
2
e I
3
e -2
ab′ (4¯, 2¯,1) 3 -1 4 I1o I2e I3o -1
ac (4,1, 2¯) -1 3 -2 I1e I
2
o I
3
e 2
ac′ (4,1,2) -1 1 0 I1e I2e 1
bc (1, 2¯,2) 1 2 -4 I1e I
2
e I
3
o -2
bc′ (1,2,2) 5 2 2 I1e I2e I3e 12
aa′ (6+2,1,1) 0 -2 2 − 0
bb′ (1,1+2,1) 12 0 6 I1e I3e − I1o I3o 18
cc′ (1,1,1+2) 2 4 -2 − 0
Table 3.10: Bulk intersection numbers of the model of table 3.9 with n = 2 and l = 1, together
with the points surviving the orbifold action and the total intersection number.
Similarly to the previous example we can easily extract the representation of these
chiral Pati-Salam families under the flavour symmetry group D4. We present the result
of this analysis in table 3.11, which shows that in this model one generation is different
in the sense that it transforms under an abelian representation of D4, while the other two
form a doublet of the fundamental representation R2 of the Dihedral group.
The only Yukawas allowed by gauge invariance (including anomalous U(1)’s) are
Y : ab⊗ ac⊗ bc −→ (4¯,2,1)⊗ (4,1, 2¯)⊗ (1, 2¯,2) (3.96)
Y ′ : ab′ ⊗ ac⊗ bc′ −→ (4¯, 2¯,1)⊗ (4,1, 2¯)⊗ (1,2,2) (3.97)
and under the discrete D4 these coupling behave as
Y : R2 ⊗R2 ⊗ [(−,−)⊕ (−,−)] = 1⊕ 1⊕ . . . (3.98)
Y ′ : (−,−)⊗R2 ⊗
(⊕6R2) = 6⊕ 1⊕ . . . (3.99)
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Sector Fields D4
ab FR = (4¯,2,1) R2
ab′ F ′R = (4¯, 2¯,1) (−,−)
ac FL = (4,1, 2¯) R2
ac′ F ′L = (4,1,2) (+,+)
bc H = (1, 2¯,2) (−,−)⊕ (−,−)
bc′ H ′ = (1,2,2)
6⊕ R2
Table 3.11: D4 representations.
where the dots stand for nontrivial representations of D4, and we used R2 ⊗ R2 = 1 ⊕
(+,−) ⊕ (−,+) ⊕ (−,−). We then conclude that there are a total of eight independent
parameters in the Yukawa couplings given by Y and Y ′.
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4
U(1) Mixing and D-brane Linear Equivalence
In this chapter we study the kinetic mixing between different U(1)s in Type II D-brane
models. We start looking at Calabi-Yau orientifold compactifications of Type IIA and com-
pute the open-closed mixing by dimensional reduction of the D6-brane effective action.
Then we explore the structure of the space of magnetic monopoles of the compactification
and show that the mixing can be understood in terms of the Witten effect. Following this
idea we propose a supergravity formula to compute the open-open kinetic mixing that
may be regarded as the computation in the closed string channel that accounts for the
one-loop corrections in the dual open string channel. We then consider the same problem
in the context of Type IIB with magnetised D7-branes which is phenomenologically inter-
esting since it is closely related to the F-theory GUTs. To do so we use the formalism of
generalised complex geometry which is a useful tool to describe D-branes with worldvol-
ume fluxes and we see that the analysis works in a similar way to the IIA case with the
appropriate generalisations. This approach allows to compute the mixing of the hyper-
charge U(1) with the U(1)s in the closed string sector in F-theory SU(5) GUTs (in the
perturbative limit). Again, we propose an expression for the open-open mixing in ‘closed
string variables’ that takes into account the one-loop correction.
4.1 U(1) kinetic mixing for intersecting D6-branes
In this section we discuss the kinetic mixing between U(1)s in type IIA orientifold com-
pactifications. In particular, we consider models made up of D6-branes wrapping special
Lagrangian cycles (sLags) of Calabi-Yau threefolds, and describe the kinetic mixing of
open string U(1)’s with RR U(1)’s. We derive the expression for such mixing by means
of the Witten effect, recovering the results of [143] from a purely type IIA perspective.
Finally, we point out the relation between open string U(1)’s and the relative cohomology
of the compactification manifold, and propose a supergravity description for the kinetic
mixing between open string U(1)’s at the one-loop level.
4.1.1 Type IIA Calabi-Yau orientifolds with D6-branes
Let us consider an orientifold of type IIA string theory on R1,3×M6 withM6 a Calabi-Yau
3-fold. The orientifold projection is obtained by modding out by the action Ωp(−1)FLσ
where Ωp is the worldsheet parity, FL is the space-time fermion number for the left-movers
and σ is an antiholomorphic involution of M6 acting as zi → z¯i on local coordinates,
which introduces O6-planes at the fixed loci. Therefore, the action of the involution on
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the Ka¨hler form J and holomorphic 3-form Ω of M6 is given by
σJ = −J, σΩ = Ω¯. (4.1)
The supersymmetry conditions for a D6-brane wrapping a 3-cycle pi in M6 are
J |pi = 0, Im Ω|pi = 0. (4.2)
Since the D6-brane charge lies in the homology group H3(M6,Z), cancellation of the total
charge in the compact internal space can be written as∑
α
Nα([piα] + [pi
∗
α])− 4[piO] = 0 (4.3)
where α is an index that runs over the set of branes, Nα is the total number of branes
on piα and pi
∗
α = σpiα is the cycle wrapped by the orientifold image of α. Finally, piO is
the fixed locus of the involution σ where the O6-planes lie and the factor −4 is due to the
O-plane RR charge, assumed to be negative.
The 4d massless spectrum that arises from the closed string sector of the compact-
ification can be computed upon dimensional reduction of the 10d type IIA supergravity
action, and is given in terms of harmonic forms on M6. It is then useful to introduce a
basis of harmonic forms of definite parity under the involution σ,
σ−even σ−odd
2− forms ωi i = 1, . . . , h1,1+ ωiˆ iˆ = 1, . . . , h1,1−
3− forms αI I = 0, . . . , h1,2 βI I = 0, . . . , h1,2
4− forms ω˜iˆ iˆ = 1, . . . , h1,1− ω˜i i = 1, . . . , h1,1+
normalised such that∫
M6
ωi ∧ ω˜j = l6s δji ,
∫
M6
ωiˆ ∧ ω˜jˆ = l6s δjˆiˆ ,
∫
M6
αI ∧ βJ = l6s δJI . (4.4)
For instance, in order to reduce to 4d the RR forms C3 and C5 one can expand them as
C3 = A
i
1 ∧ ωi + Re (N I)αI (4.5)
C5 = C2,I ∧ βI + V1,i ∧ ω˜i (4.6)
where we have taken into account the intrinsic parity of C3 and C5 (respectively even
and odd) under the orientifold action. One then obtains that C3 gives rise to h
−
1,1 axions
Re (N I) and to h+1,1 gauge bosons A
i
1, while C5 contains their 4d dual degrees of freedom.
A convenient basis of harmonic p-forms is given by those that have integer coho-
mology class, that is whose integrals over any p-cycle are integer numbers. In particular
we will choose the two-forms ωi such that [ωi] ∈ H2+(M6,Z), etc.1 This automatically
implies that a D2-brane wrapping a 2-cycle Λ2 will have integer electric charges under the
RR U(1)’s. More precisely, a D2-brane wrapping a two-cycle Λj2 whose class is Poincare´
dual to [ω˜j ] will have electric charge δji under the RR U(1) generated by Ai1. Another
1In general H2(M6,Z) may not decompose as H2+(M6,Z)⊕H2−(M6,Z), but the latter may only be a
sublattice of the former. In this case one should introduce appropriate factors of 2 in (4.4). For simplicity,
in the following we will assume that (4.4) even when [ωi], [ω˜
i], [ωiˆ], [ω˜
iˆ] all belong to integer cohomology.
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consequence of this choice is that the gauge kinetic mixing for RR U(1)’s takes the simple
form [146]
fij = −iKijkˆT kˆ (4.7)
where we have defined the complexified Ka¨hler moduli T kˆ by
Jc ≡ B2 + iJ = T kˆωkˆ (4.8)
while
Kijkˆ ≡
1
l6s
∫
M6
ωi ∧ ωj ∧ ωkˆ (4.9)
are the triple intersection numbers, which in this basis are simply integers.
Regarding the open string sector of the compactification, the 4d massless spectrum
that arises from a single D6-brane α wrapping a 3-cycle piα is given by
Aα1 =
pi
ls
(A4d,α1 + θ
j
α ζj) (4.10)
φα = φ
j
αXj (4.11)
where A4d,α1 is a 4d gauge vector field (we will henceforth suppress the superscript 4d)
2.
Moreover, θjα are the components of the corresponding Wilson line moduli with
ζj
2pi
∈ Harm1(piα,Z) (4.12)
and φjα are the D6-brane position moduli, namely the components of a normal deformation
of the brane preserving the sLag conditions (4.2) with
Xi ∈ N(piα) such that LXiJ = LXiImΩ = 0 (4.13)
where LXi is the Lie derivative along Xi. These two scalar fields together form a 4d
complex modulus, namely
Φjα = θ
j
a + λ
j
iφ
i
α (4.14)
with λji a complex matrix relating {ζj} and {Xi} and defined by
ιXiJc|piα = λji ζj (4.15)
where Jc is the complexified Ka¨hler form (4.8). It is straightforward to generalise this
spectrum to the case of a stack of Nα D6-branes wrapping piα, so that the 4d gauge
group is given by U(Nα) and Φ
j
α transform in its adjoint representation. Finally, 4d chiral
multiplets may arise from the transverse intersections of piα with its orientifold image pi
∗
α
as well as with other 3-cycles wrapped by the remaining D6-branes of the compactification
[1, 97].
2The 1
ls
is introduced to keep A4d,α1 and θ
j
α dimensionless and the factor of pi for later convenience. The
field φja is related to the normal coordinate by y
j
a =
ls
2
φja so φ
j
a is also dimensionless.
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4.1.2 Separating two D6-branes
In order to discuss kinetic mixing between open an closed string U(1)’s let us follow [143]
and first consider type IIA strings on R1,3 ×M6, without any orientifold projection, and
suppose that we have two D6-branes a and b wrapping the same sLag 3-cycle pia = pib. This
leads to a gauge group U(2) in 4d, which breaks down to U(1)a×U(1)b when these two 3-
cycles are separated. Nevertheless, only a linear combination of these two U(1)’s remains
massless at low energies, while the other one becomes massive due to the Stu¨ckelberg
mechanism.
Indeed, let us consider the CS action for a single D6-brane wrapping a 3-cycle
piα, which is obtained from a 3-cycle pi after a small normal deformation of the form
φα = φ
j
αXj .
3 We have that (see [143–145] for further details)
SαCS ⊃ µ6
∫
R1,3×piα
[
Fα2 ∧ C5 +
1
2
Fα2 ∧ Fα2 ∧ C3
]
(4.16)
= µ6
∫
R1,3×pi
eLφα
[
Fα2 ∧ C5 +
1
2
Fα2 ∧ Fα2 ∧ C3
]
with µ6 =
2pi
l7s
the D6-brane charge, Lφα = φjαLXj the Lie derivative along such deformation
and Fα2 = l
2
s
2piF
α
2 + B2. In the absence of orientifold projection the RR 5-form potential
C5 has the expansion
C5 = C2,I ∧ βI + C˜I2 ∧ αI + V1,i ∧ ω˜i (4.17)
where now i = 1, . . . , h1,1 runs over all harmonic 2-forms in M6. We now consider two
3-cycles pia and pib that are deformations of pi and wrap a D6-brane on each of them. The
full CS action then contains the following piece
SaCS + S
b
CS ⊃
pi
l6s
[∫
R1,3
(F a2 + F
b
2 ) ∧ C2,I
∫
pi
βI +
∫
R1,3
(F a2 + F
b
2 ) ∧ C˜I2
∫
pi
αI
]
(4.18)
where we have used that the integrals of βI , αI only depend on the homology class of the
3-cycle, and in particular that
∫
pi e
LφαβI =
∫
pi β
I , same for αI . For a non-trivial [pi] some
of these integrals will be non-vanishing, and so the combination U(1)a+U(1)b will develop
a BF coupling and therefore a Stu¨ckelberg mass, while the orthogonal combination
U(1)(a−b) =
1
2
[U(1)a − U(1)b] (4.19)
will remain massless.
We can now read off the kinetic mixing of (4.19) with the RR U(1)’s from the
remaining terms of SaCS + S
b
CS . For this it is useful to consider the following expansion
for the RR potentials
C3 = A
i
1 ∧ ωi + . . . (4.20)
C5 = A˜
i
1 ∧ ∗6 ωi + . . . (4.21)
3Such normal deformation should be small enough so that pi and piα have the same topology, and in
particular the same number of non-trivial 1-cycles.
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where the dots represent terms that do not contain 4d gauge bosons. This new expansion
for C5 is chosen so that F
RR,i
2 ≡ dAi1 = ∗4dA˜i1. Plugging the expansion (4.21) into (4.16)
and projecting into the combination F
(a−b)
2 ≡ 12 [F a2 − F b2 ] we obtain
SaCS + S
b
CS ⊃ −
pi
2l5s
∫
R1,3
F
(a−b)
2 ∧ ∗FRR,i2
∫
pi
(ιφaJ − ιφbJ) ∧ ωi + . . . (4.22)
where we have only kept terms linear in the deformations φα. Here we have used that
Lφ = dιφ + ιφd and that ∗6ωi = ciJ2− J ∧ωi with ci = (3
∫
M6 ωi ∧ J2)/(2
∫
M6 J
3). Using
the definition (4.15) we can recast this result as
Re fi(a−b) =
1
4l3s
(φka − φkb ) Im (λjk)
∫
pi
ζj ∧ ωi (4.23)
where the basis of 1-forms {ζj} is defined as in (4.12).
The imaginary part of fi(a−b) is obtained from plugging (4.20) into (4.16), which
gives
SaCS + S
b
CS ⊃
pi
2l5s
∫
R1,3
F
(a−b)
2 ∧ FRR,i2
∫
pi
[
(θja − θjb)ζj + (ιφaB − ιφbB)
]
∧ ωi + . . . (4.24)
where we again integrated by parts and kept terms linear in the deformations. Comparing
to the general expression (??) we conclude that
Im fi(a−b) = −
1
4l3s
[
(θja − θjb) + (φka − φkb ) Re (λjk)
] ∫
pi
ζj ∧ ωi (4.25)
Adding this result to (4.23) we obtain that
fi(a−b) = −
i
4l3s
(Φja − Φjb)
∫
pi
ζj ∧ ωi (4.26)
which as expected is a holomorphic function of the D6-brane moduli. Notice that the
mixing vanishes for Φja = Φ
j
b, which corresponds to the case where the two branes are on
top of each other and the gauge group enhances to SU(2).
In order to arrive at (4.26) we assumed that pia and pib are obtained from deforming
the same 3-cycle pi. As a result, they are not only in the same homology class but are
also homotopic. However, since the vanishing of the Stu¨ckelberg mass depends only on
the homology of the cycles and not on their homotopy class, one would like to have an
expression for the kinetic mixing that applies in the general case. In [143] such a formula
was found to be
fi(a−b) = −
i
2l4s
∫
Σ
(
Jc +
l2s
2pi
F˜
(a−b)
2
)
∧ ωi (4.27)
where Σ is a 4-chain such that ∂Σ = pia − pib, and F˜ (a−b)2 is such that∫
Σ
F˜
(a−b)
2 ∧ ωi ≡
pi
ls
[∫
pia
Aa1 ∧ ωi −
∫
pib
Ab1 ∧ ωi
]
. (4.28)
It can be easily shown that this 4-chain expression reproduces (4.26) for homotopic branes.
Moreover, following [143] one can see that the kinetic mixing needs to be of the form (4.27)
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by performing the M-theory lift of these compactifications. In the next section we will
arrive at (4.27) from yet a different viewpoint, without using any M-theory lift.
Notice that the open-closed kinetic mixing vanishes if∫
pi
ωi ∧ ζj =
∫
ρj
ωi = 0 (4.29)
where the 2-cycle ρj ⊂ pi is Poincare´ dual to ζj . This is true only if none of the 2-cycles of pi
are non-trivial inM6. By the results of [147], this is equivalent to saying that the 3-cycles
pia and pib are linearly equivalent. Hence, in the present case linear equivalence of D-branes
translates into a vanishing kinetic mixing with RR photons. In the following sections we
will see how this statement can be generalised to more involved D-brane configurations.
Orientifolding
Let us now include the effect of the orientifold projection. Because in this case C5 has the
expansion (4.6), instead of (4.18) we obtain
SaCS + S
a∗
CS + S
b
CS + S
b∗
CS ⊃
1
2
pi
l6s
∫
R1,3
(F a2 + F
b
2 ) ∧ C2,I
[∫
pi
βI −
∫
pi∗
βI
]
(4.30)
=
pi
l6s
∫
R1,3
(F a2 + F
b
2 ) ∧ C2,I
∫
pi
βI
where the extra factor of 1/2 arises due to the orientifold projection, and we have used the
fact that Fα∗ = −Fα for the 7d gauge field. As a result, now U(1)a + U(1)b will develop
a Stu¨ckelberg mass if and only if [pi] 6= [pi∗].
Let us assume that this is the case and compute the kinetic mixing for the massless
U(1) (4.19), for which one can obtain expressions similar to the unorientifolded case.
Indeed, we have that
SaCS + S
a∗
CS + S
b
CS + S
b∗
CS ⊃
pi
2l5s
∫
R1,3
F
(a−b)
2 ∧ FRR,i2 · (θja − θjb)
∫
pi
ζj ∧ ωi (4.31)
from where we can deduce that the kinetic mixing again takes the form (4.26). In terms
of a 4-chain formula we would again arrive to (4.27) if the 4-chain Σ is defined in the
quotient space M6/{1, σ}. We should multiply this expression by an extra factor of 1/2
if instead Σ is defined in the covering space M6 and such that ∂Σ = pia − pib − pi∗a + pi∗b .4
On the other hand, for [pi] = [pi∗] both U(1)a and U(1)b remain massless. One should
then be able to write the kinetic mixing of each U(1)α with the RR U(1)’s individually.
Indeed, one finds that the expression analogous to (4.27) is
fiα = − i
2l4s
∫
Σα
(
Jc +
l2s
2pi
F˜α2
)
∧ ωi (4.32)
where Σα is defined in the quotient space as the projection of a 4-chain Σ
′
α which in the
covering space M6 satisfies ∂Σ′α = piα − pi∗α.
4In this case the 4-chain sigma can be divided into two pieces as Σ = Σab −Σ∗ab, where ∂Σab = pia − pib
and Σ∗ab is its orientifold image.
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4.1.3 Kinetic mixing via the Witten effect
Let us now describe an alternative derivation for the kinetic mixing formula (4.27), based
on the Witten effect [148]. This effect is the fact that for U(1) gauge theories that break
CP and contain magnetic monopoles, the latter acquire an electric charge proportional
to the CP breaking term. For theories whose CP violating effect is a θ-term this electric
charge can be computed exactly, namely
QE = − θ
2pi
e. (4.33)
This can be generalised to theories that contain multiple U(1)’s and whose action is
described by (??). The lattice of charges is then [149]
QEI = n
e
I − 16pi2Im fIJ nmJ (4.34)
QMI = 4pin
m
I
where I = 1, . . . ,K runs over the set of massless U(1)’s and nIe ∈ Z/2, nIm ∈ Z are the
charges that appear in the action when we include this particle. In other words, including
a particle with charges (neI , n
m
I ) amounts to consider the action
S = S4d, U(1) +Q
E
I
1
ls
∫
W
AI +QMI
1
ls
∫
W
A˜I (4.35)
where W is the worldline of the particle in 4d and A˜I is the gauge field dual to AI . Notice
however that the physical charges are the ones that we get when the kinetic mixing Re fpq
is diagonalised.
Our strategy to determine the open-closed U(1) mixing will be to compute the
electric charges of 4d magnetic monopoles that arise in D6-brane models. Given the above
facts, such electric charge should be proportional to the imaginary part of the gauge kinetic
function. Finally, by performing an electric-magnetic duality in one of the U(1)’s we will
also be able to obtain the real part of fIJ . As before we will first consider the case of
parallel D6-branes without O6-planes and subsequently include the orientifold projection.
In the system of two homotopic D6-branes wrapping pia and pib, the 4d monopole
with unit charge under U(1)a−b = 12 [U(1)a − U(1)b] is given by a D4-brane wrapping
W × Σ, where W is the worldline of the monopole in 4d and ∂Σ = pia − pib. In order to
compute the electric charge under the closed string U(1)’s we can dimensionally reduce
the D4-brane CS action to obtain
SD4CS ⊃ µ4
∫
W×Σ
C3 ∧ FD4 = µ4
∫
W×Σ
Ai1 ∧ ωi ∧ FD4 = QEi
1
ls
∫
W
Ai1 (4.36)
where the electric charges are given by
QEi =
2pi
l4s
∫
Σ
FD4 ∧ ωi. (4.37)
This term is precisely (minus) the imaginary part of the mixing in (4.27).5 In particular,
the field strength in FD4 = B2 + l
2
s
2piF
D4
2 is such that F
D4
2 |piα = Fα2 , as the monopole must
5One has to be careful to make the overall coefficient match. The D4-brane on W × Σ has magnetic
charge 1 under the open string U(1) which does not agree with the convention in eq.(4.34). Thus, one
should introduce an additional factor of 4pi to account for such mismatch in both conventions which indeed
reproduces the imaginary part of the mixing (4.27).
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interpolate between the two D6-brane configurations. More precisely, FD42 is the curvature
of a line bundle on Σ such that on its boundary ∂Σ it reduces to the line bundles on the
corresponding D6-brane. Such line bundle is nothing but the Wilson lines Aα1 , and so
one recovers (4.28) by simply identifying F˜
(a−b)
2 with F
D4
2 . Notice that (similarly to the
4-chain Σ) there are many FD4 that have the appropriate boundary conditions. As we
will see in the next section the line bundle extension FD42 appears naturally in the context
of generalised complex geometry.
Let us now consider the 4d dual vector boson A˜i1 that appears in the expansion
(4.21) of the RR potential C5. Looking at the appropriate term on the D4-brane CS
action we obtain
SD4CS ⊃ µ4
∫
W×Σ
C5 = −µ4
∫
W×Σ
A˜i1 ∧ J ∧ ωi = Q˜Ei
1
ls
∫
W
A˜i1 (4.38)
where we have again used that ∗6ωi = ciJ2 − J ∧ ωi and assumed that ci = 0, which will
be automatically satisfied in the orientifold case. The electric charges in the dual basis
are then given by
Q˜Ei = −
2pi
l4s
∫
Σ
J ∧ ωi (4.39)
which as expected reproduces the real part of the mixing (4.27).
Notice that in this derivation we do not need to assume that the two 3-cycles pia
and pib are homotopic, or that they relatively close to a reference 3-cycle pi. The only
requirement is that they are homologous so the Stu¨ckelberg mass vanishes and a 4-chain
Σ exists. This then provides an alternative way to derive the expression (4.27) from first
principles without having to perform the lift to M-theory. Finally, it is straightforward
to extend this derivation to the orientifold case and again obtain (4.27), except that now
the 4-chain Σ and the field strength FD42 should connect the 3-cycles piα and pi
∗
α and be
evaluated in the orientifold quotient space.
4.1.4 General case
From the above discussion it is clear how to generalise these results to arbitrary D6-brane
configurations. Indeed, let us consider K stacks of D6-branes, each stack containing Nα
D6-branes wrapped on piα and their corresponding orientifold images on pi
∗
α, and such that
the RR tadpole condition (4.3) is satisfied. We will find a massless U(1)X for each linear
combination
piX =
K∑
α=1
nXαNαpiα, nXα ∈ Z (4.40)
such that [piX ] − [pi∗X ] is trivial in H3(M6,R).6 Thus, the number of massless U(1)’s is
given by K−r where r is dimension of the vector subspace generated by [piα]− [pi∗α] within
H−3 (M6,Z). In order to fix the normalisation we pick a basis of U(1)’s given by
Uˆ(1)α =
1
Lα
K∑
β=1
nαβ U(1)β (4.41)
6If [piX ]− [pi∗X ] is trivial in H3(M6,R) but not in H3(M6,Z) then for this U(1) to be massless it must
have a component of RR U(1) [143]. Throughout our discussion we assume that Tor H3(M6,Z) = 0 so
that this possibility is not realised.
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with nαβ ∈ Z such that g.c.d(nα1, nα2, . . . , nlK) = 1 for all α = 1, . . . ,K and orthogonal,
namely nαγnγβ = Lαδαβ.
For a massless U(1)X we can associate the formal linear combination of 3-cycles
(4.40), and we know that there exists a 4-chain ΣX such that ∂ΣX = piX −pi∗X . Wrapping
a D4-brane on ΣX corresponds to considering a 4d magnetic monopole of Uˆ(1)X which,
due to the normalisation (4.41), has magnetic charge nmX = 1. Dimensionally reducing
the CS action for such monopole we will find its charges with respect to the closed string
U(1)’s from where we can read off the kinetic mixing, namely
fiX =
1
2 l4s
∫
ΣX
(J − iFD4) ∧ ωi (4.42)
where the integral is evaluated in the orientifold quotient space. This expression is slightly
subtle in the sense that it may depend on some discrete choices related to the pair
(ΣX ,FD4). Such subtleties can be easily removed after a proper understanding of the
space of monopoles of the compactification, as we discuss in the following.
4.1.5 Monopoles and relative homology
Besides the general formula (4.42) for the gauge kinetic mixing between open and closed
string U(1)’s, the previous discussion gives us an overall picture of the set of monopoles
that appear in type IIA compactifications with D6-branes. On the one hand, monopoles
charged under closed string U(1)’s are classified by D4-branes wrapping orientifold-odd
4-cycles, or in other words by the homology group H−4 (M6,Z). On the other hand,
open string U(1) monopoles are classified by D4-branes wrapping odd 4-chains ΣX ending
on the D6-branes 3-cycles piα and their orientifold images pi
∗
α, whose formal union we will
denote as piD6. The appropriate homology group that classifies such 4-chains is the relative
homology group H−4 (M6, piD6,Z), which includes H−4 (M6,Z) as a subgroup. In fact, we
can identify H−4 (M6, piD6,Z) as the lattice of integral U(1) magnetic charges, that contains
not only monopoles charged under open string U(1)’s and closed string U(1)’s, but also
bound states of those.
Indeed, notice that the formula (4.42) is slightly ambiguous, in the sense that we can
have two different 4-chains ΣX and Σ
′
X with the same boundary, and so the expression for
the rhs integral could be different for ΣX and Σ
′
X . Let us temporarily simplify this formula
by setting FD4 = B. Then, if these two chains differ by a trivial 4-cycle (that is if they
are they belong to the same class of H−4 (M6, piD6,Z)) then we have that
∫
ΣX
Jc ∧ ωi =∫
Σ′X
Jc ∧ ωi and so we get the same result for the rhs of (4.42) independently of which
chain we choose. If on the other hand ΣX and Σ
′
X differ by a 4-cycle Λ
j
4 such that
[Λj4] ∈ H−4 (M6,Z), then the two integrals will differ by
− i
l4s
∫
Λj4
Jc ∧ ωi = − i
l4s
∫
M6
Jc ∧ ωi ∧ ωj = fij (4.43)
where ωj is Poincare´ dual to Λ
j
4 and represents a closed string U(1)j , and fij is the kinetic
mixing (4.7) between U(1)i and U(1)j . The correct way to interprets this fact is that, if
a D4-brane wrapping ΣX corresponds to a 4d monopole with unit charge under U(1)X ,
then a D4-brane wrapping Σ′X has unit charge under U(1)X but also under U(1)j , and so
it is equivalent to a bound state of open and closed string U(1) monopoles. Therefore, via
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the Witten effect it will obtain a electric and magnetic charge under U(1)i which is not
given by the kinetic mixing fiX , but rather by the sum of mixings fiX + fij , see eq.(4.34).
In general, it is easy to see that the integral
∫
ΣX
Jc ∧ωi will only depend on the homology
class [ΣX ] ∈ H−4 (M6, piD6,Z) which as stated before is nothing but the lattice of integral
U(1) magnetic charges of the 4d effective theory. Hence, in order to properly use eq.(4.42)
we first need to take a basis for H−4 (M6, piD6,Z) and identify those 4d monopoles that
have unit charge under U(1)X but no integer charge under the closed string U(1)’s, and
then apply eq.(4.42) with a 4-chain ΣX in the corresponding relative homology class.
Let us now restore the full dependence of FD4 in (4.42) and let us see which further
source of ambiguity that gives. Even if we keep ΣX within the same relative homology class
there are infinite discrete choices of FD42 such that the appropriate boundary conditions∫
ΣX
FD42 ∧ ωi =
∫
ΣX
F˜X2 ∧ ωi ≡
1
LX
K∑
β=1
nXβ
∫
piβ
Aβ1 ∧ ωi (4.44)
are satisfied. Indeed, let us consider the case where the 4-chain ΣX contains a non-trivial
2-cycle Λj2 such that [Λ
j
2] is non-trivial in H
+
2 (M6,Z). By Poincare´ duality on ΣX , one
may then consider a 2-form F j2 on ΣX which is the curvature of a vanishing line bundle
on ∂ΣX and satisfying ∫
ΣX
F j2 ∧ γ =
∫
Λj2
γ (4.45)
for any closed 2-form γ onM6. Then it is easy to see that if one takes FD42 = [FD42 ]0 +nF j2
with [FD42 ]0 satisfying (4.44), eq.(4.37) reads
QEi =
1
l2s
∫
ΣX
F˜X2 ∧ ωi + n δij (4.46)
where we have assumed that [Λj2] is Poincare´ dual to [ω˜
j ] and so
∫
Λj2
ωi = δ
ij . This result
is easily interpreted as the fact that the piece of flux nF j2 induces a the charge of n D2-
branes wrapping Λj2 on the D4-brane on ΣX , so this D4-brane is actually a 4d particle
with unit magnetic charge under Uˆ(1)X and electric charge n under U(1)j . Therefore
comparing (4.34) and (4.46) one concludes that Im fiX = −2pil4s
∫
ΣX
(
B + l
2
s
2pi F˜
X
2
)
∧ ωi and
that in eq.(4.42) one must assume that FD42 does not induce any non-trivial D2-brane
charge.
To summarise, we find that the set of monopoles in a type IIA orientifold com-
pactification is classified by the relative homology group H−4 (M6, piD6,Z), where pi6 is the
formal sum of the D6-brane locations. The dimension of this lattice is the total number of
massless U(1)’s, open and closed, of the compactification, and so in some sense the space
of 4d U(1)’s should also be classified by this same relative homology group. This is rather
natural if we interpret the whole discussion above from the viewpoint of M-theory. Indeed,
lifting the type IIA compactifiaciton to M-theory in a 7-dimensional manifoldM7 we have
that H−4 (M6, piD6,Z) lifts to the homology group H5(M7,Z), and that the U(1) magnetic
monopoles become M5-branes wrapping non-trivial 5-cycles in M7 (see appendix E for
a simple example). The U(1)’s themselves are classified by harmonic two-forms in M7,
hence (assuming no torsion in homology) by the Poincare´ dual group H2(M7,Z). Finally,
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in M-theory the kinetic mixing between U(1)’s is given by the simple formula
fαβ = −2pii
l9M
M I
∫
M7
φI ∧ ωα ∧ ωb (4.47)
where lM is the M-theory characteristic length and φI , I = 1, . . . , b3(M7) runs over the
harmonic 3-forms of M7, and M I are the complex moduli associated to them. Following
[143], from this formula one can reproduce the gauge kinetic mixing between type IIA
closed string U(1)’s (4.7) and open and closed string U(1)’s (4.42). It is therefore natural
to wonder if one could also reproduce the gauge kinetic mixing between two open string
U(1)’s by means of a similar expression. As we will see in the following, this can be
done if one describes open string U(1)’s via 2-forms on M6, that instead to be harmonic
representatives of H2(M6,Z) belong to the cohomology H2(M6 − piD6,Z), related by
Lefschetz duality to the group H4(M6, piD6,Z) classifying the monopoles.
4.1.6 Open-closed U(1) mixing and linear equivalence
The concept of linear equivalence is usually formulated to relate different p-cycles pip of a d
dimensional manifold Md, being stronger than equivalence in homology. While typically
one applies this concept to divisor submanifolds of a complex manifold, one may extend
such definition to more general cases following [147], see also Appendix D.
Indeed, let us consider two p-cycles piap and pi
b
p that live in the same homology class
of Md. One can then write down the differential equation
d$(a−b) = δd−p(piap)− δd−p(pibp) (4.48)
where δp−d(piαp ) is a bump (d − p)-form localised on top of the p-cycle piαp and transverse
to it. Because [piap ] = [pi
b
p] we know that $ is globally well-defined (d− p− 1)-form. While
there are in principle many solutions to this equation, one may in addition require that
d∗$(a−b) = 0 and
∫
Λd−p−1
$(a−b) ∈ Z (4.49)
which fixes $ up to an harmonic representative of the cohomology group Hd−p−1(Md,Z).
From a mathematical viewpoint, this allows to identify $ as the connection of a gerbe.
From a physical viewpoint we will see that they are natural conditions when we want to
relate $ with an open string U(1).
Given (4.48) and (4.49), it is easy to see that $ admits the following global Hodge
decomposition
$(a−b) = ω + d∗H (4.50)
where ω is a harmonic (d−p−1)-form and Hd−p is a globally well-defined (d−p) form. We
then say that the two p-cycles piap and pi
b
p are linearly equivalent if [ω] ∈ Hd−p−1(M6,Z),
or in other words if the two components of $ are separately quantised.
While the above definition is rather abstract, one may detect linear equivalence in a
rather simple way as follows. Given the two p-cycles piap and pi
b
p let us construct a (p+ 1)-
chain Σ(a−b) such that ∂Σ(a−b) = piap − pibp. Then, from the discussion in Appendix D one
can see that ∫
Σ(a−b)
ω˜p+1 =
∫
M6
ω˜p+1 ∧$(a−b) mod Z (4.51)
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for any closed (p + 1)-form ω˜p+1 with integer cohomology class [ω˜p+1] ∈ Hp+1(M6,Z).
Moreover, if ω˜p+1 is harmonic we have that we can replace $
(a−b) → ω in the rhs of
(4.51). Hence if we take ω˜p+1 to be harmonic and with integer homology class we have
that piap and pi
b
p are linearly equivalent if and only if∫
Σ(a−b)
ω˜p+1 ∈ Z ∀Σ(a−b) such that ∂Σ(a−b) = piap − pibp (4.52)
Actually, this criterion for linear equivalence can be refined if we restrict the class
of chains that enter into eq.(4.52), and such refinement will allow to relate the above
definitions with the computation of open-closed U(1) kinetic mixing. For concreteness,
let us consider a simple case of interest discussed in the previous sections. Namely, we
consider two D6-branes wrapping two homologous 3-cycles pia3 and pi
b
3 of M6. One can
then write the differential equation
d$
(a−b)
2 = δ3(pi
a
3)− δ3(pib3) (4.53)
which is nothing but (4.48) for the particular case d = 6, p = 3. Requiring that $2 is
co-closed and quantised as in (4.49) one obtains
$
(a−b)
2 = c
jωj + d
∗H (4.54)
where {ωj} is a basis of harmonic 2-forms with integer cohomology class and cj ∈ R. This
definition of $2 only fixes the value of c
j mod Z, and so one can always define $2 such
that cj ∈ [0, 1), ∀ j. With this choice there is a 4-chain Σ(a−b) such that∫
Σ(a−b)
ω˜ =
∫
M6
ω˜ ∧$(a−b)2 (4.55)
for any closed 4-form ω˜, and without the need of the mod Z that appears in eq.(4.51).
We can also see (4.55) as a consequence of Lefschetz duality between the groups
H4(M6, pia3 ∪ pib3,Z) and H2(M6 − {pia3 ∪ pib3},Z). Indeed, the 2-forms (4.54) are har-
monic representatives of the cohomology group H2(M6 − {pia3 ∪ pib3},Z), which contains
H2(M6,Z). Changing the value of the coefficients cj by an integer number amounts to
change the cohomology class by an element of H2(M6,Z), so choosing cj ∈ [0, 1), ∀ j
means choosing a particular class in H2(M6−{pia3 ∪pib3},Z). Then, restricting the 4-chain
Σa−b to the dual class in H4(M6, pia3 ∪pib3,Z) allows to write down (4.55) without any mod
Z ambiguity.
As we saw when discussing monopoles, restricting the 4-chain Σ to a particular
relative homology class is also needed when computing the open-closed kinetic mixing
from the chain integral (4.42). In fact one can see that, if we ignore the contribution of
the Wilson lines, in the present case such chain integral reads
− i
l4s
∫
Σ(a−b)
Jc ∧ ωi = − i
l4s
∫
M6
Jc ∧ ωi ∧$(a−b)2 = −iKijkˆT kˆcj = fijcj (4.56)
Finally, for cj ∈ [0, 1) linear equivalence between pia3 and pib3 amounts to require that cj = 0,
∀ j. That is, the equivalence pia3 ∼ pib3 corresponds to the vanishing of the kinetic mixing
fi(a−b) of 12 [U(1)a − U(1)b] with any U(1)i from the closed string sector.
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This statement is of course modified if we include the Wilson line dependence in the
kinetic mixing fi(a−b). In general we have that
fi(a−b) = −
i
2l4s
∫
Σ
(
Jc +
l2s
2pi
F˜
(a−b)
2
)
∧ ωi = fijcj − i
4pil4s
∑
j
(θja− θjb)
∫
M6
ω˜j ∧ωi (4.57)
where ω˜j is obtained from ζj in (4.10) as follows. First consider the Poincare´ dual class
[ρj ] = PDpi[ζj ] of two-cycles within the three-cycle pi. Then consider [ρj ] as a class of
H2(M6,Z) and take its Poincare´ dual four-form class [ω˜j ] ∈ H4(M6,Z) and in particular
the harmonic representative ω˜j . Hence, having vanishing kinetic mixing imposes a fur-
ther condition on the Wilson line moduli, a condition that we will dub generalised linear
equivalence for reasons that will become clear in the next section.
Now, because the Wilson line dependence can also be written as
∫
Σ F
D4
2 ∧ ωi with
FD42 a bundle extension on the D4-brane monopole connecting the two D6-branes it follows
that ω˜j = $
(a−b)
2 ∧ηj for some two-form [ηj ] ∈ H2(M6,Z). We can then express the kinetic
mixing as
fi(a−b) = −
i
2l4s
∫
M6
(
Jc +
l2s
2pi
F2
)
∧ ωi ∧$(a−b)2 (4.58)
where we have defined l2sF2 ≡
∑
j(θ
j
a−θjb)ηj . This expression is quite similar to the initial
one (4.27), with the replacement of the integral over the 4-chain Σ(a−b) by the Poincare´
dual harmonic form $
(a−b)
2 . Recall that in (4.27) the 4-chain sigma must lie in a particular
relative homology class of H4(M6, pia3 ∪ pib3,Z), so that a monopole on that chain has no
initial magnetic charge under the closed string U(1)’s, and only acquires it via the Witten
effect. In (4.58) this is implemented by imposing that $
(a−b)
2 is of the form (4.54) with
cj ∈ [0, 1). Moreover, in this expression we have replaced the Wilson line integral (4.28)
that defines F˜
(a−b)
2 , by an integral over the whole manifoldM6 involving the two-form F2.
One possible way to interpret this is via the trading of the Wilson line background by a
shift in the B-field background, as done in [150].
The above discussion can be easily generalised for the case where we have more than
two D6-branes wrapping 3-cycles the same homology class. For each massless U(1)X of
the open string sector given by a linear combination of 3-cycles (4.40) such that [piX ] = 0
we can define the 2-form $X by
d$X =
∑
α
nXαNαδ3(piα) (4.59)
and such that $2 co-closed and has integer relative homology class. This fixes $X to be
of the form (4.54), where again we impose that cj ∈ [0, 1). Then we find that the kinetic
mixing between U(1)X and a U(1)i of the closed string sector is given by
fiX =
1
2l4s
∫
M6
(J − iF) ∧ ωi ∧$X (4.60)
where the contribution proportional to J vanishes if the combination piX is linearly trivial,
since then cj = 0, ∀ j. Here F = B + l
2
s
2piF
X
2 , where l
2
sF
X
2 = L
−1
X
∑
β nXβθ
j
βη
j
β (c.f. (4.44))
and ω˜jβ = $X ∧ ηjβ, with ω˜jβ obtained from each D6-brane β harmonic one-form ζj as de-
scribed before. Notice that (4.60) reduces to (4.42) if we apply Poincare´ duality in relative
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homology and replace
∫
M6 $X∧ →
∫
ΣX
, and then take FD4 = F|ΣX . Finally, one can
generalise this expression to the case of orientifold compactifications by modifying (4.59)
in the obvious way and by taking $X , F
X
2 with the appropriate orientifold parity, or more
precisely by taking into account that [$X ] ∈ H2+(M6, pi,Z) and [ 12piFX2 ] ∈ H2−(M6,Z).
4.1.7 Open-open U(1) mixing from supergravity
The expression (4.60) is very suggestive from the viewpoint of M-theory, because by doing
the simple replacements
M6 → Mˆ7
Jc + F2 → M IφI
$X → ωX
(4.61)
with ωX an harmonic 2-form on Mˆ7 one recovers the M-theory expression (4.47) for the
kinetic mixing of two U(1)’s. All these replacements are standard when lifting a type IIA
compactification to M-theory except perhaps the last one, which suggests that a harmonic
representative of H2+(M6, pi,Z) becomes an harmonic representative of H2(Mˆ7,Z) upon
the M-theory lift. This is however not too surprising in view of our previous discussion of
section 4.1.5, where in order to match the monopoles in a type IIA compactification and
its M-theory lift we concluded that H−4 (M6, pi,Z) should be identified with H5(Mˆ7,Z).
In fact, a similar sort of lift has been recently discussed in [150] in the context of
F-theory compactified in K3, in which one-forms on the P1 base that were co-closed and
closed up to the 7-brane locations were obtained from integrating harmonic 2-forms along
the elliptic fiber of a K3 manifold. In a similar spirit, one would expect that the harmonic
2-forms of a G2-manifold Mˆ7 become the 2-forms ωi and $X2 when reducing them on the
M-theory circle, and that the latter are only closed up to the location of the D6-branes.7
In this sense, and in the same way that one expands the M-theory three-form potential A3
in a basis of harmonic two-forms in order to obtain the 4d U(1) gauge bosons, one could
consider expanding the type IIA RR three-form potential as
C3 = A
i
1 ∧ ωi +AX1 ∧$X + . . . (4.62)
where ωi run over a basis of harmonic representatives of H
2
+(M6,Z) and $X complete the
basis of harmonic representatives of the relative cohomology group H2+(M, pi,Z). Just like
ωi can be thought as the internal wavefunction for the closed string U(1) gauge bosons
Ai1, then $X can be understood as the internal wavefunction for the massless open string
U(1) gauge bosons AX1 .
In particular, from (4.47) one would expect to be able to write an expression for the
open string U(1) kinetic mixing in terms of the 2-forms $ and F2. It is easy to convince
oneself that the appropriate expression should then be of the form
fXY =
∫
M6
(J − iF) ∧$X ∧$Y (4.63)
where F = B + l2s2pi (FX2 + F Y2 ), with FX,Y2 defined as in below (4.60). Compared to the
M-theory formula (4.47), we again see that $ lift to an integer harmonic two-form in
7Appendix E shows this correspondence in detail for the particular case of several parallel D6-branes
in flat space and their M-theory lift to a Taub-NUT space.
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Mˆ7, while F2 lifts to a harmonic three-form contained in Re (M I)φI . This matches our
intuition: massless D6-brane U(1) lift in M-theory to certain 5-cycles, and their Wilson
line lift to integrals of the three-form potential A3 over such 5-cycles.
Now, if this is the correct expression for the gauge kinetic mixing one may wonder
at which level it is being computed. In the following we will argue that (4.60) corresponds
to the one-loop corrected gauge kinetic mixing between two massless open string U(1)’s.
Indeed, at tree level we have gauge kinetic functions for models of intersecting D6-branes
i) depend only on the complex structure moduli and the periods of the RR potential C3
ii) do not depend on the D6-brane moduli and iii) are diagonal for appropriate linear
combinations of U(1) generators like the one in (4.41). On the contrary, the gauge kinetic
functions computed from (4.63) are such that a) depend on the complexified Ka¨hler moduli
via the presence of Jc b) depend on the D6-brane moduli via the presence of $X , which
depends on the D6-brane positions, and of FX2 which depends on the D6-brane Wilson
lines c) are typically non-vanishing for X 6= Y . As pointed out in the literature (see
e.g. [151]) these last three features do appear for open string kinetic functions when one
computes their one-loop threshold corrections. Finally, notice that the 2-forms $X are
defined via (4.59) as a sort of backreaction of a particular linear combination of D6-brane
sources, just like one would do for the RR field strength F2 = dC1 except that now the
backreacting sources appear with certain signs and multiplicities. Hence, following the
general philosophy of [152] it is reasonable to think that the backreaction of localised
sources in type II supergravity captures the physics of the open string channel at the one-
loop level, giving further evidence that (4.60) should describe threshold corrected gauge
kinetic functions. It would be nice to compare this expression with explicit computations
for D6-brane gauge kinetic mixings at one-loop level, as performed in [151] (see also [153]).
4.2 Linear equivalence of magnetized branes
In our analysis of type IIA compactifications we have found that the kinetic mixing between
open and closed string U(1)’s can be computed by means of a simple chain formula,
whose physical meaning can be understood as the Witten effect applied to D-brane U(1)
monopoles. Moreover, we found that just like the set of monopoles is classified by a relative
homology group, the set of U(1)’s is classified by a dual cohomology group. In particular,
one is able to characterize the massless open string U(1)’s in terms of a pair of bulk two-
forms ($,F2) from which one can reproduce the previous chain formula for the kinetic
mixing. This kinetic mixing will vanish when the set of D6-branes defining the U(1) are
linearly equivalent, or in other words when $ is orthogonal to any harmonic 2-from in
the compactification manifold. Finally, the pair ($,F2) not only allows to compute open-
closed U(1) mixing by means of integrals over the compactification manifold, but also to
propose a similar bulk formula to compute open-open U(1) mixing.
In this section we would like to extend this picture to type IIB compactifications,
as well as to F-theory ones. The novelty of these compactifications is that they contain
magnetized branes, and so the typical object to consider is a bound state of 3, 5 and
7-branes. However, just like in the type IIA case, we will be able to describe open-closed
kinetic mixing by using the Witten effect, and to characterize open string U(1)’s in terms
of bulk forms $. Also, the fact that the open-closed mixing vanishes can be translated
into a version of linear equivalence adapted to brane bound states. Finally, we will derive
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a supergravity-like formula to compute kinetic mixing between open string U(1)’s, and
apply it to F-theory GUT models with U(1) gauge factors beyond the hypercharge.
4.2.1 Type IIB orientifolds with O3/O7-planes
Let us then consider type IIB string theory compactified on R1,3 ×M6, where again M6
is a Calabi-Yau manifold, and mod it out by the orientifold action Ωp(−1)FLσ, where now
σ is a holomorphic involution M6 such that
σJ = J , σΩ = −Ω (4.64)
The fixed loci of σ are points and/or complex four-cycles ofM6, where O3 and O7-planes
are respectively located. The cancellation of RR tadpoles imposes that∑
α
Nα([piα] + [pi
∗
α])− 8[piO] = 0 (4.65)
where piα are the complex four-cycles wrapped by the D7-branes in the model, pi
∗
α are
their orientifold images, and piO the divisors wrapped by the orientifold planes. Besides
(4.65) one needs to impose that the total D5 and D3-brane charges of the compactification
vanish.
Dimensionally reducing the 10d type IIB supergravity action one encounters a series
of massless fields that arise from the closed string sector of the theory. As before, these
are classified by the harmonic forms of M6 with a definite parity under the action of σ.
We now take the following basis of harmonic forms with integer cohomology class
σ−even σ−odd
2− forms ωi i = 1, . . . , h1,1+ ωiˆ iˆ = 1, . . . , h1,1−
3− forms αI I = 0, . . . , h1,2+ α˜Iˆ Iˆ = 0, . . . , h1,2−
βI I = 0, . . . , h1,2+ β˜
Iˆ Iˆ = 0, . . . , h1,2−
4− forms ω˜i i = 1, . . . , h1,1+ ω˜iˆ iˆ = 1, . . . , h1,1−
and with normalization∫
M6
ωi ∧ ω˜j = l6sδji ,
∫
M6
ωiˆ ∧ ω˜jˆ = l6sδjˆiˆ ,
∫
M6
αI ∧ βJ = l6sδJI ,
∫
M6
α˜Iˆ ∧ β˜Jˆ = l6sδJˆIˆ
(4.66)
The next step is to expand the RR four-form potential C4 in the σ-even harmonic forms
ωi, αI , β
I , ω˜i. Since the field strength of C4 must satisfy the 10d self-duality condition
Fˆ5 = ∗10Fˆ5, it is convenient to define the following basis of complex harmonic three-forms
γI = αI + ifIJβ
J (4.67)
where fIJ are function of the complex structure moduli chosen so that γI is a (2, 1)-form.
Then it is easy to see that if we expand the four-form potential as
C4 =
∑
I
(AI1 ∧ Re γI − V I1 ∧ Im γI) +
∑
i
(
Ci2 ∧ ωi − Re(T i)ω˜i
)
(4.68)
then 10d self-duality of Fˆ5 implies that ∗4dAI1 = dV I1 . We then obtain h1,2+ vector multiplets
AI1 and h
1,1
+ axions Re (T
i), the other 4d modes being dual degrees of freedom. Finally,
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using (4.66) it is easy to check that fIJ is precisely the gauge kinetic function for the
closed string U(1)’s [?, ?, ?]. Notice for instance that a D3-brane wrapping a three-cycle
in the Poincare´ dual class of αJ will not only have unit magnetic charge under the closed
string U(1) generated by AJ1 , but also an electric charge under A
I
1 proportional to Im fIJ ,
as expected from the Witten effect.
Besides above spectrum there will be 4d massless fields arising from the open string
sector of the compactification. In particular, the sector of a single D7-brane wrapping a
holomorphic 4-cycle Sα of M6 is given by
Aα1 =
1
ls
(A4d,α1 + a
j
αAj + c.c.) (4.69)
φα = Φα + c.c. = Φ
m
αXm + c.c. (4.70)
where Aj are a basis of H
(0,1)(Sα) and Xm are holomorphic sections of the normal bundle
of Sα, which are in one to one correspondence with the homology group H
(2,0)(Sα) by
contraction with Ω. As a result, the Wilson line moduli ajα and the position moduli Φ
j
α
are each complex 4d scalar fields by themselves.8 One can easily generalize this spectrum
to the case of a stack of Nα D7-branes, as well as to include the effect of the orientifold
projection. We refer the reader to [154] for further details in this direction.
4.2.2 Separating two D7-branes
For simplicity let us first consider two D7-branes wrapping four-cycles Sa and Sb of M6,
and threaded respectively by worldwolume fluxes F¯a and F¯b, leaving the action of the
orientifold for later. Like with the D6-branes we assume that Sα, α = a, b lie in the same
homology class and that they can both be obtained after normal deformations φα of a
reference four-cycle S. As before, we can reduce the CS action for these branes and read
off the terms that yield Stu¨ckelberg masses for the open string U(1)’s as well as their
kinetic mixing with the closed string sector. The relevant terms of the CS action now are
SαCS ⊃ µ7
∫
R1,3×Sα
P [C6 ∧ Fα2 +
1
2
C4 ∧ Fα2 ∧ Fα2 ] (4.71)
which upon dimensional reduction yield [154]
SαCS ⊃
1
l7s
∫
R1,3
C˜i2 ∧ Fα2
∫
Sα
ω˜i +
1
2pil7s
∫
R1,3
Ci2 ∧ Fα2
∫
Sα
F¯α2 ∧ ωi (4.72)
+
1
2pil6s
∫
R1,3
Fα2 ∧ FRR,I2
∫
Sα
Re (aα ∧ γI + ιΦαγI ∧ F¯α2 )
− 1
2pil6s
∫
R1,3
Fα2 ∧ ∗ FRR,I2
∫
Sα
Im (aα ∧ γI + ιΦαγI ∧ F¯α2 )
where we have used
C4 = C˜
i
2 ∧ ωi +AI1 ∧ Re γI − V I1 ∧ Im γI + . . . (4.73)
C6 = C˜
i
2 ∧ ω˜i + . . . (4.74)
with ωi, ω˜i running over all (1,1) and (2,2)-forms of M6. We have also used that
aα = a
j
αAj is a (0,1)-form and F¯
α
2 , ιΦαγI are (1,1)-forms of Sα. Finally, we ommited
8We normalize the fields Φα as Φα =
yα
ls
where yα are the transverse coordinates to the brane α.
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any contribution proportional to the B-field since it can be simply recovered via gauge
invariance by replacing l
2
s
2piF → F .
The terms in the first line of (4.72) correspond to the Stu¨ckelberg mass for the open
string U(1) and the second line gives the kinetic mixing with the closed string sector.
Taking into account both D7-branes a and b, the combination U(1)a + U(1)b will be
massive due to the first term in (4.72) and in order to keep U(1)(a−b) ≡ 12 [U(1)a − U(1)b]
massless we will impose that [F¯ a2 ] = [F¯
b
2 ] ≡ [F¯2]. Indeed, notice that the Stu¨ckelberg mass
for U(1)(a−b) is proportional to ∫
S
(F¯ a2 − F¯ b2 ) ∧ ωi (4.75)
and so setting both worldvolume flux equal on S prevents this U(1) from getting a mass.
There is a subtlety in this statement which is particularly important for the case of the
hypercharge U(1)Y in SU(5) F-theory GUTs. Namely, in order to keep U(1)(a−b) massless
the class [F¯ a2 −F¯ b2 ] should only be zero as an element of H2(M6) and it could be non-trivial
in H2(S) [155]. We will assume that the fluxes are the same also in S and leave the more
involved case for the next section.
An analogous computation to the one in the previous section shows that the kinetic
mixing between U(1)(a−b) and the closed string U(1)I is given by
fI(a−b) = −
i
4pi2l4s
(aja − ajb)
∫
S
Aj ∧ γI − i
4pi2l4s
(Φma − Φmb )
∫
S
ιXmγI ∧ F¯2 (4.76)
Comparing this expression to (4.27) and (4.42) one can guess what the mixing is in the
case where the branes are not homotopic, namely
fI(a−b) = −
i
2pil5s
∫
Γ
γI ∧ F˜ (4.77)
where Γ is a 5-chain with ∂Γ = Sa − Sb and F˜ is a 2-form defined on Γ such that dF˜ = 0
and F˜ |Sα = F¯α. We implicitly include the contribution coming from the Wilson lines in
the boundary ∂Γ as in (4.28) (see also the comment below eq.(4.37)). Finally, notice that
F also includes the contribution from the B-field, but that it vanishes in the case that
H = dB = 0, since then B is an harmonic (1,1)-form and so γI ∧B ≡ 0.
As before, we can also arrive at (4.77) by computing the electric charge of a 4d
U(1)(a−b)-monopole with respect to the closed string U(1)’s. Indeed, consider a D5-brane
wrapped on W × Γ where W is a worldline in R1,3, and with worldvolume flux F˜ along
Γ. This corresponds to a monopole in 4d with unit magnetic charge under U(1)(a−b). The
CS action for this objects has a piece of the form
SD5CS ⊃ µ5
∫
W×Γ
C4 ∧ F˜ = µ5
∫
Γ
F˜ ∧ Re γI
∫
W
AI1 − µ5
∫
Γ
F˜ ∧ Im γI
∫
W
V I1 (4.78)
so the induced electric and magnetic charges under U(1)I are
QEI =
2pi
l5s
∫
Γ
Re γI ∧ F˜ QMI = −
2pi
l5s
∫
Γ
Im γI ∧ F˜ (4.79)
which reproduces (4.77) by virtue of the Witten effect.
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The effect of the orientifold projection is also quite similar to the case of D6-branes.
We have take into account that ωi and ω˜i in (4.72) only run over σ-even forms of M6,
and we need to include the orientifold image for every D7-brane. This leads to
fI(a−b) = −
i
2pil5s
∫
Γ
γI ∧ F˜ (4.80)
with Γ an orientifold-odd chain such that ∂Γ = Sa−Sb−S∗a +S∗b . Again, the contribution
from the B-field vanishes in case that H = 0, which we will assume in the following.
4.2.3 Monopoles and generalized cycles
Let us rephrase the previous example in the language of generalized complex geometry.
This will allow us to easily extend the above expression for the U(1) mixing to more general
situations, and in particular to the case of interest in F-theory GUTs to be analyzed in
section ??. In addition, this formalism properly treats D-branes with worldvolume fluxes,
and so it allows to generalize the concept of linear equivalence of submanifolds [147] to
bound states of D-branes, as well as to derive a supergravilty-like formula for its kinetic
mixing. Finally, generalized geometry has been shown to be the right framework to include
the effect of background fluxes in both type IIA and type IIB N = 1 compactifications,
and hence it should be the appropriate tool to understand U(1) kinetic mixing in the
context of moduli stabilization.
In generalized complex geometry a Dp-brane is a pair (Σ,F) where Σ is a (p + 1)-
cycle and F is the worldvolume field strength together with the B-field, F = F + B.9
Thus, the two D7-branes of the last section correspond to (Sa,Fa) and (Sb,Fb) and the
condition to have a massless U(1) is that there should be a linear combination of the two
that is trivial in generalized homology. Indeed, in the previous example we had
(Sa,Fa)− (Sb,Fb) = ∂ˆ(Γ, F˜) (4.81)
where ∂ˆ is the generalized boundary operator defined in appendix F, while Γ and F˜ are
the five-chain and worldvolume flux defined below (4.77). In particular, F˜ satisfies
dF˜ = 0, F˜ |Sa = Fa, F˜ |Sb = Fb. (4.82)
where we have used that H = 0. In order to compute the kinetic mixing we look at the
CS action of a D5-brane wrapped on (W × Γ,F) which can be written as
SCS = µ5
∫
W×Γ
C ∧ eF˜ (4.83)
where C is the RR polyform. Since the closed string U(1)’s arise from C4 it suffices to
look at that term. Upon dimensional reduction it yields
SCS ⊃ µ5
∫
Γ
Re γI ∧ eF˜
∫
W
AI1 − µ5
∫
Γ
Im γI ∧ eF˜
∫
W
V I1 (4.84)
= µ5 j(Γ,F˜)(Re γI)
∫
W
AI1 − µ5 j(Γ,F˜)(Im γI)
∫
W
V I1
9See appendix F for some basic definitions of generalized submanifolds and their homology [157].
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where we have introduced the current associated to the generalized chain (Γ, F˜), dubbed
j(Γ,F˜), and used the fact that the D5 flux F˜ is magnetic so it has no component along the
time direction W . Thus, the U(1)I electric and magnetic charges of the D5-monopole are
QIE =
2pi
l5s
j(Γ,F˜)(Re γI) Q
I
M = −
2pi
l5s
j(Γ,F˜)(Im γI) (4.85)
from where we can read off the kinetic mixing. Applying this formalism to this example is
somewhat cumbersome but it shows that the only relevant information for the mixing is in
the so-called generalized chain (Γ, F˜), and that this procedure for computing the mixing
can be generalized to more involved setups.
We now consider a case which is closely related to the hypercharge U(1)Y in F-
theory GUTs and for which the formalism of generalized geometry turns out to be quite
useful. Suppose again that we have two D7-branes wrapped on four-cycles Sa and Sb, both
homotopic to S. This implies that our D7-branes are described by the generalized cycles
(Sa,Fa) and (Sb,Fb) such that [Sa] = [Sb] ≡ [S]. In addition we assume that [Fa] = [Fb] in
the cohomology of the total space but with [Fa] and [Fb] different in H2(S).10In that case
we get a massless U(1) so there must exist a generalized chain that connects the D7-branes
but it cannot be the same one as before. Indeed, suppose it were (Γ, F˜). The chain Γ
connecting the submanifolds is topologically S × I where I is an interval with coordinate
t ∈ [0, 1] so Γ can be sliced in 4-cycles St ' S. Thus, the 2-form F˜ on S × I defines a
family of 2-forms F˜t on St such that F˜0 = Fa and F˜1 = Fb. Since F˜ is continuous and
dF˜ = 0 we have that [F˜0] = [F˜1] in H2(S), contradicting our assumption.
This means that we have to look for another candidate to be the generalized chain
associated to the massless U(1). The strategy to find it is to realize that the quantised
part of the worldvolume flux F¯α induces a D5-brane charge that can be related by Poincare´
duality to a 2-cycle class [Πα] of H2(Sα,Z). If instead of two magnetized D7-branes we
had two D7-branes on Sa, Sb with F¯a = F¯b = 0 and two D5-branes on the representative
2-cycles Πa, Πb, then we would have the same D-brane charges as in the magnetized
system,11 and it would be simple to connect them by means of a five-chain Γ and a three-
chain Σ such that ∂Σ = Πa − Πb. So the only ingredient that we need is a generalized
chain that interpolates between a magnetized D7-brane and a D7+D5-brane pair.
Such gereneralized chain is given by the following equation
(Sa,Fa) = (Sa, 0) + (Πa, 0) + ∂ˆ
[
−(Γa, F˜a) + (Γa, F˜Πa)
]
(4.86)
where Πa ⊂ Sa is any 2-cycle such that [Πa] = P.D. [Fa], Γa is a 5-chain with ∂Γa = S′a−Sa
and
dF˜a = 0 F˜a|Sa = F¯a F˜a|S′a = F¯ ′a (4.87)
dF˜Πa = δ(3)Γa (Πa) F˜Πa |Sa = 0 F˜Πa |S′a = F¯ ′a (4.88)
where for simplicity we have removed the presence of the B-field, which anyway will not
appear in our final result. This looks rather messy but its interpretation as a physical
process is simple. The term −∂ˆ(Γa, F˜a) corresponds to moving the brane from Sa to a
reference four-cycle S′a keeping the worldvolume flux fixed. The second term ∂ˆ(Γa, F˜Πa)
10We are also assuming that
∫
Sa
Fa ∧ Fa =
∫
Sb
Fb ∧ Fb.
11We are ignoring induced D3-brane charges since they become irrelevant in the orientifold case.
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is responsible for moving the brane back to Sa and removing the flux leaving the remnant
(Sa, 0) + (Πa, 0) which represents a D7 on Sa and a D5 on Πa each of them without fluxes.
The fact that we have to move the brane back and forth is a technicality that regularizes
the differential equations, and eventually we will take the limit in which we do not move
the brane at all (see the discussion in appendix G).
Doing the same with the brane b we arrive at
(Sa,Fa)− (Sb,Fb) = ∂ˆ
[
(Γ, 0) + (Σ, 0)− (Γa, F˜a) + (Γb, F˜b) + (Γa, F˜Πa)− (Γb, F˜Πb)
]
(4.89)
with Σ a 3-chain such that ∂Σ = Πa−Πb. This equation describes a process in which the
worldvolume fluxes are turned into D5-branes at both Sa and Sb, and these are connected
to each other by means of the three-chain Σ, while the D7s are connected via Γ. Thus, we
have found the generalized chain (S,F) associated with the open string massless U(1).
According to our previous discussion the kinetic mixing with the closed string U(1)I
will be proportional to j(S,F)(γI). One still needs to show that the result is independent
of the arbitrary choices made to define (S,F). We relegate the proof to Appendix G, in
which we also derive the following more convenient expression
j(S,F)(γI) =
∫
Σ
γI +
∫
Sa
γI ∧ AΠa −
∫
Sb
γI ∧ AΠb . (4.90)
with dAΠa = Fa − δ2Sa(Πa) and dAΠb = Fb − δ2Sb(Πb). Again, one can show that this
expression is independent of the choice of Πa and Πb. Notice that these equations do
not fix the harmonic piece of AΠa and AΠb . In order to match the result obtained from
dimensional reduction we take them to be the Wilson lines in each D7-brane. Introducing
the normalization factor we finally find
fI(a−b) = −
i
4pi2l3s
[∫
Σ
γI −
∫
Sa
γI ∧ AΠa +
∫
Sb
γI ∧ AΠb
]
. (4.91)
In Appendix G we show that this expression reduces to (4.77) when [F¯a] = [F¯b] ∈ H2(S).
Finally we can easily extend this analysis to the orientifold case, where we have
fI(a−b) = −
i
8pi2l3s
[∫
Σ
γI −
∫
Sa
γI ∧ AΠa +
∫
S∗a
γI ∧ AΠ∗a +
∫
Sb
γI ∧ AΠb −
∫
S∗b
γI ∧ AΠ∗b
]
(4.92)
with Σ a 3-chain such that ∂Σ = Πa −Πb −Π∗a + Π∗b .
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Conclusions
In this thesis we have analysed the generation and structure of Yukawa couplings in F-
theory models of SU(5) unification taking into account the presence of non-perturbative
effects. In particular, we have shown how non-perturbative effects can induce non-trivial
Yukawas for the two lighter families of quarks and leptons, and naturally produce a hier-
archical mass structure among the three families.
The non-perturbative effects that had been considered so far, i.e. 
∫
θ1ΦF
2, vanish
identically for the phenomenologically interesting cases of SO(2N) and E6,7,8 enhancement
so we have included the more general superpotential (2.118) and discussed which are the
leading corrections to the Yukawa couplings. This approach shows that there are two differ-
ent scenarios, the one that includes 
∫
θ0F
2 and the one in which the first non-trivial cor-
rection is given by
∫
θ2Φ
2F 2. We have seen, by means of a residue calculation, that the for-
mer is more satisfactory since it naturally leads to a pattern of masses (O(2),O(),O(1))
unlike the latter in which the hierarchy looks like (O(2),O(2),O(1)) [57]. Furthermore,
by computing physical wavefunctions we have seen the importance of the hypercharge
flux, that breaks the grand unified gauge group, in the masses of the elementary particles.
Indeed, since the way the SM particles couple to this flux depends on their hypercharge,
the Yukawa couplings do not follow the naive GUT relations and the unification scale. In
particular, this allows to have different couplings for the down-type quarks and charged
leptons already at MGUT .
Given the local nature of our approach, the masses depend on several free parameters
that can only be fixed in a global computation (intersection angles, flux densities and
strength of the non-perturbative effects). By scanning in such parameter space for the
SO(12) model we are able to find a region that yields the correct value for Yτ and Yb
as well as the ratios between the third and second generations. In general, this region is
such that the strength of the intersection and fluxes are comparable. This computation
is not able to address the first generation since this would require going to next order in
perturbation theory in , which looks quite challenging.
Regarding the E6 model, the combination of T-branes and non-perturbative effects
allows to naturally generate a large top Yukawa coupling as well as the correct hierarchy
between the different families. In particular, we are able to find parameters such that the
top mass is in agreement with experiment and the correct ratio between the two heavier
generations is achieved. It is interesting to notice that the fact that we use T-branes
introduces new features in the model. In particular, for intersecting branes the Higgs
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and gauge bundles are completely unrelated, however, the T-branes couple these two and
generate a non-primitive flux that affects the physical Yukawas.
Strictly speaking, in order to compare these results for the down and up-type par-
ticles one has to build a single model that includes both at the same time. However,
our calculations suggest that the bottom and top couplings at the unification scale are
similar which points at large tanβ in an MSSM scheme. It would be interesting to build
a model that allows to analyse these issues in more detail which would enable the study
not only masses but also mixings. In principle, one can do this by considering an E8
singularity at a point which is generically broken to SU(5) by the geometry of the branes
and that generates the correct structure of matter curves. Then, by including appropriate
gauge fluxes one can generate chirality and break the gauge group. Finally, similar non-
perturbative effects should generate non-vanishing Yukawas for the lighter generations. At
the holomorphic level this seems to be more or less straightforward, however, the compu-
tation of physical wavefunctions looks challenging from the technical point of view since
the presence of T-branes complicates the D-terms very much.
We have also studied the appearance of discrete flavour symmetries in Type II D-
brane models. In particular, we have first analysed those that arise from the breaking of a
continuous symmetry since one can work in a purely field theoretical context. Indeed, by
looking at the BF couplings of the effective action it is possible to compute the surviving
gauge symmetry as we review. We have seen this in detail for intersecting D6-branes
and magnetised D9-branes in toroidal compactifications. This has allowed us to develop
a geometrical understanding of these symmetries which does not require to know the
effective action in detail. This is particularly useful in the case in which the discrete
symmetries do not come from the breaking of a continuous symmetry in an obvious way.
A phenomenologically interesting case is that of D-brane models in CY compactifications
that enjoy discrete isometries.
For intersecting branes one finds that there is a symmetry whenever the embedding
of the D6-branes preserve an underlying symmetry of the closed string sector which can be
discrete or continuous. Since the D6-branes host the SM fields one can check that it may
happen that such symmetries act non-trivially on them and, in particular, this action can
be different for each generation. We study this explicitly in a class of models based on the
Z2 ×Z′2 toroidal orientifold which has discrete (abelian) isometries that do not arise from
the breaking of a continuous one in an obvious way. Then, when including the D6-branes,
these may the preserve the said symmetry which acts on the flavour degrees of freedom.
It is interesting to notice that the presence of the branes can make the original abelian
symmetry into a non-abelian one as our example shows. Furthermore, this point of view
allows to determine wether the symmetries are exact or approximate in a rather simple
way.
We also study the same problem in the mirror dual setup of magnetised D9-branes.
In this case the embedding of the branes respects the symmetries of the bulk trivially.
However, the magnetisation may or may not respect them and we are able to understand
when this can happen in a geometric way too. Since the geometry contains a non-trivial
gauge flux one should demand that the gauge bundle respects this symmetry which can
be checked by looking simply at the background covariant derivative. By analysing the
open string wavefunctions in these toroidal orbifolds we classify the representations that
may appear which becomes very useful when studying the Yukawa couplings in a given
model. We provide two Pati-Salam models and work out in detail their symmetries and
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how these constrain the Yukawa couplings.
It would be interesting to explore other examples and perform a more systematic
study to see what symmetries may appear. Also, since the measured Yukawa operators do
not follow an exact symmetry, it seems reasonable to study in more detail the approximate
symmetries and, in particular, the leading corrections in perturbation theory to the Ka¨hler
potential and the non-perturbative ones to the superpotential in supersymmetric models.
Finally, we have explored the kinetic mixing between the different U(1)s in Type II
D-brane models. We have started by computing the open-closed mixing in intersecting D6-
brane models by simple dimensional reduction. Then, we have seen how this mixing can
be rephrased in terms of the Witten effect for the open string magnetic monopoles which
yields a more general expression and shows the importance of the relative (co)homology
groups in this kind of constructions. Also, using this approach one can write such formula
in a way that resembles the mixing for the closed string sector which allows to propose a
supergravity computation for the mixing in the open string sector that accounts for the
one-loop correction.
Following the same argument we tackle the kinetic mixing in the context of magne-
tised D7-brane compactifications that is particularly interesting since it is closely related
to the F-theory models. We have seen that the appropriate language for such situations
is generalised complex geometry and we have extended the concept of linear equivalence
of submanifolds to the case of magnetised D-branes that nicely captures the open-closed
mixing. Again, by virtue of the Witten effect we have computed the mixing of the hyper-
charge U(1) in F-theory SU(5) GUTs with the closed string U(1)s. We have proposed a
formula for the open string mixing in ‘closed string variables’ in this setup too.
This seems to suggest that, roughly speaking, one can include the open string degrees
of freedom by performing a dimensional reduction of supergravity, which in principle only
accounts for the closed string ones, if we consider the appropriate relative cohomology
groups instead of the usual cohomology. This is perhaps not so surprising since in the
M/F-theory uplift of Type IIA/B compactifications with D6/D7-branes respectively these
are purely geometrical configurations. It would be interesting to examine in more detail
the role of relative (co)homology in Type II compatifications with D-branes and see if this
is just a nice mathematical way of arranging the relevant data or if it is really useful in
practice. In particular, it would be very interesting to check wether the proposed formulas
for the open-open mixing work in simple examples.
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Conclusiones
En esta tesis hemos analizado la generacio´n y estructura de los operadores de Yukawa
en modelos de unificacio´n SU(5) en Teor´ıa F teniendo en cuenta la presencia de efectos
no perturbativos. En particular, hemos mostrado como efectos no perturbativos pueden
inducir Yukawas para las dos generaciones ma´s ligeras de quarks y leptones y producen
una estructura de masas jera´rquica entre las tres familias.
Los efectos no perturbativos que se hab´ıan considerado hasta ahora, i.e. 
∫
θ1ΦF
2,
se anulan ide´nticamente para los cases fenomenolo´gicamente interesantes de SO(2N) y
E6,7,8 por lo que hemos incluido el superpotencial ma´s general (2.118) y discutido cua´les
son las correcciones dominantes a los acoplos de Yukawa. Este me´todo muestra que hay
dos escenarios diferentes: el que incluye 
∫
θ0F
2 y en el que la primera correccio´n no
nula viene dada por
∫
θ2Φ
2F 2. Hemos visto que el primero es ma´s satisfactorio ya que
de manera natural conduce a un patro´n de masas (O(2),O(),O(1)) a diferencia del
segundo en que la jerarqu´ıa es de tipo (O(2),O(2),O(1)) [57]. Adema´s, al calcular las
funciones de onda f´ısicas hemos apreciado la importancia del flujo e hipercarga, que rompe
el grupo de gran unificacio´n, en las masas de las part´ıculas elementales. En efecto, como
la manera en que las part´ıculas del Modelo Esta´ndar se acoplan a dicho flujo depende
de su hipercarga, los operadores de Yukawa no siguen relaciones simples a la escala de
unificacio´n. En particular, esto permite tener acoplos diferentes para los quarks tipo down
y los leptones cargados incluso a la escala MGUT .
Dada la naturaleza local de nuestro modelo, las masas dependen de varios para´metros
libres que solo se pueden fijar en un ca´lculo global (a´ngulos de interseccio´n, densidades de
flujos y magnitud de los efectos no perturbativos). Explorando dicho espacio de para´metros
para el modelo SO(12) encontramos una regio´n que conduce a un valor correcto para Yτ
y Yb as´ı como para los cocientes entre la tercera y segunda generaciones. En general,
dicha regio´n es tal que la magnitud de las intersecciones y los flujos son comparables. Este
ca´lculo no es capaz de describir la primera generacio´n ya que implicar´ıa ir a segundo orden
en  lo que parece bastante dif´ıcil.
En cuanto al modelo E6, la combinacio´n de T-branas y efectos no perturbativos
permite generar un Yukawa para el top grande as´ı como una jerarqu´ıa correcta entre
las diferentes familias. En particular, somos capaces de encontrar para´metros tales que
tanto la masa del top como el cociente con la segunda generacio´n esta´n de acuerdo con
el experimento. Es intresante notar que el hecho de usar T-branas introduce nuevas
caracter´ısticas en el modelo. En particular, para branas intersecantes los fibrados de
Higgs y gauge son completamente independientes, sin embargo, las T-branas los acoplan
lo que genera un flujo no primitivo que afecta a los Yukawa f´ısicos.
Estrictamente hablando, para comparar estos resultados para las part´ıculas tipo
down y up, uno tendr´ıa que construir un modelo u´nico que incluya ambas a la vez. Sin
embargo, nuestros ca´lculos muestran que los acoplos para el bottom y top son similares
a la escala de unificacio´n de que apunta a un tanβ grande en un esquema tipo MSSM.
Ser´ıa interesante construir un modelo que permita analizar estas cuestiones en detalle lo
que abrir´ıa la puerta a estudiar no solo masas sino tambie´n mezclas. En principio, esto
se puede hacer considerando un modelo E8 que se rompe a SU(5) gene´ricamente debido
a la geometr´ıa de las branas. Adema´s, an˜adiendo flujos se puede generar quiralidad as´ı
como romper el grupo gauge. Finalmente, al incluir efectos no-perturbativos se deber´ıan
generar Yukawas no nulos para el resto de familias. A nivel holomorfo esto parece ma´s o
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menos sencillo, sin embargo, el ca´lculo de las funciones de onda f´ısicas no parece fa´cil a
nivel te´cnico ya que la presencia de T-branas complica los te´rminos D en exceso.
Tambie´n se ha estudiado la aparicio´n de simetr´ıas discretas de sabor en modelos
de D-branas en la Tipo II. En particular, hemos analizado aquellas que provienen de
la ruptura de simetr´ıas continuas ya que se puede trabajar en teor´ıa de campos. En
efecto, mirando los acoplos BF en la accio´n efectiva se pueden calcular las simetr´ıas que
sobreviven como se revisa. Hemos visto esto en detalle para D6-branas intersecantes y
D9-branas magnetizadas en compactificaciones toroidales. Esto nos ha permitido desar-
rollar una intuicio´n geome´trica para estas simetr´ıas que no requiere el conocimiento de la
accio´n efectiva en detalle. Esto es particularmente u´til en los casos en los que las simetr´ıas
discretas no vienen de la ruptura de simetr´ıas continuas de manera obvia. Un caso intere-
sante fenomenolo´gicamente consiste en modelos de D-branas en compactificaciones en CY
con isometr´ıas discretas.
Para branas intersecantes se encuentra que existe una simetr´ıa siempre que la in-
clusio´n de las D6-branas preserve la simetr´ıa subyacente del sector de cuerda cerrada, que
puede ser tanto continua como discreta. Como las D6-branas contienen los campos del
Modelo Esta´ndar se puede ver que es posible que dichas simetr´ıas actu´en de manera no
trivial sobre ellos y, en particular, sicha accio´n puede ser diferente para cada generacio´n.
Estudiamos esto expl´ıcitamente en una clase de modelos basados en el orientifold toroidal
Z2 × Z′2 que contiene isometr´ıas discretas (abelianas) que no provienen de simetr´ıas con-
tinuas de manera obvia. Al incluir las branas, e´stas pueden preservar dicha simetr´ıa que
actu´a sobre los grados de libertad de sabor. Es interesante notar que la presencia de las
branas puede convertir la simetr´ıa abeliana original en no-abeliana, como muestra nuestro
ejemplo. Adema´s, desde este punto de vista se puede determinar de manera sencilla si las
simetr´ıas son exactas o aproximadas.
Tambie´n estudiamos el mismo problema en el contexto dual de D9-branas magne-
tizadas. En este caso la inclusio´n de las branas respeta las simetr´ıas de cuerda cerrada
trivialmente. Sin embargo, es posible que la magnetizacio´n no lo haga lo cual tambie´n se
puede entender de manera geome´trica. Debido a que la geometr´ıa contiene un flujo, se
tiene que exigir que el fibrado gauge tambie´n respete la simetr´ıa lo cual se puede compro-
bar simplemente a trave´s de la derivada covariante. Analizando las funciones de onda de
cuerda abierta para los orbifolds toroidales clasificamos las representaciones que pueden
aparecer lo cual se muy u´til a la hora de estudiar los acoplos de Yukawa en modelos con-
cretos. Construimos dos modelos Pati-Salam y analizamos en detalle sus simetr´ıas y co´mo
e´stas afectan a los acoplos de Yukawa.
Ser´ıa interesante explorar diferentes ejemplos y realizar un estudio sistema´tico de
que´ simetr´ıas pueden aparecer. Adema´s, debido a que los operadores de Yukawa medidos
no siguen una simetr´ıa exacta, parece razonable estudiar en ma´s detalle las simetr´ıas
aproximadas y, en particular, las correciones dominantes al potencial Ka¨hler en teor´ıa de
perturbaciones as´ı como las correcciones no perturbativas al superpotencial en modelos
supersime´tricos.
Finalmente, hemos explorado la mezcla cine´tica entre los diferentes U(1)s en mod-
elos de D-branas de la tipo II. Hemos comenzado calcuando la mezcla abierta-cerrada
en modelos de branas intersecantes usando simplemente reduccio´n dimensional. Adema´s,
hemos visto como dicha mezcla puede reformularse en te´rminos del efecto Witten para
los monopolos magne´ticos de cuerda abierta lo que conduce a una expresio´n ma´s general
y muestra la importancia de los grupos de cohomolog´ıa relativa en este tipo de construc-
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ciones. Utilizando este me´todo hemos escrito la fo´rmula para la mezcla de manera que se
parece al caso de cuerda cerrada lo que nos ha permitido proponer una expresio´n en su-
pergravedad para la mezcla en el sector de cuerda abierta que tiene en cuenta la correcio´n
a un loop.
Siguiendo el mismo razonamiento hemos estudiado la mezcla cine´tica en el contexto
de D7-branas magnetizadas que es particularmente interesante ya que esta´ estrechamente
relacionado con los modelos de Teor´ıa F. Hemos visto que el lenguaje apropiado para
estas situaciones es la geometr´ıa compleja generalizada y hemos extendido el concepto de
equivalencia lineal de subvariedades a D-branas con flujos que captura de manera elegante
la mezcla abierta-cerrada. De nuevo, a trave´s del efecto Witten hemos calculado la mezcla
del U(1) de hipercarga en modelos de unificacio´n SU(5) en Teor´ıa F con los U(1)s de
cuerda cerrada. Tambie´n se ha propuesto en este caso una formula para la mezcla abierta
en variables de cuerda cerrada.
Esto parece sugerir que, a grandes rasgos, uno puede incluir los grados de libertad de
cuerda abierta haciendo una reduccio´n dimensional de supergravedad, que en principio solo
tiene en cuenta los de cuerda cerrada, si se consideran los grupos de cohomolog´ıa relativa
adecuados en vez de la cohomolog´ıa usual. Es posible que esto no resulte sorprendente ya
que la descripcion en Teor´ıa M/F de compactificaciones de la Tipo IIA/B con D6/7-branas
respectivamente viene dada por una configuracio´n puramente geome´trica. Ser´ıa interesante
examinar en ma´s detalle el papel de la (co)homolog´ıa relativa en compactificaciones de la
TIpo II con D-branas y ver si es solo una manera elegante de organizar la informacio´n
relevante o si es u´til en la pra´ctica. En particular, ser´ıa muy interesante comprobar si la
fo´rmula propuesta para la mezcla abierta-abierta funciona en ejemplos sencillos.
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Physical wavefunctions and normalisation factors
In this appendix we write down explicitly the perturbative wavefunctions and normalisa-
tion factors for the SO(12) and E6 models of chapter 2.
SO(12) model
The physical wavefunctions for the SO(12) model were explicitly computed in [57] and
we simply quote the results here since they can be computed using the general methods
explained in section 2.3.4 and are very similar to the U(3) toy model.
Sector a
For the a sector we have
−→
Ψa+p =
 −i
λap
m2
ζap
iλap
m2
1
 eλapx(x¯−ζap y¯)eM+qY N˜Y2 (|x|2−|y|2)−qSRe(xy¯)fap(y + ζapx)Ea+p (A.1)
with ζap = − qSλap−qP and λap is the lowest (negative) solution to the cubic
λ3ap −
(
m4 + q2P + q
2
S
)
λap +m
4qP = 0. (A.2)
The normalisation factor reads
|γiap |2 = −
1
2(3− i)!pi2
(
m
m∗
)4 qP (2λap + qP (1 + ζ2ap))
m4 + λ2ap(1 + ζ
2
ap)
(
qP
m2∗
)3−i
(A.3)
where the family functions are monomials, i.e. fap,j(y + ζapx) = m
3−j
∗ (y + ζapx)3−j for
j = 0, 1, 2.
Sector b
The physical wavefunctions for the b sector are
−→
Ψ b+p =
 −ζbp
iλbp
m2
iλbp
m2
1
 eλbpy(y¯−ζbp x¯)eM−qY N˜Y2 (|y|2−|x|2)−qSRe(xy¯)fbp(x+ ζbpy)Eb+p (A.4)
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with ζbp = − qSλbp+qP and λbp is the lowest (negative) solution to the cubic
λ3bp −
(
m4 + q2P + q
2
S
)
λbp −m4qP = 0. (A.5)
The normalisation factor is
|γibp |2 = −
1
2(3− i)!pi2
(
m
m∗
)4 qP (−2λbp + qP (1 + ζ2bp))
m4 + λ2bp(1 + ζ
2
bp
)
(
− qP
m2∗
)3−i
. (A.6)
Sector c
For the c sector the wavefunctions are
−→
Ψ c+p =
 i
λcp
m2
i(ζcp−λcp )
m2
1
 e( 12 qY N˜Y +ζcp)|x|2+(λcp−ζcp− 12 qY N˜Y )−( 12 qS−ζcp+λcp)xy¯−( 12 qS+ζcp)x¯yEc+p
(A.7)
where we took the holomorphic family function to be 1 since we only want a single genera-
tion in the Higgs sector. Here ζcp =
λcp(λcp−qP−qS)
2(λcp−qS) and λcp is the lowest (negative) solution
to the cubic
λ3cp −
(
2m4 + q2P + q
2
S
)
λcp + 2m
4qS = 0. (A.8)
The normalisation factor reads
|γcp |2 = −
1
2pi2
(
m
m∗
)4 (2ζcp + qP )(qP + 2ζcp − 2λcp) + (qS + λcp)2
m4 + ζ2cp + (ζcp − λcp)2
(A.9)
X,Y bosons
Unlike the previous cases, this sector does not correspond to any matter curve since they
are not charged under the Higgs field 〈Φ〉. This means that they are not localised at any
curve within SGUT and are usually referred to as bulk modes. However, the computation
of the wavefunctions is analogous to the one for localised matter. The wavefunctions are
ΨX,Y ± = e
− 5
12
λ(|x|2+|y|2)fX,Y ± (A.10)
with fX,Y + = fX,Y +(u¯, v) and fX,Y − = fX,Y −(u, v¯) where we defined the rotated coordi-
nates
u = cx+ sy, v = −sx+ cy; c = NY√
N2Y + (N˜Y − λ)2
, s =
N˜Y − λ√
N2Y + (N˜Y − λ)2
(A.11)
and λ =
√
N2Y + N˜
2
Y . As expected, the holomorphic functions fX,Y ± depend on two
coordinates instead of one since these are bulk modes.
These wavefunctions for massive gauge bosons have been used in [36] to compute
dimension 6 proton decay operators in models with intermediate scale supersymmetry.
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E6 model
The physical wavefunctions for the E6 model can also be computed using the methods of
section 2.3.4. We gather them here for convenience.
Sector 10M
This sector is charged under the T-brane so it transforms in a non-abelian representation
under the broken part of the gauge group. A similar case was solved in detail in the
examples of section 2.3.4. In order to have an analytic solution we take the limit µ m
which decouples the wavefunctions in the doublet of SU(2) where the T-brane lives. These
are
−→
Ψ
j
10+ = γ
j
10
 iλ10m2− iλ10ζ10
m2
0
 e f2 e qR2 (|x|2−|y|2)−qS(xy¯+yx¯)+λ10x(x¯−ζ10y¯)gj(y + ζ10x)
−→
Ψ
j
10− = γ
j
10
 00
1
 e− f2 e qR2 (|x|2−|y|2)−qS(xy¯+yx¯)+λ10x(x¯−ζ10y¯)gj(y + ζ10x) (A.12)
where we defined ζ10 = − qSλ10−qR and λ10 is the lowest solution to
m4(λ10 − qR) + λ10c2
(
c2m2(qR − λ10)− λ210 + q2R + q2S
)
= 0. (A.13)
Also, to arrive at this solution we take the Painleve´ trascendent to be f = log c+ c2c2|x|2
which is a good approximation near the origin. See [58] for more details on when this is
indeed a valid approximation.
The normalisation factor is given by
|γj10|2 = −
c
m2∗pi2(3− j)!
1
1
2λ10+qR(1+ζ
2
10)−m2c2
+
c2λ210
m4
1
2λ10+qR(1+ζ
2
10)+m
2c2
(
qR
m2∗
)4−j
.
(A.14)
Sector 5U
This sector is not charged under the T-brane so the wavefunctions are of the same kind
as those in the previous model. One finds
−→
Ψ5 = γ5
 i
ζ5
2µ2
i (ζ5−λ5)
2µ2
1
 e qR2 (|x|2−|y|2)−qS(xy¯+yx¯)+(x−y)(ζ5x¯−(λ5−ζ5)y¯) (A.15)
with ζ5 =
λ5(λ5−qR−qS)
2(λ5−qS) and λ5 the lowest solution to
λ35 − (8µ4 + q2R + q2S)λ5 + 8µ4qS = 0. (A.16)
Finally, the normalisation factor is
|γ5|2 = − 4
pi2
(
µ
m∗
)4 (2ζ5 + qR)(qR + 2ζ5 − 2λ5) + (qS + λ5)2
4µ4 + ζ25 + (ζ5 − λ5)2
. (A.17)
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The Z2 × Z′2 orbifold
Let us consider type IIA string theory compactified on the toroidal orbifold background
T6/(Z2 × Z2), the Z2 generators acting as
Θ :
{
z1 → −z1
z2 → −z2
z3 → z3
Θ′ :
{
z1 → z1
z2 → −z2
z3 → −z3
(B.1)
on the three complex coordinates of T6 = (T2)1× (T2)2× (T2)3. Besides such action one
must specify the choice of discrete torsion that relates these two Z2 group generators. As
explained in [128] there are two inequivalent choices, whose twisted homologies are either
(htw.11 , h
tw.
21 ) = (48, 0) or (h
tw.
11 , h
tw.
21 ) = (0, 48). Similarly to [98] we will consider the second
case, and dub it Z2 ×Z2 orbifold with discrete torsion or Z2 ×Z′2. Such background then
contains 96 collapsed three-cycles at the fixed loci of (B.1).
Let us now add space-time filling D6-branes wrapping supersymmetric three-cycles
of this toroidal orbifold. In terms of a factorized T6 geometry these can be described as
the product of three one-cycles
[Πa] =
3⊗
i=1
(
nia [a
i] +mia [b
i]
)
nia,m
i
a ∈ Z and coprime (B.2)
where [ai], [bi] are the homology classes of the fundamental one-cycles of (T2)i. Notice
that the T6 homology class [Πa] is invariant under the orbifold action (B.1), and so
one can consider three-cycle representatives Πa also invariant under (B.1). A D6-brane
wrapping an invariant three-cycle will suffer the orbifold projection on its Chan-Paton
degrees of freedom, resulting into fractional D6-branes with non-vanishing charge under
the RR twisted sector of the theory. Geometrically, on each (T2)i a fractional D6-branes
goes through two fixed points of the action zi → −zi, and it wraps collapsed three-
cycles that correspond to such fixed points (see fig. B.1). Precisely because of this,
fractional D6-branes are ‘rigid’, they cannot be taken away from a fixed locus of the
action (B.1), and so they do not contain the deformation moduli typical of D-branes in
toroidal compactifications.
Following [98] the homology class of a fractional D6-brane is of the form
[ΠFa ] =
1
4
[ΠBa ]+
1
4
 ∑
I,J∈SaΘ
Θa,IJ [Π
Θ
IJ, a]
+1
4
 ∑
J,K∈Sa
Θ′
Θ
′
a,JK [Π
Θ′
JK, a]
+1
4
 ∑
I,K∈Sa
ΘΘ′
ΘΘ
′
a,IK [Π
ΘΘ′
IK, a]

(B.3)
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where [ΠBa ] stands for a bulk three-cycle, that is a T
6 three-cycle of the form (B.2) that
is inherited in the orbifold quotient. Bulk three-cycles correspond to the untwisted RR
charges of the orbifold, and the intersection number between them is given by
IBab = [Π
B
a ] · [ΠBb ] = 4
3∏
i=1
(niam
i
b −mia nib), (B.4)
where the factor of 4 arises from taking into account the Z2 × Z′2 orbifold action. Beside
the bulk cycles there are 32 collapsed three-cycles for each of the three twisted sectors.
Their homology class is of the form
[ΠgIJ, a] = 2[e
g
IJ ]⊗
(
n
ig
a [a
ig ] +m
ig
a [b
ig ]
)
(B.5)
where g = Θ,Θ′,ΘΘ′ runs over all twisted sectors, and ig = 3, 1, 2, respectively. Here e
g
IJ
I, J ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} stand for the 16 fixed points on (T2)i× (T2)j/Z2, where Z2 = {1, g} and
(T2)i,j are the two-tori such that g : (zi, zj) 7→ (−zi,−zj) (see fig. B.1). These fixed points
correspond to the Z2 singularities of a K3 surface in its orbifold limit T4/Z22, and each
can be blown up to a P1 whose homology class is given by [egIJ ]. Finally, a
ig , big stand
for the fundamental one-cycles of (T2)ig , the two-torus which is left invariant under the
action of g. Gathering all these facts together, one can compute the intersection number
of two collapsed three-cycles as
[ΠgIJ, a] · [ΠhKL, b] = 4 δIKδJLδgh (niga migb −miga nigb ) (B.6)
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y1
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3
4
x2
y2
1
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Figure B.1: Fractional brane passing through 4 fixed points for each twisted sector. Fixed points
are denoted by dots in the Θ sector, by circles in the Θ′ sector and squares in the ΘΘ′ sector.
The homology class (B.3) is given by a particular linear combination of bulk and
collapsed three-cycles, which is determined as follows. In the covering space (T2)3 a BPS
D6-brane looks like as a product of three 1-cycles with wrapping numbers (nia,m
i
a) and
constant slope, see figure B.1. Fractional D6-branes must be invariant under (B.1), and so
on each two-torus they must pass through two fixed points of (T2)i/Z2 with Z2 = {1, zi 7→
−zi}. Which are these fixed points depends on the wrapping numbers (nia,mia), see table
3.1 in the main text.
Let us now consider a particular twisted sector, say g = Θ. The collapsed three-
cycles of this sector are related to the fixed points eΘIJ of (T
2)1×(T2)2/{1,Θ}. A fractional
D6-brane will pass through 4 fixed points eΘIJ . More precisely, the index I will take two
different values specified by (n1a,m
1
a) and one of the choices in table 3.1, while J will be
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constrained by (n2a,m
2
a). This subset of 2× 2 elements {(I, J)} ⊂ {1, 2, 3, 4} × {1, 2, 3, 4}
is denoted as SaΘ in (B.3), and similar definitions apply to S
a
Θ′ and S
a
ΘΘ′ . It is easy to see
that given the bulk wrapping numbers (nia,m
i
a), i = 1, 2, 3 there are eight different choices
for specifying SaΘ, S
a
Θ′ and S
a
ΘΘ′ . From the viewpoint of the covering space (T
2)3, these
choices correspond to the 23 different locations that an invariant three-cycle can have.
Besides Sag one needs to specify the signs 
Θ
a,IJ , 
Θ′
a,JK , 
ΘΘ′
a,IK = ±1 that appear
in (B.3). These signs are not arbitrary but must fulfill several consistency conditions
discussed in [98]. One finds that there are essentially 8 inequivalent choices for these
signs. In general the set of fixed points is given by
SΘ = {{I1, I2} × {J1, J2}}
SΘ′ = {{J1J2} × {K1K2}}
SΘΘ′ = {{K1K2} × {I1I2}}
(B.7)
where iα, jα, kα, α = 1, 2 represent fixed point coordinates in the first, second and third
T2 factors, respectively. If we fix ΘI1J1 = 
Θ′
J1K1
= ΘΘ
′
K1I1
= +1 then all the other ’s
depend on only three independent signs. More precisely we have that ΘI2J1 = 
ΘΘ′
K1I2
= I ,
ΘI1J2 = 
Θ′
J2K1
= J , 
Θ′
J1K2
= ΘΘ
′
K2I1
= K and 
Θ
I2J2
= IJ , 
Θ′
J2K2
= JK , 
ΘΘ′
K2I2
= KI ,
with I , J , K = ±1. The choice of these three signs can be interpreted as the choice of
discrete Wilson lines for a fractional D6-brane along each one-cycle.
Having fixed Sag and 
g
a,IJ as above, there are four inequivalent choices of wrapping
numbers (nIa,m
I
a) which correspond to the same bulk three-cycle Π
B
a but to different
fractional three-cycle ΠFa . These are given by
(n1a,m
1
a) (n
2
a,m
2
a) (n
3
a,m
3
a)
(−n1a,−m1a) (−n2a,−m2a) (n3a,m3a)
(n1a,m
1
a) (−n2a,−m2a) (−n3a,−m3a)
(−n1a,−m1a) (n2a,m2a) (−n3a,−m3a)
(B.8)
and can be interpreted as the four different Z2 × Z′2 twisted charges that a fractional
D6-brane can have. Indeed, it is easy to see that one obtains a pure bulk D6-brane by
adding these four fractional D6-branes. One can further support this claim by computing
the chiral spectrum between two fractional D6-branes, as we now proceed to show.
Chiral index
Given two stacks of fractional D6-branes wrapped on ΠFa and Π
F
b one can easily compute
the chiral spectrum of open strings with one endpoint on each of them. Indeed, let
us consider Na D6-branes wrapped on Π
F
a and Nb D6-branes on Π
F
b . Then the chiral
spectrum will be given by Iab left-handed chiral multiplets in the bifundamental (Na, N¯b)
representation of SU(Na)×SU(Nb). Here Iab = [ΠFa ] · [ΠFb ] is the topological intersection
number of the two three-cycles, and can be computed from (B.4), (B.6) and the fact that
an intersection number between a bulk and a collapsed three-cycle vanishes.
For instance, let us consider the case where ΠFa , Π
F
b are such that they have trivial
discrete Wilson lines ( ga,b = 1 in (B.3)) and they both intersect the origin of (T
2)3 (I1 =
J1 = K1 = 1 in (B.7) for S
a,b
g ). Then the intersection number Iab is specified by the bulk
wrapping numbers
ΠFa : (n
1
a,m
1
a) (n
2
a,m
2
a) (n
3
a,m
3
a)
ΠFb : (n
1
b ,m
1
b) (n
2
b ,m
2
b) (n
3
b ,m
3
b)
(B.9)
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More precisely we find that
Iab = [Π
F
a ] · [ΠFb ] =
1
4
[
I1abI
2
abI
3
ab + I
1
ab ρ2ρ3 + I
2
ab ρ1ρ3 + I
3
ab ρ1ρ2
]
(B.10)
where Iiab = n
i
am
i
b − nibmia and ρi is defined as in (3.41). Despite the factor of 1/4 one
can check that such intersection number is always an integer, as required by consistency.
Notice that the bulk intersection number IBab remains unchanged if we replace Π
F
a by
any of the other bulk wrapping numbers in (B.8). The intersection numbers Iiab for each
individual two-torus do however depend on this choice, and so does the total intersection
number Iab. As show in the main text this formula is reproduced by considering those
linear combinations of intersection points invariant under the orbifold action. As one can
also see from that discussion, the four different type of projection that depend on the signs
s1, s2, s3 can be obtained by considering the pair of D6-branes (B.9) and then replacing
ΠFa by any of the other bulk wrapping numbers in (B.8). This shows in more detail that
each of these D6-branes has a different Chan-Paton factor, because for the same bulk
embedding the open strings ending in Πa feel a different orbifold action, adding up to the
regular representation of Z2 × Z′2.
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Flavour symmetries from dimensional reduction
Let us consider the dimensional reduction that yields the Stu¨ckelberg lagrangians (3.46-
3.51) in 4d for D6-branes at angles in type IIA on T2×T2×T2 which shows the appearance
of discrete symmetries. In [91] this was done for a toroidal compactification of Type I with
magnetic fluxes. In our case we should consider the Type IIA supergravity together with
the DBI action for the branes at angles to get the full non-Abelian structure. We will,
however, take a simpler approach and consider only the DBI part to derive the abelian
part of the symmetry.
Consider a D6-brane wrapping a factorisable three-cycle Πa = (n
1
a,m
1
a)⊗ (n2a,m2a)⊗
(n3a,m
3
a). The DBI action for such a D6-brane is
S6 = −µ6
∫
M4
d4x
∫
Πa
d3q e−Φ
√
−det(P [G] + P [B]− kF ) (C.1)
with k = 2piα′ and P [·] is the pullback on the worldvolume of the brane which looks like
P [A]αβ = Aαβ +Aij∂αφ
i∂βφ
j + ∂αφ
iAiβ + ∂βφ
iAαi (C.2)
where α, β are indices on the brane and i, j are transverse. φi are the embedding functions
of the brane in the bulk. Using the Taylor expansion of the determinant
det(1 +M) = 1 + TrM +
1
2
[TrM ]2 − 1
2
TrM2 + . . . (C.3)
we can expand the action (C.1) in derivatives. Namely,
S6 = −µ6
∫
M4
d4x
∫
Πa
d3q e−Φ0
√−detGαβ (1 + 1
2
GαβGij∂αφ
i∂βφ
j +Gαβ∂αφ
iGiβ
− k
2
BαβF
αβ +
k2
4
FαβF
αβ + . . .
)
(C.4)
where we only kept the terms quadratic in fluctuations. Since the brane is wrapping the
cycle Πa we take the following rotated coordinates in T
2 ×T2 ×T2
ql = xl cos θl + y
l sin θl, p
l = −xl sin θl + yl cos θl, tan θl = m
l
a
nla
(C.5)
with xl, yl real coordinates on (T2)l for l = 1, 2, 3, the q
l’s are along the brane and the
pl’s transverse to it. Going back to the action (C.4) we get the following terms
S6 ⊃ −µ6
∫
M4
d4x
∫
Πa
d3q e−Φ0
√−detGαβ (1
2
GµνGpp∂µφ
p ∂νφ
p +Gµν∂µφ
pGpν
− kBµqFµq + k
2
2
FµqF
µq + . . .
)
. (C.6)
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In this expression the indices µ, ν are in 4d, while p and q run through pl and ql respectively.
The first line yields1
LSt = −1
2
3∑
i=1
(
∂µφ
i
a −miaV xiµ + niaV yiµ
)2
(C.7)
where we defined φia =
√
n2i +m
2
i φ
i so that φia ∼ φia + 1 following the conventions in [91].
This is the Lagrangian (3.46) that describes the spontaneous breaking of the continuous
isometry group U(1)6 of the torus to U(1)3×Zq1 ×Zq2 ×Zq3 with qi = (nia)2 + (mia)2 due
to the presence of the brane.2 Also, φia provide the longitudinal degree of freedom to the
massive gauge bosons −miaV xiµ + niaV yiµ .
Furthermore, from the second line in (C.6) one finds the following contribution to
the low energy action
LSt = −1
2
3∑
i=1
(
∂µξ
i
a − niaBxiµ −miaByiµ
)2
(C.8)
where ξia =
√
n2i +m
2
i A
i and we have rescaled the B-field as B → k−1B, c.f.(3.51).
This analysis shows that the presence of a single brane breaks the continuous U(1)12
gauge symmetry that arises from the reduction of the metric and B-field down to U(1)6
plus some discrete part.3 It is clear that adding more branes will generically break the
gauge symmetry completely. Indeed, the Lagrangian for a set of intersecting branes will
include the terms
LSt = −1
2
∑
α
3∑
i=1
{(
∂µφ
i
α −miαV xiµ + niαV yiµ
)2
+
(
∂µξ
i
α − niαBxiµ −miαByiµ
)2}
(C.9)
where α runs over the branes. Unless all the branes are parallel in a given torus this will
Higgs the continuous part of the gauge group completely. Nevertheless, there can be a
discrete remnant which we discuss in the following.
Let us restrict to the case where there are only two branes a and b and focus on
the part of the action (C.9) that involves V xiµ , V
yi
µ . Following [91], one can see that the
discrete gauge group coming from the i-th torus is
T abi =
Γi
Γˆi
(C.10)
where Γi is the lattice of the i-th torus and Γˆi is the lattice generated by the intersection
points. Namely,
Γi = 〈(1, 0), (0, 1)〉, Γˆi = 1
Iiab
〈(nia,mia), (nib,mib)〉. (C.11)
1The kinetic term of the gauge bosons V xµ and V
y
µ that complete the Stu¨ckelberg Lagrangian can be
obtained from dimensional reduction of the closed string sector of the theory.
2See section 2.5 in [92] for a discussion on the discrete part of this group.
3In case that we have an orientifold background the bulk symmetry is not U(1)12 but U(1)6 × Z62.
Indeed, because the O6-planes are located along yi = 0, 1
2
for i = 1, 2, 3, the U(1) symmetries generated
by V yiµ and B
xi
µ are broken down to Z2, obtaining a residual Z2 × Z2 gauge group for each (T2)i.
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One can check that indeed T abi = ZIiab and since the three-cycles the D6-branes wrap are
factorisable we have
T abT6 = ZI1ab × ZI2ab × ZI3ab (C.12)
which reproduces eq.(3.48) in the main text. A completely analogous argument shows
that the second term in (C.9) yields
WabT6 = ZI1ab × ZI2ab × ZI3ab (C.13)
in agreement with eq.(3.53).
These two groups, T abT6 , WabT6 , do not commute as can be seen from their action on
the wavefunctions of chiral matter in the ab sector. Instead they generate the non-Abelian
discrete group
PabT6 = HI1ab
×HI2ab ×HI3ab (C.14)
with HN ' (ZN × ZN )o ZN .
Magnetised D-branes
In order to connect with the dimensional reduction of Type I with magnetised D9-branes
performed in section 6.2 of [91] we T-dualise the above setup along the directions yi for
i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, as usual D6 branes at angles turn into D9 branes with magnetic fluxes
given by
F axiyi =
mia
knia
Inia . (C.15)
Notice that since the three-cycles the D6-branes wrap are factorisable the ‘nondiagonal’
fluxes Fziz¯j are zero for i 6= j. This means that just like before the dimensional reduction
on T6 factorises in (T2)1 × (T2)2 × (T2)3. More precisely, the above computation gives
in this case
LSt = −1
2
∑
α
3∑
i=1
{(
∂µξ
i
x,α − niαBxiµ −miαV yiµ
)2
+
(
∂µξ
i
y,α +m
i
αV
xi
µ − niαByiµ
)2}
(C.16)
where the axions ξix,α, ξ
i
y,α correspond to the Wilson lines on the worldvolume of the brane
along xi and yi respectively and have periodic identifications ξiq,α ∼ ξiq,α + 1. In order to
cancel the total D9-charge we must include an orientifold projection acting trivially on
the tori which introduces O9-planes. Also, the B-field does not survive the projection so
we can safely set it to zero4 in (C.16) which reproduces the result in [91], namely,
LSt = −1
2
∑
α
3∑
i=1
{(
∂µξ
i
x,α −
miα
niα
V yiµ
)2
+
(
∂µξ
i
y,α +
miα
niα
V xiµ
)2}
(C.17)
with ξiq,α ∼ ξiq,α + 2/niα.5
4Actually, a subgroup Z62 survives the orientifold projection, as in the type IIA case (see footnote 3).
5The factor 2 appears due to the orientifold projection.
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Linear equivalence of p-cycles
In this appendix we review the definition of linear equivalence as given in [147] for general
cycles. We start by introducing the concept of p-gerbe with connection and then give the
definition of linear equivalence of cycles.
From bundles to p-gerbes
Roughly speaking a p-gerbe is a generalisation in higher dimension of a line bundle. In
order to motivate its definition we start by giving three equivalent characterisations of the
topology of a line bundle L on a manifold X,
- A cohomology class in H2(X,Z),
- A real codimension 2 submanifold M of X,
- An element in the Cˇech cohomology group Hˇ1(X,U(1)).
The cohomology class characterising L is its first Chern class c1(L) while the real
codimension 2 submanifold is the Poincare´ dual of c1(L). Finally the element in Hˇ1(X,U(1))
specifies the transition functions of the bundle, namely taking an open cover {Uα} of X
such that L is trivial over each set Uα given g ∈ Hˇ1(X,U(1)) we get the functions
gαβ : Uα ∩ Uβ → U(1) , (D.1)
such that gαβ(x)gβα(x) = 1 in Uα ∩ Uβ and furthermore
gαβ(x)gβγ(x)gγα(x) = 1 , ∀x ∈ Uα ∩ Uβ ∩ Uγ . (D.2)
The natural generalisation of the previous characterisations of a line bundle are
- A cohomology class in Hp+2(X,Z),
- A real codimension p+ 2 submanifold M of X,
- An element in the Cˇech cohomology group Hˇp+1(X,U(1)).
We will take one of the three equivalent characterisations as a definition of a p-gerbe.
We now will endow p-gerbes with a connection in a way similar to how we endow line
bundles with a connection and relate the curvature of this connection to the cohomology
class in Hp+2(X,Z).
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Connections on p-gerbes
It is again useful to start recalling how a connection is built on a line bundle. Given a open
cover {Uα} ofX a connection on a line bundle L with transitions functions g ∈ Hˇ1(X,U(1))
is a set of 1-forms Aα defined on Uα that on double intersections Uα ∩ Uβ satisfy
i(Aβ −Aα) = g−1αβdgαβ . (D.3)
In particular since d(g−1αβdgαβ) = 0 we have that there is a global closed two form (the
curvature of the bundle) satisfying
F |Uα = dAα . (D.4)
We can now adapt this procedure to the case of a p-gerbe. Let us call Cq(U ,F) the set of q
Cˇech cochains with values in a sheaf F for the open covering U . Then given the transition
functions of the p-gerbe G we can build the element $(1) ∈ Cp(U ,Ω1(X)) satisfying
(δ$(1))α1...αp = (g
−1dg)α1...αp , (D.5)
where g ∈ Hˇp+1(X,U(1)) are the transition functions of the gerbe G. We can iteratively
arrive at the definition of the curvature of the connection
(d$(q))α1...αp−q = (δ$
(q+1))α1...αp−q , (D.6)
where at each stage we have $(q) ∈ Cp−q+1(U ,Ωq(X)) and δ is the Cˇech coboundary opera-
tor. This can be repeated until we arrive at $(p+1) which is an element of C0(U ,Ωp+1(X)),
we define G = d$(p+1) to be the curvature of the p-gerbe. It is a globally defined and
closed p+ 2 form whose class [G] ∈ Hp+2(X,R) is the image of the characteristic class of
the gerbe G under the natural inclusion i : Hp+2(X,Z)→ Hp+2(X,R).
We can give a direct construction of the connection on a p-gerbe associated to a
codimension p+ 2 submanifold which enters directly in the definition of linear equivalence
of submanifolds. Given a codimension p + 2 submanifold M we denote its Poincare´ dual
p+2-form as δ(M). We define a connection as a 0 Cˇech cochain, $, satisfying the following
differential equations
d$(p+1)α = δ(M)|Uα . (D.7)
This does not specify completely the connection since the addition of a closed form pro-
duces a different solution to the previous differential equation. We can partially fix this
ambiguity by imposing the following conditions
d∗$(p+1) = 0 ,
∫
Λp+1
$(p+1) ∈ Z , (D.8)
where Λp+1 ∈ Hp+1(X \M,Z). These conditions will still be satisfied if we add to $ an
integral harmonic form but this ambiguity is not important in characterising the connec-
tion on the p-gerbe. Once these conditions are imposed we see that the connection has
the following Hodge decomposition
$(p+1) = ω + d∗H , (D.9)
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where ω is the harmonic part of the connection and dd∗H = δ(M). We define the holonomy
of a p-gerbe as the group given by
hol($(p+1),Σp+1) = exp
(
2pii
∫
Σp+1
ω
)
(D.10)
for every (p+ 1)-cycle Σp+1 in X.
Choosing a basis of non trivial (p + 1)-cycles we get a complete characterization
of the holonomy of the connection. Since the holonomy and curvature data completely
specify the connection we have that a connection on a gerbe is trivial if both its holonomy
and its curvature are zero.
Linear equivalence of submanifolds
We now give the definition of linear equivalence of submanifolds and discuss how this
reproduces the usual definition of linear equivalence between divisors. We say that two
submanifolds M and N are linearly equivalent if the gerbe GMG−1N is trivial.1 We can
extend this definition to linear combinations of submanifolds as it is usually done in the
case of divisors, namely, two linear combinations of submanifolds M =
∑
i aiMi and
N =
∑
i biNi are linearly equivalent if the connection on the gerbe
∏
i GaiMi
∏
j G−bjNj has is
trivial.
This definition of linear equivalence is rather abstract so in the following we give an
alternative characterisation which is more useful in practice. The p-gerbe GMG−1N has a
connection satisfying the following differential equation
d$α = [δ(M)− δ(N)] |Uα . (D.11)
A first condition that we need to impose on the connection of the gerbe in order to be
trivial is that its curvature is zero, this happens when the two submanifolds are in the same
homology class so that the right hand side of (D.11) is an exact form and the connection
$ is globally well defined. All we need to check is that the gerbe has trivial holonomy
which, according to our definition, happens when the harmonic part of the connection $
is integral. More precisely, from (D.8) we see that linear equivalence amounts to
ω ∈ Hp+1(U,Z) ⇔ d∗H ∈ Hp+1(U,Z) (D.12)
where U ≡ X \ (M ∪N).2 Following [147] one can show that this condition is equivalent
to ∫
Γ
θ ∈ Z , (D.13)
where ∂Γ = M −N and θ is a harmonic form in X with integral cohomology class. The
proof goes as follows. The condition (D.12) is equivalent to∫
U
ϕ∧ d∗H ∈ Z (D.14)
1Given a gerbe G we define its dual G−1 to be the gerbe whose transition functions are the inverse of the
ones of the gerbe G. Moreover we can introduce a product in the space of p-gerbes defining the product of
two p-gerbes M and N with transitions functions gM and gN to be the p-gerbe with transition functions
gMgN . Note that the notion of dual and product agree with the known ones in the case of line bundles.
2We need to remove M and N from X because the form d∗H has poles on these submanifolds.
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with ϕ a (d − p − 1)-form with integral class in the compactly supported cohomology of
U , where d is the dimension of X. Moreover, given a chain Γ connecting both cycles,
i.e. ∂Γ = M −N , we can decompose its Poincare´ dual as δ(Γ) = A+ dB + d∗H where we
fixed the coexact term using that dδ(Γ) = δ(∂Γ) = δ(M) − δ(N) = dd∗H. Now, since Γ
belongs to Hd−p−1(U,Z) we have that ∫
Γ
ϕ ∈ Z. (D.15)
Also, since ϕ is closed we can write∫
Γ
ϕ =
∫
X
ϕ∧A+
∫
X
ϕ∧ d∗H, (D.16)
so (D.14) is met if and only if
∫
X ϕ∧A ∈ Z for all such ϕ. Finally, for harmonic forms
θ we have that
∫
Γ θ =
∫
X θ∧A =
∫
X ϕ∧A since one can show that θ is cohomologous to
a closed form with compact support in U . Thus, M and N are linearly equivalent if and
only if
∫
Γ θ ∈ Z for every harmonic form θ.
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M-theory lift of D6-branes
In this appendix we show how the harmonic two-forms $ ∈ H2(M6 − {piD6},Z) appear
from the M-theory lift of a configuration of D6-branes. Here piD6 is the set of all branes.
The M-theory lift of N parallel D6-branes in flat spacetime is given by a purely
geometric configuration. More explicitly, we have that the lift corresponds to the space
R1,3 × R3 ×TNN where TNN is the N-center Taub-NUT space with metric
ds2 = V d−→r · d−→r + 1
V
(dψ +−→ω · d−→r )2 (E.1)
with −→r ∈ R3 and ψ ∼ ψ + 4pi. Also,
V =
1
R
+
N∑
α=1
Vα, Vα =
1
|−→r −−→a α| (E.2)
and
−→ω =
N∑
α=1
−→ω α, −→∇Vα = −→∇ ×−→ω α. (E.3)
This geometry is a S1 fibration over R3 and the radius of the fiber is given by the gψψ
component of the metric, namely, 1V . Near the location of the D6-branes
−→a α the radius
goes like 1Vα = |−→r −−→a α| so the fiber shrinks. On the other hand, asymptotically far away
from them it has constant radius R which determines the string coupling constant in Type
IIA, namely gIIAs =
R√
α′
.
An alternative way to understand this space is to regard it as the total space of
a U(1) gauge bundle over R3 with N magnetic monopoles at −→a α. Then, the one-forms
ωα ≡ −→ω α · d−→r are the gauge fields associated to the monolopole α. Thus, their field
strengths are given by Fα = dωα and satisfy the equations,
dFα = −4piδ3(−→r −−→a α), d ∗ F = 0. (E.4)
There areN cohomologically independent harmonic normalizable 2-forms that, when
reducing the C3 potential, yield the gauge fields associated with the D6-branes. These
are [156]
4piΩα = dχα, χα =
Vα
V
(dψ + ω)− ωα. (E.5)
which are orthogonal, i.e.
∫
Ωα ∧ Ωβ = R2δαβ. It is useful to take the linear combinations
Ωαβ = Ωα − Ωβ, ΩCM =
N∑
α=1
Ωα (E.6)
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since Ωαβ has compact support while the center of mass 2-form ΩCM does not.
For every harmonic 2-form Ωαβ with compact support there is a non-trivial 2-cycle
in homology piαβ (which is compact by definition). Topologically, these cycles are 2-spheres
given by piαβ ' pi−1(Iαβ) where pi : TNN → R3 is the projection of the fibration and Iαβ is
a path in the base that connects −→a α and −→a β. When we take the perturbative limit R→ 0
these 2-cycles become 1-chains in the base which are just the paths Iαβ. In Type IIA the
M-theory circle disappears from the description so these can be regarded as 1-cycles in
H1(R3, P ) where P is the set of points −→a α. Thus, by Poincare´-Lefschetz duality there
should be N − 1 independent 2-forms in H2(R3 − P ). Let us see this explicitly.
Consider the 2-forms Ωαβ in TNN , namely
4piΩαβ = d
(
Vα − Vβ
V
(dψ + ω)
)
− d(ωα − ωβ) (E.7)
= −R
2(Vα − Vβ)
R2V 2
dV ∧ (dψ + ω) + R
RV
d((Vα − Vβ)(dψ + ω))− d(ωα − ωβ).
In the perturbative limit, R→ 0 and RV → 1 so only the last term survives which yields
Ωαβ
R→0−→ Ω˜αβ = 1
4pi
d(ωβ − ωα). (E.8)
Using eq.(E.4) we see that dΩ˜αβ = δ3(
−→r −−→a α)− δ3(−→r −−→a β) so it is a closed 2-form in
R3−P and d∗ Ω˜αβ = 0. One could think that since Ω˜αβ is given by the exterior derivative
of ωβ − ωα it is trivial in cohomology, however, the one-forms ωα are not globally well-
defined, instead they have to be defined in different patches and glued together using a
gauge transformation. Thus, an alternative way of writing this 2-form is Ω˜αβ = d
∗Hαβ
where Hαβ is a globally well-defined 3-form with a singularity of the form
1
r at the points−→a α and −→a β. Thus, putting everything together we have that
Ω˜αβ = d
∗Hαβ, dΩ˜αβ = δ3(−→r −−→a α)− δ3(−→r −−→a β), d∗Ω˜αβ = 0. (E.9)
This shows that Ω˜αβ are precisely the 2-forms $
(α−β) in the main text. Since this is
a non-compact toy model there is no harmonic 2-form in Ω˜αβ which means that in flat
space any two points are linearly equivalent. When embedded in a compact model such
harmonic 2-form must be added to Ω˜αβ to ensure that it is integral.
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Generalized homology
In this appendix we give the basic definitions of the generalized homology introduced
in [157]. We refer the reader to [157] for a detailed discussion on the subject.
The RR charges of D-branes in the presence of a NSNS H-flux are classes in twisted
K-theory but it is generally very difficult to compute them in concrete examples. On the
other hand, generalized homology captures some aspects of the RR charges beyond usual
homology and is much easier to work with.
In the context of generalized complex geometry a Dp-brane can be described as a
submanifold Σ carrying a gauge bundle F = F + B which is a generalized submanifold
(Σ,F).1 In other to define a homology theory for these objects we need to define chains
and a boundary operator that squares to zero.
Consider a Dp-brane wrapping a (p + 1)-submanifold with a U(1) gauge field that
may have a Dirac monopole on a (p−2)-submanifold Π ⊂ Σ which must satisfy ∂Π ⊂ ∂Σ.
The field strength FΠ thus satisfies
dFΠ = H|Σ + δΣ(Π) (F.1)
in the presence of a H-flux. Since FΠ should be globally well-defined we have that
P.D.[H|Σ] + [Π] = 0. (F.2)
Thus, the pair (Σ,FΠ) is a generalized submanifold and a generalized chain is defined to be
a formal sum of these pairs. We restrict the sum to contain only even or odd dimensional
submanifolds as suggested by Type IIB and IIA string theories respectively.
We define the generalized boundary operator in such a way that that its action is
dual to the action of the H-twisted exterior derivative on forms. Therefore, inspired in
the CS action for a D-brane, we associate a current j(Σ,FΠ) to each chain by
j(Σ,FΠ)(C) ≡
∫
Σ
C|Σ ∧ eFΠ (F.3)
where C is an arbitrary polyform of definite parity. The derivative dH = d + H ∧ acts
on the current in the following way
(dHj(Σ,FΠ))(C) =
∫
Σ
dHC|Σ ∧ eFΠ =
∫
∂Σ
C|Σ ∧ eFΠ|∂Σ −
∫
Π
C|Π ∧ eFΠ|Π (F.4)
where we used Stoke’s theorem. Thus,
dHj(Σ,FΠ) = j(∂Σ,FΠ|∂Σ) − j(Π,FΠ|Π) (F.5)
1We restrict ourselves to abelian D-branes.
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so we define the generalized boundary operator ∂ˆ by imposing
dHj(Σ,FΠ) = j∂ˆ(Σ,FΠ) (F.6)
which leads to
∂ˆ(Σ,FΠ) ≡ (∂Σ,FΠ|∂Σ)− (Π,FΠ|Π). (F.7)
One can check that ∂ˆ2 = 0 which allows to define the generalized homology as Ker(∂ˆ)/Im(∂ˆ).
In order to preserve RR gauge invariance D-branes can only wrap generalized chains
that are closed [157]. Then for any two generalized cycles that are in the same homology
class there is a physical process that connects them although it may not be energetically
favorable. In order to define the energy of a generalized cycle one can introduce a general-
ized calibration [157]. Of particular relevance for our discussion is the effect of dissolving
D(p-2)-branes in Dp-branes which is nicely captured in this formalism since both situa-
tions correspond to different representatives of the same homology class as is shown in
chapter 4.
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Details on the computation of j(S,F)
Here we derive the equation (4.90) starting with the generalized chain (S,F) and show it
has all the desired properties.
First, one can check that a change in S′a, F ′a or Ba corresponds to choosing a
different generalized chain (S′,F′) = (S,F) + ∂ˆ(s, f) so the associated current is j(S′,F′) =
j(S,F) + d j(s,f). Since γI is harmonic we have that d j(s,f)(γI) = 0 which shows that our
result is independent of all these choices.
Now we take the limit where Ba and Bb go to zero that yields a simpler and more
trasparent expression which is manifestly independent of S′a, F ′a or Ba. Let us focus on
the contribution due to ∂ˆ[−(Ba, F˜a) + (Ba, F˜Πa)], namely
j(S,F)(γI) ⊃
∫
B
γI ∧ (F˜Π − F˜). (G.1)
where we dropped the subscript a to simplify the notation. Let us define H = F˜Π − F˜
which satisfies
dH = δ3B(Π), H|S = −F , H|S′ = 0. (G.2)
We have that B = S × IL with IL an interval of lenght L with coordinate t ∈ [0, L] and a
slicing of B in St with S0 = S and SL = S
′. Since the integral above does not depend on B
it can not depend on L so we may take the limit L→ 0 to make it manifestly independent
of B. We define
γI = γI |St + γ˜I (G.3)
H = H|St + H˜. (G.4)
The equation for H translates into
dS(H|St) + dIL(H|St) + dSH˜ = δ2S0(Π) ∧ δ(t)dt, H|S0 = −F , H|SL = 0 (G.5)
where we used the fact that d = dIL + dS with dIL and dS the exterior derivatives on IL
and St respectively. From the boundary conditions for H we find that
lim
L→0
dS(H|St) = 0, lim
L→0
dIL(H|St) = F ∧ δ(t)dt. (G.6)
Thus, the differential equation for L→ 0 is
dSH˜ = (δ2S0(Π)−F) ∧ δ(t)dt (G.7)
so we necessarily have that
lim
L→0
H˜ = −AΠ ∧ δ(t)dt (G.8)
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with AΠ a 1-form in S that satisfies
dSAΠ = F − δ2S(Π). (G.9)
Going back to the integral (G.1) we find∫
B
γI ∧ (F˜Π − F˜) =
∫
S×IL
(γI |St ∧ H˜+ γ˜I ∧ H|St) (G.10)
where only the first term contributes in the limit L→ 0 since it contains a delta function
unlike the second one. Therefore,∫
B
γI ∧ (F˜Π − F˜) = −
∫
S×IL
γI |S ∧ A˜Π ∧ δ(t)dt =
∫
S
γI ∧ A˜Π. (G.11)
Notice there is minus sign due to the orientation of S in ∂B = S′ − S.
Using this result we may write
j(S,F)(γI) =
∫
Σ
γI +
∫
Sa
γI ∧ AΠa −
∫
Sb
γI ∧ AΠb . (G.12)
The only thing left is to show that (G.12) is independent of the choice of Πa and Πb.
Consider Π′a = Πa + ∂σa and Π′b = Πb + ∂σb which also changes Σ into Σ
′ = Σ + σa − σb.
One can readily show that the formula above is independent of σa and σb. Finally, a
change Σ′ = Σ + pi with pi a closed 3-cycle in M6 does change the expression above but
just by integer number which can be interpreted as a redefinition of the U(1) sector.
As a further check of this result let us derive eq.(4.79) starting from j(S,F)(γI) when
[Fa] = [Fb] ∈ H2(S). More explicitly, we show that∫
Γ
γ ∧ F˜ =
∫
Σ
γ +
∫
Ba
γ ∧ Ha −
∫
Bb
γ ∧ Hb. (G.13)
Since nothing depends on Ba and Bb we choose Ba = −Bb = −Γ. Also, since [Fa] = [Fb] ∈
H2(S) we have that we may take Σ ⊂ Γ so∫
Σ
γ +
∫
Ba
γ ∧ Ha −
∫
Bb
γ ∧ Hb =
∫
Γ
γ ∧ (δ2Γ(Σ)−Ha +Hb). (G.14)
The quantity Q ≡ δ2Γ(Σ) +Ha −Hb satisfies the equation
dQ = δ3Sb(Πb)− δ3Sa(Πa) + dδ2Γ(Σ) = 0 (G.15)
where we used dδ2Γ(Σ) = δ
3
Γ(∂Σ) = δ
3
Sa
(Πa) − δ3Sb(Πb). The boundary conditions are
Q|Sa = Fa and Q|Sb = Fb so Q = F˜ .
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